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Principles of Business Syllabus
 RATIONALE
Principles of Business focuses on the theoretical and practical aspects of business activities. It provides
a framework to assist in more informed decision-making by individuals in their role of producers or
consumers.
An understanding of business principles in this course of study prepares students to become
productive members of society. The syllabus provides opportunity for students to develop
entrepreneurial and managerial skills necessary to survive and prosper in a local, regional and global
dynamic business environment. The CSEC® Principles of Business syllabus engages students in
conducting research which helps to improve their communication and critical thinking skills and
creates an awareness of business ethics and social and economic responsibilities.
The syllabus will not only provide a good foundation for further study of Business at pre-professional
and professional levels, but will assist students in the development of the requisite skills,
competencies, attitudes and values that are critical for success in today’s business environment.
Additionally, it will inculcate tenets of the Ideal Caribbean Person as articulated by the CARICOM
Heads of Government. That is, “someone who demonstrates a positive work ethic” and “values and
displays the creative imagination in its various manifestations and nurtures its development in the
economic and entrepreneurial spheres.” Besides, in keeping with the UNESCO Pillars of Learning, on
completion of this course of study students will learn to know, learn to do, learn to be, and learn to
live together having been exposed to the values implicit within human rights, and democratic
principles, among others.

 AIMS
The syllabus aims to:
1.

promote understanding of theories, concepts and practices that are applicable to the
culturally-diversified economic environment of the Caribbean;

2.

provide knowledge of business and of its role in a rapidly-changing Caribbean and global
economic environment;

3.

provide the opportunity for informed decision making through the development of skills in
critical thinking, problem-solving, research and communication;

4.

nurture students’ creative and entrepreneurial abilities to enable them to participate
fully in the local, regional and global economy;
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5.

sensitise students to the need for responsible social and ethical behaviour in their pursuit of
business goals; and,

6.

enable students to access and apply appropriate technology in pursuing opportunities and
solving problems in business.

 GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of the syllabus, students should:
1.

develop knowledge and skills to function effectively within the local, regional and global
business environment;

2.

develop understanding of theories, concepts and practices related to business;

3.

develop the confidence to respond, positively, to the opportunities and challenges that
present themselves in the world of business;

4.

appreciate the importance of risk, research, planning and the use of modern technology in
the development and conduct of business;

5.

be aware that producers and consumers of goods and services have the responsibility to
conduct business in a moral and ethical manner; and,

6.

develop awareness of career opportunities in business-related fields.

 SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO BE ASSESSED
The assessment will test the following skills and abilities:
1.

2.

Literacy and Numeracy/Communication
(a)

jargon of the field, formulae, form and style relevant to the field, use of English;

(b)

recall, select, and use business-related theories, principles, concepts and methods;
and,

(c)

develop reasoned expositions on theories and policies used in accounting.

Critical thinking and problem solving
-

3.

identify and analyse problems and formulate solutions.

Interpretation
-

interpret data and draw logical conclusions.
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4.

Research and statistics
(a)

gathering relevant data; and,

(b)

using appropriate strategies to present them.

 ORGANISATION OF THE SYLLABUS
The syllabus is arranged in ten sections consisting of specific objectives and related content.
ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLES
SECTION 1

-

THE NATURE OF BUSINESS

SECTION 2

-

INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

SECTION 3

-

ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS

SECTION 4

-

LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS

PROMOTION AND LOGISTICS
SECTION 5

-

PRODUCTION

SECTION 6

-

MARKETING

SECTION 7

-

LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN

FINANCE, GOVERNMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
SECTION 8

-

BUSINESS FINANCE

SECTION 9

-

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AN ECONOMY

SECTION 10

-

TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

 SUGGESTED TIMETABLE ALLOCATION
It is recommended that a minimum of five 40-minute periods per week (over a two-year period) or
the equivalent should be allocated to the syllabus.

 APPROACHES TO TEACHING SYLLABUS
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this syllabus, teachers are advised to note the
guidelines listed below.
1.

The syllabus provides students with a grounding in fundamental business concepts, practices
and skills. The major focus of the syllabus, however, is on the application of these concepts,
practices and skills to aid the understanding of issues and problems both at the global and
regional levels.
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2.

Develop lessons using themes that encompass topics from different sections of the syllabus.
Therefore, during the delivery of instruction, teachers should highlight those topics across the
syllabus that are related, in order to indicate the relevance and relationships.

3.

Use a variety of methodologies integrating technology as well as role play, case studies,
simulations, field trips, games, and presentations by resource personnel. Practical
assignments and discussions on topical issues should be used where possible. Throughout the
syllabus, an asterisk* is used to highlight specific objectives for which practical activities are
imperative.

4.

Use tangible and physical examples as well as the resources on the internet and other
electronic media.

 CERTIFICATION
Candidates who sit the CSEC® Principles of Business will be awarded an overall grade on a six-point
scale. In addition to the overall grade, candidates’ performance will be reported by a letter grade
under the content profiles listed below.
1.

Organisational Principles.

2.

Promotion and Logistics.

3.

Finance, Government and Technology.

 DEFINITION OF PROFILE DIMENSIONS
Each paper consists of items pitched at the following levels:
1.

Knowledge/Comprehension
The ability to:

2.

(a)

state, list or identify business concepts, terms and principles;

(b)

define and explain business concepts, principles, theories and procedures; and,

(c)

demonstrate an understanding of basic business concepts, principles, and skills.

Application
The ability to:
(a)

apply business concepts and principles to analyse issues; and,

(b)

apply business concepts, principles and skills to solve problems in various situations.
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3.

Interpretation and Analysis
The ability to:
(a)

select, organise and interpret business data presented in a variety of forms; and,

(b)

organise and present, logically and effectively, business ideas and arguments using
verbal, graphical and numerical forms of communication.

 FORMAT OF THE EXAMINATIONS
The examination consists of Paper 01, Paper 02 and Paper 031 (School-Based Assessment). Paper 032
(alternative to the School-Based Assessment) is offered to private candidates as an alternative to the
School-Based Assessment.
Paper 01
(1 hour 15 minutes)
(60 marks)

A multiple-choice test of 60 items: 20 items testing each of the content
profiles, Organisational Principles, Promotion and Logistics, Finance,
Government and Technology.

Paper 02
(2 hours)
(100 marks)

A structured Essay Paper consisting of five compulsory questions.
Each question will be worth 20 marks. There will be two questions on
Content Profile1, two on Content Profile 2, and one on Content Profile 3.

School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Paper 031
(40 marks)

A School-Based Assessment (SBA) component covering the Profile
Dimensions of the syllabus. Details are given on pages 56-60.

Paper 032
(1 hour and 15
minutes)
(40 marks)

A case study for private candidates only. Details are given on pages 61.

Distribution of Items for Paper 01 (Multiple Choice Test)
Section No.

Section Title

No. of Items

Organisational Principles
1
2
3
4

The Nature of Business
Internal Organisational Environment
Establishing a Business
Legal Aspects of a Business

5
6
5
4

Promotion and Logistics
5
6
7

Production
Marketing
Logistics and Supply Chain
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Finance, Government and Technology
8
9
10

Business Finance
The role of Government in an economy
Technology and the Global Business Environment

7
7
6

ALLOCATION OF MARKS BY PAPERS AND PROFILE DIMENSIONS
Profile
Dimensions

Paper
01
Multiple
Choice

Paper
02
Structured
Essay

Paper
031
SBA

Paper
032*
Alternate
Paper

Total

(%)

Profile 1

20

40

10

10

70

(35)

Profile 2

20

40

20

20

80

(40)

Profile 3

20

20

10

10

50

(25)

Total

60

100

40

40

200

(100)

(%)

(30)

(50)

(20)

(20)

-

-

 REGULATIONS FOR PRIVATE CANDIDATES
Private candidates must be entered for the examination through the Local Registrar in their respective
territories. They will be required to sit Papers 01, 02, and Paper 032.
Paper 032 is a written examination designed for candidates whose research projects cannot be
monitored by tutors in a recognised educational institution and who have been assigned by the Local
Registrar to write Paper 032 at a designated examination centre.

 REGULATIONS FOR RESIT CANDIDATES
Resit candidates who have obtained a MODERATED score of 50 per cent or more of the SBA marks
will not be required to repeat this component of the examination provided that they write the
examination in the academic year immediately following their first sitting of the examination. Resit
candidates who failed to achieve 50 per cent of the total SBA marks must repeat the project during
the academic year in which the examination is repeated. Resit candidates must indicate at registration
that they are resit candidates. See Regulations for the January Sitting below.

 REGULATIONS FOR THE JANUARY SITTING
1.

All candidates for the January sitting who are taking CSEC® Principles of Business
examination for the first time MUST write Paper 032.

2.

There is no SBA option (Paper 031) available for January for candidates who are writing the
examination for the first time.
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3.

A resit candidate refers to a candidate who wrote Paper 031 (SBA) in the year immediately
preceding the January examination, and obtained a MODERATED score of 50 per cent or
more. Such a candidate is NOT required to write Paper 032 in January.

4.

A candidate who qualifies as a resit candidate, that is, a candidate who obtained a
MODERATED score of 50 per cent or more, but who wishes to try to improve on his/her
grade, may write Paper 032 in January.

5.

A candidate who did NOT qualify as a resit candidate, that is, who did not obtain 50 per cent
or more in the SBA and who wishes to write the examination in January MUST write Paper
032.
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 SECTION 1: THE NATURE OF BUSINESS
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

explain the development of barter;

Explanation of the concept, advantages and
disadvantages of barter.

2.

describe the role of money;

Brief history from subsistence economy to
money economy.

3.

identify the
exchange;

instruments

of

Instruments of exchange/payments:
(a)

barter;

(b)

bills of exchange;

(c)

electronic transfer;

(d)

tele-banking and e-commerce;

(e)

cheques;

(f)

money order;

(g)

debit cards;

(h)

credit cards;

(i)

bank draft;

(j)

telegraphic money transfer;

(k)

bank transfers; and,

(l)

M-money/mobile money and mobile
wallets.

4.

interpret information on various
instruments of payment;

Interpretation and significance of information
on instruments of payments.

5.

differentiate between private and
public sectors;

Concept of private and public sectors.

6.

describe the various forms of
business
organisations
and
arrangements;

Forms of business organisations and
arrangements: formation, management and
characteristics of:
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(a)

sole trader;

(b)

partnerships;

(c)

co-operatives;

(d)

companies (including private and public
limited companies); and,

(e)

franchises.
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SECTION 1: THE NATURE OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
7.

differentiate among the types of
economic systems;

Types of economic systems:
(a)

Traditional (subsistence).

(b)

Command or planned (socialist).

(c)

Free market or capitalist.

(d)

Mixed (public and private).

8.

describe the functional areas of a
business;

Production, Marketing, Finance, Human
Resource and Research and Development.

9.

identify the stakeholders involved
in business activities;

Owners, employees, consumers, suppliers,
communities, environment, future generations
and government.

10.

discuss the role and functions of
the stakeholders involved in
business activities;

Examples of role and functions of:
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(a)

employers;

(b)

employees: to provide labour services;
(i)

the role as an accounts clerk to serve as support to the
accountant – to verify,
organize, process and store
the financial records of the
company; and,

(ii)

the role of a compliance
officer – to ensure that the
business
operates
in
accordance with accepted
standards – to execute the
compliance policy to ensure
that the business meets
professional and accepted
business standards.

(c)

consumers;

(d)

suppliers;

(e)

communities; and,

(f)

government.
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SECTION 1: THE NATURE OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
11.

explain the ethical and legal issues
in
the
establishment
and
operations of a business;

Ethical and legal issues relating to the
establishment and operation of a business.
Examples include:
Ensuring that the business is a bonafide firm or
establishment and not using it as a front for
money laundering and other illicit activities.
Ensuring that capital is legally obtained and
not tainted with illegal operations as the
source of funding.
In the operations of a business, payment of
national insurance contributions and taxes.

12.

explain the principles that must be
adopted in the establishment and
operation of a business;

The ethical and legal principles that must be
adopted in the establishment and operation of
a business.
Examples include:
The adoption of an organisation code of
ethics.
Policies on environmental issues.
Handling of personal information.

13.

explain the consequences of
unethical and illegal practices in
business; and,
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The negative effects of unethical and illegal
practices on the business, for example:
(a)

misleading advertisements – unfair
and fraudulent practice on the
population;

(b)

withholding of tax – cheating the
government of revenue;

(c)

unethical disposal
pollution; and,

(d)

money laundering – distortions in the
national economy.

10
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SECTION 1: THE NATURE OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
14.

describe the careers in the field of
business.

Examples of careers in the field of business:
(a)

Advertising and Public Relations.

(b)

Compliance Officers.

(c)

Strategic Planners.

(d)

Educators (online and face-to-face).

(e)

Information Officers.

(f)

Entrepreneurs.

(g)

Resource Personnel.

(h)

Web Designers.

(i)

Web Planners.

(j)

Software Developers.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Have students conduct research on the concepts related to exchange ensuring that bartering,
money, cards, and other instruments of exchange are identified.

2.

Have students conduct research on topics such as the forms of business organisations and
arrangements, and types of economic systems, and make presentations to the class. Use their
findings as the basis for class discussions and teaching concepts.

3.

Engage students in debates/discussions on ethical and legal issues in the establishment and
operations of a business.

4.

Invite guest speaker or engage students in research to help them to identify the elements of a
business plan. After the exercise, present them with a case, divide class into groups and assign
each group the task of completing a brief example of each element of an appropriate plan.
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SECTION 1: THE NATURE OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
5.

Arrange virtual or real-life field trips to observe principles and practices in businesses.

6.

Have students collect information on top-trending careers in the field of business.

RESOURCES
Bahaw, E. and Mollick, W.

Comprehensive Economics for CSEC. Caribbean Educational
Publishers, 2008.

Moynihan, D. and Titley, B.

Economics: A complete Course for IGCSE and O Level. Oxford
University Press, 2007.

Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.

WEBSITES
http://www.economist.com/node/14505519
http://wizznotes.com/pob/the-nature-of-business/instruments-of-exchange
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 SECTION 2: INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

2.

3.

describe
the
management;

functions

of

outline the responsibilities of
management;

*construct simple organisational
charts;
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Functions of management:
(a)

planning (to create short term and long
term goals to achieve the goals a
business and sourcing the necessary
resources to accomplish these goals);

(b)

organising;

(c)

directing;

(d)

controlling;

(e)

coordinating;

(f)

delegating; and,

(g)

motivating.

Management responsibilities to:
(a)

owners
and
shareholders
(by
maximising efficiency and creating
surpluses);

(b)

employees (for example, providing
adequate working conditions, training,
maintaining good communication and
human relations);

(c)

society;

(d)

customers; and,

(e)

government.

The construction of simple organisational
charts ensuring that students understand
and
outline
the
components
or
characteristics of a simple chart.
(a)

Line.

(b)

Line and staff.

(c)

Functional.
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SECTION 2: INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
4.

interpret
charts;

simple

organisational

Interpretation of simple organisational
charts.
(a)

Chain of command.

(b)

Span of control.

5.

outline the essential
characteristics of a good leader;

Characteristics including:
Honesty, flexibility, focus, trustworthiness, and
ability to make intelligent decisions.

6.

discuss the different leadership
styles;

The advantages and disadvantages of
different leadership styles: Autocratic,
Democratic, Laissez-Faire.

7.

identify potential sources of
conflict within an organisation;

Internal sources of conflict, for example, poor
working conditions.

8.

outline strategies used by
employers and employees to gain
an upper hand during periods of
conflict;

Employer strategies, for example, lock out and
use of scab labour; employee strategies, for
example, strike action and work to rule.

9.

describe strategies for the
resolution of conflict within an
organisation;

Strategies such as mediation, arbitration, and
the value of trade union representation.
Grievance procedure.

10.

establish guidelines for the
conduct of good management and
staff relations in the workplace;

Guidelines for establishing good relations
between managers and employees.
Examples:

11.

identify strategies for motivating
employees in a business;
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(a)

good communication with workers;

(b)

improve working conditions;

(c)

motivating workers;

(d)

practice good leadership.

(a)

financial methods; and,

(b)

non-financial methods.
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SECTION 2: INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
12.

13.

evaluate the role of teamwork in
the success of an organisation;
and,

outline strategies for effective
communication
within
an
organisation.

The value of teamwork within an organisation:
(a)

definition;

(b)

advantages; and,

(c)

disadvantages.

The communication process and strategies for
effective
communication
within
an
organisation.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Engage students in activities in which they interpret simple organisational charts.

2.

Engage students in activities in which they construct simple organisational charts for their
class, school, church, and clubs.

3.

Divide students into groups and ask each group to describe strategies for the resolution of
conflict within the school, citing an example to try to identify an explain concepts such as
mediation, arbitration, and (union) representation.

4.

Engage students in discussions which lead them to identify strategies for motivating the
employees and students in their school, and them extend to business places.

5.

Engage students in playing the game ‘Chinese telephone” where a message is said by one
student and passed around the room until all students have received it. Ask them to write down
what they heard and then report it to the class. The accuracy of the individual written
statements/reports should be checked, and then in small groups, students should outline
strategies that may be used to ensure that this does not recur. This exercise could form the
base for studying effective communication within organisations.

RESOURCES
Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.
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SECTION 2: INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
WEBSITES:
http://2012books.lardbucket.org/pdfs/an-introduction-to-organizational-communication.pdf
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/leadership/leadership-ideas/leadership-styles/main
http://www.leadership-toolbox.com/democratic-leadership-style.html
http://study.com/academy/lesson/sources-of-conflict-in-the-workpalce-task-relationship-andprocess-conflict.html
https://www.boundless.com/management/textbooks/boundless-management-textbook/groupsteams-and-teamwork-6/managing-conflict-55/common-causes-of-team-conflict-277-3941/
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 SECTION 3: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

define the term entrepreneur;

2.

explain the functions
entrepreneur;

3.

identify the characteristics of the
typical entrepreneur;

4.

of

The concept of entrepreneurship.
an

describe the role of the
entrepreneur in the decisionmaking process;

Conceptualising, planning, accessing funds,
organising, operating and evaluating the
performance of a business. Attention should
be paid to the bearing of risks and the
entitlement to the profits and losses of the
business.
Personal traits and leadership qualities:
(a)

creative;

(b)

innovative;

(c)

flexible;

(d)

goal-oriented;

(e)

persistent;

(f)

persevering; and,

(g)

propensity to take calculated risks.

Importance of entrepreneurial organizational
skills.
Examples:
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(a)

conceptualising;

(b)

planning;

(c)

accessing financing;

(d)

organising the factors of production;

(e)

operating the business;

(f)

evaluating; and,

(g)

risk bearing.
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SECTION 3: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
5.

6.

7.

8.

outline the role of the entrepreneur
in economic development;

outline reasons why an individual
may want to establish a business;

outline the essential steps that
should be taken in establishing a
business;

identify the reasons for preparing a
business plan;
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(a)

collaborating;

(b)

providing goods and services to satisfy
citizens;

(c)

creating jobs; and,

(d)

contributing to nation building.

Reasons:
(a)

desire for financial independence;

(b)

self-fulfilment;

(c)

self-actualisation;

(d)

increased income; and,

(e)

increased control of working life.

Steps for establishing a business:
(a)

conceptualisation;

(b)

research (market probe);

(c)

identification of resources (financial,
human, material);

(d)

creation of business plan;

(e)

acquisition of funds; and,

(f)

operation of the business.

(a)

to ensure that careful research is
conducted into the feasibility of the
business;

(b)

to attract potential investors;

(c)

to source financing; and,

(d)

to guide the operations of the
business when making decisions.
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SECTION 3: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
9.

describe the elements of a business
plan;

Description of the basic elements of a business
plan.
(a)

Executive summary: an overview of
the business.

(b)

Operational plan: The business and its
objectives – name, address, legal
structure, aims and objectives.
Personnel, suppliers, equipment
necessary.

(c)

The
business
opportunity:
a
description of the product or service.

(d)

The marketing plan: a description of
the potential customers and nature of
competition.

(e)

Financial forecast: sources of finance,
sales, cash flow, profit and loss
forecasts.

10.

identify sources of information for
conducting research into the
establishment of businesses;

Primary and secondary sources of information
for conducting research.

11.

discuss the significance of
conducting a feasibility study into
the establishing of a business;

Reasons why a feasibility study is important:
(a)

To ascertain the viability.

(b)

The possible costs attached to the
project.

(c)

Possible sources of finance.

12.

explain the relationship between
planning and the operation of a
business;

The necessity for short-term, medium-term
and long-term planning in operating a
business.

13.

identify
regulatory
practices
instituted by governments for the
establishment and conduct of
different types of businesses;

Local, regional and global rules for establishing
and conducting business, including local
government (municipal, village council, parish
council) regulations. For example:
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(a)

monetary and fiscal policies;

(b)

consumer protection agencies; and,

(c)

environmental policies.
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SECTION 3: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
14.

15.

outline the factors that determine
the location of a business; and,

explain the significance of
collateral in accessing capital to
establish a business.

Factors affecting location:
(a)

geographical;

(b)

availability of raw materials and
supplies;

(c)

infrastructure;

(d)

power and water;

(e)

telecommunications;

(f)

transport;

(g)

health facilities;

(h)

labour supply; and,

(i)

governmental regulation.

Collateral:
(a)

concept;

(b)

evaluation of different types;
property, stocks, bonds, money, cash
surrender on life insurance policies,
motor vehicles, appliances; and,

(c)

the value of collateral.

8.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Engage students in research on successful entrepreneurs. This research could be conducted
using different strategies such as face-to-face interviews with the entrepreneurs or integrating
technology (telephone, Skype, conference calls).
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SECTION 3: ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS (cont’d)
2.

Organise for students to watch documentaries on businesses that have grown over a period of
time and discuss these bearing in mind the concepts addressed in the course.

3.

Arrange for the students to engage in actual or simulated business projects at school, applying
the different principles learnt.

4.

Arrange field trip(s) to bodies and agencies to investigate local, regional and global rules for
establishing and conducting business, including local government (municipal, village council,
parish council) regulations.

5.

Allow students to participate in group work in which they discuss/debate which functions of
management are most critical for an entrepreneur. They should be scored based on the
application of the relevant concepts and principles.

RESOURCES
Bahaw, E. and Mollick, W.

Comprehensive Economics for CSEC. Caribbean Educational
Publishers, 2008.

Laman, G.

Jamaican Entrepreneurship: A Review of the Characteristics,
Traits and Ideas Underlying the Success of Some of the Island’s
Most Accomplished Entrepreneur. Kingston: Minna Press, 2014.

Robinson, K. and Cooke, N.

Economics for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and Exercises. Carlong
Publishers, 2011.

Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.

Stephens-James,
Bowen, M. et al.

Entrepreneurship for Caribbean Students. Ian Randle Publishers,
2014.

L.

and

WEBSITES
Entrepreneur. 2014. Elements of a Business Plan. http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/38308-3.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/235903
http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/entrepreneur/entrepreneur-19-important-functions-performedby-an-entrepreneur/10865/
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/functions-business-plan-73.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/feasibility-study.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/collateral.html
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 SECTION 4: LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

explain the concept of contract;

Definition and concept of a contract.

2.

identify the types of contracts;

Simple, specialty.

3.

describe the characteristics of a
simple contract;

Offer and acceptance, competence of parties,
intention to create legal relations,
consideration.

4.

describe the characteristics of a
specialty contract;

Signed, sealed and delivered.

5.

explain the conditions under which
offer
and
acceptance
are
communicated;

Concepts of offer and acceptance which may
be written or verbal.

6.

explain ways by which contracts
may be terminated or discharged;

(a)

Concepts of discharge.

(b)

Types of discharge.

(c)

Methods of discharge:
(i)

performance;

(ii)

breach;

(iii)

agreement;

(iv)

impossibility;

(v)

lapse of time; and,

(vi)

death.

7.

*apply the principles of a simple
contract to cases;

Case studies.

8.

explain why documentation is
necessary in business transactions;

The importance of record keeping in a
business, including its value in satisfying
requirements for taxation and auditing.

9.

*prepare business documents for
various purposes;

Preparation
of
various
business
documents, including pro forma invoices,
purchase
requisitions, statements of
accounts and stock cards.
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SECTION 4: LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
10.

evaluate the principles upon which
insurance is based;

The concepts of:
(a)

pooling of risks;

(b)

subrogation;

(c)

proximate cause;

(d)

indemnity;

(e)

utmost good faith;

(f)

contribution; and,

(g)

insurable interest.

11.

explain the various types of
insurance policies; and,

Types of insurance policies: life and non-life.

12.

explain how insurance facilitates
trade.

The value of insurance coverage in lowering
the risks associated with business.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Invite guest speakers or arrange field trip(s) to legal bodies and agencies to investigate local,
regional and global laws regarding, contracts and other legal issues relevant to the
establishment and conduct of business transactions.

2.

Identify some cases for students to read and identify legal issues pertaining to business
transactions.

3.

Use newspaper clippings and articles on real life situations to form the base for class
discussions.

RESOURCES
Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.
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SECTION 4: LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS (cont’d)
WEBSITES
https://www.lawteacher.net/free-law-essays/contract-law/a-simple-contract.php
http://www.tutor2u.net/law/reference/the-elements-of-a-contract
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gx8H4Ad8j8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07N2TyHI020&t=36s
https://www.saylor.org/site/textbooks/Business%20Law%20and%20the%20Legal%20Environment.
pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/lakshmivinoth/principles-of-insurance-ppt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRaOHTZSaA8
http://www.businessdictionary.com/article/538/common-legal-issues-faced-by-businesses/
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 SECTION 5: PRODUCTION
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

identify factors in the production
of goods and services;

Factors of Production: land, labour, capital,
enterprise/entrepreneurial skill.

2.

identify industries developed from
the natural resources of Caribbean
territories;

Caribbean industries developed from
agricultural produce, mining, fishing, and
other areas.

3.

differentiate between production
and productivity;

Output produced versus output per unit of
input.

4.

explain the
productivity;

of

Productivity as it relates to the efficiency of
labour, including its value and importance; the
factors affecting the labour supply; human
resource development (including education,
health, and working conditions); importance
of a positive work ethic; use of capital to
improve productivity; land use and declining
productivity in the region.

5.

explain the role of capital in
production;

Capital’s use in producing other goods; to
undertake production that labour would not
complete in a timely manner (for example,
deep sea drilling).

6.

differentiate amongst types of
capital;

Fixed, working and venture capital.

7.

classify the different types and
levels of production;

(a)

importance

(b)
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Types of Production:
(i)

extractive (agriculture,
mining, fishing);

(ii)

construction (building);

(iii)

manufacturing (assembling,
refining); and,

(iv)

service (transport,
communication, tourism).

Levels of production:
(i)

subsistence;

(ii)

domestic consumption;

(iii)

surplus; and,

(iv)

export.

SECTION 5: PRODUCTION (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
8.

9.

10.

describe the characteristics of
cottage industries;

outline the functions of small
businesses;

discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of small business;

Cottage Industries:
(a)

home-based;

(b)

mainly manual;

(c)

small scale;

(d)

use of local raw material; and,

(e)

use of family members as labour.

Functions of small businesses:
(a)

Create employment.

(b)

Provide services that large firms are
not willing to produce.

(c)

Niche markets.

(a)

Examples of advantages:

(b)
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(i)

generate employment and
incomes especially in rural
areas
and
economically
depressed areas;

(ii)

increase competition
larger firms; and,

(iii)

introduce new products and
ideas (for example, event
planning).

for

Examples of disadvantages:
(i)

the business lacks expertise in
certain areas;

(ii)

owners find it difficult
sourcing
finance
from
financial institutions; and,

(iii)

limited ability to service
customers due to unavailable
resources.

SECTION 5: PRODUCTION (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
11.

explain how a business grows
internally and externally;

(a)

(b)

12.

13.

outline the opportunities for and
benefits of developing linkage
industries; and,

explain the effects of growth on a
business.
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Examples of internal growth:
(i)

opening other outlets;

(ii)

employing
and,

(iii)

increasing capital.

more

Examples of external growth:
(i)

joint ventures;

(ii)

mergers; and,

(iii)

takeovers/acquisitions.

Linkage industries:
(a)

backward; and,

(b)

forward.

Growth of a business and effects on:
(a)

organisational structure;

(b)

capital;

(c)

labour;

(d)

use of technology; and,

(e)

potential for export.
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workers;

SECTION 5: PRODUCTION (cont’d)
Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Students can make presentations on the Caribbean industries based on resources found in the
region. Examples include:
(a)

The La Brea Pitch Lake in Trinidad and construction of roads in the Caribbean.

(b)

Mining of limestone and its use in manufacturing cement at the TCL Group of
companies including Arawak Cement Company Limited, Barbados; Caribbean Cement
Company Limited, Jamaica; TCL Guyana Inc; and TCL Trading Company Limited,
Anguilla.

(c)

Beaches, national parks and tourism services.

2.

Have students identify a large business that they can study in order to identify different
features based on the concepts and principles being taught in the syllabus.

3.

Engage students in discussion about the levels of production. Particular attention should be
paid to differentiating between the surplus and export levels.

4.

Ask students to identify small businesses in their communities and examine the advantages
and the disadvantages. Teachers can discuss experiences with small businesses (examples
include mechanic shops, tradesmen and small contractors) especially when they take long to
respond to queries.

RESOURCES
Bahaw, E. and Mollick, M.

Comprehensive Economics for CSEC. Caribbean Educational
Publishers, 2008.

Robinson, K. and Cooke, N.

Economics for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and Exercises. Carlong
Publishers, 2011.

Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.

Stephens-James,
Bowen, M. et al.

Entrepreneurship for Caribbean Students. Ian Randle Publishers,
2014.

L.

and

Stimpson, P. and Harvey, Y.
et al.

Principles of Business for CSEC. Nelson-Thornes, 2014.

WEBSITES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_InI4S3fZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zj1WWv_roa0
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 SECTION 6: MARKETING
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

explain the concepts of market and
marketing;

Explanation of market and marketing to
include types.
New trends such as social media marketing
and integrated marketing must be included.

2.

explain marketing activities;

Marketing activities:
(a)

market research:
(i) consumer taste;
(ii) competition; and,
(iii) consumer behaviour.

3.

describe the “marketing mix”;
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(b)

pricing;

(c)

packaging;

(d)

branding;

(e)

sales promotion;

(f)

advertising; and,

(g)

distribution.

Marketing mix:
(a)

product;

(b)

price (pricing strategies);

(c)

place; and,

(d)

promotion.
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SECTION 6: MARKETING (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
4.

5.

6.

describe the factors that influence
consumer behaviour;

identify factors affecting packaging
and presentation of goods;

describe methods of promoting
sales;
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Factors that influence consumer behaviour:
(a)

price;

(b)

price of substitutes;

(c)

quality;

(d)

taste;

(e)

tradition;

(f)

income (affordability);

(g)

spending patterns; and,

(h)

brand loyalty.

Packaging:
(a)

presentation; and,

(b)

use of brand names.

Methods of promoting sales:
(a)

advertising:
(i)

functions and forms;

(ii)

promotion including trading
stamps and coupons, loyalty
points, rebates, bundling;
and,

(iii)

loss leaders.

(iv)

social media

(b)

public relations including business
entertainment and the offering of
special awards and sponsorship;

(c)

sales promotion; and,

(d)

personal selling.
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SECTION 6: MARKETING (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
7.

8.

9.

10.

identify the techniques of selling;

explain the various terms of sales;

list the functions of consumer
organisations;

outline the role of customer
service;
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Selling:
(a)

salesmen and their approaches;

(b)

merchandising and
pricing policy; and,

(c)

methods
of
retailing:
shops,
department stores, mail order, ecommerce, tele-marketing, vending
machines.

adjusting

of

Terms of sales:
(a)

cash;

(b)

credit;

(c)

hire purchase;

(d)

layaway;

(e)

consignment; and,

(f)

cash and trade discounts.

Functions of consumer organisations:
(a)

the rights and protection of
consumers (private organisations and
government);

(b)

role of quality control organisations
like the Bureau of Standards; and,

(c)

role of the Ombudsman.

Ensuring
conformity
to
customer
requirements; adherence to copyrights,
effective communication, coordinating flow of
goods, services and information.
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SECTION 6: MARKETING (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
11.

12.

describe forms
service; and,

of

customer

explain the concept of intellectual
property rights.

Forms of customer service:
(a)

warranty;

(b)

after sales service;

(c)

feedback;

(d)

online chat;

(e)

toll free numbers/call centres;

(f)

suggestion box; and,

(g)

surveys.

Explain the concept and include subsets such
as trademark, copyright, patent, industrial
design.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activity
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Students will continue to study their selected business as it relates to the topics being studied
in the section.

2.

Engage students in an activity to create a marketing mix for a new or existing product.

3.

Engage students in role play where they display good customer service practices.

4.

Divide students into teams for each to create an advertisement for an online/social media.

5.

Divide students into groups with each designing and marketing of memorabilia for occasions
such as independence, and anniversaries.
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SECTION 6: MARKETING (cont’d)
RESOURCES
Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.

Stimpson, P. and Harvey, Y.
et al.

Principles of Business for CSEC. Nelson-Thornes, 2014.

WEBSITES
www.businessdictionary.com
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 SECTION 7: LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

2.

explain the term logistics and
supply chain operations;

describe the links in the chain of
distribution;
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(a)

Define:
(i)

logistics; and,

(ii)

supply chain operations.

(b)

Explanation of the components of
logistics: forward and reverse flow of
goods; storage of goods; services such
as insurance and related information
between destinations.

(c)

Activities involved in supply chain
operations:
(i)

transformation
resources;

(ii)

movement and storage of raw
materials;

(iii)

processing of raw materials
and components into finished
goods;

(iv)

storage of work-in-progress
and finished goods; and,

(v)

delivering the finished product
from point of origin to point of
destination.

The distribution chain:
(a)

manufacturer;

(b)

wholesaler;

(c)

retailer; and,

(d)

consumer.
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SECTION 7: LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
3.

distinguish between multimodal
and intermodal transport;

Modes of transport and their suitability for
different goods:
(a)

air;

(b)

rail;

(c)

road;

(d)

marine (cruise and cargo);

(e)

pipeline; and,

(f)

digital delivery.

4.

interpret information on transport
documents;

Transport documents including import
licenses, bill of lading and airway bills.

5.

explain the role of transport in
marketing;

Role – to fast-track sourcing of commodities;
ensure security of supply; and cost reduction.
Importance of transport in domestic, regional
and foreign trade.

6.

identify
advantages
challenges of supply
operations;

and
chain
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(a)

Advantages: better quality of life;
wealth creation; new and innovative
job
opportunities
including
entrepreneurship,
for
example,
telemarketing.

(b)

Disadvantages:
globalisation,
counterfeiting, product complexity,
rapid
product
obsolescence,
regulatory complexity, management
blunders, changing market conditions,
natural disasters, and political
instability.
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SECTION 7: LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
7.

8.

9.

explain the impact of logistics and
supply chain operations on the
competitiveness of business;

identify the problems likely to be
encountered in distribution;

outline measures to mitigate
problems in distribution; and,
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(a)

Logistics improve competitiveness.

(b)

Competitive advantage.

(c)

Comparative
cost
outsourcing through:

advantage

(i)

second party;

(ii)

third party; and,

(iii)

fourth party. (For example,
imported concentrates).

Problems:
Problems encountered in distribution:
(a)

Relationship between the availability
of airport, harbour and docking
facilities and the efficient distribution
of goods.

(b)

Delayed
shipment,
spoilage,
misdirection of goods, inadequate
warehousing facilities, lack of proper
security measures, industrial unrest,
and ineffective communication.

Measures to mitigate problems, including but
not limited to:
(a)

Government intervention.

(b)

Communication network including use
of the internet.

(c)

Insurance.

(d)

Selecting the most appropriate
channel of distribution based on
product.

(e)

Use handling services with good
reputation.

(f)

Careful labelling and documentation.

(g)

Avoid holding large stocks.

(h)

Employing security company, use of
security cameras.
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SECTION 7: LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
10.

outline the impact of information
technology on logistics and supply
chain operations.

Forms of technology:
(a)

Global Positioning Systems (GPS);

(b)

Geographic Information System (GIS);

(c)

Portnet;

(d)

Telemarketing, e-commerce;

(e)

Global logistics providers such as
Fedex, DHL, and Amazon Logistics;
and,

(f)

Logistics hubs, for example, Jamaica.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Invite guest speakers (such as providers of goods and services, employers at warehouses, ports,
agencies which provide courier services, custom brokers and haulage contractors) to explain
how they operate and the impact they have on business.

2.

Arrange actual or virtual field trips to locations such as warehouses, ports, agencies which
provide courier and haulage services, and custom brokers to see how they operate and the
impact they have on business.

RESOURCES
Ballou, R.H.

Business Logistics/ Supply Chain Management, 5th edition.
Pearson Prentice Hall, 2004.

Mangan, J. and Lalwani, C.

Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management, 2nd edition.
John Wiley and Sons, 2013.

WEBSITES
www.caribbean-maritime.com
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 SECTION 8: BUSINESS FINANCE
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

2.

identify
various
institutions;

financial

Financial institutions:

describe the functions and services
offered by financial institutions;

(a)

Central bank.

(b)

Commercial banks.

(c)

Non-bank financial institutions:
(i)

Credit unions;

(ii)

insurance companies; and,

(iii)

building societies.

(d)

Micro-lending agencies.

(e)

Government agencies.

Functions offered by financial institutions:
(a)

loans/ credit facilities;

(b)

savings and deposits;

(c)

making payments; and,

(d)

investments.

(a)
Services offered by financial institutions:
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(a)

night safe deposits;

(b)

online banking;

(c)

advisory services;

(d)

credit and debit cards;

(e)

trustee work;

(f)

deposit boxes;

(g)

ATM/ABM services;

(h)

e-trade;

(i)

settlement services; and,

(j)

remittance services.
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SECTION 8: BUSINESS FINANCE (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
3.

describe the role and functions of
financial regulatory bodies;

(a)

(b)

Financial Regulatory Bodies are
government organisations such as:
(i)

Central Bank.

(ii)

Jamaica Deposit Insurance
Company (JDIC).

(iii)

Financial Services Commission
(FSC).

Role of regulatory bodies:
-

(c)

Functions of regulatory bodies:
-

4.

describe the relationship between
financial
institutions
and
regulatory bodies;
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To monitor, control and guide
various industry sectors in order
to protect consumers.

To enforce regulations and
licenses of various financial
activities, including depository,
lending, collection and money
transmission activities.

The regulatory role:
(a)

Central Banks – Ways in which a
Central
Bank
may
regulate
commercial banks:
(i)

variations in the liquid assets
ratio;

(ii)

vary or adjust the bank rate;
and,

(iii)

changing
the
minimum
reserve requirements.

(b)

Financial Services Commissions.

(c)

Supervisor of Insurance.
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SECTION 8: BUSINESS FINANCE (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
5.

6.

outline ways used by individuals to
manage personal income;

differentiate between savings and
investments;

Ways of managing personal incomes:
(a)

allocation of income relative to
commitments through the use of a
budget;

(b)

savings;

(c)

investment; and,

(d)

financial advising.

Forms of Savings:
(a)

Sou sou (meeting-turn, partner, box
hand);

(b)

deposits in financial institutions; and,

(c)

short term fixed deposits.

Forms of investments
As deferred income and investment as risk
bearing:

7.

explain the concepts of short-term
and long-term financing;

(a)

stock market;

(b)

government
securities:
debentures; and,

(c)

mutual funds.

bonds,

Types of short-term financing:
Trade credit, commercial bank loans,
Promissory
notes,
instalment
credit,
indigenous credit or private money lenders,
advances from customers, factoring, venture
capitalists, crowd funding, angel investors.
Types of long-term financing:
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(a)

loans from government agencies;
and,

(b)

mortgages, debentures, shares,
insurance, investment and unit trusts.
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SECTION 8: BUSINESS FINANCE (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
8.

9.

identify personal sources of capital
for setting up of a business; and,

identify the purposes of basic
financial records for sole traders.

Sources of personal capital:
(a)

friends and family;

(b)

personal savings;

(c)

government grants;

(d)

loans;

(e)

equity;

(f)

venture capital; and,

(g)

crowd funding.

(a)

Identify types of bookkeeping systems
– single and double entry.

(b)

Explain the purpose of basic financial
statements: income statement (profit
and loss) and statement of financial
position (balance sheet); statement of
cash flow.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Engage students in the preparation of charts to show similarities and differences in the role of
the various financial and regulatory institutions. These charts should be completed based on
their understanding of their reading, class discussions, and lessons guided by the teacher.

2.

Students should be given an assignment to write a short play to reflect the services offered by
the various financial and regulatory institutions, and then different students assume the role
of manager, customer service representatives, customers and dramatise these roles.

3.

Engage the students in group research to identify the roles of financial regulatory bodies. A
member of the group presents the report and the presentations are discussed in the class.
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SECTION 8: BUSINESS FINANCE (cont’d)
4.

Assign students to groups in which they will use flowcharts to describe the relationships that
exist between financial institutions and regulatory bodies. The charts should be vetted, refined,
and edited during the class under the guidance of the teacher, and then displayed for all
students to make their own personal notes.

5.

Engage students in a practical assignment on managing personal income, where they identify
their expenses and match these against their incomes. The students will share their
information with the class during which time different issues such as the importance of savings
should be highlighted and encouraged by the teacher.

6.

Arrange for the students to play the game SAVINGS CHARADE, as outlined below.
First allow students to research all these various savings opportunities. Let them prepare the
charade cards with the questions on one card: the saving opportunity, type of financing, the
risk, the benefits, the challenges. Then let them prepare the answers for each on other cards.
Divide them into two teams: Each team will present a member; one will ask the question, the
other respond and should do so in 1-2 minutes. The arrangement is reversed if member fails to
answer questions. The group that gets the most correct answers wins.

7.

Class discussion on the sources of capital and why these are options available to sole traders.

8.

Students can visit websites and make notes on the various bookkeeping principles. These notes
should guide the discussion in the class, while the teacher outlines the relevance and practical
value of keeping accounts, as well as the importance of making a business plan and using it in
the day-to-day operation of the business.

RESOURCES
Bahaw, E. and Mollick, W.

Comprehensive Economics for CSEC. Caribbean Educational
Publishers, 2014.

Robinson, K. and Cooke, N.

Economics for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and Exercises. Carlong
Publishers, 2011.

Websites:
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/basic-bookkeeping-principles-56316.html
http://www.microfinanceinfo.com/micro-financial-institutions/
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 SECTION 9: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AN ECONOMY
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

2.

3.

outline the responsibilities
government in an economy;

of

describe how government can
influence businesses to protect the
environment;

state the purposes of taxation;
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Responsibilities
economy:

of

government

in

an

(a)

security of the State;

(b)

protection and general welfare of
citizens;

(c)

job security and severance benefits to
workers;

(d)

protection of the environment;

(e)

maintenance of a safe environment
for investors; and,

(f)

regulation of business activity in terms
of providing clear guidelines as how to
set up businesses.

Policy or legislation on:
(a)

green technology;

(b)

reforestation;

(c)

proper disposal of waste;

(d)

zoning laws; and,

(e)

the appropriate use of technology in
production and disposal of wastes.

Reasons why government charge taxes:
(a)

to curb inflation by reducing the
supply of money in the economy;

(b)

to remove competition from local
goods in order to protect infant or
fledgling industries by taxing imports
at high rates;
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SECTION 9: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AN ECONOMY (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:

4.

distinguish between direct and
indirect taxes;

(c)

to lower employment by encouraging
persons to buy local produce thus
encouraging linkages among sectors;
and,

(d)

to achieve greater equality in the
distribution of wealth and income by
taxing the higher income earners so as
to provide social services for the
majority of citizens.

(a)

Direct taxes refer to those taxes
where the burden of the taxes and the
payments of them fall on the same
individual. This type of tax is usually
applied to income and capital and is
paid by individuals. Examples of direct
taxes:

(b)
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(i)

Income tax.

(ii)

Corporation tax.

(iii)

Capital gains tax.

(iv)

Capital transfer tax.

Indirect taxes refer to those taxes
where the burden and payment of the
taxes fall on different individuals. This
type of taxes is levied on goods and
services and is usually paid by the
manufacturers
or
importers.
Examples of indirect taxes:
(i)

Custom duty.

(ii)

Excise duty.

(iii)

Purchase tax.

(iv)

Stamp duty.

(v)

Consumption tax such as GCT,
SCT, and VAT.

SECTION 9: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AN ECONOMY (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
5.

6.

describe the forms of assistance
offered by government to
businesses; and,

discuss the social services provided
by government.

Forms of government assistance includes:
(a)

lending
capital
assistance;

and

technical

(b)

training and
development;

human

resource

(c)

research and information centres;
and,

(d)

subsidies and grants.

Social services provided by government:
(a)

healthcare;

(b)

national insurance;

(c)

education; and,

(d)

roads and transportation.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Use role play where students dramatise the role played by governments. They should describe
how citizens benefit or may get help.

2.

Students could be asked to investigate the negative behaviour of firms and their impact and
how these can be solved through positive actions. (For example, waste disposal).

3.

Teacher can invite students to list the various activities of governments. Then they should be
invited to indicate how government obtains funds to pay for these expenses. Additionally,
students can be asked to illustrate the other reasons why government charges taxes.
To reinforce this topic so students learn the many different reasons for taxations, teacher could
give them an assignment to present a chart on this.

4.

Research on forms of government assistance including institutions for lending capital and
technical assistance; training and human resource development; research and information
centres; subsidies and grants.

5.

Research on social services provided by government, such as healthcare, National Insurance
Scheme, education, roads and transportation.
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SECTION 9: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AN ECONOMY (cont’d)
RESOURCES
Moynihan, D. and Titley, B.

Economics for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and Exercises. Carlong
Publishers, 2011.

Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Economics: A complete Course for IGCSE and O Level. University
Press, 2007.

WEBSITES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26uGJCo0pvo
www.youtube.com/watch?v=26uGJCo0pv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26uGJCo
http://www.fte.org/teacher-programs/online-programs/economics-online-for-teachers/lecture-8-1the-role-of-government-in-the-economy
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 SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
1.

explain the concept of business
technology;

Definition and concept of business technology:
Business technology refers to applications of
science, data, engineering, and information
for business purposes, such as the
achievement of economic and organisational
goals. The main element of technology is the
idea of change, and how it can affect business
and society.

2.

explain the role of Information
Communication Technology (ICT)
in business;

(a)

Role of technology in business:
ICT is considered to be all uses of
digital technology that exist to help
individuals,
businesses
and
organisations use information. So ICT
is concerned with the storage,
retrieval, manipulation, transmission
or receipt of digital data. Importantly,
it is also concerned with the way these
different uses can work with each
other.

(b)

Ways in which technology has
influenced banking and commerce:
(i)
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Through the introduction of
Automatic Teller Machines
(ATMs)
and
Automated
Banking Machines (ABMs)
which facilitate the deposit
and withdrawal of funds, as
well as other services without
having to go into a bank to
access teller services. The
location of ATM machines in
hotels, petrol stations, malls
and supermarkets adds to the
convenience of customers
who can transact business
without having to wait in line
at a bank.

SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:

3.

describe the types of ICT used in
business;

(ii)

The practice of on-line banking
which enables customers to
access their accounts from home
and other locations using
personal computers. This facility
enables customers to check their
balances from the comfort of
their homes and permits easy
and convenient payment of
utility and other bills. Customers
with more than one account can
also use this facility to transfer
funds from one account to
another.

(iii)

Through electronic commerce (ecommerce). Using the internet,
individuals and businesses are
now able to make business
transactions via the World-wide
web, without having to visit a
physical brick and mortar store.
E-commerce has given rise to
many on-line stores which
permit customers to browse for
products and pay for them
electronically.

Types of technology:
(a)

Traditional
(i)

Productivity tools, for example:
-
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Word;
Excel;
database software: Access;
presentation software:
PowerPoint, Prezi; and,
graphics software: Adobe
Photoshop.

SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
(ii)

Specialist applications:
-

(b)

4.

distinguish between E-commerce
and E-business;

Accounting: QuickBooks.
Computer Aided Design
(CAD).
Management
Information
Systems.

Digital communication technologies:
(i)

internet; and,

(ii)

mobile.

Definition of e-commerce and e-business:
In both cases, the e stands for "electronic
networks" and describes the application of
electronic network technology - including Internet
and electronic data.
E-commerce covers outward-facing processes
that touch customers, suppliers and external
partners, including sales, marketing, order taking,
delivery, customer service, purchasing of raw
materials and supplies for production and
procurement of indirect operating-expense items,
such as office supplies. It involves new business
models and the potential to gain new revenue or
lose some existing revenue to new competitors.
interchange (EDI) – to improve and change
business processes.
E-business includes e-commerce but also covers
internal processes such as production, inventory
management, product development, risk
management, finance, knowledge management
and human resources. E-business strategy is more
complex, more focused on internal processes, and
aimed at cost savings and improvements in
efficiency, productivity and cost savings.
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
5.

identify ways in which ICT can be
used to improve efficiency of
business operations;

(a)

(b)

6.

discuss the ethical implications of
the use of ICT in business;
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Ways in which
improve business:

technology

(i)

speed and time;

(ii)

easier storage;

(iii)

improved sharing of
information; and,

(iv)

automation.

Benefits of technology to business:
(i)

reach more potential
customers, develop a business
relationship with potential
customers;

(ii)

streamline operations, reduce
costs, improve efficiency,
maximise profit, minimise
waste, devote talent to core
business instead of overhead;

(iii)

provide better service to
customers;

(iv)

support better relationships
with key partners; and,

(v)

allow customers to better
guide the business.

Consequences of unethical use of ICT:
(a)

security;

(b)

privacy;

(c)

intellectual property infringement;

(d)

impact on humans; and,

(e)

distraction.
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
7.

outline the factors that determine
a country’s standard of living and
its quality of life;

(a)

(b)

8.

explain national income and its
variations: gross national product,
gross domestic product, per capita
income;
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Indicators of a country’s standard of
living (SOL):
(i)

level of consumption of goods
and services;

(ii)

average disposable income of
the population;

(iii)

level of national ownership of
capital equipment;

(iv)

access to modern technology;
and,

(v)

level of investment
research and technology.

in

Indicators of quality of life (QOL):
(i)

extent of security enjoyed
(level of crime);

(ii)

availability of health,
educational and recreational
facilities;

(iii)

diet and nutrition;

(iv)

life expectancy;

(v)

rate of infant mortality; and,

(vi)

access to public utilities, such
as, electricity, potable water
and technology.

(a)

Definitions of National Income (NI),
Gross National Product (GNP), Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), Per capita
income (PI).

(b)

Explanation of how each of these
concepts
affect
growth
and
development and impact standard of
living and quality of life.
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
9.

describe the role of education in
economic
growth
and
development;

How education can improve the workforce
leading to increase in output.

10.

outline
the
reasons
international trade;

Reasons why countries trade with each other:

11.

for

identify the functions of major
economic institutions and systems;
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(a)

one country may not be endowed with
certain assets or have the natural
resources such as land, labour, capital
or enterprise to produce the goods
that they need;

(b)

a country may not be able to produce
the goods and services they need in
the quantities or of the quality that
they require;

(c)

a country may not have the climate to
grow certain foods and have to
depend on trade to get it for example
wheat in United States; and,

(d)

international trade allows for foreign
direct investment allowing individuals
in one country to invest money in
foreign companies and other assets.

Functions of these institutions and related
agreements:
(a)

Caribbean Community (CARICOM);

(b)

Caribbean Single
Economy (CSME);

(c)

Caribbean Development Bank (CDB);

(d)

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD);

(e)

World Bank;

(f)

International Monetary Fund (IMF);

(g)

World Trade Organisation (WTO);
and,

(h)

Organisation
(OAS).
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

CONTENT

Students should be able to:
12.

explain how economic institutions
or trade agreements impact the
Caribbean;

Explanation of the possible impact that each
of these institutions/agreements can have on
Caribbean countries.

13.

identify major economic problems
of the Caribbean;

Major economic problems in the Caribbean:
unemployment,
population
density,
migration, debt burden, sourcing capital and
raw materials, economic dualism in the
region.

14.

outline appropriate solutions to
the major economic problems of
the Caribbean; and,

Possible solutions to economic problems:

15.

explain the role, benefits and
impact of foreign investment.
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(a)

access to Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI);

(b)

development of human resources;

(c)

development of manufacturing,
distribution and export sectors; and,

(d)

development of technology
generate economic activity.

(a)

definition of foreign investment (direct
and indirect investment);

(b)

explanation
of
how
foreign
investments can positively impact
Caribbean countries and businesses;
and,

(c)

explanation of the negative aspects of
foreign investment.
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
To facilitate students’ attainment of the objectives of this Section, teachers/facilitators are encouraged
to engage students in the teaching and learning activities below.
1.

Teachers should identify internet links where students should visit and return to the class with
information for class discussion. Teacher can guide the content by giving specific questions to
be investigated and discussed.

2.

Assign topics for homework. Tell students to read on it and come to class with their own notes.
This should form the stimulus for the guided discussion.

3.

Use a flow chart and show the students the link between all the concepts.

4.

Assign debate moot that will bring out not only the problems facing Caribbean economies but
also solutions. Divide class in two groups, those supporting and those opposing. Have them
prepare and present their information. You may ask other business teachers in your
department to be judges.

5.

Identify a controversial position on foreign investment that will generate a great deal of
discussion. Divide the class into two groups and have them prepare the topic. Document points
on the board for students to review.

6.

Organise a Library Research Day when students visit the library as a class. Give them questions
covering a topic and let them research the answers from sources in the library. Randomly select
different students to present their findings.
The teacher should guide the presentations to ensure that the students record and share the
correct information.

7.

Engage students in a research project on how Information Communication Technology is
used in local, regional and international trade and its contribution to economic activity.

RESOURCES
Moynihan, D. and Titley, B.

Economics: A complete Course for IGCSE and O Level. University
Press, 2007.

Robinson, K. and Cooke, N.

Economics for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and Exercises. Carlong
Publishers, 2011.

Robinson, K. and Hamil, S.

Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA, Study Guide and
Exercises. Carlong Publishers, 2011.
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SECTION 10: TECHNOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)
WEBSITES
http://www.useoftechnology.com/5-ethical-challenges-information-technology/
https://gigaom.com/2013/03/09/emerging-technologies-are-creating-new-ethical-challenges-for-uxdesigners/
http://2012books.lardbucket.org/pdfs/challenges-and-opportunities-in-international-business.pdf
https://www.saylor.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/BusinessProcesses.pdf
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-business/
http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/theory-and-applications-of-macroeconomics/s07-04-themeaning-of-real-gdp.html
http://www.oceanhealthindex.org/methodology/components/gross-domestic-product
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 GUIDELINES FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE SCHOOL-BASED
ASSESSMENT IN BUSINESS STUDIES (PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS,
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS AN ECONOMICS)
School-Based Assessment (SBA) is an integral part of student assessment in the course covered by this
syllabus. It is intended to assist students in acquiring certain knowledge, skills and attitudes that are
associated with the subject. The activities for the School-Based Assessment are based on the syllabus
and should form part of the learning activities to enable the student to achieve the objectives of the
syllabus.
During this course of study, students obtain marks for the competencies they develop and
demonstrate in undertaking their SBA assignments. These marks contribute to the final marks and
grades that are awarded to students for their performance in the examination.
The guidelines provided in this syllabus for selecting appropriate tasks are intended to assist teachers
and students in the selection of assignments that are valid for the purpose of School-Based
Assessment. The guidelines provided for the assessment of these assignments are intended to assist
teachers in awarding marks that are reliable estimates of the achievement of students in the SchoolBased Assessment component of the course. In order to ensure that the scores awarded by the
teachers are consistent with the Caribbean Examinations Council’s standards, the Council undertakes
the moderation of a sample of the SBA assignments submitted by the school.
School-Based Assessment provides an opportunity to individualise a part of the curriculum to meet
the needs and interests of students. It facilitates feedback to the student at various stages of the
experience. This helps to build the self-confidence of students as they proceed with their studies. The
SBA also facilitates the development of research and analytical skills, and critical skills and abilities,
emphasised by the subject and enhances the validity of the examination scores.

RESEARCH PROJECT
The School-Based Assessment component of the syllabuses in Business Studies is a single guided
research project for school candidates. The project should involve the manipulation of research data
including data collection, analysis and interpretation. All activities selected must be within the law and
must lend themselves to the collection of business data and application of business principles
identified in the mark scheme.
Students are required to investigate a topic, issue or problem in a business related area of study
(Principles of Accounts, Principles of Business and Economics). Students should:
1.

identify the issue, topic or problem to be investigated;

2.

discuss the background of the issue, topic or problem;

3.

state the objective of the investigation;

4.

describe the methodology and instruments used to collect data;

5.

present and analyse the data;
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6.

state the conclusion based on findings;

7.

make recommendations (at least two) based on the findings;

8.

acknowledge sources (bibliography); and,

9.

include appendices: questionnaire, source documents, diagrams, charts, interview questions
and statistical data.

Examples of possible organisations and areas for research:
1.

school’s cafeteria and stationery shop;

2.

snack shop at school events;

3.

school projects (for Agriculture Science, Home Economics, TVET and Junior Achievement
programmes);

4.

income and expenditure statements;

5.

business plans;

6.

published financial reports such as those found in the business section of local newspapers,
statistical reports including national income statistics, balance of payments statistics,
survey of living conditions, household budgetary surveys, annual economic reports of
Central Banks, Ministries of Finance and Planning Units, annual reports of firms in the
region, budget speeches of Ministers of Finance or reviews of estimates of income and
expenditure for Ministries of Finance;

7.

economic information available on the internet (for example e-commerce);

8.

events coordinated by students such as concerts and fashion shows; and,

9.

sporting and other cultural clubs at school or in the community.

SBA REQUIREMENTS
Every candidate who enters for the CSEC® Principles of Business examination must submit a report on
a project. Students may work individually or in groups to gather data. Each candidate must be
identified on the report. The report should not exceed 1,000 words, (not including appendices).
Wherever a report exceeds the maximum length for the project by more than 10 per cent, the teacher
must impose a penalty of 10 per cent of the score achieved on the project. On the report, the teacher
should clearly indicate the original score – that is, the score before the deduction is made – the marks
which are to be deducted, and the final score awarded after the deduction has been made.
Only the final score is to be indicated on the record sheets which are submitted to CXC® electronically
via the SBA data capture module on the Online Registration System (ORS) on the Council’s website.
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Students doing more than one subject in the Business cognate group (Principles of Accounts,
Principles of Business, and Economics) should submit one SBA report based on a topic relevant to
the subjects being taken by the student and which allows the student to utilise skills that are
common and relevant to the field of Business.

PROJECT REPORTS
A student’s report should be presented electronically and should comprise the following in the order
prescribed below.
1.

Table of Contents

2.

Topic, Issue or Problem

3.

Objective of the project – (The objective should be related to the project topic, issue or problem
and NOT the SBA)

4.

Background to OR overview of the topic, issue or problem

5.

Methodology - Data collection and instrumentation

6.

Presentation and Analysis of Data

7.

Conclusion

8.

Recommendations

9.

Bibliography

10.

Appendices

MARK SCHEME FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS
The project should be marked out of 40, weighted as follows:
Knowledge and Comprehension (KC)
Application (A)
Interpretation and Analysis (IA)
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10 marks
20 marks
10 marks
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MARK SCHEME FOR SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT
PROJECT AREAS

PROFILE DISTRIBUTION
Knowledge and Application Interpretation
Comprehension
and Analysis

Table of Contents
 Table of contents accurately links pages
to content – 1 mark (KC)
Topic/Issue/Problem
 Topic/issue/problem is clearly stated
– 1 mark (KC)
 Topic/issue/problem accurately
describes the project – 1 mark (KC)

TOTAL

1

1

2

2

Objectives
 Objectives are clearly stated and linked
to the topic/issue/problem – 1 mark (A)
 Objectives are realistic – 1 mark (A)

2

2

2

2

4

Methodology
 Data collection instrument clearly
described – 1–2 marks (KC)
 Data collection instrument appropriate
for type of data – 1 mark (A)
 Included at least two instruments of
data collection – 1 mark (A)
 Method of data collection clearly
described – 1–2 marks (A)
 Method of data collection adequately
justified – 1–2 marks (IA)
 Limitations of data collection method
clearly stated – 1–2 marks (A)

2

6

2

10

Presentation and Analysis of Data
 Data is presented an appropriate form
using tables, charts, graphs
– 1–2 marks (KC)

2

4

4

10

Background/Overview
 Includes a description of the
topic/issue/problem
- Description includes the history
– 1 mark (KC)
- Description includes the
development – 1 mark (KC)


Establishes the need for research
- Why/how is the topic/issue/problem
important to student – 1 mark (A)
- Impact of topic/issue/problem on
society – 1 mark (A)
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PROJECT AREAS






PROFILE DISTRIBUTION
Knowledge and Application Interpretation
Comprehension
and Analysis

TOTAL

Data presented are relevant to the
objectives of the project – 1–2 marks (A)
Data is adequately analysed
– 1–2 marks (A)
Data is analysed using appropriate
statistics – mean, median, mode
– 1–2 marks (IA)
Findings are consistent with analyses
– 1–2 marks (IA)

Conclusion
 Conclusion succinctly summarises the
project – 1–2 marks(A)
 Conclusion is logical and based on
findings – 1–2 marks (A)

4

Recommendation
 Recommendations are realistic and
informed by findings – 1–2 marks (IA)
 Recommendations contribute to a better
understanding of the
topic/issue/problem –1–2 marks (IA)
Bibliography
Bibliography contains names of authors,
name of publisher(s), names and dates of
publication, and are written in alphabetical
order – 1 mark (KC)

4

1

Overall presentation
 Consistently uses correct spelling and
grammar – 1 mark (A)
 Expression of ideas logical and
unambiguous – 1 mark (A)
TOTAL

4

1

2

10

4

20

2

10

40

MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT
School-Based Assessment tasks should be completed in the course of normal teaching time and
supervised and marked by the teacher. Although some of the data collection and research work must
be undertaken outside of normal school time, the teacher must be satisfied that the work submitted
for assessment is the student’s own work.
The teacher must:
1.

provide assistance to students in the selection of projects;

2.

advise students of the nature of the task, the scope and depth required to fulfill the
requirements of the SBA;
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3.

advise on the availability of resource materials;

4.

monitor students’ progress by advising them of the quality of their work and by
recommending ways to improve the quality of the project;

5.

collect and grade students’ projects;

6.

keep records of students’ marks and submit these, together with samples of their work, as
requested by CXC®; and,

7.

ensure that the SBA guidelines are closely followed and the marking criteria are adequately
met.

 GUIDELINES TO TEACHERS
SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT

FOR

THE

ALTERNATIVE

TO

Paper 032 is the Alternative to School-Based Assessment (SBA) of the CXC® examination in Principles
of Business. Paper 01 is a multiple choice paper and Paper 02 is a structured essay paper. Paper 031
is the SBA for school candidates and Paper 032 is for private candidates.
The Alternative to the School-Based Assessment in Principles of Business (Paper 032), takes the form
of a written examination. This paper will consist of a case from which information will be used to
develop a business plan. Candidates will use the information based on questions posed on the case to
complete the business plan template. The questions will be pitched at the levels of
Knowledge/Comprehension, Application and Interpretation and Analysis.
The paper will be weighted in the same way as the Paper 031 (SBA) for school candidates, with the
marks distributed according to the content profiles as shown in the table below.
Content
Profile

Organisational
Principles

Promotion and
Logistics

MARKS

10

20

Finance,
Government and
Technology
10

Total
Marks
40

Please note that candidates taking Paper 032 are NOT required to submit a report.
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Percentage
of Total
Exam
20

 GLOSSARY OF BUSINESS TERMS
WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Autocratic Leader

A leader who makes all the decisions and closely monitors workers.

Average clause

A principle of insurance which protects against under insurance of
an asset. If the value of a property at the time of loss or damage is
less than its real value, payment by the insurance company will be
reduced to a proportion representing the insured value to the
actual value of the asset.

Barter

The exchange of goods (and services) for goods (and services)
without the use of money.

Breach

This is where one party fails to carry out or fulfill what was
promised under the terms of a contract.

Building Society

A financial institution that offers financial services, especially
mortgage lending. The owners of the building society are also its
members.

Business Plan

A document that outlines what the entrepreneur hopes to achieve
from being in a business, the way that the business will achieve its
aims and objectives and how various resources will be organised to
meet these goals. It is the written proposal addressed to potential
lenders or investors.

Business technology

Refers to applications of science, data, engineering, and
information for business purposes, such as the achievement of
economic and organisational goals.

Capacity

Recognition within the law as having the ability to enter into a
binding contract.

Capital

All man-made assets used to produce goods and services.

Collateral

Money or property that is pledged as security or guarantee for
repayment of a loan.

Command

Also known as Planned. It is a system where the majority of the
resources are owned, planned and controlled by the state through
a planning authority. Everyone cooperates for the good of society.

Contract

An oral or written agreement between two or more parties that is
legally binding and enforceable by law.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Contribution

Speaks to the insurance of the same item with two different
companies or with the same company under two different policies.
The companies will combine to make a single payment.

Cooperative

A business which is owned and controlled by a group of people.
The business is beneficial for all of them as they share the same
interest.

Cottage industry

A business where the creation of products and services is based at
home or in the community rather than a factory.

Crowd funding

A project or venture by which persons raise funds from a large
number of people who each contribute a relatively small amount.
This is typically done via the Internet.

Customer Service

The act of taking care of the customer’s needs by providing and
delivering professional, helpful, high quality service and assistance
before, during and after the customer’s requirements are met.

Database

A collection of data stored in a set of related tables. Institutions use
electronic databases to store data about their employees,
customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders. A database can
contain one or more tables, each storing information about a
different aspect.

Democratic Leader

A leader who allows others to contribute to the decision making.
Subordinates are allowed to perform their task and make interim
reports on their progress.

Discharge

Also known as Termination. This is the coming to end of a contract.

Distribution Channel

A chain of businesses or intermediaries through which a good or
service passes, until it reaches the end consumer. It can include
wholesaler, retailer, distributors and even the internet.

Domestic Trade

It involves the demand for and the supply of goods and services
produced within a country, the total of which is expressed as the
country’s GDP.

E-Business

The process of conducting business by the way of the internet. The
concept is broader than e-commerce, and includes the transaction
based e-commerce businesses and those who run traditionally but
cater to online activities as well. An e-business can run any portion
of its internal processes online, including inventory management,
risk management, finance, human resources. For a business to be
e-commerce and e-business, it must both sell products online and
handle other company activities or additional sales offline.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

E-Commerce

Any transaction completed over a computer-mediated network
that involves the transfer of ownership or rights to use goods and
services. Transactions are not required to have a price and include
both sales and items like free downloads. E-commerce includes
transactions made on the internet, Intranet, Extranet, World Wide
Web, by email and even by fax.

Enterprise Software

Software which addresses the needs of organisational processes
and data flow often in a large distributed environment.

Entrepreneur

Person who identifies a successful business opportunities, risks time
and money to start a business, bringing resources together with the
intention of generating wealth.

Entrepreneurship

The capacity and willingness to develop, organize and manage the
resources of a firm or organization coupled with the ability to
assume risks.

Ethics

Beliefs and principles about what is ‘right’ or ‘wrong ‘ behaviour or
actions.

E-trade

Also known as electronic trading, is executing trading using one's
smart phone, computer or any other electronic device. A typical
operation requires a user to log in to a website and make their
transactions. This data is routed to traders and exchange
specialists. E-trade companies facilitate this kind of operation by
managing the portfolios of investors and carrying out trading at
their discretion.

Factors of production

The resources used by a firm to produce goods and services.

Feasibility Study

An analysis of the viability of a business idea and an examination
of the different aspects of operating a business.

Financial institution

An establishment that conducts financial transactions such as
investments, loans and deposits. Everything from depositing
money to taking out loans and exchanging currencies must be done
through financial institutions (www.investopedia.com).

Financial Leverage

Also known as capital gearing. It is a mixture of debt and equity in
the capital structure of a firm, and influences the variations in
shareholders’ dividends in response to sales and earnings before
interest and taxation variations.

Fixed capital

Assets that do not change as output is produced.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Foreign Investment

A category of cross-border investment associated with a resident in
one economy having control or a significant degree of influence on
the management of an enterprise that is resident in another
economy.

Franchise

A business in which the owners (franchisors), sell the rights to their
business logo, name, and methods of marketing to third parties
(franchisees). The franchisee must pay royalties for using the
brand.

Free market

Also referred to as Capitalist. It is a system based on free trade with
resources allocated via the market mechanism and the interaction
of private individuals.

General-Purpose Software

Software which is flexible and can be used for a variety of different
tasks.

Geographic
System (GIS)

Information

A computer system for capturing, storing, checking, and displaying
data related to positions on Earth’s surface. It can show many kinds
of data on one map and enables people to more easily see, analyse
and understand patterns and relationships.

Global Positioning Systems
(GPS)

A space-based radio navigation system which provides geolocation
and time information anywhere there are GPS receivers, thus
providing critical positioning capabilities to military, civil, and
commercial users around the world.

Green Technology

The use of technology to produce or manufacture using processes
which do not harm the environment. Also known as technology
which is environmentally friendly.

Gross
(GNP)

National

Product

The total value of all goods and services produced in country over
a specified period of time usually one year.

Gross Domestic Product
(GDP)

An indicator of how well an economy is performing.

Indemnity

Refers to a situation when one individual (insurer) takes on the
obligation to pay for any loss or damage that has been or might be
incurred by another individual (the insured). It also speaks to the
principle that one should not make a profit for their loss.

Indirect Taxes:

Taxes levied on goods and services.

Information Centres

Centres which provide access to information. The information may
be specific to aspects in the community. Example Office of Kalingo
Affairs, Citizens by Investment Office.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Information
Communication Technology
(ICT)

All uses of digital technology that exist to help individuals,
businesses and organisations use information. It covers any
product that will store, retrieve, manipulate, transmit or receive
information electronically in a digital form. For example, personal
computers, digital television, email, robots. In business, ICT is often
categorised into two broad types of product:
Traditional computer-based technologies (things you can typically
do on a personal computer or using computers at home or at work).

2.

Digital communication technologies (which allow people and
organisations to communicate and share information digitally).

Insurable interest

The situation where the insured must have interest in the subject
matter of the insurance.

Insurance

A contractual arrangement, represented by a policy, by which a
company or the state undertakes to provide a guarantee of
compensation for specified loss, damage, illness, or death in return
for payment of a specified premium. It is based on the principle of
pooling of risk, and the main objective is to place the insured in the
position they were before they suffered loss.

Intellectual Property Rights

This refers to a right that is had by a person or by a company to
have exclusive rights to use its own plans, ideas or other intangible
assets without the worry of competition, at least for a specific
period of time. These include trademarks, copyrights, patents and
trade secrets.

Intermodal transport

This involves the transportation of freight in an intermodal
container or vehicle, using multiple modes of transportation (rail,
ship, truck) without any handling of the freight itself when
changing the modes.

International Trade

The exchange of goods and services between countries. It allows
for the expansion of markets for goods and services, making goods
and services that would not otherwise be available to some nations
possible.

Investment

Spending by a business, over a period, on new capital including
buildings, machinery, and equipment. It also includes the net
additions to stock such as raw materials and consumer goods.

Invitation to Treat

This is not a genuine offer but instead expresses an invitation to
another party to make an offer. It shows an openness to
negotiations.

Labour

(Human resources) Refers to all physical and mental human effort
used during the production process.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Laissez-Faire

A type of leader who provides minimum instructions to
subordinates. This leader allows members of their team to freely
make decisions on how their task should be completed.

Land

Also referred to as natural resources, and includes all naturally
occurring gifts of nature which are on the earth’s surface, above
the earth’s surface or beneath the earth.

Linkage industry

An industry that is interdependent on another because it supplies
the other industry with output or depends on the output of the
other industry.

Logistics

Refers to activities within one company or organisation involving
product distribution.

Logistics Hub

A centre or specific area designated to deal with activities related
to transportation, organisation, separation, coordination and
distribution of goods for national and international transit, on a
commercial basis by various operators.

Market

Any situation that brings buyers and sellers together for the
purpose of exchange.

Marketing

All the processes involved in getting the right product to the right
customer at the right price and at the right place in a profitable and
efficient way.

Marketing mix

The five key decisions that must be taken in the effective marketing
of a product.

Market Research

The collection and analysis of data about a market. An example of
the data is consumer preferences.

Micro lending agencies

Firms that provide credit and other services to very small businesses
that do not have the collateral to obtain financing from regular
lending agencies. These agencies serve economically marginalized
or impoverished individuals within populations.

Mixed

Refers to an economic system that has a combination of public and
private sector ownership and control of resources.

Multimodal transport

Also known as combined transport. It is the transportation of
goods under a single contract but performed with at least two
different means of transport. The carrier is liable (in a legal sense)
for the entire carriage, even though it is performed by several
different modes of transport.

Offer

An undertaking/proposal by one party to do or not to do a
particular thing.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Organisational Chart

A diagram that displays the structure and indicates the line of
authority within that organisation.

Partnership

A business shared by two to twenty people.

Private limited company

A business owned by a minimum of two and a maximum of fifty
shareholders, which limits the liability of owners to the amount
invested in shares. Shares cannot be sold to the public.

Private sector

All businesses owned by private individuals or groups.

Production

The process of combining resources to produce output (goods and
services) which satisfies wants and needs.

Productivity

The output which is produced per unit of a resource (or input).

Proximate cause

A principle which seeks to protect the insurer as they are only liable
to replace the insured property if the cause of destruction was the
one insured against.

Public limited company

A business owned by a minimum of seven shareholders which limits
liability of owners to the amount invested in shares. Shares can be
sold to any member of society who is willing to purchase them.

Public sector

All entities owned and controlled by the government of a country.

Regulatory bodies

Government agencies set up within countries to regulate or
exercise autonomous authority over the activities of specific
industries. For example the Central Banks regulate the activities of
financial institutions within countries.

Sole trader

A business owned and controlled by one individual.

Subrogation

The case in which the damaged item becomes the possession of the
insurer if they have compensated the insured for the loss. It also
enables the insured to claim the amount from the third party
responsible for the loss. It also refers to the money paid as claim.

Supply Chain

A system of organisations, people, activities, information and
resources, (raw materials, components and work-in-process),
involved in moving a product or service from supplier to customer.

Taxes

Direct Tax: Taxes imposed on individuals who have to make these
payments.
Indirect Tax: Taxes levied on goods and services.
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WORD/TERM

DEFINITION/MEANING

Trade Embargo

A law or policy instigated by a country to restrict imports and
exports. These are usually motivated by economic, political, oral or
environmental factors and form a type of protest against the
practices of another country.

Traditional economic
system

A system based on traditions and customs, where the population is
engaged in subsistence production. This means that they produce
just enough to survive.

Utmost good faith

The requirement that as a client it is the duty of the insured to
disclose all the facts to the insurance company. Any fraud or
misrepresentation of facts can result into cancellation of the
contract.

Venture capital

The funding provided to new businesses in exchange for partial
ownership.

Void

Not valid. Not legally binding.

Working capital

Raw materials, goods and cash that are used up during the
production process.

Zoning Laws

Regulations which control how individuals use property and guide
the development of communities.
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 GLOSSARY OF EXAMINATION TERMS
WORDS/TERMS

DEFINITIONS/MEANINGS

account for

present reason for action or event

annotate

add a brief note to a label

apply

use knowledge of principles to solve problems

assess
calculate

present reasons for the importance of particular structures, relationships or
process
arrive at the solution to a numerical problem

classify

divide into groups according to observable characteristics

comment

state opinion or view with supporting reasons

compare

state similarities and differences

construct

use a specific format to make and draw a graph, histogram, pie chart or other
representation using data or material provided or drawn from practical
investigations, build (for example, a model), draw scale diagram

deduce

make a logical connection between two or more pieces of information; use data
to arrive at a conclusion

define

state concisely the meaning of a word or term

demonstrate

show; direct attention to...

describe
determine

provide detailed factual information of the appearance or arrangement of a
specific structure or a sequence of a specific process
find the value of a physical quantity

design

plan and present with appropriate practical detail

develop

expand or elaborate an idea or argument with supporting reasons

diagram

simplified representation showing the relationship between components.

differentiate

state or explain briefly those differences between or among items which can be
used to define the items or place them into separate categories.

discuss

present reasoned argument; consider points both for and against; explain the
relative merits of a case

draw

make a line representation from specimens or apparatus which shows an
accurate relation between the parts

estimate

make an approximate quantitative judgement
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WORDS/TERMS

DEFINITIONS/MEANINGS

evaluate

weigh evidence and make judgements based on given criteria

explain

give reasons based on recall; account for

find

locate a feature or obtain as from a graph

formulate

devise a hypothesis

identify

name or point out specific components or features

illustrate

show clearly by using appropriate examples or diagrams, sketches

investigate

use simple systematic procedures to observe, record data and draw logical
conclusions

label

add names to identify structures or parts indicated by pointers

list

itemise without detail

measure

take accurate quantitative readings using appropriate instruments

name

give only the name of

note

write down observations

observe

pay attention to details which characterise a specimen, reaction or change
taking place; to examine and note scientifically

outline

Give basic steps only

plan

prepare to conduct an investigation

predict

use information provided to arrive at a likely conclusion or suggest a possible
outcome

record

write an accurate description of the full range of observations made during a
given procedure

relate

show connections between; explain how one set of facts or data depend on
others or are determined by them

sketch

make a simple freehand diagram showing relevant proportions and any
important details

state

provide factual information in concise terms outlining explanations

suggest

offer an explanation deduced from information provided or previous
knowledge. (... a hypothesis; provide a generalisation which offers a likely
explanation for a set of data or observations.)

test

to find out, following set procedures

Western Zone Office
7 April 2017
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Specimen Papers and
Mark Schemes/Keys
Specimen Paper:

-

Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 032

Mark Scheme and Key:

-

Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 032

C A R I B B E A N

E X A M I N A T I O N S

C O U N C I L

SECONDARY EDUCATION CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION®
SPECIMEN
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS FOR
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS

READ THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY.

Each item in this test has four suggested answers lettered (A), (B), (C), (D). Read each item you are about
to answer and decide which choice is best.
Sample Item
The money a business receives from the sale
of goods or services is called its
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

assets
capital
income
resources

Sample Answer
A

B

The best answer to this item is “income”, so answer space (C) has been shaded.

Copyright © 2017 Caribbean Examinations Council.
All rights reserved.
01240010/SPEC 2019

C

D

-21.

A system involving the exchange of goods
depending on the ‘double coincidence of
wants’ is known as
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

5.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

barter
money
specialization
equal exchange
6.

2.

Which of the following is NOT a function of
money?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

3.

(D)

4.

for payment at a future date
no later than six months ago
to agree with the date of the
document requesting payment
by the bank on the day the cheque
is presented for payment

II.
III.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
7.

Which of the following practices are
characteristic of a free economy?
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Private ownership of assets
Central planning
Price-fixing
Freedom of contract

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and III only
I and IV only
II and III only
II and IV only

Producing goods of a marketable
quality
Maximizing efficiency and creating
surpluses
Determining dividends to be paid to
shareholders
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

A hotel gives vouchers for meals to its
employees. This form of incentive is BEST
described as a
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

8.

Production
Personnel
Marketing
Financial

Which of the following responsibilities must
be assumed by the management of a
company?
I.

Indivisibility
Store of value
Measure of value
Medium of exchange

A post-dated cheque is one which is dated
(A)
(B)
(C)

In which department of a manufacturing
business would an engineer MOST likely be
found?

reward
bonus
fringe benefit
motivation scheme

The primary role of the Human Resource
Department of a firm is to
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

discipline employees who breach
regulations
recruit, train and motivate workers
seek training opportunities for
employees
represent employees in industrial
relations

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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-39.

Which of the following characteristics are
exemplary of a good leader?

13.

The purpose of a business plan is to
I.

I. Inspiring workers
II. Delegating responsibilities
III. Making intelligent decisions
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

10.

II.
III.

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B)
(C)
(D)

makes decisions without
consultation
allows workers to plan their own
work
consults with those likely to be
affected by the decision
takes suggestions from employees

14.

The workers in a large organization are
dissatisfied with the working conditions.
The trade union representatives’ first likely
action will be to
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

have discussions with the personnel
officer
encourage employees to adopt goslow tactics
encourage the workers to take strike
action
request a meeting with the Board of
Directors

Which of the following factors is LEAST
likely to affect the location of a business?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

15.

12.

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

An authoritarian leader is one who
(A)

11.

measure the performance of the
business
attract financing for the business
provide direction for the business
operations

Weather condition
Availability of labour
Suitable infrastructure
Availability of raw material

Which of the following is a regulatory issue
for the entrepreneur?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Using a credit card to transact
business
Offering hire purchase options to
customers
Paying national insurance to the
government
Advertising the business locally and
regionally

A trait associated with entrepreneurs is
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

opposition to change
acceptance of loss
fear of failure
taking risks

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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-416.

Which of the following pieces of
information should be included in a
feasibility study?
I.
II.
III.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

19.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

An overview of the business
The growth potential of the business
The profitability of the business
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

Which of the following ways is NOT
legitimate for terminating a contract?

20.

Which of the following describes an
essential feature of a valid contract?

(A)
17.

Which of the following situations would
occur if a contract for the sale of goods
becomes void?

(B)
(C)

I.
II.
III.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The prospective buyer becomes the
owner.
The prospective buyer does not
become the owner.
The seller must return any money or
goods given to him by the
prospective
buyer
for
the
transaction.

(D)

21.

(D)

22.
18.

Which of the following documents should be
used to indicate to a business department that
supplies of certain goods are needed?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Invoice
Quotation
Stock card
Requisition order

The offer has been communicated to
the offeree.
A counter offer has been made by
the offeree of the offeror.
The offer has been accepted by the
offeree.
The offer has been made in writing
by the offeror.

‘Capital as a factor of production’ refers to
(A)
(B)
(C)

I only
II only
I and III only
II and III only

Breach
Performance
Lapse of time
Change of mind

goods purchased for resale
assets that are owned by the firm
money that is used to purchase
goods
goods that are used to produce
other goods

Primary production is concerned with the
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

distribution of goods
provision of services
provision of raw materials
manufacture of goods

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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23.

Which of the following are features of a
cottage industry?
I.
II.
III.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

24.

25.

I.
II.
III.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
26.

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

28.

Mining
Building
Fishing
Farming

Which of the following actions would allow
a cigarette manufacturer vertical integration
of business activities?

Which of the following LEAST affects the
location of an industry?

III.

The provision of goods and services
The offering of personalised
services
The production of exclusive articles

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

Which of the following activities carried out
in a firm will NOT be under the supervision
of the marking manager?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

29.

Buying a tobacco estate
Purchasing a competitor’s cigarette
factory
Establishing a retail outlet for
cigarettes
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

Which of the following are functions of
small firms?
I.
II.

Minimal investment
Production of exports
Family help

Which of the following is NOT a primary
industry?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

27.

Which of the following documents gives the
name of the ship and full particulars of the
shipment of goods?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

30.

(B)
(C)
(D)

Proximity to sources of raw
materials
Availability of an abundant labour
supply
Proximity to large shopping areas
The presence of good roads and
drainage

Bill of sale
Airway bill
Broker's bill
Bill of lading

Which of the following are characteristics of
a ‘perfect market’?
I.
II.
III.

(A)

Purchasing
Packaging
Advertising
Distribution

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

There are many buyers and sellers.
The price of the goods must be fixed
by supply or demand.
There must be several types of the
commodity on sale.
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III
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31.

Which of the following BEST describes the
term 'loss leader'?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

32.

An item which the retailer gives
away to customers
A product which is sold cheaply to
attract customers
A good which has no real market
value
A product which the retailer is
unable to locate

34.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

35.

Which of the following is a MAJOR
function of consumer organizations?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Acting as price inspectors
Providing goods and services for
consumers
Setting price controls for certain
commodities
Educating consumers about their
rights and privileges
36.

33.

Which of the following BEST describes a
bill of sale?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

An advertisement for sale of a
client's property by the bank in
settlement of a debt
A notice that a list of items overdue
for customs clearance will be
auctioned
A document drawn up by a business
to inform import control authorities
of its export activities
An agreement between buyer and
seller regarding title of ownership of
goods

A housewife buys meat from a local butcher
in her neighborhood. What type of
distribution does this represent?

Advantages of supply chain operations
include
I.
II.
III.

wealth creation
job opportunity
better quality life

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I,II and III

Which of the following describes planning,
implementation, forward and reserve flow of
goods and services and related information
between two destinations to satisfy
customers’ requirement?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

37.

A retail outlet
A direct channel
A single channel
An indirect channel

Logistics
Airway bill
Globalization
Multimodal transport

Which of the following problems are likely
to be encountered in distribution?
I.
II.
III.

Spoilage of goods
Inadequate warehousing
Ineffective communication

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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The link in the distribution chain that BEST
describes the breaking of bulk goods into
smaller packages is called
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

43.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

retailer
consumer
wholesaler
manufacturer
44.

39.

A system of organizing people, activities,
information and resources involved in
moving a product or service from supplier to
customer can BEST be described as
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

40.

45.

Insurance
Airway bill
Bill of lading
Import license

Refusal of deposits
Barring of long-term financing
Making the various currencies
Lending of depositors’ funds

On which of the following bank accounts is
a service fee discharged?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Current
Savings
Term deposit
Fixed deposit

profits
interest
revenue
dividends

46.

A plan for systematic saving and spending is
referred to as
(A)
trading
(B)
investing
(C)
financing
(D)
budgeting

47.

Governments establish National Insurance
Schemes in order to
(A)

42.

Cooperatives
The Central Bank
Private companies
Government agency

Tom invests his savings by buying shares in
a company. From this investment, Tom
expects to receive
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Which of the following is a function of a
commercial bank?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

make loans and advances
accept deposit accounts
issue notes and coins
issue stocks and shares

From which of the following commercial
organizations might any member of the
public be allowed to purchase shares?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

What is the name of the document used as
the receipt of goods by an airline carrier and
as a contract of carriage between the shipper
and the carrier?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

41.

logistics
airway bills
intermodal transport
supply chain operations

One of the MAJOR functions of a Central
Bank is to

(B)
(C)

(D)

prevent devaluation of a nation's
currency
provide benefits to employees after
retirement
provide benefits to employees
in the event of unforeseen
circumstances
protect employees from
victimization at the workplace
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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48.

The responsibilities of government include
the
I.
II.
III.

52.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

preservation of law and order
encouragement and promotion
of investment
establishment of business
enterprises
53.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

49.

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
II, III and IV only

reducing taxes
reducing grants
reducing spending
budgeting for surplus

A government can protect consumers by
I.
II.
III.

enacting laws
publishing standards
prosecuting infringements

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

(D)

Government’s deductions of part of
workers’ weekly or monthly salaries is
called
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B)

I.
II.
III.

Tariff
Sales tax
Land tax

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III

(C)
(D)

56.

tariff on extraregional goods
ban on the sale of foreign goods
restriction on the quantity of goods
imported
licence to import unlimited foreign
goods

The Caribbean Development Bank functions
PRIMARILY to
(A)

income tax
corporation tax
capital gains tax
value added tax

Which of the following can be classified as
‘direct taxation’?

A quota can BEST be described as a
(A)
(B)
(C)

55.

51.

surtax
purchase tax
corporation tax
capital gains tax

Government can encourage business activity
by
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

54.

50.

A tax levied in excess of the standard rate on
earned income is referred to as

assist Caribbean territories in their
economic development
assist territories engaged in large
manufacturing industries
aid territories seeking to develop
their tourist trade
expand communications among
the Caribbean territories

Which of the following are MAJOR
economic problems facing many Caribbean
countries today?
I.
II.
III.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

High debt burden
High levels of unemployment
Lack of capital for investment
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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The term ‘economic dualism’ defines an
economy in which one sector
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

58.

imports more goods and services
than it exports
exports more goods and services
than its imports
is technologically advanced while
the other is technologically retarded
is overpopulated while the other is
underpopulated

Which of the following indices is the BEST
measure of the economic growth of a
country?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

59.

Population
Level of exports
Standard of living
Gross domestic product

NAFTA is a region-wide trade agreement.
Which of the following groups of countries
are members of NAFTA?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

60.

Caribbean, Canada, USA and the
United Kingdom
Caribbean, Mexico, Canada and
USA
Caribbean, Canada, USA and Brazil
Mexico, Canada, USA and the
United Kingdom

Which of the following are the MAJOR
arguments in favour of foreign investment?
I.
II.
III.

Reduction of local employment
Establishment of markets
Inflow of capital

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
I, II and III
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Answer ALL questions.

1.

Janice retired after working for 15 years as a loan officer at a commercial bank. She then
decided to become an entrepreneur.
(a)

(i)

Define the term ‘entrepreneurship’.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

(ii)

................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
State FOUR reasons why a person may start a business.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

(b)

Identify FOUR stakeholders that could be involved in Janice’s business.
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
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(c)

Describe TWO types of services that Janice could offer given her banking experience.
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

(d)

Explain TWO ways in which Janice’s business can benefit the community.
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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2.

(a)

(i)

List FOUR functions of a manager.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

(ii)

State THREE guidelines for establishing good relations between management and
employees.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

(3 marks)
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(b)

(i)

Identify THREE characteristics of a good leader.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(3 marks)

(ii)

Differentiate between a ‘participatory leadership style’ and an ‘autocratic leadership
style’.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
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(c)

Explain TWO ways in which an organization can benefit from teamwork.

.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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3.

(a)

List THREE examples of EACH of the following:
(i)

Market structures
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………...
(3 marks)

(ii)

Methods of retailing

.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(3 marks)
(b)

Differentiate between ‘capital-intensive production’ and ‘labour-intensive production’.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
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(c)

Outline TWO purposes of branding.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
(d)

Explain TWO ways in which packaging helps in the marketing of goods.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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4.

(a)

Define the term ‘contract’.
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

(b)

Outline EACH of the following features of a contract:
(i) Offer and acceptance
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
(ii) Consideration
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
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(c) (i)

Distinguish between a ‘simple contract’ and a ‘specialty contract’ and give ONE example of
EACH type of contract.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)

(ii)

State TWO ways in which contracts may be terminated.
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
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(d)

Explain TWO circumstances under which a contract might be rendered invalid. Use
examples to support your answer.
...............................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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5.

(a)

(i)

Outline TWO ways in which governments can regulate business activity.
…................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

(ii)

Describe TWO measures which governments can take to protect consumers.
….................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
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(b)

Outline THREE ways in which citizens of a country can benefit from improved roads and
transportation.
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
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Explain TWO ways in which government could improve the education sector in a
country.
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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Question 1

(a) (i)

Entrepreneurship is defined as:
•

Willingness to take risk in the business

•

The art of identifying a need and establishing a venture to
address that need

•

Investing of one’s resources to create a business

For complete definition of term 2 marks
For partial definition 1 mark

(2 marks)

(ii) Reasons why persons may start a business:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To
To

invest surplus money
create self-employment
satisfy a need in the community
utilize his/her expertise
be his/her own boss
realize a dream

Any four reasons stated, 1 mark for each 4 × 1 mark

(4 marks)

(b) Potential stakeholders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managers
Employees
Bankers
Government
Owners
Salespersons
Customers
General public
Consultants
Contractors

Any four stakeholders identified, 1 mark for each 4 × 1 mark
(4 marks)
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Question 1 cont’d
(c)

Services that Janice could offer:
•

Financial consulting to business and individuals who wish to start
businesses

•

Providing services to persons trying to create budgets for personal or
business purposes

•

Pawn shop providing short term cash advances to persons with collateral
but no cash

•

Business advising to persons and organizations attempting new ventures
or in need of assistance with existing ventures

•
•

Business Plan development for businesses and entrepreneurs
Financial literacy training to students and programs aiming
encourage entrepreneurship

•
•

Business facilitation services to investors both local and foreign
Training new first time hires for banks

Any two services described 2 marks each 2 × 2 marks
Stating service 1 mark
(d)

to

(4 marks)

Ways in which businesses can benefit the community
•

Business pay taxes which are used by government to provide
infrastructure, social and security services to the general population.
(1) The larger the tax base the better the services provided by
government. (1) Good corporate citizens will also collect taxes on
behalf of their government helping to facilitate the process and
collection of mandatory taxes, as well as, contribute to social programs
in their community. (1)

•

Businesses create employment in communities and provide access to
services that aid in other business processes and economic development.
(1) Through employing the residents of a community, businesses create
economic activities (1) and alleviate some of the social burdens that
government would single handedly have to bear.(1)

•

Businesses sponsor many social programs and contribute to the
development of the students and families in their communities. (1) Many
contribute to education scholarships, sports, health care, churches,
and entertainment in their communities. (1) These contributions are
ways in which the businesses give back to their communities but are
also key ways in which business share the burden of social services
with their governments. (1)

Any two benefits explained 3 marks each 3 × 2 marks
Identifying benefit 1 mark
Elaborating 2 marks

(6

marks)
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Question 2

(a)

(i) Functions of a manager:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning
Organizing
Directing
Controlling
Delegating
Motivating
Negotiating
Leading

For listing any four functions; 1 mark each
(4 x 1) = (4 marks)
(ii) Guidelines
relations

for

establishing

good

management

and

communication

and

employee

•

Establishing
command

•

Keeping employees informed about what is happening in the
organization

•

Supervisors should keep management informed about employees’
concerns

•

Ensuring employees understand their jobs and can respond
appropriately

•

Inform employees of management expectations in terms of
performance and behaviour

•

Adopting a style of leadership that makes employees feel
that their inputs are important

•

Providing opportunities for management and employees to
socialize and get to understand each other’s personalities
and challenges

clear

lines

of

chain

of

For stating any three guideline; 1 mark each
(3 x 1) = (3 marks)
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Question 2 cont’d

(b)

(i) Characteristics of a good leader:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to stay focused under pressure
Exercises flexibility when necessary
Inspires workers to do their jobs
Commands respect , trust, confidence of the employees
Handles problems of workers effectively
Makes intelligent decisions
Delegates effectively
Shows good judgment
Gets the job done
Takes the lead

For identifying any three characteristics; 1 mark each
(3 x 1) = (3 marks)
(ii) Differentiating between leadership styles:
•

A participatory leader is democratic and involves workers in
decision-making,(1)while
an
autocratic
leader
makes
decisions without involving the workers (1)

•

A participatory leader accepts ideas, suggestions and
recommendations from workers at all levels thereby making
workers feel like they have a say and that their input is
important and valued. (1) An autocratic leader on the other
hand, exerts a lot of control and does not always investigate
incidents to the extent necessary (1)

•

Unlike the autocratic leader, the participative leader does
not believe that he/she must have full control of the entire
decision making.(1)An autocratic leader survives by issuing
threats and by instilling fear in workers. He/She gets
persons to work through control and without attention given
to workers points of view.(1)

For clear differentiation; 2 marks each
For defining without differentiating, 1 mark each
(2 x 2) = (4 marks)
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Question 2 cont’d

(c)

Ways in which organizations benefit from teamwork:
•

Members of a team become knowledgeable about all aspects of the
work and the results of their efforts. (1) This is a strength for
the organization since the team can survive the loss of members
without having to discontinue work or start all over (1). Teamwork
empowers members as well as improves the likelihood of success of
initiatives and projects. Having teams work on projects provides
for continuity in the carrying out of activities. (1)

•

Teamwork leads to creative problem-solving, pooling of resources,
ideas and expertise. (1) Organizations can benefit from improvement
in quality of work and more motivated workers as a result of
teamwork. (1) Because several members of the organization are
involved, when they work as teams they are able to attain greater
control over the tasks assigned. (1)

For comprehensive explanation; 3 marks each
(3 x 2) = (6 marks)
Partial explanation; 1 - 2 marks each

Total 20 marks
Question 3

(a)

(i) Examples of market structures are:
•
•
•
•

Perfect competition
Monopoly
Monopolistic competition
Oligopoly

For listing any three examples, 1 mark each (3 × 1)
(ii) Methods of retailing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shops
Department stores
Mail order
E-commerce/On-line
Telemarketing
Vending machines
Personal selling

(3 marks)
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For listing any three examples, 1 mark each (3 × 1)

(3 marks)

Question 3 cont’d
(b)

Capital-intensive production refers to a method of production which uses
more capital than other factors of production.
Labour-intensive production, on the other hand, refers to a method of
production which uses more labour than other factors of production.
For distinguishing between concepts:
Any distinguishing point about each concept: 2 marks each (2 × 2)
(4 marks)

(c) Purposes of branding:
•

Product differentiation
To create a unique name, establish ownership and identify a product,
thereby differentiating it from other products

•

Company identity
To project the image and ideals of a company. Branding aims to make
people associate a product with the company

•

Stimulation of demand
To promote the sale of goods and services. By making people think of
the name of a particular product when making purchases

For outlining any two ways, 2 marks each (2 × 2)
For listing ways 1 mark each

(d)

(4 marks)

Packaging
•

Protection
By providing an outer wrapper or a container for goods, packaging
serves as a means of protecting goods from breakage, spillage or
contamination. Manufacturers and suppliers ensure that this purpose
is served by using a form or type of packaging that is appropriate for
the goods in question.

•

Promotion
The attractiveness, colour and design of a package all assist in making
the item contained therein appealing to customers.
A package is
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therefore a means of advertising a company’s product and serves as a
means of motivating or persuading customers to buy the product.
Question 3 cont’d
•

Provision of customer information
A product’s package provides a convenient way of providing details on
the product.
These include information on weight and ingredients,
warnings and health information.

•

Serving as a functional/keepsake container
For many manufacturers who are committed to recycling, it is important
that a package can be reused. Packaging is therefore functional and
practical in that it provides a customer with a container that can be
used after consuming the item.

For fully explaining 3 marks each (2 × 3)
For partially explaining (1-2 marks each)

(6 marks)
Total 20 marks
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Question 4

(a)

A contract is a legally binding agreement (1) between two or more
persons by which rights and obligations are created. (1)
Definition

(2 marks)

Full definition 2 marks
Partial definition 1 mark
(b)

Features of a contract:
(i)

Offer and acceptance: An offer is a clearly communicated proposal
by one party to enter into a contract and for a contract to
exist. (1) This must be agreed to or accepted (1) by the other
party.

(ii)

Consideration: This refers to what is exchanged (1) between the
two parties to ensure that there is a legal obligation. In most
cases, this represents the price paid (1) and must be lawful,
real, possible and present (1).
For any two features fully outlined 2 marks each
Partial outline 1 mark each

(c)

(4 marks)

(i) A simple contract is an agreement entered into on a daily
basis
(1) which satisfies the conditions required for
contracts (1). It
may be oral, written or implied (by conduct)
(1). A
specialty contract, on the other hand, is written (1)
and must be
signed, sealed and delivered (1).
Specialty
contracts are also referred to as contracts by deed (1) or
contracts under seal (1).
For distinguishing between contracts
For full distinction 4 marks
For partial distinction 1 mark

(2 x 2) = (4 marks)

Examples of simple contracts:
 Purchase of goods
 Transportation
 Supply of services
Any correct example of a simple contract
Examples of specialty contracts:





Mortgages
Sale of land
Insurance
Hire purchase

(1 mark)
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Question 4 cont’d
Any correct example of a specialty contract

(1 mark)

(ii)Ways of terminating contracts:
-

Agreement
Performance - Breach
Frustration
Lapse of time

For listing any two ways; 1 mark each
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)

(d)

Circumstances under which a contract may be rendered invalid:
- In some cases, contracts may meet specified conditions, but contravene
common law (1) and existing legislation (1). For example, the
agreement between a client and owner of a brothel whose services
satisfy the basic elements of a contract for services will be deemed
to be invalid since prostitution in most countries is an illegal act
(1).
- If it can be proven that one of the parties was subject to duress
(1) when entering into contractual relations, the contract may be
rendered invalid (1). It is assumed that the parties to contracts
are free moral agents (1) and are acting of their own free will (1).
Any contract entered into which can be shown to lack these conditions
will be rendered invalid (1).
- A contract which involves some action which contravenes society’s
values (1) or which goes against the ‘‘public good’’ (1) would be
deemed to be unenforceable and invalid (1). In countries where the
possession and use of marijuana is unlawful (1) attempting to bind
a party to a contract to supply marijuana (1) would be thwarted and
the contract deemed invalid (1).
Explaining any two circumstances, 3 marks each
(2 x 3) = (6 marks)
Identifying circumstance, 1 mark
Elaborating 2 marks

Total 20 marks
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Question 5

(a)

(i) Ways in which government can regulate business activity:
•

Passing laws to protect the environment and persons who live
in it. (1) They can do so by devising zoning laws to prevent
firms from setting up commercial activities in residential
areas. (1)

•

Setting rules as to how firms should dispose of their waste
(1) to avoid them becoming health hazards. (1)

•

Insisting that stipulated guidelines on how to set prices (1)
and apply a penalty for those businesses that do not comply.
(1)

•

Helping businesses to expand by giving them low interest loans.
(1) Firms that qualify can use these funds to grow their
businesses. (1)

•

Requiring that firms protect the safety of their workers (1)
by following occupational health and safety regulations. (1)

•

Setting up schools to provide specialized training, for
example, in tourism and transportation sectors where employers
must send workers for training. (1) This will assist firms
within these industries to get trained workers which will help
to enhance the productivity of their business.(1)

For any two ways fully outlined, 2 marks each 2 x 2(4 marks)
For partial outline, 1 mark
(4 marks)
(ii) Measures governments can take to protect consumers:
•

Governments can make laws to provide a code of conduct for the
operation of businesses (1). This will ensure that businesses
maintain the standards set out in the law (1). This will
ensures
that
orders
governing
business relationships
are maintained.

•

Governments can also require businesses to be licensed to
conduct or sell certain products (1). These licenses should be
renewed after a number of years (1).
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Question 5 cont’d
•

Governments can set price controls (1) to ensure that merchants
do not overcharge for their goods and services. (1) That basic
food items are within the reach of consumers. (1)

•

Governments can legally require certain businesses, especially
those that sell food items to be regularly inspected (1) so
that they are operating in harmony with health regulations (1).

•

Governments can also have in place bureaus of standards (1) to
ensure compliance with packaging, weights and measures (1).

Describing two measures, 2 marks each
(2 x 2) = (4 marks)
Identifying measure, 1 mark
Elaborating, 1 mark

(b)

Ways in which citizens of a country can benefit from improved roads
and transportation:
•

Improved roads and transportation can result in increased output of
goods and services (1) if firms are able to get their raw materials
delivered to them on time. This means workers will be able to produce
goods and services on time (1) resulting in filling orders on time
and greater profitability for firms. (1)

•

The improvement in roads and transportation can help to move workers
to their jobs on time (1) which means they can give the required
numbers of hours on the job this translates to greater profitability.
(1)

•

Better roads and transportation means firms can supply goods and
services to consumers quicker and easier (1). The more goods and
services produced and sold (1), the greater profits. (1)

•

Better roads means less wear and tear on vehicles, so firms will not
need to spend as much to repair vehicles (1) and therefore costs
will be lower (1) and this could increase profits (1)

Outlining three ways, 2 marks each
(3 x 2) = (6 marks)
Identifying ways, 1 mark
Elaborating, 1 mark
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Question 5 cont’d
(c)

Ways in which government could improve the education sector in a
country:
•

Increasing the number of schools and training institutions to prepare
teachers and lecturers for the classroom (1). Facilities should be
located where students have easy, access. (1) The facilities should
be properly outfitted with the equipment and other resources to
enhance for students learning. (1)

•

Ensuring that these centres of learning are properly equipped to
empower trainers to execute training (1) in a manner that they can
pass
on
the
necessary
pedagogical
and
soft
skills
to
teachers/instructors in training (1). This would save time and energy
in facilitating training (1), enhancing learning and improving the
human resources of the country (1).

•

Setting as priority, the training of teachers/instructors/ lecturers
to provide the highest quality instruction. (1) Government can
subsidize the training (1) and bond them to work for a period of
time within the country when they graduate (1).

•

Monitoring and upgrading the curriculum used in the training of these
teachers (1) so that they meet the needs of the country (1) as well
as satisfy international standards (1).

For fully explaining two ways, 3 marks each
(2 x 3) = (6 marks)
Identifying ways, 1 mark
Elaborating, 2 marks

Total 20 marks
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INSTRUCTIONS: The following case study contains information for a business plan. Read the case and
answer the questions that follow.
CASE STUDY
Poplen Iron Works
SECTION A
Ford Poplen started his metal craft business two years ago in a shed at the back of his parent's home, located
in a strictly residential community. He produces and sells a variety of metal furniture, grills and gates.
However, handcrafted metal souvenir items are his unique designs. He is thinking of registering his
business, but he has not been keeping proper accounting records. He decided to employ a part-time
accountant to organize his finances and ensure that he is meeting his tax obligations. He will also employ a
finisher and a painter. He had to relocate his business because his neighbours complained about the noise
and constant smell of paint coming from the shed. The new location is in a commercial district where he
pays a fixed amount which covers rent, utilities and the use of equipment.

Complete the following business plan using information from the case.
OPERATIONAL PLAN
1.

Nature and Type of Business
Identify the kind of business based on the type of ownership.
.....................................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

2.

Internal Structure of the Organization
Complete the following organizational chart showing the structure of Poplen Iron Works.

Finisher
(3 marks)
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
01240032/SPEC 2019
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3.

Management Functions
(a)

Cite ONE piece of evidence from the case to show how Ford Poplen demonstrated his
responsibility to EACH of the following:
(i)

Society

.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)
(ii) Government
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

(b)

Describe how Ford Poplen has executed the management function of 'organizing'.
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................

4.

.........................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
Ethical Issues
State TWO unethical business practices in which Poplen Iron Works was involved.
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
Total 10 marks
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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SECTION B
Ford Poplen is happy that all his retail and wholesale customers are satisfied with the finish and durability
of the products. He produces for the tourist market, but he was told by the president of the local Small
Producers' Association that in order to succeed, he needed to have a more distinctive brand, one that would
be linked to the country. He has been working on items for an art display to appeal to art dealers. He is not
worried about competition from the four other craft producers because he is the only one who works with
metals. He is presently using his private car to make deliveries and is hoping to buy a van that he can brand
and use to pick up raw materials and make deliveries. He presently supplies only local customers but has
set up a website to test the potential for exports.
MARKETING PLAN
5.

Marketing
Outline TWO reasons why Poplen Iron Works may NOT be making as much sales as it could.
........................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

6.

Competition
Identify TWO competitors of Poplen Iron Works.

........................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
7.

Outline TWO advantages that Poplen Iron Works is LIKELY to have over its competitors.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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8.

Target Market
Identify TWO groups of potential customers of Poplen Iron Works.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

9.

Promotional Strategies
Describe ONE promotional strategy that could help the firm to increase its sales.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................

10.

........................................................................................................................................................
(3 marks)
Distribution Strategies
(a)

State ONE way in which the firm can distribute its products to its market.
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
(1 mark)

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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(b)

Outline TWO advantages that Poplen Iron Works would derive from conducting market
research.
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
(4 marks)

Total 20 marks

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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SECTION C
The business appears to be doing well but it needs additional funding. The country is facing a recession and
most of Ford Poplen’s clients are operators of flower and gift shops who require 30 days credit. Mr Poplen
is badly in need of a loan to cover the purchase of raw materials to give him some ease while he waits on
his debtors. He wants to attract customers who can pay immediately. If his business does well, he plans to
employ more persons and may even venture into the export market. However, he is now realizing that loans
from the credit union and his small savings are not enough to expand the business.

FINANCIAL PLAN
11.

Sources of Finance

(a)

Identify TWO sources, other than credit union and personal savings, from which Poplen may obtain
capital to expand the business.
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

(b)

State TWO reasons why Poplen Iron Works may need additional funding.
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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12.

Government Regulations
Outline ONE way in which Poplen Iron Works can contribute to the protection of the environment.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

13.

Identify TWO government regulations to which Poplen Iron Works must adhere.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)

14.

Executive Summary
Write a summary which includes information from the three sections of the business plan.
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
(2 marks)
Total 10 marks
END OF TEST
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. Type of business
Sole trader
For identifying the type of business

(1 mark)

2. Organizational chart showing the structure for Poplen Iron Works.

For completing the chart - 1 mark for each correct position on each level
(3 x 1) = (3 marks)
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3. Management Functions
(a)

(i) How Ford Poplen demonstrate his responsibility to society
•

To avoid air and noise pollution he has relocated his business
to the commercial district.

•

To avoid conducting business in a residential area he has
chosen to relocate his business.

(ii) How Ford Poplen demonstrates his responsibility to government
•

To satisfy government regulations with respect to tax
obligations Ford Poplen has employed an accountant to
organize his finances.

•

To satisfy government regulation with respect to zoning he
has removed his business from a residential area and placed
it in a commercial district.

For citing one piece of evidence for each, 1 mark each

(2 marks)

(b) How Ford Poplen executed the management function of ‘organizing’


Organizing: He has employed two workers to help in different
areas of production to reduce his workload so he can be involved
in other areas of the business (1) as well as an accountant to
organize his finances. (1)

For describing how the management function was executed; 2 marks
(2 marks)

4.

Ethical Issues
Unethical business practices in which the firm was engaged
•

Failing to maintain proper accounting for the business because this
means the firm cannot report its costs and sales and therefore may not
report correctly for taxation purposes. (1)

•

Locating in a residential area, thus failing to observe zoning laws.
(1)

•

Polluting the environment: noise pollution and paint odour which can
cause health issues. (1)

For stating any two ethical issues; 1 mark each
(2 x1) = (2 marks)
10 Marks
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5.

Reasons why the firm may not be making as much sales as it could
•

The firm needs to increase the promotion of its products (1). More
promotion should lead to greater sales (1).

•

The firm needs to produce goods with a distinctive brand (1) to appeal
to the tourist market. (1)

•

The durability of the products (1) reduces the number of repeat buyers.
(1)

For outlining two reasons; 2 marks each
(2 x 2) = (4 marks)
Identifying reason 1 mark
Elaborating 1 mark

6.

Competitors of Poplen Iron Works
•
•

Producers of grills and gates
Other craft producers

•

Gift shops

For identifying any two competitors; 1 mark each
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)
7.

Advantages Poplen is LIKELY to have over his competitors
•

Poplen produces a variety of products (1) and they could excel in the
business by selling to a variety of markets. (1)

•

Poplen’s products are of a high quality (1) and therefore can hold its
own against any competitors. (1)

•

Poplen produces unique products (1) so will be able to appeal to
persons who like unique and custom made items. (1)

Outlining any two advantages, 2 marks each
(2 x 2) = (4 marks)
Identifying advantage 1 mark
Elaborating 1 mark
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8.

Groups of customers who are likely to purchase from Poplen
•
•
•
•

Tourists
Owners of gift shops and flower shops
Metal art lovers
Persons wanting grills and gates, such as home owners and business
persons

For identifying any two target markets; 1 mark each
9.

(2 x 1) = (2 marks)
Promotional strategies that could help the firm to increase its sales
•

The firm could
(1) This would
firm and its
communities in

•

The use of the Internet is another important way in which the firm can
sell its products locally and internationally. (1) The initial costs
of building the website may be high (1) but over time there will be
savings as only maintenance of the site would be necessary. (1)

•

Fliers and business cards are also important in promoting the products
offered by Poplen. (1) These are relatively inexpensive ways of
promoting the products of the business and they can reach a relatively
large cross section of the population. (1)

promote sales by placing an advertisement on the van.
be inexpensive (1) and would acquaint persons about the
products as the van drives around in the various
the area. (1)

For describing any one strategy
(3 x 1) = (3 marks)
Identifying strategy 1 mark
Elaborating 2 marks
10. (a) Ways in which the firm can distribute its products to its market
•
•

Retail stores break bulk and provide products at the point of
need
Department stores may provide goods at lower prices than
boutiques

•

E-commerce is a convenient way for firms to offer products to a
wider market

•

Telemarketing allows firms to expand its market

•

Vending machines allow firms to sell products even when firms
are closed

•

Direct sales allow firms to contact customers on a one to one
basis
For stating any one way of distributing products; 1 mark
(1 mark)
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(b) Advantages that will be derived by Poplen Iron works from conducting
market research.
o

Market research facilitates planning by providing up-to-date and
accurate information so that the firm can develop a strategic
plan
It will allow the firm to understand the customers and their
needs and this assessment of the market allows them to better
satisfy the needs of their customers
The firm would be able to make less errors by eliminating
wastage, thus saving money
Through market research, the firm can use the findings to
evaluate its selling methods
A market research can be geared at assisting the firm to
determine actual prices and price ranges
By getting information from the target market about the product,
the firm can make quality decisions to minimize risks
Market research may improve communication and strengthen the
business market position by facilitating quick decisions
It allows the firm to predict how the business will meet market
needs ensuring that the business is offering the right product
at the right time for its customers

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Any two advantages outlined; 2 marks each
For partial outline, 1 mark
(2 x 2) = (4 marks)

20 marks
11. (a) Sources of capital



Commercial banks
Small business association

Identify two sources; 1 mark each
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)
(b) Reasons why Poplen Iron Works may need additional funding
•
•
•
•

Additional funding would help the firm to expand its production
capacity
The firm would be able to enter new markets that were not possible
before
The firm would now have the financial ability to develop and
market new products
Additional funds would now be available to pay for the day to
day running of all the business
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•

The firm would now be able to purchase inventory and therefore
able to expand sales

For stating any two reasons; 1 mark each
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)

12. Ways in which Poplen Iron Works can contribute to the protection of the
environment
•

By utilizing green technology the firm will to be greatly contributing
to deforestation

•

If Poplen Iron Works properly disposes of its waste, the firm will
contribute to a clean healthy environment

•

If the firm adheres to zoning laws, the firm would be in compliance
with government regulations

•

The appropriate use of technology in production and disposal of waste
will allow the firm to adhere to environmental regulations and less
harmful effects on it

•

By making products more environmentally friendly it will contribute to
less harmful effects on the environment

Outlining any one way 2 marks
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)
Identifying way 1 mark
Elaborating 1 mark
13. Government regulations to which Poplen Iron Works must adhere
•

The firm must keep proper accounting records and pay correct amount
for taxes.

•

The firm should observe zoning laws and set up the business only in
commercial and manufacturing areas.

•

The firm needs to register vehicles and ensure that they are road
worthy.

•

Poplen must pay workers fair wages and pay statutory deductions related
to these wages to the government.

For identifying any two regulations; 1 mark each
(2 x 1) = (2 marks)
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14. Executive Summary
Write a summary of the business including information from the three main
sections of the business plan.
Poplen Iron Works is a sole trader business operating for two years,
producing grills, gates and unique gifts and art items. While the firm
seems to have the potential to succeed, it is strapped for cash because
it is not marketing its products well, and keeping proper accounts which
are necessary if the firm is to make better decisions. It has the potential
to contribute to the growth and development of the economy primarily
providing employment and using local raw materials and forming linkage.
However it needs more financing to purchase raw materials, employ more
workers and market its products.

For writing including information from the three sections of the plan; 2
marks
For including information from one or two areas of the plan; 1 mark
(2 marks)
10 marks
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The January 2004 examination in Principles of Business was offered for the fifth year.
It includes a School-Based Assessment (SBA) component for the resit candidate and
the case study for Private Candidates.
This year 1913 candidates entered for the General Proficiency examinations. It consisted of the following papers:
Paper 1
Paper 2
Paper 3/1
Paper 3/2

Multiple choice
Essay Paper
School Based Assessment (SBA) (Resits)
Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 01
Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the
syllabus. The performance of the candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory. The
mean score was 36.74.
Paper 02
Essay
Questions 1, 2, and 3 were compulsory. The candidates were given the option to do
either Question 4 or 5, Question 6 or 7, and Question 8 or 9.
Question 1 (Compulsory)
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of a Management Information System.
The question was attempted by 94 per cent of the candidates. Only 35 per cent of
them gave satisfactory responses. The mean score was 2.77 out of a total of 10.
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to define ‘Management Information Systems’. Many candidates restricted its meaning to technology used in production, or ‘using computers’, but were unable to state
the applications.
Part (b) was not generally well done, as the majority of the candidates were unable to
identify the functional areas of a business. Those who could, generally did well and
were able to state how Management Information Systems would be applied to each
functional area of a business. Many candidates confused the functional areas with
functions of management.
Part (c) was not generally well done by the candidates. Candidates were unable to
show how the use of Management Information Systems could make a business operation more competitive.
Question 2 (Compulsory)
This question tested the candidates’ understanding of centralization, location of industries and economies of scale. The mean score was 4.53 out of a total of 10
marks.
Approximately 60 per cent of the candidates gave satisfactory responses. Of this
cohort, just over half had a difficulty with the concept “economies of scale”.
Part (a) of this question was fairly well done. Weaker candidates however, gave
responses better suited for Part (b) in this section.
Part (b) was generally well done by all candidates. However, Part (c) proved to have
discriminated between the strong and the weak candidates. Only those candidates
who were especially strong were able to respond adequately.
Part (c) elicited responses on the advantages of a sole tradership over a company.
Most responses focused on “all the sole trader keeping all the profits.”
Part (d) required an explanation of one of the responses to Part (c). Candidates who
gave accurate responses to Part (c), also gave reasonable explanations to Part (d).

Question 3 (Compulsory)
This question tested candidates’ understanding of Government responsibilities to
citizens, subsidies, price control, principles of insurance and collateral. The mean
score was 9.82 out of a total of 20 marks.
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Part (a) of the question was generally well done. The majority of the candidates gave
accurate responses.
Part (b) of the question was satisfactorily done. However some candidates were
unable to generate suitable definitions for subsidies and price control. In a number of
cases, candidates stated that a subsidy is a loan from government.
Part (c) was also satisfactorily done. Half of the candidates gave correct responses
for both Parts (c) (i) and Part c (ii). The weaker candidates however, did not identify
the principles of insurance in Part (c) (i). However, they tried to explain what the
principles were in their own words in Part (c) (ii) and for the most part gave reasonable responses.
Part (d) of the question was answered creditably by most candidates.
ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Question 4 (Optional)
This question tested candidates’ understanding of partnerships and private limited
companies. It was attempted by 27 per cent of the candidates and 35 per cent of
them gave satisfactory responses. The mean score was 9.97 from a total of 20
marks.
Part (a) was generally well done as the majority of the candidates were able to identify
characteristics of a partnership. The weaker candidates however, were unsure of the
number of members and misunderstood the concept of limited liabilities as it applied
to partners.
Part (b) of the question was attempted by a few candidates. However, those who
attempted it responded adequately.
Part (c) was generally well done as the majority of the candidates were able to identify
disadvantages of partnership. Some candidates misread disadvantages for advantages and hence responded inappropriately.
Part (d) was not very well done as not many candidates were able to discuss the
advantages of converting from a partnership to a private limited company.
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Question 5 (Optional)
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the functions of a business, the
functions of management and the functional areas of a business.
It was attempted by 72 per cent of the candidates 70 per cent of whom gave satisfactory responses. The mean score was 11.36 out of a total of 20 marks.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done. The weaker candidates confused the
functions of a business with the functions of management or the functional areas of a
business.
Part (b) was generally well done. Candidates were given four functions of management which they were asked to describe. Many candidates were unable to describe
these functions without including the named function in their description.
Part (c) was also generally well done. The majority of the candidates were able to
state the major activities of the functional areas which were given.
Part (d) was fairly well done although many candidates did not specify how the
business could benefit from a team approach to management. Instead they identified
ways in which consumers would benefit.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING
Question 6 (Optional)
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the factors responsible for the loss
of customers and the specific marketing strategies which could be employed to reverse such situations. It also tested the candidates’ knowledge of how business can
maintain good relations with customers and suppliers in the event of closure.
This question was attempted by 58 per cent of the candidates. Approximately 80 per
cent of the candidates who attempted this question gave good responses. The mean
score on this question was 13.68 out of a total of 20.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done.
Part (b) was also generally well done. However, some candidates explained the
points given in Part (a) rather than suggesting the strategies to tackle them as was
asked by the question.
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creativity and the use of initiative.
Question 7 (Optional)
This question tested the candidates’ understanding of promotion in marketing as well
as the benefits firms gain through cooperation. It was attempted by 36 per cent of the
candidates. The mean score was 11.53 out of a total of 20 marks.
In Part (a) the majority of candidates were able to identify the methods of promoting
sales. The majority of candidates were able in Part (b), to explain ways the firm could
obtain information about trends in the clothing industry. However they were unable
to give well reasoned explanations.
In Part (c), the candidates, for the most part, were able to explain the three ways the
clothing store could benefit from its relationship with the designing stores. However
the weaker candidates that gave sketchy responses did not offer much of an explanation.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss ways in which designing stores could benefit
from their relationship with clothing stores. Most candidates were able to identify
ways in which benefits can be derived, but were unable to generate a discussion on
the benefits.
Teachers are encouraged to ensure that their students are able to write in complete
sentences and explain concepts well. By giving them more written exercises and
guided research, they should be able to express themselves better in the written papers.
FINANCE AND INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS
Question 8 (Optional)
This question was attempted by about 19 per cent of the candidates. Of those who
attempted the question, about 80 per cent achieved at least half the marks. The mean
score was 11.11 out of a total of 20.
Part (a) of the question was well answered by the candidates, most of whom recognized international trade as trade amongst countries of the world.
Part (b) of the question tested candidates’ knowledge of the difference between
“unfavourable balance of trade” and “unfavourable balance of payments”. Many
candidates did not recognize that balance of trade involves imports and exports of
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the question. A few candidates were unfamiliar with the concepts. They treated the
term “unfavourable” as importation of poor quality goods and or goods that did not
arrive on time or were not paid for on time.
Part (c) required candidates to state two reasons for international trade. The majority
of candidates were able to give two acceptable reasons.
Part (d) tested candidates’ knowledge of measures to address unfavourable balance
of trade and unfavourable balance of payments problems. About 10 per cent of the
candidates were aware of the specific measures governments can use to address
these problems.
Part (e) of the question was either omitted or very poorly done. Candidates insisted
on writing on the effects of unfavourable balance of trade and balance of payments
on governments rather than on the citizen of the country. Many candidates failed to
explain the points and therefore failed to gain full marks.
Question 9 (Optional)
This question was attempted by about 77 per cent of the candidates 50 per cent of
whom gave very good responses. The mean score was 13.70 out of a total of 20.
This question tested candidates’ understanding of money, central banks, commercial
banks, taxation and environmental protection.
Part (a) of the question was well done. However, some candidates confused the
functions of money with its characteristics.
Part (b) was generally well done. Candidates showed good understanding of the
difference in the functions of the commercial and central banks.
In Part (c) (i), most students were able to list the purposes of taxation.
Part (c) (ii) posed difficulty for some candidates who failed to show how the purposes of taxation can help in improving the standard of living.
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Case Study
Alternative to the SBA
GENERAL COMMENTS
The Paper 03/2 required candidates to study a case and answer 14 questions. The
case incorporated the three profiles.
The marks were allocated as follows:
Profile 1
Profile 2
Profile 3
TOTAL

-

12 marks
12 marks
16 marks
40 marks

The mean score was 25.49 and marks ranged from 0 to 39.

ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Questions 1 - 4
Candidates performed well on this profile. Many candidates scored the full 12 marks
allocated to this profile.
Question 1
This question required candidates to identify the type of business organization referred to in the case and to list two of its features. Many candidates correctly identified the business as a Private Ltd. Co. The weaker candidates identified it as a
partnership, presumably because the business was formed by four brothers. Candidates who identified the business as a partnership incorrectly mentioned features of a
partnership instead of a Private Limited Company.
Question 2
This question required candidates to state four functions which the manager of Solstice Ltd is expected to perform. Most candidates scored full marks. The weaker
candidates confused functions of management with the responsibilities of management.
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Candidates were required to outline three benefits which the business will enjoy if it
installs a Management Information System. This was generally well done. Candidates demonstrated a high level of comprehension of MIS.
Question 4
Candidates were asked to identify the type of industry to which Solstice belonged
and to give another example of a business in the same industry. Most candidates did
not identify service industry as the industry. They were, however, able to give correct
examples of similar businesses.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING
Questions 5 - 8
The performance on this profile was satisfactory.
Question 5
Most candidates correctly identified the factors which influenced the location of Solstice Ltd.
Question 6
Candidates were required to discuss three benefits which the company will enjoy by
having a chain of supermarkets. Most candidates stated the benefits which the country will enjoy rather than which the company will enjoy. Consequently, they lost
valuable marks.
Question 7
Candidates were asked to list three methods which the company must use to promote
the launch of its first branch and to explain how one of these methods operate.
Candidates demonstrated a sound understanding of the promotional methods which
the company could use and were able to explain the operation of these methods.
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This question required candidates to discuss the benefits of a firm having its own
brand name and to outline a marketing difficulty which the company might face. The
responses showed that candidates had a very good grasp of these concepts and their
impact in the market place.

FINANCE AND INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS
Questions 9 - 14
The performance of candidates on this profile was satisfactory. Some candidates
scored full marks on this profile.
Question 9
Candidates were required to list three types of insurance coverage which would be
relevant to Solstice’s business. Most candidates were able to identify the types of
insurance which were relevant to the case. The weaker candidates, however, identified insurance principles instead of types of insurance.
Question 10
This question required the candidates to identify two ways in which the company can
contribute to the economy. Candidates demonstrated a sound knowledge of the
contribution made by a company to the economy of a country.
Question 11
Candidates were required to assess the impact on a business of:
(a) an increase in interest rates;
(b) and a decrease in interest rates. This question posed the greatest difficulty. Candidates were unable to state how an increase or decrease in interest rates would
affect a business. Some interpreted interest rate as a tax.
Question 12
This question required candidates to outline two strategies which Solstice Ltd might
use to raise funds to expand the business. Very few candidates identified strategies
such as obtaining a loan or reinvesting the profits made by the business. Many
suggested raising funds by having a party or concert.

-
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Question 13
Candidates were asked to list two transport documents which Solstice Ltd was likely
to use. Considering that the company would be trading both locally and in foreign
markets, a large number of documents would satisfy this question. However, the
weaker candidates listed birth certificates and passports instead of documents like
import licence, Bill of Lading and Airway bill.
Question 14
This question required candidates to identify three methods of payment customers
might use when making purchases from the company.
Most of the candidates scored full marks on this question. They displayed knowledge of a wide range of instruments which could be used to make payment.
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PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2004 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the twenty-fifth year. This was
the sixth year in which the revised POB syllabus, which includes a School-Based Assessment (SBA) component, was examined.
This year 37 066 candidates wrote the General Proficiency examinations and 256 candidates wrote the
Basic Proficiency. Both the General and the Basic proficiency examinations consisted of three papers:
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

01
02
03/1
03/2

–
–
–
–

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to SBA (Private candidates)

GENERAL COMMENTS
General
Paper 01

–

Proficiency
Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The performance
of candidates on Paper 01 was quite outstanding.
The mean mark was 42.86 out of 60. Approximately 94 per cent of the candidates scored half or more of the
marks for this paper. No candidate earned full marks, however, 6 candidates earned 59 out of 60 marks on
this paper.
Paper 02 –

Essay

Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer 3 compulsory questions;
one on each profile. In Section II, candidates were required to choose 1 question from each of the three
profiles. The mean mark was 56.66. Three (3) candidates earned full marks, while 6 candidates earned 99
out of the 100 marks available on this paper. Approximately 65 per cent of the candidates earned more
than half the available marks on this paper.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) is offered to school candidates. Candidates were required
to undertake an investigation and produce a written report which spans the three profiles.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 27.64 out of 40 marks. 429 candidates
earned full marks. Approximately 89 per cent of the candidates earned more than half the available marks
on this paper.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates. For this
examination candidates were required to answer 14 structured compulsory questions on a case-study
spanning the three profiles.
Performance on this paper was fair. The mean mark was 22.03 out of 40 marks. One candidate earned full
marks on this paper. Approximately 67 per cent of the candidates earned more than half the available
marks on this paper.
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Detailed

Comments

Paper 02 – Essay
Section

I – Compulsory

Question 1
Question 1 tested candidates’ ability to distinguish between
(a)
a planned economy and a market driven economy,
(b)
the private sector and the public sector, and to
(c)
state the legal requirements for a public limited company before it commences operation.
It was attempted by about 90 per cent of the candidates. Candidates’ performance was generally fair. The
mean mark was 4.74 out of 10. Approximately 10 per cent of the candidates scored full marks.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done. The weaker candidates were unable to state three differences
as required.
Part (b) posed a great deal of difficulty, as many candidates were unable to distinguish between public and
private sector. In many instances, they distinguished between public and private limited companies. Some
candidates also confused the sectors with the characteristics of the planned and market driven economy.
On the whole Part (c) of the question was well done. Many candidates scored the maximum available
marks for this part of the question. However, some candidates stated the legal requirements of the public
limited company after it commenced operation instead of before it commenced operation as was required.
Question 2
Question 2 tested candidates’ knowledge of

•
•
•

the benefits of small firms to Caribbean countries,
the ways in which small firms are different from large organzations, and
the features of cottage industries.

It was attempted by 94 per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 5.78 out of 10.
Part (a) of the question posed a great level of difficulty because some candidates were unable to differentiate
between the benefits of small firms to the Caribbean and the features of small firms.
Part (b) of the question was satisfactorily done. However, some candidates were unable to differentiate
between limited and unlimited liabilities, and small and large firms. Additionally, some candidates attempted
to describe firms generally without indicating whether they were referring to small firms or large firms.
Part (c) of the question was generally well-answered. However, some candidates misinterpreted the word
“features” and gave “examples”.
Question 3
Question 3 tested the candidates understanding of demand and supply and market structures. It was
attempted by approximately 98 per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 8.16 of 20 marks.
Most candidates scored only 50 per cent or less marks for Part (a). Few candidates were able to give
complete and accurate definitions of demand and supply. One of the essential aspects of “at a price” was
evident in only a minority of the candidates’ responses. Some candidates explained the laws of demand and
supply instead of defining the terms “demand” and “supply”.
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the demand for coffee sold by Mary.
Part (c) and (d) required specific knowledge of market structures. Many candidates did not respond to
these sections. Of those who responded, very few gave suitable answers.
In Part (c) (i), only a small number of candidates were able to give the name of the market structure
required. Some confused monopolistic competition with monopoly and a large number named business
units such as partnership and private limited companies. In a few instances economic systems were also
given. Some candidates responded with the answer “sole trader”, it was evident that they felt that “sole
trader” and “monopoly” are synonymous.
Although many were not able to correctly name the market structure for part (c) (i), they were able to score
points in (c) (ii) as the characteristics they gave were in line with those required for monopoly. Others
however, simply gave the characteristics of business units or economic systems, consistent with their answers
for (c) (i).
As with (c) (i), few candidates were able to name the correct market structure required for (d) (i). Some
answers were very general, such as “imperfect competition” and “oligolopy”.
Some candidates scored marks in (d) (ii) even though they failed to do so for (d) (i). However, as with (c) (ii),
some candidates gave characteristics of business units and economic systems in line with their response to
(d) (i). Some candidates compared market structures in their responses to (c) (ii) and (d) (ii) instead of
stating the specific characteristics of the market structures.
Part (e) of the question was omitted by a number of candidates. Many of those who attempted it did not
reflect the effects of Susan’s opening of a shop on the PRICE of the coffee sold by Mary. These candidates
expounded other general effects.
SECTION II – OPTIONAL
Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer either Question 4 or Question 5
Question 4
This question was designed to test candidates’ understanding and analysis of
a)
leadership styles,
b)
how a leader’s action may affect the business operations,
c)
qualities of a good manager,
d)
how the lack of a particular quality can affect the business, and
e)
responsibilities of management to employees.
It was attempted by about 50 per cent of candidates, with the majority of them giving satisfactory responses,
and more than half scoring between 16 and 20 marks. The mean mark was 16.55 out of 20 marks.
It was evident that the majority of candidates were familiar with this aspect of the syllabus. They
demonstrated the ability to analyze the situation presented and suggested plausible outcomes. However,
some candidates confused leadership styles with either types of economic systems or types of business
units. Others were uncertain of the differences between an autocratic and a democratic leader. While some
candidates knew the term “laissez-faire”, they were not aware of its meaning, as many of them thought it
meant a lazy leader.
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The major misconceptions noted in the responses were
–

many candidates confused functions of management with qualities of a leader, and

–

rather than focusing on management responsibilities to employees, some candidates stated
the responsibilities to owners/shareholders, customers and even government.

Recommendation to teachers:

•

Ensure that students understand the different leadership styles as well as the correct spelling
of these terms. Students must use the jargon of the subject.

•

Use role play and case studies to highlight the differences in leadership styles.

•

Emphasize qualities of the effective managers by citing examples within the school community,
nationally, regionally and internationally.

•

Discuss how leaders affect their teams’ performance. Examples may be drawn from business.

Question 5
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the concept “contracts”; its features, breach of contracts
and remedy, ways in which a contract can be terminated, and to apply the concepts to a case study.
It was attempted by 52 per cent of the candidates, 75 per cent of whom gave satisfactory responses (scoring
between 12 – 16 marks)
Part (a) of the question was generally well done. However, about 20 per cent of the candidates failed to
define contracts as agreements which are “legally binding” or “enforceable at law”.
Part (b) was also satisfactorily done by the candidates who performed well in Part (a). Some candidates
however, confused ‘conditions of a valid contract’ with ‘ways of terminating a contract’ and some with
‘principles of insurance’.
Part (c) posed some difficulty to candidates as they failed to conceive of the concept of “offer” and to
determine that information was requested and supplied.
The better candidates were able to give reasons why (c) (i) was not an “offer” and detected “invitation to
treat” or serious intention to create a contract.
Part (d) (i), 70 per cent of the candidates gave a good response for “breach of contract”. Responses to (d) (ii)
ranged from court fines, heavy penalties to sue the party.
Part (e) seemed difficult to some candidates who confused the conditions of a valid contract with the ways
in which a contract may be terminated. The good candidates gave good responses.
Part (f) was fairly well done as 50 per cent of the candidates detected that Luton would not be successful in
court and gave supportive reasons. The weaker candidates suggested that Luton would succeed in court
because they failed to recognize that there was no “firm offer” and therefore no contract.
In some cases candidates used colloquial expressions such as “legit” for legal and “death” and “fight” for
remedies of breach of contract.
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Profile 2
Candidates were required to answer either Question 6 or Question 7
Question 6
Question 6 was attempted by approximately 55 per cent of the candidates. The responses were generally
satisfactory.
The question tested candidates’ understanding of “tourism” as a product and its benefits to the region.
Part (a) required candidates to state the benefits of tourism to a country. This was generally well done.
Part (b) asked candidates to state two disadvantages of tourism. Some of the weaker candidates failed to
respond to this part of the question.
In part (c) where candidates were required to give three advantages and three disadvantages of advertising
tourism as a region, candidates encountered two main problems. Firstly, candidates seemed to have had
difficulty differentiating between advantages and disadvantages. Secondly, the concept “tourism product”
was seen as a tangible product by many students and not as a service. This part of the question posed the
most difficulty.
In part (d), candidates were required to state two methods, other than advertising, that a country can use
to promote its tourism products. Candidates responded well to this part of the question. However, about 50
per cent of candidates had no clear concept of advertising. They presented other methods of advertising,
rather than giving alternative promotional methods.
Teachers need to make clear distinction between advertising in general as apposed to advertising a ‘product’.
Teachers also need to give students the opportunity to engage in more problem solving activities. Students
should be encouraged to use the technical terms associated with the subject rather than native jargon.

Question 7
This question was intended to test the candidates’ understanding of the concept of marketing and in
particular, marketing research.
This question was not a popular choice, as only approximately 40 per cent opted for it.
Generally, the responses were good. Approximately 65 per cent of the candidates scored between 15 and 20
marks.
In Part (a), many candidates failed to provide an adequate definition for ‘market research’ with the majority
providing a definition for ‘marketing’ or ‘research’ instead.
Part (b) was well done but in Part (c), some candidates failed to provide proper explanations. Instead, they
associated the success of the business to the types of information given.
Part (d) was fairly well done, however, some candidates had difficulty in applying their knowledge of
marketing to the situation given.
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Profile 3
Candidates were required to answer either Question 8 or Question 9
Question 8
This question tested candidates’ knowledge and understanding of taxation and environmental issues.
Approximately 80 per cent of candidates attempted this question and the majority gave good responses.
Part (a) (i) of question 8 was generally well done. Candidates were able to correctly identify the purposes
of taxation. However, responses could be enhanced by the use of appropriate economic jargon e.g.
redistribution of income, curb inflation, stabilize the economy, control of the economy and finance government
expenditure.
In Part (a) (ii), candidates did not clearly make the distinction between direct and indirect taxes. Candidates
should have mentioned the impact and the incidence of tax. Despite this, most candidates were able to give
appropriate examples.
While candidates were able to demonstrate a general understanding of the concept of standard of living, in
Part (a) (iii), they were unable to give an explicit definition of the term.
(b)

(i)

Candidates were able to earn full marks in this part of the question. They demonstrated a
comprehensive understanding of environmental issues with reference to the manufacturing,
tourism and agricultural industries.

(ii)

Desirable responses should have included specific measures such as: legislation, education,
use of technology to reduce waste and to a lesser extent clean up campaigns and
reafforestation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Teachers should give precise definitions of terms and concepts such as direct taxes, indirect
taxes and standard of living
Students should be made more aware of examples of specific taxes with reference to their
own economies and be able to classify such taxes.

•

More emphasis should be placed on developing the use of subject matter vocabulary and not rely on layman
expressions.
Question 9
This question tested candidates ability to:

•

Identify major economic institutions of the Caribbean and their functions.

•

Explain the term “economic dualism” and its effects on a country.

•

Differentiate between “savings” and “investment”.

•

State the importance of foreign investment to the Caribbean.

The question was attempted by approximately 10 per cent of the candidates. Those who answered the
question either scored very high or very low marks. The majority of the candidates scored low marks.
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Part (a) was poorly done as candidates were unable to identify the economic institutions of the Caribbean.
Many candidates gave other types of institutions for e.g. commercial banks, central banks, Kentucky.
The responses to part (b) followed from the poor responses in part (a).
In part (c), the performance was average. Those who responded gave the appropriate definitions and
effects of economic dualism on a country.
In part (d), the performance was good. The better candidates were able to differentiate between “savings”
and “investment.”
Part (e) was generally well done by most candidates who also did well in the other sections of the question.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Basic

Proficiency

Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. Performance on
Paper 01 was fairly good. The mean mark was 35.77 out of 60 marks. No one scored full marks on this
paper. However, 82 per cent of the candidates scored more than half the available marks on the paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer 3 compulsory questions;
one from each profile. In Section II, candidates had to choose 1 question from each profile. Performance on
this paper was unsatisfactory. The mean was 28.11 out of 60. Forty-five per cent of the candidates earned
more than half the available marks on this paper.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA), is offered to School candidates. Candidates were required
to undertake an investigation and produce a written report, spanning the three profiles. The performance
on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 18.15 out of 30. Seventy-four per cent of the candidates
earned at least half of the available marks on this paper.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates. For this
paper, candidates were required to respond to 14 compulsory structured questions based on a case study
spanning the three profiles. Performance on this paper was very poor. The mean mark was 7.04 out of 30.
Only twelve per cent of the candidates earned half the available marks on this paper.
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Comments

Paper 02 – Essay
Section 1 – Compulsory
Question 1
This question was designed to test candidates’ ability to:

•

Define and state the characteristics of the sole trader.

•

Identify regulatory practices instituted by the government for the setting up of business.

Question 1 was poorly done by a large number of candidates. Out of a possible 8 marks, 39 per cent of the
candidates scored 1 – 3 marks, 29 per cent scored 4 – 5 marks and approximately 4 per cent did not attempt
this question.
The responses in Part (a) were generally clear and acceptable. The weaker candidates claimed that the
sole trader managed a business on behalf of the actual owner(s).
In part (b), the candidates who experienced problems with this part confused characteristics with examples.
Additionally, there were too many one-word answers that were not self-explanatory. As such, candidates
could not be credited for some of their attempts.
In part (c), most candidates had a general idea of situations related to government regulations, however,
many answers were too vague.
Recommendations
Teachers should highlight the importance of the various government regulations together with the possible
consequences of not having those regulations. In addition, teachers should attempt to update their students
about current regulations. The National Budget may provide a good source for such information. No
community is without a sole trader and as such teachers should assist students in analysing the business
activity of vendors, parlours, small shops, garages etc., people who they deal with everyday.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge and understanding of various forms of transportation and the
advantages and disadvantages of these.
Approximately 51 per cent of the candidates who attempted this question obtained high scores (between 6
to 8 inclusive). Very few candidates did not respond to this question.
In part (a), approximately 40 per cent of the candidates failed to give the methods of transportation e.g.
Road, Rail, Sea etc. Instead, they gave several examples of transportation by road, e.g. car and bus.
In part (b), 30 per cent of the responses were not fully developed. For example, candidates mentioned that
transportation by road is cheap whereas a better response would have been that it is cheaper than some
other method of transport being discussed.
Candidates’ inability to identify the methods of transportation resulted in their inability to answer part (c)
of the question.
Recommendations
Teachers should distinguish between the ‘methods’ of transport and the various examples of each using
examples that candidates can relate to.
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Question 3
This question was designed to test candidates’ ability to:

•
•
•
•
•

Lists types of risks.
Distinguish between ‘insurance’ and ‘asssurance’.
Explain the principles upon which insurance is based.
List the functions of the commercial bank.
Differentiate between short-term and long-term capital.

This question was attempted by approximately 97 per cent of the candidates. However, only 29 per cent of
the candidates were able to obtain a score between 7 and 14.
In part (a), candidates were able to clearly identify the risks. However, many candidates were unable to
make the distinction between ‘insurance and ‘assurance’.
Part (b) presented some challenge to the candidates. Many candidates had no idea of the concepts ‘proximate
cause’ and ‘insurable interest’. Approximately 20 per cent of the candidates failed to respond to this part of
the question.
In part (c), most candidates gave good answers. They were best able to say how loans can be used to assist
the business, however, they experienced difficulty with regards to the services offered by the other commercial
bank.
Part (d) proved to be problematic for most candidates. In general, responses referred to ‘short periods’ of
time and ‘long periods’ of time, as opposed to specific time periods in terms of months or years. The weaker
candidates were of the view that short-term capital was used by small businesses and long-term capital by
large businesses.
Recommendations
Teachers should use a wide range of real examples apart from those provided in the textbooks to illustrate
the principles of insurance.
The subtleties of Proximate cause, contribution and subrogation should always be emphasised as critical
elements in discussions on insurance.
SECTION II OPTIONAL
Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer Question 4 or Question 5
Question 4
This question tested:
•
Candidates’ understanding of the conditions under which a contract is valid. The differences between
a simple contract and a social agreement.
•
The ways by which a contract may be terminated or discharged.
Question 4 was attempted by approximately 36 per cent of the candidates. Generally, the question was
fairly well done. Over 60 per cent of the candidates obtained at least half of the available marks for this
question.
In part (a), many candidates were able to recognise a contract to be an agreement, but approximately 40
per cent of them failed to define it as a legally binding agreement.
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In part (b), many candidates could not list four clear requirements of a valid contract, but about 80 per cent
of them were able to give two clear features of the speciality contract.
Part (c) of the question was poorly handled. Over 80 per cent of the candidates could not distinguish
between a simple contract and a social agreement. Many of them felt that a simple contract had to be in
writing. Additionally, they failed to recognise that a social agreement did not necessarily mean that there
was face-to-face contact.
In part (d), candidates responses to this question were favourable with most of them identifying death and
bankruptcy as the main reasons for the termination of a contract. Their main difficulty was with the use of
the correct terminology as well as with spelling.
Recommendations
It might be a good idea to use a wide range of situations that students are familiar with to assist them with
clarifying the technical differences between a simple contract and a social agreement. Role-play can be a
useful tool for reinforcing the point. Numerous examples can be found around them, such as, everyday
agreements between friends and family. Contracts that we discharge everyday, that we take for granted.
e.g. purchasing a bus ticket, it’s consequences, positive and negative and how it can be terminated or
discharged, buying an E Card or an ordinary telephone card.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ ability to:

•
•
•

Identify ways in which management can improve workers’ performance.
Define the term trade union
List the roles of a trade union

Question 5 was attempted by 64 per cent of the candidates, and generally, the question was well done.
In part (a), candidates were not able to adequately identify the reasons why most people work. Their
responses were limited to the satisfaction of basic needs such as food, shelter and clothing. Most candidates
did not mention the broad categories of needs e.g. physiological, psychological and social.
Part (b) of the question was generally well done. Acceptable responses included improved working conditions
and monetary incentives.
In part (c), approximately 40 per cent of the responses did not define ‘trade union’. In many cases candidates
erroneously suggested that the trade union was directly involved in some trade.
In part (d), those candidates, who correctly defined ‘trade union’, were able to articulate how they assist
their members.
Recommendations
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs can be used as a guide when teaching the broad categories of needs. This will
help students to get a greater appreciation for the various types of needs:- basic, safety, social, esteem and
self-actualisation.
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Profile 2
Candidates were required to answer either Question 6 or Question 7
Question 6
This question was designed to test candidates’ understanding of:
•
linkage industries and the types of linkages.

•

the benefits of cottage industries.

Question 6 was attempted by approximately 40 per cent of the candidates.
The term linkage was not well defined and the responses clearly showed that candidates were not very
knowledgable about the different types of linkages.
In part (a), many of the responses were vague. Candidates did not indicate that the output of one firm was
the input for others. In many cases, the concept of linkages was confused with horizontal integration.
While the answers to part (b) of the question were rich with examples, very few candidates clearly identified
and linked the terms ‘forward linkage’ and ‘backward linkage’ to their general discussion.
In part (c), the responses were generally weak and many candidates seemed to lack an understanding of
cottage industries.
Recommendations
Many examples from the larger industries, within the candidates’ community, neighbourhood or school
environment can be used to clearly distinguish between backward and forward linkages. e.g. poultry farming,
pottery etc.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ ability to:
•
Differentiate between packaging and labelling

•

Identify the functions of packaging and branding.

Approximately 60 per cent of the candidates attempted this optional question. Sixteen per cent of the
candidates obtained at least 70 per cent of the available marks. The majority of candidates scored less than
6 out of 10 marks.
In part (a), most candidates showed a comprehensive understanding of labelling and packaging thereby
obtaining full marks in this section.
In part (b), most candidates were only able to give two ways in which packaging can lead to increased sales.
Acceptable responses included the fact that packaging can be used to attract customers.
In part (c), most candidates were only able to give one reason why branding is an important marketing
tool, e.g. branding distinguishes one product from other competing products.
Recommendations
A useful tool might be the use of a wide cross section of brands for a variety of products. Students can
identify why they have a preference for diffferent brands. This tool can help candidates to identify and
remember a number of reasons why branding may be important.
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Profile 3
Candidates were required to answer either Question 8 or Question 9
Question 8
This question tested candidates’ ability to:

•
•
•

Define demand
Explain how price is affected by demand
Discuss factors affecting demand

Question 8 was attempted by 87 per cent of the candidates. Most candidates found this question to be very
challenging. Forty-eight per cent of the candidates scored less than 4 marks. Thirty-three per cent scored
between 4 and 6 marks, and nineteen per cent above 6.
In part (a), many students were unable to define the term demand. They confused it with the literal definition
of the term demand. In many instances when it was defined, candidates failed to capture both ‘willingness’
and ‘ability’ to buy goods at a certain price. Most responses dealt with desire only.
In part (b), most candidates discussed how price would impact on demand rather than how demand would
impact on price.
Part (c) was fairly well done. Acceptable responses included income, availability of the good, price of
substitutes and the choice of different types of coffee.
Recommendations
Emphasis should be placed on distinguishing between how changes in demand can impact on prices; and
how changes in prices can impact on the quantity of demand. The use of diagrams in determining demand
and supply schedules, price changes, changes in supply and demand, shortages and surpluses may prove to
be very effective aids to a better understanding of the concepts related to supply and demand.
Question 9
Candidates were required to:

•

Identify the major economic institutions associated with, or which are of the Caribbean and
state their functions

•

State the importance of foreign investment to Caribbean territories.

Approximately 13 per cent of the candidates attempted this question and 67 per cent of them scored less
than 4 out of 20 marks. The majority of candidates failed to score any marks for their answers.
In part (a), very few candidates were able to identify at least one economic institution such as CARICOM.,
C.D.B. or O.E.C.S. Many candidates confused ‘economic institutions’ with ‘economic systems’. As such
most responses included information about planned, mixed and free economies. A few responses included
‘banking’ and ‘insurance’, which were also unacceptable.
In part (b), most of the responses were irrelevant because of the failure to name at least one institution in
part (a).
Part (c) was particularly problematic for most. The minority of candidates correctly identified employment
as a way in which foreign-owned businesses could assist Caribbean countries.
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Recommendations
Teachers need to ensure that students are aware of the economic developements in the region, taking into
account the influence of Caricom and the impact of foreign investment. The use of the newspaper in the
classroom is important in keeping abreast of these developments, their advantages and disadvantages.
Awareness of other areas or aspects of the integration process, outside of Caricom, and the impact of free
trade on the region as a whole can be part of open discussions in the classroom, a simple newspaper
headline could be a good set induction.
School-Based

Assessment

General

Proficiency

General

Comments

Assignments
The topics chosen were generally appropriate and candidates showed evidence of the use of knowledge and
enquiry skills.
Responses
Responses indicated an understanding of the topic, but careful analysis was lacking. Many responses were
not well structured.
Language and Presentation
The use of graphs, tables and charts should be encouraged for the enhancement of projects. Attention
should be paid to the relevance of these charts to the topic.
Suggestions for Improvement
Teachers need to reread the section of the syllabus that deals with the SBA as guidelines were not always
followed carefully.
For example marks were not awarded to students for expanded discussion of some points while marks
were sometimes awarded inaccurately.
Candidates should guard against presenting too much irrelevant information. In many instances, too much
attention was paid to computer graphics which is not awarded any marks. They should stick rigidly to the
guidelines and mark scheme for maximum credit.
Performance of Candidates
There was a noted improvement in the quality of the candidates’ SBA. Projects were generally well presented
with the required information on the folder and inside pages.
Most candidates identified the research sources. Candidates, however should be encouraged to utilize
acceptable and proper formats of research acknowledgement. Candidates must be reminded that table of
contents and the numbering of pages are important aspects of the research presentation. Grammatical
and spelling errors greatly detract from the research presentation and hence should be avoided.
While many teachers complied with the SBA requirements, some did not present the mark scheme for the
individual candidates as required. Teachers also need to pay closer attention to marking guidelines as
marks were not always appropriately awarded. Key words like identify and discuss are good indicators of
how marks should be allocated.
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Teachers must ensure that candidates address all the relevant issues i.e. topics and subtopics that are
stipulated in the syllabus.
Profile 1
This profile was well done overall. There was an improvement in terms of the discussion related to
management and legal issues.
Profile 2
Many candidates did not discuss the factors of production in relation to the business/organization being
investigated. Candidates should refrain from plageurising. Two important topics often omitted are linkages
and consumerism. Where these two topics were discussed they revealed that candidates had not grasped
these concepts properly.
Profile 3
This revealed that the majority of candidates were able to identify sources of capital but did not discuss the
related terms. Many candidates listed the types of insurance but did not discuss the importance of insurance
to the business or the implications of not being covered. Discussion on profit-ability remains a problem as
many candidates did not assess the business profitability as required. Charts and graphs were inserted
but without the relevant discussion.
While graphical and other forms of presentation should be encouraged candidates must utilize these to
enhance their written presentation.
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Wid e Web a n d im p r ovem en t s in com m u n ica t ion d es ign ed for t h eir
s u r viva l wa s t es t ed .
Th e qu es t ion wa s a t t em p t ed b y 9 9 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es . Th e
m ea n m a r k wa s 6 .1 8 ou t of 1 0 m a r k s .
Pa r t (a ), wa s gen er a lly well d on e a s ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o clea r ly
id en t ify fu n ct ion s of r et a iler s a n d wh oles a ler s .
Pa r t (b ), wa s a ls o ver y well d on e a s t h e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es
wer e a b le t o give r ea s on s wh y wh oles a ler s a n d r et a iler s a r e t h r ea t en ed b y t h e u s e of t h e In t er n et a n d im p r oved com m u n ica t ion s .

-4 Q u es t ion 3 (Com p u ls or y)
In t h is qu es t ion , ca n d id a t es ’ k n owled ge of d em a n d a n d s u p p ly wa s t es t ed .
Th e ca n d id a t es ’ p er for m a n ce wa s s a t is fa ct or y. Th e m ea n m a r k wa s 1 0 .5 7
ou t of a t ot a l of 2 0 m a r k s . Th e qu es t ion wa s a t t em p t ed b y 9 9 p er cen t of t h e
ca n d id a t es .
Pa r t (a ) wa s a n s wer ed fa ir ly well. However t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es exp la in ed
t h e la w of d em a n d or d efin ed s u p p ly.

-5 In Pa r t (c), t h e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o clea r ly ou t lin e
t h e a d va n t a ges of or ga n iza t ion a l ch a r t s . However , t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es con fu s ed t h is wit h m a p s or d ir ect or ies .
In Pa r t (d ), t h e m a jor it y of ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify t h e fu n ct ion s of t h e Ma n a gin g Dir ect or a n d t h e F in a n cia l Ma n a ger . Th e
wea k er ca n d id a t es m er ely lis t ed t h e fu n ct ion s of m a n a gem en t a n d
s om e con fu s ed t h e fu n ct ion s of t h e Ma n a gin g Dir ect or wit h t h a t of
t h e Per s on n el Ma n a ger .

Pa r t (b ) wa s a ls o d on e well. Th e wea k er ca n d id a t es fa iled t o ou t lin e t h e fa ct or s t h a t wou ld s p ecifica lly a ffect d em a n d for ice-cr ea m . Als o a few ca n d id a t es over look ed t h e fa ct t h a t t h e qu es t ion a s k ed for fa ct or s ‘ot h er t h a n p r ice’
t h a t cou ld ca u s e a d ecr ea s e in t h e d em a n d for ice cr ea m .

Pa r t (e) wa s n ot ver y well d on e. Th e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es wer e
n ot a b le t o id en t ify wh o wer e t h e a ct u a l own er s of t h e b u s in es s .

Pa r t (c) wa s a ls o fa ir ly well d on e a s ca n d id a t es d is cu s s ed t h e m ea s u r es t h a t
p r od u cer s cou ld t a k e t o r a is e t h e d em a n d for ice-cr ea m over t im e. However
t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es fa iled t o d is cu s s t h e s a lien t p oin t s a n d ga ve in s t ea d
m a n y a s p ect s of on e fa ct or . Th ey t h er efor e fa iled t o ga in m a xim u m m a r k s .

Th is qu es t ion wa s d es ign ed t o t es t ca n d id a t es ’ u n d er s t a n d in g of
t r a d e u n ion s , in d u s t r ia l a ct ivit ies a n d t h e r es p on s ib ilit ies of m a n a gem en t t o em p loyees .

Pa r t (d ) wa s d on e s a t is fa ct or ily b y t h e m a jor it y of ca n d id a t es . However , t h e
wea k er on es fa iled t o r ecogn ize t h a t t h ey wer e lim it ed in t h e u s e of p r ice a s a
fa ct or . Th ey a ls o ga ve fa ct or s a ffect in g d em a n d r a t h er t h a n s u p p ly.
ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Q u es t ion 5 (Op t ion a l)

Ap p r oxim a t ely 3 5 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es d id t h is qu es t ion a n d
p er for m ed s a t is fa ct or ily on it . Th e m ea n m a r k wa s 1 0 .5 5 ou t of 2 0
m arks.
In Pa r t (a ), t h e m or e k n owled gea b le ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify
t yp es of in d u s t r ia l a ct ivit ies b u t t h e wea k er on es id en t ified m et h od s
of r es olvin g in d u s t r ia l p r ob lem s . S om e ca n d id a t es fa iled t o n ot e t h a t
t h e qu es t ion r es t r ict ed t h em fr om u s in g “s t r ik in g”.

Q u es t ion 4 (Op t ion a l)
In t h is qu es t ion , ca n d id a t es ’ u n d er s t a n d in g of or ga n iza t ion a l s t r u ct u r e a n d
fu n ct ion s of cer t a in p er s on n el wit h in a n or ga n iza t ion wa s t es t ed .

Pa r t (b ) wa s n ot ver y well d on e a s ca n d id a t es focu s ed on m a n a gem en t r es olvin g in d u s t r ia l p r ob lem s in s t ea d of a ct ion s t h a t cou ld b e
t a k en in r et a lia t ion a ga in s t in d u s t r ia l a ct ivit ies b y wor k er s .

Ap p r oxim a t ely 6 4 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es a t t em p t ed t h is qu es t ion . Th e
m a jor it y of t h em p er for m ed ver y well. Th e m ea n m a r k wa s 1 5 .8 4 ou t of 2 0
m arks.

Pa r t (c) wa s a ls o well d on e. Th e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es wer e a b le
t o exp la in collect ive b a r ga in in g. A wea k n es s id en t ified in s om e of
t h e r es p on s es wa s t h a t t h ey fa iled t o id en t ify t h e p a r t ies in volved .

In Pa r t (a ), t h e m a jor it y of ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o cor r ect ly d efin e a n or ga n iza t ion a l ch a r t .

In p a r t (d ), ca n d id a t es a ls o p er for m ed ver y well. Th e wea k er ca n d id a t es id en t ified fu n ct ion s of m a n a gem en t in s t ea d of t h e r es p on s ib ilit ies of m a n a gem en t t o em p loyees .

In Pa r t (b ), m os t ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o d r a w a n or ga n iza t ion a l ch a r t . However , ver y few ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify t h e own er s of a p r iva t e com p a n y on t h a t ch a r t . Th e wea k er ca n d id a t es wer e n ot a b le t o id en t ify t h e levels
of r es p on s ib ilit y of p er s on s wit h in t h a t ch a r t .

In Pa r t (e), ca n d id a t es fa iled t o ou t lin e t h e fu n ct ion s of a t r a d e u n ion
in s t ea d , t h ey m er ely lis t ed a ct ivit ies . Aga in ca n d id a t es fa iled t o
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r ecogn ize t h a t t h ey wer e r es t r ict ed fr om u s in g t h e “collect ive b a r ga in in g”
fu n ct ion .

In Pa r t (c) ca n d id a t es a ls o p er for m ed ver y well. Th ey wer e a b le t o
id en t ify clea r ly t h e r et a il ou t let s u s ed .

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING

Pa r t (d ) wa s a ls o ver y well d on e. Ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o r ecom m en d m et h od s of r et a ilin g t o a n a r t is t qu it e ea s ily.

Q u es t ion 6 (Op t ion a l)
Q u es t ion 8 (Op t ion a l)
In t h is qu es t ion ca n d id a t es wer e exp ect ed t o d em on s t r a t e t h eir u n d er s t a n d in g of cot t a ge a n d lin k a ge in d u s t r ies . Ap p r oxim a t ely 4 6 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es a t t em p t ed t h is qu es t ion a n d p er for m ed s a t is fa ct or ily wit h a p p r oxim a t ely
6 0 p er cen t s cor in g a b ove t en ou t of p os s ib le 2 0 m a r k s . Th e m ea n m a r k wa s
1 1 .8 1 .
Pa r t (a ) wa s gen er a lly well d on e, a s ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o d efin e cot t a ge
in d u s t r ies .
Pa r t (b ) p os ed a gr ea t d ea l of d ifficu lt y for t h e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es , a s
t h ey wer e u n a b le t o d iffer en t ia t e b et ween b a ck wa r d a n d for wa r d lin k a ges .
Pa r t (c) wa s s a t is fa ct or ily d on e. Th e m a jor it y of ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify t wo b a ck wa r d lin k a ges of t h e loca l win e in d u s t r y.
Pa r t (d ) wa s a ls o gen er a lly well d on e. Ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o exp la in h ow
t h e d evelop m en t of t h e loca l win e in d u s t r y cou ld b en efit a Ca r ib b ea n cou n t r y.
Pa r t (e) wa s a ls o ver y well d on e. Ca n d id a t es d is cu s s ed m ea s u r es t h a t t h e
s t a t e cou ld t a k e t o s u p p or t a loca l win e in d u s t r y.
Q u es t ion 7 (Op t ion a l)
Th is qu es t ion r equ ir ed ca n d id a t es t o d em on s t r a t e t h eir u n d er s t a n d in g of
m et h od s of p a ym en t s a n d m et h od s of r et a ilin g. Ap p r oxim a t ely 5 2 p er cen t of
t h e ca n d id a t es ch os e t o d o t h is qu es t ion wit h t h e m a jor it y s cor in g over 1 0
m a r k s fr om a p os s ib le 2 0 m a r k s . Th e m ea n m a r k wa s 1 2 .8 7 .
Pa r t (a ) wa s gen er a lly well d on e. Ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify m et h od s of
p a ym en t for good s .
Pa r t (b ) wa s gen er a lly well d on e, a s t h e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es wer e a b le
t o id en t ify m et h od s of p a ym en t t o a s eller of fu r n it u r e a n d give r ea s on s for
t h eir s elect ion of a p a r t icu la r m et h od of p a ym en t .

Th is qu es t ion t es t ed ca n d id a t es ’ k n owled ge of in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e
a n d d ocu m en t s u s ed in in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e.
It wa s a t t em p t ed b y a p p r oxim a t ely 6 0 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es .
Ca n d id a t es d id n ot p er for m well on t h is qu es t ion . Th e a ver a ge m a r k
wa s 9 .1 1 ou t of a p os s ib le 2 0 m a r k s .
In Pa r t (a ) (i), t h e m a jor it y of t h e ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o cor r ect ly
d efin e in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e.
Pa r t (a ) (ii), wa s a ls o s a t is fa ct or ily d on e. Ca n d id a t es ga ve t h e cor r ect
r ea s on s wh y cou n t r ies t r a d e wit h ea ch ot h er .
Pa r t (b ) (i), wa s n ot well d on e, a s ca n d id a t es cou ld n ot id en t ify b a r r ier s t o in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e. Ca n d id a t es fa iled t o id en t ify gover n m en t
p olicies a ga in s t fr ee t r a d e b u t focu s ed on gen er a l in for m a t ion lik e
n a t u r a l d is a s t er s .
Pa r t (b ) (ii), wa s a ls o n ot d on e s a t is fa ct or ily. Ca n d id a t es wer e u n a b le t o id en t ify wh y b u s in es s d ocu m en t s a r e u s ed in in t er n a t ion a l
t r a d e.
In Pa r t (c), ver y few ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o d is t in gu is h b et ween a n
a ir wa y b ill a n d a b ill of la d in g.
Pa r t (d ), wa s ver y p oor ly d on e, a s ca n d id a t es wer e u n a b le t o give
a d va n t a ges of a b ill of exch a n ge in in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e.
Q u es t ion 9 (Op t ion a l)
In t h is qu es t ion ca n d id a t es ’ k n owled ge of com m er cia l b a n k s a n d
Cen t r a l Ba n k s , a s well a s m on ey a n d ca p it a l m a r k et s wa s t es t ed .
It wa s a t t em p t ed b y a p p r oxim a t ely 3 7 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es
a n d t h e a ver a ge m a r k wa s 8 .4 0 ou t of 2 0 m a r k s .
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-8 Per for m a n ce in p a r t (a ), wa s s a t is fa ct or y, h owever , t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es
con fu s ed t h e fu n ct ion s of t h e Com m er cia l b a n k s wit h t h e s er vices p r ovid ed
b y t h es e b a n k s .
Pa r t (b ) (i) wa s a ls o gen er a lly d on e well, a s ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify
d iffer en ces b et ween t h e Cen t r a l b a n k s a n d com m er cia l b a n k s .
Pa r t (b ) (ii) wa s a ls o gen er a lly d on e well. However , t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es
wer e u n a b le t o exp la in wa ys in wh ich t h e Cen t r a l Ba n k cou ld r ed u ce t h e
com m er cia l b a n k s ’ a b ilit y t o m a k e loa n s .
Pa r t (c), wa s fa ir ly well d on e, a s ca n d id a t es wer e a b le t o id en t ify in s t it u t ion s
in b ot h t h e ca p it a l a n d t h e m on ey m a r k et s . Th e wea k er ca n d id a t es h owever ,
on ly p r ovid ed n a m es of com p a n ies .
PAPER 0 3 / 2
Cas e S t u dy
Alt e rn at iv e t o t h e S BA
GENERAL COMMENTS
Th e p a p er 0 3 / 2 r equ ir ed ca n d id a t es t o s t u d y a ca s e a n d a n s wer 1 4 qu es t ion s . Th e ca s e in cor p or a t ed t h e t h r ee p r ofiles of t h e s u b ject .
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Pr ofile 1
Ca n d id a t es p er for m ed well on t h is p r ofile. Ma n y ca n d id a t es s cor ed
t h e fu ll 1 2 m a r k s a lloca t ed t o t h is p r ofile.
Th e ca s e s t u d y t es t ed ca n d id a t es ’ u n d er s t a n d in g of va r iou s a r ea s
fr om a ll t h r ee p r ofiles . Gen er a lly, t h e ca n d id a t es ’ p er for m a n ce wa s
s a t is fa ct or y.
Q u es t ion s 1 a n d 4 wer e gen er a lly d on e well wh ile in Q u es t ion s 2 a n d
3 ca n d id a t es exp er ien ced s om e d ifficu lt y.
In r es p on s e t o Q u es t ion 1 , t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es wer e u n a b le t o
id en t ify t h r ee m a n a gem en t fu n ct ion s u s in g t h e la n gu a ge of t h e s u b ject a n d a n u m b er of t h em con fu s ed m a n a gem en t fu n ct ion s wit h
m a n a gem en t r es p on s ib ilit ies a n d fu n ct ion a l a r ea s of b u s in es s .
Q u es t ion 2 cr ea t ed qu it e a ch a llen ge t o t h e ca n d id a t es . Th ey d is p la yed ver y lit t le k n owled ge a n d u n d er s t a n d in g of or ga n iza t ion a l
s t r u ct u r e.
In Q u es t ion 3 , ca n d id a t es d em on s t r a t ed a la ck of k n owled ge of t r a d e
u n ion s .

Th e m a r k s a lloca t ed wer e a s follows :

In Qu es tion 4 , m os t ca n d id a tes id en tified th e lea d er s h ip s tyle a s d em ocr a t ic b u t t h e wea k er ca n d id a t es wer e u n a b le t o give a r ea s on for
t h eir ch oice.

Pr ofile 1

-

12 m arks

Pr ofile 2

Pr ofile 2

-

12 m arks

Pr ofile 3

-

Gen er a lly Q u es t ion s 7 a n d 8 wer e d on e well. However in Q u es t ion s
5 , 6 a n d 7 s om e d ifficu lt y wa s exp er ien ced b y t h e ca n d id a t es .

16 m arks

TOTAL

4 0 MARKS

Th e m ea n m a r k wa s 2 0 .8 0 a n d t h e m a r k s r a n ged fr om 0 t o 3 8 .

Q u es t ion 5 , wa s ch a llen gin g. Ab ou t 9 0 p er cen t of t h e ca n d id a t es
fa iled t o s cor e fu ll m a r k s for t h is s ect ion . Wh ile a b ou t 5 0 p er cen t of
t h e ca n d id a t es id en t ified m on op oly a s t h e m a r k et s it u a t ion , m os t
ca n d id a t es d id n ot s t a t e t h e m a r k et s it u a t ion a ft er t h e t a x wa s lift ed .
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In Q u es t ion 6 , ca n d id a t es ’ s cor es wer e s a t is fa ct or y.
In Q u es t ion 9 , ca n d id a t es con fu s ed t h e im p a ct of m ech a n iza t ion on t h e com p a n y r a t h er t h a n on t h e econ om y .
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(vi)

Tea ch er s n eed t o a s s is t s t u d en t s in id en t ifyin g b a ck wa r d a n d
for wa r d lin k a ges t h r ou gh t h e u s e of m a n y p r a ct ica l exa m p les
a n d field t r ip s .

(vii)

Tea ch er s m u s t b e com m en d ed for t h eir t ea ch in g in t h e a r ea
of b a n k in g a n d s h ou ld con t in u e t o p r ovid e s t u d en t s wit h a s
m a n y exa m p les a s p os s ib le t o cem en t t h e con cep t s . However , a t t en t ion m u s t b e given t o t h e d iffer en ces b et ween fu n ct ion s a n d s er vices of t h e com m er cia l b a n k s .

(viii)

Tea ch er s s h ou ld s p en d s om e t im e d is cu s s in g b u s in es s d ocu m en t s wh en t ea ch in g in t er n a t ion a l t r a d e a n d s h ow h ow t h es e
d ocu m en t s a r e u s ed . S om e a t t en t ion m u s t b e given t o in d ivid u a l d oc u m e n t s lik e b ills of la d in g, b ills of e xc h a n ge ,
a ir wa y b ill, d ocu m en t a r y cr ed it s a n d cer t ifica t es of or igin .

Pr ofile 3
Ca n d id a t es s cor ed h ea vily on Q u es t ion s 1 0 a n d 1 3 .
In Q u es t ion 1 1 , ca n d id a t es cit ed b en efit s t o t h e com p a n y r a t h er t h a n t o t h e
econ om y.
Q u es t ion 1 2 wa s d ifficu lt for m a n y ca n d id a t es . Mos t of t h em d em on s t r a t ed
ver y lit t le k n owled ge of b a la n ce of t r a d e.
In Q u es t ion 1 4 , ca n d id a t es wer e gen er a lly a b le t o id en t ify t h e lik ely con s equ en ces b u t fa iled t o a d equ a t ely d evelop t h eir r es p on s es . Th e wea k er ca n d id a t es d id n ot u n d er s t a n d t h e con cep t of ‘lega l m in im u m wa ge’, h en ce fa iled
t o give a lik ely con s equ en ce.
Recom m en d a t ion s
(i)

Th er e is n eed for s t u d en t s t o b e given a n u m b er of va r ied exa m p les
wh en t ea ch in g t h e d iffer en t con cep t s .

(ii)

Tea ch er s m u s t con t in u e t o exp os e s t u d en t s t o m od er n m et h od s of
p u r ch a s in g it em s s u ch a s t h e In t er n et .

(iii)

Tea ch er s s h ou ld s p en d equ a l a m ou n t s of t im e on d em a n d a n d s u p p ly a s s t u d en t s s eem t o h a ve m or e k n owled ge a b ou t d em a n d t h a n
s u p p ly. E m p h a s is m u s t b e p la ced on r ein for cin g t h e p oin t t h a t fa ct or s a ffect in g d em a n d d o n ot d ir ect ly a ffect s u p p ly a n d vice ver s a .
At t en t ion m u s t a ls o b e focu s ed on d iffer en t ia t in g b et ween ver b cu es
s u ch a s “lis t ”, “s t a t e’, ‘d is cu s s ’ a n d s o on .

(iv)
(v)

Tea ch er s n eed t o focu s on own er s h ip of t h e b u s in es s .
Tea ch er s a r e en cou r a ged t o coa ch s t u d en t s in r ea d in g a n d in t er p r et in g qu es t ion s p r op er ly.
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-2PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2005 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the twenty-sixth year. This
was the seventh year in which the revised POB syllabus, which includes a School-Based Assessment
(SBA) component, was examined.
This year 34 603 candidates wrote the General Proficiency examinations and 380 candidates wrote the
Basic Proficiency. Both the General and the Basic proficiency examinations consisted of three papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

–
–
–
–

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to SBA (Private candidates)
GENERAL COMMENTS
General Proficiency
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The performance of candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory.
The mean mark was 34.69 out of 60. Approximately 71 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per
cent of the marks for this paper. No one earned the maximum mark, however, 5 candidates earned 57 out
of a possible 60 marks on this paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer 3 compulsory questions; one on each profile. In Section II, candidates were required to choose 1 question from each of the
three profiles. The mean mark for Paper 02 was 45.80. Two candidates earned the maximum mark.
Approximately 42 per cent of the candidates earned at least 50 per cent of the maximum mark on this
paper.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) is offered to school candidates. Candidates were required to undertake an investigation and produce a written report which spans the three profiles.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 28.69 out of 40 marks. Six hundred and
sixty candidates earned the maximum mark. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates earned at least
50 per cent of the maximum mark on this paper.
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Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates. For this
examination, candidates were required to answer 14 structured questions on a case-study.
Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 17.76 out of 40 marks. No one
achieved the maximum mark on this paper, the highest mark was 38 out of 40. Approximately 37 per cent
of the candidates earned at least 50 per cent of the maximum mark on this paper.
Detailed Comments
Paper 02 - Essay
Section I - Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested the candidates’ knowledge and understanding of government regulations in the formation
of a business, and the documents required for formation of companies and partnerships. Approximately 98% of
the candidates attempted this question.
Part (a) of the question was satisfactorily done. However, the weaker candidates confused the term “regulate”
with “assistance/prevention” and many responses made reference to government assistance to already established
businesses or ways in which government could prevent businesses from setting up. Additionally, they overlooked
the term “setting up” and focused on “government regulations” of a business.
Part (b) was fairly well done as the majority of the candidates indicated some level of understanding of the
word “limited” in the name of a company. However, the weaker candidates explained “limited” in the general
meaning of the word instead of explaining its relevance in relation to the company’s liabilities.
Part (c) of the question posed the greatest challenge. Some candidates were unable to explain the purpose of
the Memorandum of Association and confused it with Articles of Association. In addition, responses for
“partnership agreement” were weak, as candidates omitted the main purpose, that is, the sharing of profit and
losses as well as interest on capital and drawings.
Question 2
This question was attempted by 96 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’ understanding of
the terms “productivity” and “capital” and their ability to discuss strategies that can be used to increase the
efficiency of labour.
Part (a) of the question required candidates to give a definition of productivity. This section posed the greatest
difficulty for most candidates. Only a minority defined productivity as the rate of output in relation to input.
The majority of them saw productivity as a ‘process’ ‘the creation of goods’ and ‘the amount of work done.’
Quite a number of them related it to the progress of the business, in terms of profitability rather than relating it
to time and unit of input used.
Part (b) of the question required candidates to define capital. This was generally well done. However, too
many candidates treated capital only as “money” and not as a stock of goods used in the production process.
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Part (c) of the question required candidates to discuss three strategies which could be used to increase the
efficiency of labour. This section was well done by most candidates. The areas tested seemed familiar to most
candidates.
Question 3
Question 3 was attempted by 95 per cent of the candidates. It was designed to test candidates’ understanding of
demand and supply, the factors affecting demand and supply, and the ways in which producers or consumers
may influence price.
The better candidates demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of the aspects being tested and scored
within the range of 16 to 20 marks. The weaker responses indicated that candidates were not too familiar with
the concepts of demand and supply. They appeared to be confused, and as a result, their responses were
generally poor.
In part (a), the definition given for the term “supply” was incomplete and vague in many instances. Many
candidates failed to relate quantity produced to the price and time. Some candidates incorrectly defined demand
rather than supply.
Part (b) seemed to have created some difficulties for many candidates. Instead of explaining factors which
cause an increase in supply, candidates discussed factors which could lead to an improvement in demand. They
focused on the “consumer” aspects like taste and quality instead of addressing “production” factors which
could contribute to an increase in supply. Some even discussed the four elements of marketing (production,
price, place, promotion). In some cases, candidates correctly identified non-price factors but failed to explain
how they contributed to an increase in supply.
Part (c) was generally well done. Candidates were able to outline factors which may cause a decrease in
demand for ice-cream; non-price factors like decrease in population; cost of production, fall in the price of
substitutes and increase in the price of supplements. However, some of the candidates cited factors which
result in an increase in demand and did not relate the factors listed to the demand for ice-cream.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss ways in which producers or consumers may influence the price of
cheese. Many candidates correctly identified increases and or decreases in demand and supply but some were
unable to relate these changes to the direction of price movements. In this section, many candidates failed to
present logical arguments on the ways “producers” and “consumers” may impact price. The weaker candidates
discussed strategies for product improvement.
Recommendations
Teachers should ensure that candidates become familiar with the “jargon” of the subject and ensure that they
fully understand the key terms – supply and demand. Teachers may cite examples of goods and services within
the community/country (with which candidates are familiar) and demonstrate how the various factors affect
demand and supply of those commodities or services. Candidates may be assigned project work (on a group
basis). Each group could examine the effect of factors on a selected set of commodities, over a period of time.
The report from each group would then be presented and discussed. Also, candidates need to be aware of
strategies used by consumers and producers to influence price. The use of newspapers/current events in the
country/region may be incorporated to greatly enhance the aspects of the syllabus, and contribute to the effective
application and better understanding of the concepts.
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Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer Question 4 or Question 5.
Question 4
Question 4 was attempted by 41 per cent and of the candidates. The question tested the candidates’ understanding
of the effectiveness of Management Information System (MIS), the functions of management, the functional
areas of business and problems related to the expansion of a business. Generally, candidates did not seem to
have a very clear idea of the role of MIS.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done. Candidates referred to MIS as only a computerized system.
The weaker candidates merely gave a definition of MIS instead of the “role” of MIS. They failed to mention
data captured and collected in a scientific manner, which is accurate, relevant, valid, reliable, and timely.
However, most of the candidates did indicate that MIS is used in the decision making process.
Part (b) was fairly well done by the majority of the candidates. However, some candidates had an idea of what
the management function- “planning” is about, but were unable to express their answers properly. The explanation
of “controlling” was often interchanged with that of “coordinating” and “delegating.” Most candidates understood
what the function of “coordinating” meant, but confused this with controlling.
Generally, candidates indicated one element of each function in their explanation, but this was not enough to
earn the two marks awarded for each function. In some cases, they repeated the words “plan”, “control”, and
“coordinate” in their responses.
Part (c) was generally well done. Candidates were able to indicate likely problems an enterprise may be faced
with as a result of an expansion of the business. Some candidates, however, suggested problems FDS Ltd.
would face “in enforcing” the expansion, for example, “a suitable location”, as opposed to problems encountered
“as a result of” the expansion, which is what was asked.
Part (d) was poorly done. Candidates’ responses bore no relationship to the utilization of MIS in the personnel
department.
Part (e) was very well done. The candidates gave excellent responses to the benefits of utilizing a MIS in any
economic venture.
Recommendations
To improve the responses of candidates, teachers should emphasize in their lesson deliveries, the definitions of
and the differences between each management function. More attention must be given to teaching MIS in the
classroom, and teachers should access appropriate and current material available on the topic. Candidates
should also be made aware of the meaning and functions of MIS. Students should also be taught specifically
about the uses of a MIS in the various departments of a business organization. Students could be taken on field
trips or visit websites on the Internet to reinforce concepts. Teachers should also encourage candidates to read
the newspaper and listen to current news so that they will be better equipped with knowledge of technological
advancement, and how applicable it is to the business sector.
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This question tested candidates knowledge of the functions of a business, types of economic systems and the
importance of effective communication.
The question was attempted by approximately 65 per cent of the candidates. The majority of whom gave
satisfactory responses.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done as most of the candidates were able to identify the functions of
a business. However, the weaker responses confused functional areas of business and management functions
with business functions. To a lesser extent, a few candidates responded by mentioning factors of production
and forms of business instead.
In part (b) of the question, the candidates generally performed well. However, some did not make the
comparisons accurately. The weaker candidates tended to confuse the free market economic system with the
mixed economic system or merely listed the characteristics of the economic systems.
In part (c), the majority of candidates gave satisfactory examples of mixed and planned economies; however,
the weaker candidates failed to identify a country with a planned economy.
Part (d) of this question was fairly well done. Again, the weaker candidates gave the general types of internal
communication methods instead of the specific ones. Examples of these include: verbal instead of meetings,
non verbal instead of letters and memoranda.
In part (e) of the question, the majority of candidates were able to evaluate the effectiveness of internal
communication within an organization and to highlight reasons for an effective communication flow. However,
some candidates tended to repeat the responses already given in part (e) (i) of the question.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to keep students abreast of what is happening in the current global environment. They
also need to expose students to the precise meaning of terms or verb cues used in examination questions for
example evaluate, discuss and outline and follow through with a number of examples to reinforce concepts
taught.
Profile 2
Candidates were required to answer Question 6 or Question 7
Question 6
This question tested candidates understanding of migration and diversification as well as how the two concepts
are related. The question was answered by about 40 per cent of the candidates, the majority of whom gave
unsatisfactory responses. Most candidates displayed a lack of understanding of the concept of diversification.
They were therefore unable to effectively discuss the impact of migration on diversification.
Part (a) required candidates to define migration and diversification. About 98 per cent of the candidates adequately
explained the meaning of migration, however, only about 5 per cent correctly explained the meaning of
diversification.
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elaborate on the reasons stated.
Part (c) of the question was fairly well done. Generally, candidates were able to suggest actions that government
could take to lessen the migration of skilled workers.
Part (d) posed a great deal of difficulty to candidates who lacked knowledge of the meaning of diversification.
Thus many candidates related how migration of skilled personnel impacted on the economy in general rather
than specifically on diversification. Candidates who earned marks in the section, did so on the basis of the
identification of problems caused by migration, in particular, ‘brain drain’ and the effects of migration on the
economy and the country. Most candidates failed to discuss the impact of migration on diversification.
Recommendations
Teachers need to place more emphasis on the topic of diversification and encourage students to listen to the
news and read widely. Students should also be encouraged to use the marks awarded for a question as an
indication of the expected response. The stimulus material that is presented in the question should also be used
to guide their responses.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the principles of marketing with particular reference to research
and promotion. Candidates were presented with a scenario and were required to apply these principles in the
context of the product given. It was attempted by approximately 55 per cent of the candidates and 60 per cent
of them gave satisfactory responses. Candidates performed satisfactorily with an average score of 11 out of a
possible 20 marks. Approximately 2 per cent of candidates earned full marks for this question.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done with most candidates correctly identifying at least one purpose
of market research. However, a significant number simply gave definitions of market research without providing
a reason for it.
Candidates generally scored well in part (b) with many identifying the 4 P’s of marketing. However, several
candidates simply listed factors to be considered but failed to elaborate on them. Some merely said what each
factor was but did not discuss its significance to marketing the product. A number of candidates, in answering
(b), stated different types of research as factors to be considered when marketing the product.
Part (c) was not well handled as most candidates failed to differentiate between “promotion” in general and
sales promotion. Generally, candidates seemed to have misunderstood sales promotion, confusing it with
Advertising, Branding, Job Promotion, Personal Selling, and Public Relations.
Part (d) proved to be a challenge for most candidates and this resulted from their misinterpretation of the
concept in part (c). Most candidates described various types of general promotions such as advertising and
public relations, instead of sales promotion. Many failed to justify the strategies in the context of the stimulus
material, they merely outlined the strategies that they selected instead of describing them as the question required.
A general observation made that pervaded all parts of the question, was that several candidates tended to apply
their answers to a range of other items instead of making specific reference to product given in the “stem” of
the question, that is, disposable diapers.
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Teachers should emphasize the teaching of short term techniques increase sales. They should also help students
differentiate between promotion of employees and sales promotion. Types of marketing strategies and forms
of promotion should also be emphasized.
Profile 3
Candidates were required to answer Question 8 or Question 9.
Question 8
Question 8 tested candidates’ knowledge and understanding of the economic concepts of economic growth,
economic development and foreign investment.
This was a very popular question. It was attempted by approximately 90 per cent of the candidates. Generally,
the responses were satisfactory, with many candidates scoring over 75 per cent of the available marks.
The candidates performed creditably on parts (a) (ii) and (c) of the question. Weak responses were given in (a)
(i), (b) and (d).
Part (a) (i) proved to be challenging for many candidates. They generally had difficulty differentiating between
economic growth and economic development. Many defined economic growth as growth in population. In
other instances, the answers were vague, for example “economic growth is growth of the economy and economic
development is development of the economy.” The better responses made reference to quantitative and
qualitative aspects of the topic.
Part (a) (ii) was generally well answered. However, many candidates ignored the key words in the question,
“major economic problems” and listed general problems facing the Caribbean, for example, social and political
problems. However, some candidates gave responses such as balance of payments problems, unemployment
and shortage of capital.
Part (b) presented some challenge for candidates. Many did not earn the maximum mark, since they merely
listed factors which may lead to economic growth without any elaboration. However the better candidates
identified increase in net investment, better utilization of natural resources and improved productivity of the
labour force.
The overall performance of the candidates in part (c) was fairly good. The majority of candidates earned the
maximum mark. They understood the role of education in promoting economic development. However, the
main weakness identified was a failure to link education with economic development. Some candidates made
statements about education in general, for example ‘education is the key to success.’
Part (d) required a discussion on the benefits of foreign investment to Caribbean countries. The candidates
who discussed benefits such as increased availability of foreign exchange, employment opportunities, transfer
of skills and linkages earned the maximum mark.
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Teachers should engage their students in classroom discussions which encourage higher order thinking. Students
also need to be taught how to interpret questions. They need to be familiar with and be able to distinguish
between key verbs such as identify, describe, explain and discuss.
The use of newspapers, periodicals and discussions of current affairs are recommended as useful techniques for
teaching the objectives tested in this question.
Question 9
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge and understanding of international trade and its
associated financial accounts. This question was not a popular choice among the candidates. It was answered
by approximately 16 per cent of the candidates and those responses were mostly very poor. Very few candidates
attained 50 per cent of the maximum mark. Those who scored high marks on this question showed a clear
understanding of the balance of payments and were able to calculate and differentiate between the balances on
the accounts
In part (a) (i) the majority of the candidates were unable to distinguish between a country’s terms of trade and
balance of trade as they could not define terms of trade. A fair number of candidates gave satisfactory definition
for balance of trade. However in some cases, candidates did not relate the balance of trade to goods only, while
others confused it with balance of payments. There were also obvious misconceptions between visible and
invisible trade.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to calculate the balance of trade from a given set of figures. Some candidates
gave the figure for the current account rather than the balance of trade.
In part (b) where the candidates should have calculated the current account balance, many gave the figure for
the balance of trade. Some gave the right figure, but the procedure was incorrect.
In part (c), candidates were required to identify two ways in which a country may have a surplus on its current
account. Many candidates could only identify one way for e.g. an increase in exports and a decrease in imports.
Other candidates showed a total lack of knowledge of this area.
In part (d)(i), the majority of candidates were able to define the term ‘balance of payments’, however, a few
confused it with ‘balance of trade’.
In (d)(ii), the responses were generally weak. The majority of candidates confused deficit financing with solving
a balance of payment problem, and therefore discussed ways of correcting balance of payment problems rather
than ways of financing the deficit in the balance of payments.
Recommendation
In delivering this aspect of the syllabus, teachers should do more in-depth analysis of the Balance of Payments
Accounts. They should emphasize the various accounts and calculation of balances in the account. Additionally,
they should make clear distinctions between correcting and financing the balance of payments.
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School Based Assessment
The overall quality of projects submitted has improved. Candidates have made improvements in their presentation
and in their development of the various topics as stipulated in the SBA guidelines.
However, there are some issues which should be addressed. These include the format and print of the SBA
samples. A standard print size has been stipulated and hence should be adhered to. Candidates should be
encouraged to print their projects or to write legibly.
Many projects also exceeded the word limit. In many cases, some of the information were irrelevant. Candidates
should adhere to the SBA requirements. The presentation of the projects should reflect the SBA required
format, that is, all relevant topics should be placed in appropriate profile in the correct sequence. Research
procedures should be followed, and research sources must be properly identified. Candidates must also use an
acceptable format for citing references and writing bibliography.
Generally, topics in Profile 1 were well addressed and developed. However, identification of organization
form was still an area of concern; charts were presented with little or no explanation. In many cases management
issues, especially management functions, were discussed verbatim, and not made relevant to the organisation
in the project.
Profile 2 was generally fairly well addressed. There were notable improvements in the discussion of marketing.
However, factors of production were discussed without reference to the organisation, and in a number of
instances, one or two factors of production were omitted from the discussion.
An area which requires serious attention is that of ‘linkages’. This area was either omitted from the discussion
or was not properly addressed. As far as the topic ‘Transport, Storage and Consumerism’ is concerned,
consumerism is still not being appropriately addressed and in some instances not even mentioned.
Performance in Profile 3 has improved. Most topics were adequately addressed except for the topic of ‘Profits’.
This topic needs to be reviewed by teachers. Generally Capital Sources, Insurance and Economic Contribution
were adequately discussed and analysed.
Candidates were required to evaluate each profile and make appropriate recommendations. However, many
candidates failed to do this; instead summaries of the topics discussed in the profiles were presented.
Recommendations
The overall quality of the projects can be improved if both teachers and students adhere to the guidelines
stipulated by CXC. In addition, teachers need to apply the mark scheme accurately and consistently.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Basic Proficiency
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. Performance
on Paper 01 was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 28.37 out of 60 marks. No one scored the maximum
mark on this paper. However, 44 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available
marks on the paper.
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Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer 3 compulsory questions;
one from each profile. In Section II, candidates had to choose one question from each profile pair.
Performance on this paper was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 17.97 out of 60. Only eleven per cent
of the candidates earned 50 per cent of the available mark on this paper.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA), is offered to School candidates. Candidates were required
to undertake an investigation and produce a written report, spanning the three profiles. The performance
on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 17.82 out of 30. Seventy-two per cent of the candidates
earned at least half of the available marks on this paper.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates. For this
paper, candidates were required to respond to 14 compulsory structured questions based on a case study
spanning the three profiles. Performance on this paper was fair. The mean mark was 18.27 out of 30.
Ninety-one per cent of the candidates earned half the available marks on this paper.
Detailed Comments
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of the basic elements of the Law of Contracts.
Candidates were required to define the term contract, identify the essential elements of a valid contract
and show the effect of a counter offer with the use of an example.
Question one was attempted by all candidates with approximately 10 per cent gaining 50 per cent of the
maximum marks.
Part (a) was well answered by most candidates who were conversant with the definition of the term.
Part (b) posed very little difficulty for most candidates as they were able to give at least two essential
elements of a contract.
Part (c) presented the most difficulty as candidates were unable to give a real example of a counter offer
of a contract. This part of the question discriminated the good student from the weak ones.
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Teachers need to help students to identify examples of counter offer in everyday life situations.
The use of role playing activity may be useful.
Question 2
Question 2 tested candidates’ understanding of public relations. Candidates were required to list and
evaluate strategies that a small business would use in its public relations.
Sixty per cent of the candidates scored less than 50 per cent of the maximum mark for this question.
However, 5 per cent attained the maximum mark.
Part (a) was generally not well done, despite the provision of stimulus material which should have assisted
candidates to conceptualize the term.
Parts (b) and (c) were satisfactorily answered. Many candidates were able to identify strategies, however
a few of them confused Sales Promotion with Public Relation.
Recommendations
More concrete examples of Public Relations strategies should be given. The use of School Based Project
could assist in this area.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of government’s role in the society, its responsibility to the
citizens as well as Government’s Fiscal policy.
Of the candidates attempting the question, 65 per cent attained the maximum mark while 97 per cent
gained full marks.
Parts (a), (b) and (c) were well done. Candidates were able to relate the concepts tested to everyday
experiences.
Part (d) seemed to have created some challenges. This question focused on knowledge of Government’s
Fiscal policy as well as other government’s mechanisms to raise revenue.
SECTION II – OPTIONAL
Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer Question 4 or Question 5.
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of types of business organizations and the advantages and
disadvantages of the various types.
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the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks.
Parts (a) and (b) were less challenging for candidates since most of them were able to satisfactorily
compare the sole trader with the partnership.
Part (c)
Part (c) was very challenging for many candidates. The most common error was candidates misconception
that if a partnership is changed to a public liability company, profits would increase and the business
would be more successful.
Recommendations
More emphasis should be placed on public limited companies in the classroom.
Question 5
This question was designed to test candidate’s knowledge of Industrial Relations and Trade Union in the
organization.
Fifteen per cent of the candidates attempted this question. Responses to this question were quite satisfactory
with 75 per cent of candidates gaining at least 50 per cent of the available marks.
Part (a) was generally well done by most candidates, however part (b) presented some difficulty. Some
candidates demonstrated lack of knowledge of the term Grievance Procedure.
Part (c) was generally good. Most candidates were familiar with activities of the trade union.
Recommendations
More emphasis should be placed on exposing students to technical terms relevant to the topic. The use of
role play in the classroom can assist the students in better understanding the topic.
Profile 2
Candidates were required to answer Question 6 or Question 7.
Question 6
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of Economies of Scales in production.
Approximately 28 per cent of candidates attempted this question. The responses were generally
unsatisfactory.
Part (a) was not well done. Candidates were unable to define the term “Economies of Scale”.
Part (b) was not well answered. A few candidates were able to correctly identify and describe the internal
economies.
Part (c) had a slightly better response from candidates. However, candidates were unable to give four
points to support the existence of small business.
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Teachers need to dedicate more time to the teaching of this topic; practical examples should be used to
concretize the concepts.
Question 7
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of the marketing aspects of business organization;
particularly distribution in the export market.
Approximately 63 per cent of candidates responded to this question. The responses were generally
satisfactory.
Part (a) was well done. The stimulus material was effectively used.
Part (b) and (c) presented some challenges for candidates. Candidates were unsure of channels of distribution
and payment methods in the foreign market.
Part (d) also presented some challenges for candidates. Candidates were unable to identify the change in
advertising strategy as it pertains to a foreign market.
Profile 3
Candidates were required to answer Question 8 or Question 9.
Question 8
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of International Trade and the documents involved in business
transactions abroad.
Forty per cent of the candidates chose this question. Overall, performance on the question was satisfactory
with most candidates scoring at least 50 per cent of the maximum mark.
Part (a)
Candidates were able to satisactorily define International Trade . Over 90 per cent of the were accurate in
their responses to this part of the question.
Part (b)
Part (b) was answered well. About 70% of the candidates responded accurately.
Part (c) posed some level of difficulty for the candidates while part (d) proved to be most challenging.
Only about four candidates responded appropriately to this part of the question.
Question 9
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of Money and Banking, and in particular, methods of payment.
The question was attempted by 57 per cent of candidates.
Candidates’ responses were generally weak. A few candidates were able to earn the maximum mark in
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Part (a) provided the least difficulty for candidates. However, candidates gave wide and various responses
as to the types of cheques.
Parts (b) and (c) were generally well known, nonetheless, inappropriate and irrelevant responses were
offered by some candidates.
Part (d) presented the most difficulty. Many candidates had little knowledge of capital and money markets.
Recommendation
Students should be given more exposure to the banking sector. Perhaps field visits or the introduction into
the classroom of actual banking documents should be useful.
Paper 03/1
School Based Assessment
Assignments
Appropriate topics were chosen and candidates demonstrated good use of knowledge and enquiry skills in
completing the projects. These projects covered all relevant areas in the syllabus.
Candidates’ responses and assessment of projects
Most of the responses were well structured but there were a few which represented regurgitation of
information from textbooks.
Some candidates presented irrelevant information which indicated very little appreciation of the topic.
The layout of the project, in some cases, was disorganised with no clear reference to the Profiles 1, 2, 3 as
clearly set out in the syllabus.
Language and Presentation
There was adequate use of graphs, tables and charts although in some instances these bore no relevance to
the topic chosen. In some cases incomplete information was given.
Suggestions for improvement
Workshops could be organised in territories where teachers are inconsistent in their marking as compared
with the accepted standard and samples of good work examined could be posted on the CXC’s website as
well as circulated to schools.
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-2PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2006 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the twenty-seventh year.
This was the eighth year in which the revised POB syllabus, which includes a School-Based Assessment
(SBA) component, was examined.
This year 39 096 candidates registered for the General Proficiency examinations. The composition of the
examination is as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

–
–
–
–

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to the SBA (Private Candidates)
GENERAL COMMENTS
General Proficiency
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The performance
of candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory.
The mean mark was 31.73 out of 60. Approximately 71 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per
cent of the marks for this paper. No one earned the maximum mark, however, 5 candidates earned 57 out
of a possible 60 marks on this paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer 3 compulsory questions;
one on each profile. In Section II, candidates were required to choose 1 question from each of the three
profiles. The mean mark for Paper 02 was 41.16. Two candidates earned the maximum available mark.
Approximately 42 per cent of the candidates earned at least 50 per cent of the maximum mark.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) is offered to school candidates. Candidates were required
to undertake an investigation and produce a written report which spans the three profiles.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 28.73 out of 40 marks. Six hundred and
sixty candidates earned the maximum mark. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates earned at least
50 per cent of the maximum mark on this paper.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates. For this
examination, candidates were required to answer 14 structured questions on a case-study.
Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 13.01 out of 40 marks. No one
achieved the maximum mark on this paper, and the highest mark was 38 out of 40. Approximately 37 per
cent of the candidates earned at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark.
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Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
The question was designed to test candidates’:
•

understanding of sole trader and private limited company

•

the ways in which growth of the business may affect the organizations’ structure.

The question was attempted by approximately 98 per cent of the candidates.
In part (a), some of the advantages given for sole trader were incomplete, in that, some candidates felt that
the sole trader does not employ anyone. They felt also that the business is owned and operated solely by
the proprietor. Some candidates felt that there was no need for the sole trader to pay taxes. Candidates
also confused capital with profit.
Part (b) posed a great deal of difficulties to some candidates. Instead of explaining the benefits that would
be enjoyed when converted to a private limited company, these candidates discussed the advantages of a
sole trader, whilst some gave the advantages of a public limited company. Limited liability was confused
with unlimited liability. They also felt that the owners paid little or no taxes, and instead of making
mention of shareholders they stated that capital could be obtained from partners in a partnership. Many
candidates interpreted private limited company as private sector, so they went on to list characteristics of
the private sector.
In part (c), candidates generally were unable to outline ways in which the growth of the business may
affect its organizational structure. However, many of them cited ways which resulted in change in the
organizational structure. Some failed to present logical arguments on which the growth of the business
may have some effect on the organizational structure, instead they wrote about the organizational chart.
They looked at growth as financial, that is, capital and profit. They also mentioned shareholders affecting
the structure of the business on a regular basis.
Recommendations
•

Teachers need to ensure that students have a clear understanding of the key terms of the subject. In
explaining the concepts of the sole trader and private limited company, teachers may use examples
of businesses within the community or country (with which students are familiar), and demonstrate
how growth in the various businesses will affect its organizational structure

•

Projects should be assigned (on a group basis) where each group examines the effect the growth of
the business from sole trader to private limited company may have on the organizational structure.
The report from each group should be presented and discussed

•

There should be discussion on the difference between the organizational structure and the
organizational chart, as too often candidates look at the chart as the structure of the entity itself.
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This question tested candidate’s ability to:
•

identify and explain two functions of an entrepreneur

•

clearly state and explain three reasons why some entrepreneurs may prefer to keep their businesses
small.

This question was attempted by approximately 90 per cent of the candidates, with 80 per cent giving
excellent responses.
In Part (a) of the question, approximately 65 per cent of the candidates named the two functions of an
entrepreneur but did not explain them to earn the full 2 marks. Some candidates gave the functions of a
manager and/or sole trader. Others defined an entrepreneur, others described the characteristics of an
entrepreneur as that of a sole trader, instead of giving the functions. Some answers for Part (b) were given
in Part (a).
Part (b) of the question was answered better than Part (a). Some candidates cited three very good reasons
why some entrepreneurs may prefer to keep their businesses small. Others padded up their responses by
repeating the reasons in different ways. A few answered the question in the same way it was asked, for
example, “because they prefer to remain small.” Some candidates gave their answer as an extension of
question one. Responses indicated that some candidates did not understand the term ‘limited liability’
which was used loosely to refer to less liabilities.
Recommendations
Candidates need to be able to clearly define the terms ‘limited liability’, ‘unlimited liability’ and ‘economies
of scale’, as they relate to Principles of Business.
Candidates need to have accurate interpretation of questioning terms, such as outline, name, explain,
describe and the like.
Candidates should also pay attention to the presentation of their response and follow the regulations and
guidelines, such as, starting each question on a new page. Often it was difficult to distinguish the answers
between questions one and two, as they were similarly answered in some cases, without proper numbering.
Question 3
This question was designed to test candidates’ ability to:
•

describe appropriate credit methods available to businesses from commercial banks

•

identify conditions which must be satisfied in order to obtain loans from commercial banks

•

identify methods of repayment for loans at commercial banks

•

explain how central banks can reduce the capacity of commercial banks to make loans to customers

•

identify other institutions offering similar credit facilities to that of the commercial bank.

Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates attempted this question, with only about 40 per cent presenting
satisfactory responses. Only a small number of candidates were able to score between 15 and 20 marks.
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loans instead of credit facilities offered by commercial banks. A few candidates identified credit
arrangements, which could be made with Sales Plus Ltd. instead of those, which could be given by the
local commercial bank, NNB. Some candidates merely listed the credit methods and failed to describe
them as was required by the question.
Part (b) was generally well done. Even the weaker candidates were able to state three conditions which
should be met in order to obtain a loan.
The majority of the candidates did not answer part (c) of the question satisfactorily. They were unable to
outline three methods of repayment for loans. Many of the candidates gave time periods for paying back
the loans instead of methods of repayment. Of the few candidates who were able to identify the methods,
the majority merely listed them and failed to go on to outline them as required. This prevented them from
scoring full marks.
Part (d) of the question posed great difficulty for most of the candidates. It was evident that there was a
lack of knowledge and understanding of monetary policies used to contract loans. Many gave ways,
which would result in increasing loans for example ‘lower interest rates’ and ‘giving more time to repay
loans’. A few gave fiscal policies instead of monetary policies. In some cases, candidates gave the
correct response for example, ‘increased interest rates’, but their explanation of how this would reduce
credit facilities at NNB was incorrect. Some candidates merely listed the points and did not explain them,
resulting in the loss of marks.
Part (e) of the question was generally well done. Most candidates identified the credit union. However,
there were other satisfactory answers. In a few cases, the candidates gave institutions that do not lend to
private individuals and businesses such as the IMF and the World Bank.
Candidates who scored highly on this question displayed proficiency in their ability to accurately interpret
the instructional words and the overall question as well as tp apply their knowledge of the concepts
involved.
Recommendations
Teachers need to help students to distinguish between methods of credit and types of credit repayment.
The relationship between central banks and commercial banks should also be emphasized. They should
also distinguish between monetary and fiscal policies and indicate those which are contractionary and
those which are expansionary.
Some practical application of the topic could be obtained from project work which could be done
individually or in groups. In addition, personnel from the banks/financial institutions could be invited to
present lectures/demonstrations to clarify issues.
Section II – Optional
Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer Question 4 or Question 5.
Question 4
This question was designed to assess candidates’ ability to:
•

interpret organizational charts

•

distinguish between an organization and an informal group
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define and apply the concept of span of control

•

explain and apply the concept of chain of command

•

explain the concept of informal channels of communication and state its effect on the functioning of
an organization.

The question was attempted by about 45 per cent of the candidates with about 50 per cent of them giving
satisfactory responses.
Part (a) of the question was poorly done. Most candidates were not able to identify the type of organizational
structure shown in the chart. Some identified it as a type of business, whereas in other instances, they
confused the type of organizational structure.
Part (b) was generally well done. However, some candidates had difficulty in making distinctions between
an organization and an informal group. Instead, they listed features rather than giving clear differences.
Part (c) (i) was satisfactorily done but many responses confused span of control with chain of command.
Part (c) (ii) of the question did not pose much difficulty, as most candidates were able to identify the span
of control of the marketing manager.
Part (d) (i) was fairly well done. However, instead of giving an explanation of chain of command, a
number of candidates gave examples. This concept was confused with span of control. Some referred to
authority as flowing from bottom up rather than from top down.
Part (d) (ii) was reasonably done. A few candidates reproduced sections of the chart with irrelevant
information. The marketing manager, and not the managing director, was seen as the person with whom
the consultant would first need to meet to discuss the idea.
Part (e) (i) was satisfactorily done. Most candidates were unable to give the full definition of informal
channels of communication; they generally scored a fraction of the mark.
Part (e) (ii) was well done. A large number of candidates in one way or another showed how informal
channels of communication could affect the functioning of the organization.
Recommendations
•

Teachers need to spend more time sensitizing students on how to interpret information on an
organizational chart.

•

Candidates need to be guided on how to identify the types of organizational structures based on
diagrams.

•

More emphasis should be placed on defining terms relating to organizational structure.

•

There is a need for clearer distinctions to be made between formal and informal channels of
communication.
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This question tested candidates’ knowledge of
•

government departments

•

the government regulations to be followed when starting a business

•

the importance of government regulations

•

the contributions that a business makes to the development of a community.

Approximately 70 per cent of the candidates answered this question. Most of them gave satisfactory
responses.
Part (a) was well done. However, a number of the candidates wrote unfamiliar acronyms for government
departments instead of writing the name in full. The weaker candidates named branches of government
such as the police force, courts of justice, hospitals, schools etc. for government departments.
Part (b) was also well done. Some candidates, however, misinterpreted the question and stated two functions
of two departments.
Candidates’ performance on part (c) was only fair. Most candidates were not able to identify three
government regulations. The weaker candidates interpreted nursery school as nursing home or nursing
school, therefore the advice given related to these institutions.
Part (d) was poorly done. Most candidates stated one reason to cover all three regulations mentioned in
part (c) instead of giving one reason for each regulation.
Part (e) was fairly well done. Candidates were generally able to identify ways in which businesses can
contribute to the development of the community.
Recommendations
While it is evident that students are knowledgeable about government departments, teachers need to
place more emphasis on government regulations for the establishment of all types of businesses.
Profile 2
Candidates were required to answer Question 6 or Question 7.
Question 6
This question tested candidates understanding of internal economies and diseconomies of scale.
Approximately 25 per cent of the respondents attempted this question.
In part (a), most of the candidates presented appropriate responses. The weaker candidates cited activities
taking place in and outside of the business.
In part (b), some of the candidates who attempted this question used effective technical terms demonstrating
their understanding of the business jargon. Others offered other explanations which were not necessarily
the correct technical terms, but were associated with these concepts.
The weaker candidates gave varied responses such as demand and supply, import and export and economic
systems.
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two different internal economies of scale. Some even repeated what was discussed in part (b). In addition,
they were unable to explain how this would reduce cost.
Candidates were generally unable to identify areas of lower production cost.
Part (d) (i) and (ii) were generally well done as most of the candidates gave plausible explanations for the
negative consequences they cited.
In part (e), rather than identifying a disadvantage within the firm, many candidates gave a societal problem.
Recommendations
Teachers need to emphasize:
•

the distinction between the terms internal economies and diseconomies of scale

•

the technical jargon associated with the topic, for example managerial and marketing economies of
scale.

Question 7
This question was designed to test candidates understanding of:
•

linkage industries

•

how these industries can benefit an economy

•

government’s role in establishing such industries.

Question 7 was attempted by approximately 77 per cent of the candidates. Varied responses were received
for different sections of the question. The stronger candidates demonstrated a comprehensive grasp of the
concepts relevant to the question while the weaker candidates demonstrated little or no understanding of
these concepts.
Approximately 10 per cent of the candidates scored between 15 and 20 marks, approximately 30 per cent
scored between 8 and 14 marks and the remaining 60 per cent scored between 0 and 7 marks out of a total
of 20 marks.
Part (a) of the question was generally poorly done. The majority of the candidates were not able to
accurately define backward and forward linkages.
In part (b), approximately 60 per cent of candidates were able to cite examples of backward and forward
linkages in chicken production. In many cases, the correct responses were taken directly from the scenario
presented in the question. However, because of a lack of a clear understanding of the concepts in part (a),
40 per cent of the candidates gave forward linkages as examples of backward linkages and backward
linkages as examples of forward linkages.
Part (c) was generally well done. However, approximately 40 per cent of candidates failed to highlight
benefits accruing to the economies of Aquala and Boluda, providing instead, benefits accruing to the
individual firms.
Part (d) (i) was generally well done by approximately 70 per cent of the candidates. They were able to
suggest two measures that the government could take to encourage the development of linkage industries
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gave measures to encourage the development of linkage industries in the two countries given in the
question, Aquala and Boluda, instead of suggesting measures that could be used in their own countries.
Part (d) (ii), was also generally well done by the candidates who performed well in part (d) (i). The
weaker candidates however were not able to clearly illustrate how one of the measures they highlighted in
part (d) (i) would be implemented by the government in their country. Approximately 5 per cent of the
candidates gave a pictorial representation as their illustration.
Recommendations
Teachers need to:
•

emphasize clear definitions of the terms ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ linkages, using the appropriate
jargons

•

reinforce the definitions by citing clear examples of firms that engage in both forward and backward
linkages

•

engage students in discussion on the benefits that linkage industries accrue to the economy of their
country and other countries in the region

•

discuss the importance of linkage industries in the growth and development of individual countries
and the caribbean region as a whole.

Profile 3
Candidates were required to answer Question 8 or Question 9.
Question 8
This question tested candidates’ ability to:
•

discuss major economic problems in the caribbean

•
•

discuss the role of the IMF in solving economic problems of the caribbean
outline reasons why government nationalize industries

•

state the disadvantages of nationalized industries.

Approximately 40 per cent of candidates attempted the questions and the responses were overall
unsatisfactory. The average score was 8 out of 20.
In part (a), most of the responses were satisfactory. Many candidates were able to discuss three major
economic problems. However, some merely listed the economic problems.
The responses to part (b) were poor. Most candidates were not aware of the role of the IMF in solving
economic problems. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates scored only one mark for stating that
the IMF provides loans.
Part (c) of the question seemed to pose great difficulty. Most of the candidates lacked knowledge of the
term nationalized industries. Many candidates merely listed the reasons for nationalizing industries and
failed to discuss the points fully.
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(d) and confused the disadvantages with advantages. It was evident that many candidates had no knowledge
of the disadvantages of nationalized industries.
Recommendations
Teachers need to ensure that students understand:
•

what is required by the various action verbs such as list, state, discuss, outline and explain

•

the correct role of the IMF and the distinction between the roles of the IMF and of other financial
institutions.

Question 9
This question tested candidates understanding of:
•

national income and the use of national income data in planning development for a country

•

the ways in which the Caribbean Development Bank assists countries in the region in alleviating
their problems

•

the reasons why a country engages in international trade.

The question was attempted by over 65 per cent of the candidates with the majority offering satisfactory
responses. Part (a) was fairly well done. Few candidates were able to give a comprehensive definition of
national income. However, many candidates completely omitted allowances for depreciation. Some
weaker candidates confused national income and national insurance or gross national product.
Part (b) required a discussion of three ways in which national income data may be used in planning for
development. The responses were generally good. The better responses made reference to standard of
living, rate of growth in the economy, relationships between various sectors, management decision making,
and changes in income distribution.
Weaker candidates merely listed the uses of the money value of national income. For example, to build
roads, schools, provide training, etc.
Part (c) was generally well done. Suitable responses included CDB’s role in project planning,
implementation and financing, provision of technical assistance, expertise and project development. The
weaker candidates confused CDB with other banking institutions, for example, the Central Bank.
The best responses were presented in part (d) with many candidates scoring full marks while demonstrating
their knowledge of reasons for international trade.
Recommendations
Teachers are strongly advised to:
•

spend more time in explaining the concepts related to national income

•

make clear distinction between GDP, GNP, NI, NNP and depreciation, etc.

•

focus discussions on the uses of national income statistics in economic decision making, as well as
the role played by institutions like the CDB.
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School-Based Assessment
The overall presentation of the SBA samples has improved. The quality of work reflected an improvement
in teachers’ guidance and support.
The new system implemented by CXC required five SBA studies per sample per school. This was adhered
to by most schools. In keeping with this policy it is expected that a certain level of cooperation be
instituted amongst teachers at the schools so as to ensure consistency in the marking. Teachers must
ensure that the CXC standards are adhered to when marking the SBA studies.
In terms of presentation, there are still some areas of concern which need to be addressed. Teachers need
to ensure that correct font size is utilized. This is a research paper, hence research procedures must be
adhered to. While many candidates submitted a bibliography, many were not written in an acceptable
format. Appendices are expected to entail relevant information or data that reflect the discussion in the
body of the SBA. Therefore, candidates should be encouraged to present only relevant graphs, pictures
and other data which should enhance the discussion and presentation.
Profile 1
This profile was generally well done. Candidates however, are still not ensuring that a thorough discussion
is given in collaboration with diagrams presented, for example, organizational charts. Many candidates
omitted to identify the organizational structure though diagrams were presented. Many candidates’
discussion of management issues conflicted with the business/organization type. Despite these
shortcomings, discussion of management issues was much improved with most candidates discussing the
relevant issues.
As regards legal issues, a number of the discussions seemed inappropriate to the business type.
Nevertheless, there was a marked improvement in the candidates’ discussion of legal issues. However,
candidates should be encouraged to discuss the implications of the absence of certain legal requirements
of the organization.
Teachers should ensure that students’ evaluation and recommendations reflect the required sub topic as
per profile.
Profile 2
Most issues in this profile were adequately addressed. Factors of production were generally well discussed
although a few candidates simply discussed the issue without relating it to the specific organization under
investigation.
A sub topic which remains a matter of concern is location and linkages. While most candidates addressed
matters concerning suitability of location, many still displayed difficulty identifying the opportunities for
linkages or rather understanding the concept. Candidates seemed to have difficulty with this concept.
In relation to transport, storage and consumerism issues, candidates generally identified two and omitted
discussion of one of the issues. Teachers are reminded that 2 marks should be awarded if all three
components are identified and discussed.
Evaluation and recommendations too should reflect the issues discussed in the profile.
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This profile was generally well researched and presented. Most candidates were able to fully discuss the
issues. The sources of capital as discussed by some candidates conflicted with that of the business form.
As regards profits, candidates must be encouraged to discuss the use of profits as many discussed
contributing factors but omitted how profit was used.
Pertaining to the economic contribution, candidates should be informed that sponsorship and contributions
to the community in any form are allocated one mark and the other components should be discussed to
ensure the attainment of the four marks allocated to this sub topic. While many candidates made statements
indicating the organizations’ contribution to GDP and GNP, they failed to indicate how these contributions
were made.
Finally, marks have been allocated to communication. Teachers are reminded that a total of four marks
allocated should reflect work of the entire project and should consider grammar and spelling as well as
bibliography, table of contents and other aspects of project presentation. Teachers should also adhere to
the SBA guidelines as they relate to candidate sampling and presentation.
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The January 2007 examination in Principles of Business was offered for the eighth year.
This year the candidate entry was 2585. The examination consisted of the following papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/2

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
Alternate to SBA (Private Candidates)

DETAILED COMMENTS
PAPER 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items spanning the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of the candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory. The mean mark was 36.21. Eighty-one
per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks on this paper.
PAPER 02 – Essay
Paper 02 consisted of three compulsory questions (one from each profile) and six optional questions
(two from each profile) from which candidates were required to answer three. The mean mark was
46.17 out of 100. Forty-one per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum
available marks on this paper.

PAPER 03/2 – Alternative to SBA
Paper 03/2, the alternative to the SBA, is an examination offered to private candidates. The performance
of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 19.66 out of 40. Fifty-two per cent of
the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks.

SECTION 1 – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of simple and specialty contracts. The question was attempted
by approximately 99 per cent of the candidates. It was generally well done.
Part (a) required candidates to state two differences between simple contracts and specialty contracts.
This section was fairly well done but weaker candidates confused features of simple contracts with
those of specialty contracts.
Part (b) required candidates to identify two types of transactions which require specialty contracts.
This section was very well done and the majority of the candidates were able to score the maximum
marks.
Part (c) required candidates to outline two ways by which a contract can be terminated or discharged.
This section was also done very well by the majority of the candidates. The major weakness in the
response, was candidates’ inability to provide plausible explanations.
Recommendation
Teachers should encourage students to examine questions carefully to determine what is required of
them.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the levels of production for domestic and export markets,
functions of the Bureau of Standards and channels of distribution. Approximately 98 per cent of the
candidates attempted this question. Sixty per cent of them displayed a satisfactory level of knowledge
where as 25 per cent showed a fair understanding of the topic. The other 15 per cent gave weak
responses.
In part (a), approximately 40 per cent of the candidates were able to give satisfactory responses whilst
the other 60 per cent gave weak responses.
In part (b), 60 per cent gave favourable answers for the functions of the Bureau of Standards.
Part (c) of the question received a high level of response. Approximately 80 per cent of the candidates
gave satisfactory answers.
Part (d) of this question was fairly well done by 70 per cent of the candidates.
Recommendation
Teachers need to emphasize the different levels of production making clear distinction among them.

Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of documents used in international trade and methods of
payment for international trade transactions. The question was attempted by approximately 98 per cent
of the candidates. This question was not well done
Part (a) required candidates to outline the difference between a bill of lading and an airway bill. This
section was fairly well done, with approximately 98 per cent of the candidates scoring 50 per cent of
the marks. However, the weaker candidates assumed that the bill of lading was used for transportation
by land, and compared air transport with sea transport, instead of comparing the documents.

Part (b) required candidates to identify two other documents that would be needed when exporting
goods. This section was poorly done as approximately 80 per cent of the candidates could not identify
the documents used in international trade. The weaker candidates identified documents required for
setting up businesses as well as general business documents.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss problems that could result from not having the documents.
Approximately 85 per cent of the candidates were not able to explain the problems that would arise
from not having the documents.
Part (d) required candidates to state reasons for issuing a credit note. This section was fairly well done
as approximately 60 per cent of the candidates were able to state the correct reasons. The weaker
candidates were of the view that a credit note is issued when giving credit.
Part (e) required candidates to discuss the benefits of using different methods of payment. This section
was fairly well done. Approximately 80 per cent of the candidates were able to identify benefits of
using standing orders and credit cards. However, less than 5 per cent of the candidates knew the
benefits of using letters of credit and documentary credit.

Recommendations
Teachers should clearly emphasize the difference between documents used in local trade and those
used in international trade. Emphasis should also be placed on different methods of payment in local
and international trade.
SECTION 2 – Optional
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the responsibilities of management to employees, the
types of industrial action that can be taken by workers, and the functions of trade unions. The question
was attempted by approximately 58 per cent of the candidates and the responses were generally good.

Part (a) of the question tested candidates’ knowledge of the responsibilities of management to employees.
The majority of the candidates did this very well, however, weaker candidates confused responsibilities
of management with functions of management.
Part (b) required candidates to identify types of industrial actions. This section was fairly well done.
Part (c) tested candidates’ knowledge of the functions of trade unions, other than taking industrial
action. The majority of the candidates gave good responses.

Part (d) required candidates’ to suggest one reason why management could attribute an ‘on the job’
accident to negligence of workers. This section was done very well.
Part (e) required candidates to suggest ONE reason why the trade union could blame management for
an ‘on the job’ accident. Again, this was very well answered by the majority of the candidates.
Recommendation
Teachers should ensure that students can make a clear distinction between the responsibilities of
management and the functions of management.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of economic systems, private and public sector, business
documents and the effects of growth on organizations.
The question was attempted by approximately 42 per cent of the candidates. Overall the question was
fairly well done by most candidates.
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of economic systems. The majority of the candidates were able
to identify the economic systems but some failed to describe the systems.
Part (b) required candidates to outline two major differences between private sector and public sector.
The majority of the candidates were able to outline one difference between private and public sectors,
but only few were able to find two differences. The weaker candidates confused private sector with
private companies and public sector with public limited companies.
Part (c) required candidates to explain the purpose of the Memorandum of Association and the Certificate
of Incorporation. This part of the question posed the greatest difficulty for candidates with the majority
failing to correctly explain the purpose of each document.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss three effects of growth on a business. The majority of the
candidates was able to identify the effects of growth but did not explain them. The weaker candidates
used words synonymous with growth to explain the effects such as ‘expansion’.

Recommendation
Teachers should place greater emphasis on the terms private sector and public sector, since many students
still confuse these with private and public limited companies. Greater emphasis should also be placed
on the documents used in registering limited liability companies.
Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of ‘transportation’ in specific cases and the appropriateness
of those means of transportation. Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates responded to this question.
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of the means of transportation. The majority of candidates, about
90 per cent, responded well.

Part (b) required candidates to identify problems associated with road transportation and discuss solutions
to those problems. Again, this was well done.
Part (c) was generally well done.
In Part (d), approximately 80 per cent of the candidates were able to give reasons for insuring goods
traded internationally.
This topic appears to have been fairly well taught.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge, of economies of scale and its impact on a factory.
Approximately 5 per cent of the candidates attempted this question.
Overall, the question was not well answered. The average mark was 5 out of 20. Very few candidates
were awarded double-digit scores.
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of economies of scale. The majority of the responses were weak.
Many were unable to differentiate between internal and external economies of scale.
Part (b) required candidates to state advantages and disadvantages of large scale production. Again,
this was poorly done.
In Part (c), candidates were given a table to identify the optimum combination of factors. This was also
poorly done. The explanations for diminishing returns were weak.
In Part (d), most candidates scored the maximum marks available. They were unable to suggest factors
that influenced the location of industrial business.

Recommendation
Teachers need to pay more attention to this section of the syllabus; thus, reinforcing concepts taught.
Question 8
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of taxation and the responsibilities of government. It required
then to apply this knowledge of taxation to different scenarios. About 52 per cent of candidates attempted
this question.
Overall, the responses were satisfactory. Approximately 80 per cent of the candidates received 7–12 of
the possible 20 marks.
Part (a) required that candidates distinguish between direct and indirect taxes. This was fairly well
done.
Part (b) required candidates to identify three types of taxes and two sources other than taxes of government
revenues. This was well done. Candidates were able to identify the three types of taxes as well as other
sources. Their responses showed thoughtfulness and application.
Part (c) required a discussion of the effects of taxation on the scenarios of below normal profits, breaking
even and above normal profits. This section was poorly done. The responses centred around profits
decreasing with no mention of the impact of taxation on production cost and the effect on price and
ultimately the response of consumers to the firm’s products.
Recommendations
Teachers should emphasize the distinction between forms and types of taxes, the effects of taxation on
the firm/business, the distinction between statutory deductions and taxes and interpretation of instructional
words such as compare, list and discuss
Question 9
This question tested candidates’ knowledge and understanding of money management and budgeting,
inflation and standard of living and insurance. Forty eight per cent of the candidates attempted this
question.
Part (a) required the candidates to define the terms – money management, inflation and standard of
living. Sixty per cent of the candidates gave clear definitions for each concept. The weaker candidates
struggled with defining some of the terms, particularly standard of living and inflation.
Part (b) required the candidates to explain ‘personal budgeting’ and the role it plays in good money
management. Eighty per cent of the candidates gave very good responses to personal budgeting but
some had difficulty relating this to good money management. Weaker candidates gave the response
“money management is how you manage your money”.

Part (c) required candidates to advise on the benefits of endowment and term policies in Insurance.
This section presented quite a challenge to candidates. This aspect of the syllabus seemed to have been
neglected.
Part (d) was very well done. Ninety-eight per cent of candidates were able to identify financial institutions
that assist citizens in owning their own homes. However, few candidates gave responses such as
Central Bank or insurance brokers.
Part (e) required candidates to explain how the institutions named in (d) assisted citizens in owning a
home. The better candidates gave reasonable responses. However, the weaker candidates simply
stated that they give loans or mortgages.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to use guest lecturers to promote a better understanding of concepts such as
insurance. This will bring to light what obtains in the industry and students can relate to practical
situations. Money management and budgeting can be taught using simulation activities that candidates
can see budgeting in action.
Paper 3/2
This paper required candidates to study a case and to answer 14 questions that relate to the three
profiles of the syllabus.
Profile 1:

Organisational Principles

Candidates were required to answer 4 questions on this profile. Their responses were generally
satisfactory.
Question 1
Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates correctly identified the business entity presented in the
case as a sole trader.
Question 2
About 75 per cent of the candidates could represent the entity on an organization chart. The weaker
candidates misplaced positions on the chart or included positions that were not given in the case.
Question 3
Generally candidates were able to identify management functions. However, about 15 per cent of the
responses gave a description of the management function instead of naming the function.

Question 4
This question posed the greatest challenge in Profile 1. About 70 per cent of the candidates understood
the concept of democratic leadership style. But most of them were unable to state why this leadership
style was appropriate for the business in question. Approximately 15 per cent of the candidates did not
attempt the question.
Profile 2:

Production and Marketing

Candidates were required to answer 4 questions on this profile. Generally the responses were
unsatisfactory.
Question 5
This question posed some difficulty. About 10 per cent of the candidates were able to identify four
pieces of evidence from the case which indicated that Mr Luna was an entrepreneur. Approximately 50
per cent of the candidates could only identify two pieces of evidence.
Question 6
The responses to this question were fairly good. Approximately 75 per cent of the candidates identified
an appropriate linkage industry and followed through with the benefits to the business from the linkage
that was formed.
Question 7a
This question was satisfactorily done. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates accurately stated
the possible disadvantages of relocating the restaurant. About 8 per cent stated advantages and another
2 per cent did not attempt the question.
Question 7b
This question was attempted by approximately 95 per cent of the candidates and the responses were
satisfactory.
Question 8
The responses to this question was fair with approximately 50 per cent of the candidates describing
accurately one method of sales promotion while the other 50 per cent incorrectly stated advertising as
the sales promotion method for increasing sales.

Profile 3:

Finance and Introduction to Economics

Candidates were required to answer six questions on this profile. The responses were generally
satisfactory.
Question 9
Candidates’ responses to this question were unsatisfactory. About 40 per cent stated two measures that
could be used to secure the daily cash receipts. The weaker candidates misinterpreted the term ‘cash
receipts’ and referred to the document ‘receipt’ as ‘cash’.
Question 10
This question was satisfactorily done. About 65 per cent of the candidates stated the strategies to be
employed to maintain market share. However, the weaker candidates were unable to develop their
responses to gain full marks.
Question 11
This question was well done. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates stated the practices to be
observed when handling food and thus scored full marks.
Question 12
This question posed some challenge. About 50 per cent of the candidates could not state the benefits of
membership in the tourism industry association.
Question 13
The overall responses to this question were quite good. Approximately 80 per cent of the candidates
stated the services to be received from the government in return for paying taxes.
Question 14
The responses to this question were quite good. Approximately 85 per cent of the candidates identified
the factors that contributed to the economic development of a country.
Comment
Despite the weaknesses identified, it is evident that teachers are succeeding in their attempt to prepare
candidates to write this paper and therefore must be commended.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2007 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the twenty-eighth
year. This was the ninth and last year in which the current POB syllabus, which includes a
School Based Assessment (SBA) component would be examined.
This year 37 346 candidates registered for the General Proficiency examinations. The
composition of the examination is as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

-

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to the SBA (Private Candidates)
General Proficiency
Paper 01 –Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory.
The mean mark was 33.13 out of 60. Approximately 67 per cent of the candidates scored at least
fifty per cent of the total available marks for this paper.
Paper 02- Essay
Paper 02 comprises two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer three
compulsory questions; one on each profile. In Section II candidates were required to choose one
question from each of the three profiles. The mean mark for Paper 02 was 45 out of 100.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) is offered to school candidates. Candidates
were required to undertake an investigation and produce a written report which spans the three
profiles.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 29 out of 40 marks.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates.
For this examination, candidates were required to answer fourteen structured questions on a case
study.
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Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 14 out of 40 marks.
No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper. The highest mark was 28 out of 40 marks.
Detailed Comments
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This compulsory question tested candidates’ knowledge of simple contracts; including definition
and essential features and ‘breach of contracts’. It was attempted by approximately 93 per cent
of the candidates.
Part (a) of the question was very well done as the majority of the candidates were able to define
the term ‘contract’. The weaker candidates however restricted its meaning to mere ‘agreements’
or to ‘written documents’.
Part (b) of the question was also fairly well done. The majority of the weaker candidates,
however, confused simple contracts with specialty contracts. Some candidates also gave ‘offer’
and ‘acceptance’ as separate features.
Part (c) of the question was also very well done. The majority of the candidates were able to
explain “breach of contracts”.
Part (d) required candidates to state whether the complainant in the case would be successful if
the matter was taken to the courts. Just over 50 per cent of the candidates were able to give the
correct response.
Part (d) was generally not well done as even those candidates who gave a correct response in
part (d) were unable to correctly justify their answers. The majority of the weaker candidates
said that a contract existed because witnesses were present or that a contract did not exist
because the subject was a minor or that no contract had been signed.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to clarify for their students, the major differences between simple and
specialty contracts using many different examples to reinforce the concept. Emphasis should be
placed on the fact that simple contracts need not be, and usually are not, in writing.
Question 2
This question tested the candidates’ ability to identify the criteria used to classify a firm as small
in CARICOM countries; to outline some contributions that small enterprises make to the
development of an economy and to explain the term “cottage industry”, as well as to give
examples of cottage industries.
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Part (a) of the question presented the most difficulty to candidates. The weaker candidates
confused the word “CARICOM” given in the stimulus material and so compared “countries”
instead of listing the criteria of a small firm. They also showed a lack of understanding of the
word “criteria” and thus identified the characteristics of a sole trader; such as “unlimited
liability”. Other candidates incorrectly gave ‘location’ as a criterion and still others even gave
the factors influencing the location of a business. The contributions of small enterprises were
given here as responses rather than in part (b).
Part (b) of the question was widely known. However, the majority of the candidates failed to
give proper outlines and thus could not be awarded the maximum 2 marks for each.
Part (c) of the question was fairly well done. However, the weaker candidates clearly did not
know the meaning of the term “cottage industry” and indicated that it was a set of buildings or
small homes, especially on the beach.
Recommendations
Teachers must ensure that students are coached in how to interpret verb cues given in questions,
for example list, outline, discuss and words used in questions like criteria, features,
characteristics, contributions and to be able to differentiate among them.
Students should be encouraged to strive to expand their explanations so as to get full marks.
Teachers should also help students to see that cottage industries must not be taken in the literal
sense of the word and therefore should be properly explained.
Home based aspects of a cottage industry must also be stressed, looking particularly at an
industry where things are made mainly by hands in the home. Students must also know that all
small businesses are not cottage industries, for example, fishing and farming.

Question 3
This question tested the candidates’ understanding of market structures. It was attempted by
approximately 90 per cent of the candidates. While there were some candidates who performed
very well, the majority of candidates scored less than half of the total available mark.
Part (a) of the question required a definition of the term, “market structures”. Not many
candidates obtained full marks. For the most part, candidates failed to give accurate and concise
definitions. In a number of cases, candidates defined “the market”, “marketing strategies” or
described the hierarchy of the firm.
Part (b) of the question was generally well done. Most candidates were able to state two
features each of perfect competition and monopoly. However, some candidates did not
understand these concepts at all. Monopoly was confused with the sole trader by a few
candidates.
Part (c) was poorly answered in most cases. Most candidates were not able to show how the
monopoly supplier of cellular phones could affect the price of cellular phones. Many responses
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demand would then affect the price.
In part (d) of the question, only a few candidates indicated acceptable reasons for the
intervention of government in monopolies. Those who gave acceptable reasons for the
government’s intervention did not go on to discuss the points as required by the question. In a
few instances, candidates concentrated on how the government would intervene rather than why
they would intervene.
In part (e), candidates were generally able to identify the factors which would contribute to the
fall in demand for cellular phones and in most cases the factors were thoroughly discussed. The
weaker candidates, however, demonstrated that they were not familiar with the factors affecting
demand. In some cases, the factors causing a fall in the demand for a particular cell phone
competitor were discussed, instead of the factors which would cause the fall in demand overall.
A few candidates gave factors which would actually result in a rise in demand.
Recommendations
In the classroom, teachers should give attention to the definition of market structure, pointing
out clearly the difference between market structure and the concepts of “the market” and
“marketing”.
It would be useful also to compare market structures as a means of testing whether or not
students really understand the topic. Debates and /or group presentations could be used to
highlight the important points relating to this topic.
When teaching the concept of demand, more drills should be used with graphs emphasizing the
difference between ‘movements along the curve’ versus ‘shifts of the curve.’
Section II – Optional
Profile 1
Candidates were required to answer Question 4 or Question 5.
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the functions of the various functional areas of
a business and the effects that a decision by the marketing department to satisfy an increased
stock order could have on the other departments. It also tested candidates’ understanding of the
benefits of teamwork and the ways in which a Management Information System (MIS) could be
used in the production department. The question was attempted by approximately 57 per cent of
the candidates.
Part (a) of the question was generally well done. A number of the candidates however had
difficulty stating the functions of the personnel department.
Part (b) posed a challenge to most of the candidates. About 50 per cent of them misinterpreted
what was required. They showed the effects on the production and finance departments only,
while a few of them showed the effects on the marketing department.
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There was a small group of candidates who misunderstood the concept ‘team approach’ and saw
it as forming a new company or sponsoring a team (as in a sporting event).
Part (d) posed a challenge to candidates. Most of them gave benefits of a MIS but failed to show
how the system could be used in the production department. The majority of candidates lacked
the command of the technical language appropriate for MIS.
Recommendations
In the classroom teachers should revisit the terms “human resources/personnel” during the
teaching process, they should also give more case studies involving the application or
transferring of knowledge obtained; set projects where ‘teamwork’ is emphasized and the
outcome evaluated with the students. Teachers also need to make use of the ‘practical’ or
‘hands-on’ examples of MIS in the real world when teaching MIS.
They need to assist students in understanding how the MIS can be used by the functional
departments of a company by using simulated exercises, case studies and field trips or even
inviting resource persons from firms to speak on how MIS is used in different departments in
their firms.
Question 5
This question was designed to test candidates’ understanding of the characteristics of a sole
proprietorship, remuneration package and incentives, leadership styles and the needs that are
satisfied through work.
It was attempted by approximately 43 per cent of the candidates.
Part (a) of the question was well done as the majority of the candidates were able to list three
characteristics of the sole proprietor. However, the weaker candidates confused these with the
functions of the entrepreneur, advantages and disadvantages of the sole proprietor, functions and
role of business and the characteristics of a cottage industry.
Candidates seemed to have had problems interpreting the Part (b) (i) and (ii) of the question on
remuneration package and incentives. The majority of the candidates did not know what a
remuneration package was. They took remuneration package to mean packaging of goods in
marketing. However, they seemed to recognize that incentives were used to motivate workers
but failed to follow through by providing the correct examples. The weaker candidates related
incentives to customers and confused remuneration packages with incentives.
Part (c) and (d) were fairly well done as the majority of candidates were able to identify the
leadership styles. However, they merely listed rather than outlined the styles as required by
Part (d).
Part (e) was also fairly well done as candidates correctly listed the examples of physiological
needs but they had tremendous difficulty in identifying higher-order needs and in giving correct
examples.
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Teachers should endeavour to cover areas such as remuneration and motivation thoroughly,
discussing many examples with their students. They should also ensure that the correct
terminologies and synonyms are known by students, for example, “autocratic”, “authoritarian”
and “dictatorial” and the appropriate examples of these concepts discussed. Students must also
be trained to interpret the questions and write answers following verb cues like “state”, “list”,
and “outline”. They should also be able to distinguish between ‘state’ and ‘list’. Links should be
made where possible between the different units so as to allow for transfer of information from
one area to another.
Question 6
This question tested the candidates’ knowledge of how the use of technology, a company’s
corporate image, market research, and being customer focused, can give an entity an absolute
advantage in business, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the business. This question was
attempted by approximately 17 per cent of the candidates.
In Part (a), the majority of the candidates were able to identify, but not explain thoroughly the
practices of a customer oriented company. There was much repetition of the same point and a
constant play on words already given, for example, “customer focused” explained as “focused
on customer”. Some of the candidates were able to completely outline two practices of a
customer focused company.
In Part (b), it was clearly demonstrated by the majority of candidates that there was an
appreciation of the fact that a company’s corporate image had a direct relation to its survival and
success. Some of the candidates, though, were unclear and could not state exactly how a “good”
corporate image impacted on the success of companies.
In Part (c), it was evident that at least 50 per cent of the candidates were not clear about the job
specifications of a sales representative, moreover, how sales representatives could assist the
companies that they work for in gathering information through market research. What little
knowledge was held was not well communicated to the examiners. Where marks were allotted
for identification and explanation, the latter part of the marks could not have been awarded to at
least 80 per cent of the candidates as they failed to develop their points adequately.
Part (d) (i) was well answered as they were able to identify how marketing managers could use
the World Wide Web to enhance business. However, they merely stated their points without
discussing them.
In Part (d) (ii), the candidates’ responses were not limited to services rendered by businesses and
unique to the World Wide Web, but were based on all personal services that were gained from
the Internet and included many services rendered by businesses generally. Only about 5 per cent
of the candidates related their answers to the soft drink industries, and so did not use the
stimulus material provided in the question to assist in the answering of the question.
In Part (d) (iii), approximately 75 per cent of the candidates were not aware of the meaning of
e-commerce. This section was attempted by only 25 per cent of the candidates. It was evident
that those who successfully attempted this section had some ongoing exposure to computers and
the Internet.
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Recommendations
To allow students to give more desired and complete responses teachers are encouraged to coach
students to distinguish among the following terms, outline, state, identify, discuss, suggest and
explain; Use marks allotted to a question as a guide to the desired response. They must also
ensure that students grasp new and key concepts and practise writing responses using terms in
question such as “a consumer”, “e-commerce”, “customer focused” and “marketing research”.
Teachers should also try to award more instructional time to this topic as students generally did
not display familiarity with the topic and were unable to move beyond knowledge to application
and analysis.
Students also need to be familiar with the purpose of stimulus material used in questions and the
role this material plays in guiding them to correct responses.
In their teaching, teachers also need as far as is possible to facilitate curriculum integration
(Information Technology and Principles of Business) in order to allow the students that needed
advantage to effectively respond to such questions.
Question 7
This question was designed to test candidates’ understanding of the factors of production,
human resource development, and migration. The question was attempted by 83 per cent of the
candidates. Most of whom performed satisfactorily, with the majority of them scoring over 10
out of a possible 20 marks.
In Part (a), the majority of candidates were able to identify what a factor of production was,
however, they could not explain the term ‘natural resources as a factor of production’.
Part (b) was generally well done. However about 70 per cent of the candidates failed to
recognize that human resource is synonymous with labour.
Part (c) of the question proved to be quite difficult for the majority of candidates. They
generally misinterpreted the question and responses were given as to why employees failed to
train and develop themselves instead of the failure of employers to provide training for
employees.
Part (d) (i) of the question was poorly done. The majority of candidates could not clearly define
‘labour force’. Some responses indicated that it was “forced labour”; and weaker candidates
also failed to identify unemployed persons available for work as being part of the labour force.
Part (d) (ii) was fairly well done as the majority of candidates were able to clearly outline the
effects of migration on their country.
In Part (d) (iii) candidates were able to give reasons for migration; however they had great
difficulty in explaining the reasons.
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It is clear that teachers need to spend more time discussing labour as a factor of production and
to be mindful to explain terms that are synonymous. Many examples and illustrations should be
used in teaching concepts so that there is no confusion with terms that may appear to be similar
but are different.
It cannot be overemphasized that students should be coached in how to use the jargon of the
business and to incorporate these in their answers to questions. Additionally, they should be
drilled in interpreting verb cues in the questions for example; explain, state, discuss and so on.
Question 8
This question was designed to test candidates’ ability to discuss the effects of population growth
on unemployment; state two types of unemployment and give one possible cause of each type
stated; suggest three possible governmental measures to reduce the types of unemployment
stated; identify three trade agreements associated with the Caribbean; and discuss the
effectiveness on the economic development of the Caribbean of any two of the agreements
identified.
The question was attempted by approximately 54 per cent of the candidates.
Responses to Part (a) were, for the most part, fair. More than half the candidates were able to
indicate how population growth affected unemployment. However, discussions were generally
weak. A popular wrong approach was to discuss the effect of unemployment on population
control.
Candidates performed well on Parts (b) and (c) of the question. About 80 per cent of them were
able to state at least one type of unemployment, with the most popular response being
“seasonal”. In general, candidates had difficulty citing possible causes for the other types of
unemployment identified.
About 25 per cent of the candidates gave at least three of a possible six appropriate suggestions
of ways to reduce unemployment. Only the extremely weak candidates failed to give even one
appropriate suggestion.
Overall, responses to Parts (d) and (e) were poor. The majority of candidates appeared to be
unclear about the concept of a trade agreement. A popular misconception was to list regional
bodies such as the CDB and CAIC. The weaker candidates confused trade agreements with
business documents used in trade, balance of payment, occupational trades, and documents used
in the formation of a business and trade unions. A significant number of the weaker candidates
interpreted trade agreements to be commodities such as sugar, bauxite and oil, or documents
used in trade such as invoices and airway bills.
Responses to this question revealed that candidates did not possess an adequate knowledge base
and lacked understanding of the objectives tested in this question. In spite of this, more than 60
per cent of the responses were relatively lengthy. This fact, coupled with the degree of
popularity, would suggest that candidates relied heavily on their perceived general knowledge in
approaching this question.
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It is recommended that teachers utilise creative approaches such as panel discussions, and
presentations by guest speakers, in the teaching of the objectives covered in this question.
Emphasis should be placed on the difference between trade documents and trade agreements as
well as international institutions like the IMF and OPEC and Caribbean trade agreements. They
should try to incorporate trade agreements at an earlier section of the syllabus. Assistance
should be given to students in developing arguments for discussion type questions. In-depth
knowledge of economic problems facing the Caribbean should be imparted to students and some
time should be spent in discussing the implications and resolutions for these issues.
Question 9
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the functions of the Central Bank compared
with those of the commercial banks. Services offered by commercial banks, the differences
between purchasing shares on the stock market and saving in the commercial banks, as well as
ways in which the Central Bank can intervene in the banking sector to prevent a collapse.
It was attempted by 46 per cent of the candidates who performed creditably.
Part (a) of the question was attempted by 95 per cent of the candidates and was generally well
done as 75 per cent of them scored more than half of the available marks. The better candidates
outlined the authority and control of the Central Bank in relation to issuing the currency,
formulating monetary banking policies and providing guidance to commercial banks. The
weaker candidates failed to define or differentiate between central and commercial banks.
Part (b) was well done as 95 per cent of the candidates scored full marks for listing services
offered by commercial banks.
Part (c) of the question was well done by most candidates, as they were able to explain how
customers benefited from services listed in Part (b). The weaker candidates re-listed the services
in (b) and did not explain, while some candidates simply wrote “same as above”. Some of them
could not show the difference between ‘night safes’ and ‘safety deposit boxes’.
Part (d) was attempted by 90 per cent of the candidates and 50 per cent responded correctly to
the differences between purchasing shares on the stock market and saving in the commercial
banks. The weaker candidates were unable to associate dividends with stock market and interest
with commercial banks.
Part (e) was done by 75 per cent of the candidates while 30 per cent gave satisfactory
explanations of the ways in which the Central Bank can intervene in the banking sector to
prevent a collapse. The weaker candidates gave responses as: the central bank can “take over”
the commercial banks or “sell shares” instead of increasing the minimum reserve ratio, and
increasing the minimum lending rate.
Recommendations
Teachers should allocate more instructional time to Profile 3; Introduction to Economics, and
make greater use of resource persons when teaching certain units in this profile. They could also
incorporate field trips into the delivery of this part of the syllabus so that students could better
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authority and control that the Central Bank has over the commercial banks and the functions of
the Central Bank and commercial banks.
They should also try to incorporate the usage of real documents (share certificates, debenture
certificates) into the lesson to enhance students’ awareness of the functions of stock market and
shareholders. Also a field trip would be a valuable activity (if possible) to the stock market.
Students need more practice sessions which require them to discuss, distinguish, outline and
explain their responses.
Teachers should explain the usage of the safety deposit box and night safe facility provided by
commercial banks.

Paper 03/1
School-Based Assessment
GENERAL COMMENTS
The samples submitted by candidates this year revealed that generally there was an improvement
in the quality of work. Candidates adhered to the general guidelines and requirements of the
CXC syllabus. Most candidates presented projects of acceptable standards with necessary
headings and subtitles. Normal research procedures were followed with the relevant
acknowledgement and bibliography presented. There remain, however, some areas of concern
which should be addressed.
Profile 1 – Organizational Principles
Most candidates identified the form and objectives. Although the relevant diagram was
submitted, many candidates did not make reference to the diagram or identify the structure in the
discussion (e.g. line, functional organisation).
The general discussion of management issues improved tremendously, but some candidates
discussed management functions generally rather than relating them to the business or the
organisation under research. Candidates should be encouraged to acknowledge the sources of
their information and thus avoid plagiarism. The legal aspect of the business was adequately
addressed with most candidates identifying the relevant issues as they pertain to the specific
business. Candidates should be guided to relate the evaluation and recommendation to the
subtopics in the profile.
Profile 2 – Production and Marketing
The submissions for this profile have also improved as most candidates discussed the relevant
issues required. Some candidates gave a general discussion on factors of production but not a
direct discussion for the business concern. Additionally, all the factors of production were not
discussed. Most candidates included linkages in the discussion but not as an opportunity for the
business. Marketing was thoroughly done, with most candidates showing a good understanding
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there was evidence of improvement, in that, the three concepts were discussed. Teachers should
be cognizant of the fact that the three concepts should be presented and discussed in order to
earn the full marks allocated for that component of the project. Here again, evaluation and
recommendation should reflect the subtopics and concepts discussed in the profile.
Profile 3 – Finance and Introduction to Economics
There was evidence of much improvement on this profile. Many candidates included the
necessary subtopics. The identification of capital sources was well addressed, although in some
cases candidates omitted the terms of repayments of loans. Candidates should be reminded that
the source of capital is also linked to the type of business and should be careful when discussing
this concept. Insurance was one of the concepts that was well addressed, but some candidates
failed to relate the discussion to the specific business.
Many candidates did not address the relevant issues of profitability that is; how much, how it is
generated and how it is used. This is an area which lends itself to the use of tables, graphs and
charts, therefore candidates should be encouraged to utilise them in their presentations. The
majority of candidates showed an improvement in their discussion of economic and social
contribution. However, teachers should be reminded that social contribution, which includes
donation and sponsorship, is allotted one mark. Candidates should also discuss how the business
contributed to GNP, GDP and national development.
The mark scheme allotted four marks for the overall communication of information and use of
correct grammar. Teachers are advised to consider the overall SBA presentation when awarding
these marks. Marks should be awarded for correct use of grammar, spelling and punctuation and
accepted language practice. Marks must also be awarded for research procedures and
presentations like table of contents, headings and subheadings, appendices and bibliography.
Information or data in the appendices should be relevant and referred to in the discussion.
Candidates should also pay attention to verb cues under the topic such as list, identify, discuss,
and evaluate.
While candidates may be encouraged to carry out group research, each project presented should
be unique. Candidates are expected to make their presentations with appropriate font size and
colour. Black or dark blue ink should be used. Coloured ink should be used only to highlight and
enhance the presentation.
Teachers are reminded to pay closer attention to the mark scheme and guidelines. SBA samples
presented should be accompanied by the moderation sheet and mark scheme for each project
submitted. All relevant information pertaining to candidates should be presented. Teachers must
pay attention to the length of projects as the revised mark scheme includes a penalty for projects
which exceed the word limit.
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Alternative to the SBA
General Comments
Profile 1
The overall performance on this paper was poor. Synthesis of the information proved
challenging for most candidates as responses reflected lack of knowledge of the content of
Business Management. Concepts were not clearly interpreted as candidates dealt with the case
study as a comprehension passage rather than a case study.
Candidates lacked proficiency in knowledge, comprehension and application of the concepts of
the production and marketing profile. They seemed unable to extract the correct responses even
when they were clearly present in the case. More difficulty was encountered when they were
expected to use the information provided to draw conclusions. They simply wrote the exact
wording or phrase from the case study communicating a lack of practice in answering questions
that related to a case study.
Question 1
Most candidates attempted this question and were able to earn the maximum available mark
even though some candidates confused the terms ‘firm’ and ‘company’. Those candidates
identified the type of firm as a manufacturing enterprise instead of a private joint stock
company. The terms were used interchangeably. Others identified the business entity as a
partnership business mainly because of the number of persons involved in the business, totally
oblivious to the fact that the word ‘limited’ was mentioned at the end of the company’s name
and other related information like directors and shareholders.
Others stated that the business was a public joint stock company because it was stated in the case
study that the firm had sights on obtaining finance through the public issue of shares.
Question 2
Generally, candidates had problems constructing an appropriate organisational chart, yet many
of them were able to obtain the four marks because the levels were illustrated. Other forms of
graphical representations were used in lieu of the organisational chart such as bar graphs, pie
charts, and histograms. Candidates need guidance with regard to constructing the various types
of organisational charts.
Other areas of default were that many of the charts were not labelled accurately and the
placement of the consultant and the secretary showed a lack of understanding of the line and
staff organisational chart.
Question 3
Many candidates identified Corey Link as the Human Resource Director instead of Lambert
Link which communicated clearly that candidates were not clear with regard to the functions of
the Human Resource Department, as functions and positions were confused. On the other hand,
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human resource duties to administration.
Question 4
Ninety-five per cent of the candidates identified a plausible reason for staff motivation. The
common reasons given were that the staff were ‘well paid’ and the staff received local and
overseas training. Apart from those, other forms of motivational strategies were highlighted
which demonstrated an understanding of motivational methods.
Question 5
Rather than document relationships, many candidates wrote about the relationships which
existed between the directors and the staff. Local license, memorandum of association,
partnership deed, and contracts were some of the documents named instead of articles of
association. Those who indicated the partnership deed also stated that the business was a
partnership business. However, in many instances, candidates gave correct responses with regard
to the uses of the articles of association even though the name memorandum of association was
given.
Profile 2
Question 6
Part (a) of the question was generally poorly done by candidates. The majority were unable to
identify the business relationship that existed between CFL and Shorter Ltd. The most common
response was partnership.
Part (b) posed the greatest challenge for candidates. Responses indicated that candidates lacked
the knowledge and understanding for this question and were unable to explain the economic
significance of the statement provided, hence they simply repeated the statement in the question.
Part (c) was satisfactorily done by candidates. Although candidates were able to identify the
disadvantage as a ‘loss’, they were unable to draw conclusions on any other losses such as for a
retail market or overseas market.
Question 7
Part (a) was done satisfactorily as most candidates were able to outline a factor which accounted
for the success of CFL despite competition.
Part (b) was done satisfactorily; however, the majority of candidates failed to identify linkages.
Candidates did not understand the types of linkages. Few candidates were able to identify it as a
backward linkage; however, most were able to identify a benefit that it was likely to receive.
Question 8
This question was poorly done. Most candidates recognized that some form of advertising was
involved but failed to relate it to a form of advertising applicable to the international market.
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referred to the international market.
Question 9
The majority of candidates scored the maximum available mark on this question. However,
candidates did not pay much attention to the direct information that was given in the case study.
It was noted also that candidates could not differentiate between sources of capital and sources
of revenue.
Question 10
This question was poorly done. The majority of candidates did not respond correctly. They had
little knowledge on the topic ‘market structures’. They confused the term with areas such as,
‘organisational structures’ and economic systems. Few candidates answered the second part of
this question correctly, mainly because of their lack of knowledge on ‘market structures’.
Question 11
Generally, this question was well answered. Most candidates, however, did not include in their
response that the firm would change from a private limited company to a public limited
company. In the second part of this question, candidates’ responses only commented on Option
1 which is the public issue would provide the firm with greater source of capital.
Question 12
Candidates did not respond to this question very well. Some candidates defined the terms
‘manufacturers’ and ‘associations’ separately.
Question 13
Generally, candidates did not score well on this question. Their responses were very vague.
Candidates did not pay much attention to the word ‘explain’ when writing their responses. Since
this item was related to Question 12, candidates who did not score highly on Question 12 also
did poorly on this question.
Question 14
Candidates scored reasonably well on this question. Many candidates did not know the meaning
of the word ‘subsidise’. A large number of candidates interpreted ‘subsidy’ as being a
government tax.
Recommendations
Candidates need to have accurate interpretation of questioning terms such as outline, explain,
discuss, state and follow through with a number of examples to reinforce concepts taught.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The January 2008 examination in Principles of Business was the ninth and final examination based on the
syllabus which came on stream in September 1997.
This year the candidates entry was 2 232. The examination consisted of the following papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/2

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
Alternate to SBA (Private Candidates)

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items spanning the three profiles of the syllabus. The performance
of the candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory. The mean mark was 34.71.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 consisted of three compulsory questions (one from each profile) and six optional questions (two
from each profile) from which candidates were required to answer three. The mean mark was 47.67 out
of 100.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to SBA
Paper 03/2, the alternative to the SBA, is an examination offered to private candidates. The performance
of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 19.95 out of 40.

Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of government regulations, as well as the benefits that a sole
trader would enjoy by converting his business to a private limited company.
The question was attempted by approximately 99 per cent of the candidates with the majority of them
doing very well.
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The majority of the candidates were able to identify government regulations that must be satisfied before
starting a restaurant business. Weaker candidates however were not able to identify reasons why government
regulations should be observed.
The majority of the candidates were able to identify benefits accruing to a sole trader by converting his
business to a private limited company. Weaker candidates identified the advantages of a sole trader.
Recommendations
Teacher must explain to students that businesses are not only companies and that not all businesses require
Articles and Memorandum of Association.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of branding and advertising. Ninety-eight per cent of the
candidates attempted this question. Their responses suggest that they were very familiar with the content.
Seventy per cent of them gained the maximum available mark.
Part (a), though attempted by the majority of candidates, proved more challenging as the responses in
some instances lacked depth. Approximately 50 per cent of those candidates were able to gain the
maximum available mark. The remaining 50 per cent could not adequately develop their points.
There was a noticeable trend where the candidates offered different forms of advertising such as persuasive,
informative, for marketing strategies.
Recommendations
Teachers should place more emphasis on the difference between marketing strategies and advertising.
Question 3
Part (a) of this question tested the candidates’ knowledge of savings and investment. The responses given
by the majority of the candidates showed a lack of knowledge of both concepts. The more knowledgeable
candidates were able to identify features of savings.
In defining Investment, candidates focused on the personal reasons for investment instead of business and
government investment.
Part (b) of the question required candidates to discuss factors that can influence savings by consumers of
a country.
About 50 per cent of the candidates were able to satisfactorily answer this question. The weaker candidates
gave responses such as goals and to send children to school. They focused on the desire to save rather
than the factors influencing savings.
Part (c) of the question required candidates to give reasons why local investment is more sustainable, in
solving major economic problems of the Caribbean, than foreign investments. This section was poorly
done by most candidates. Those who did fairly well just focused on the fact that locals did not repatriate
profits.
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contribute to the development of a country. In this section candidates were able to score most of the
available marks.
Recommendations
Teachers should place more emphasis on real investment, that is the purchase or expansion of physical
capital in order to broaden students current concept of investment as being the purchase of shares and
securities in companies.
Students need to be exposed to the effect of local investment via discussions, visiting locally owned firms,
group projects and reading about and listening to business programmes.
Section II – Optional
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of responsibilities of management to customers and to the
society. It also tested candidates’ knowledge of industrial actions and ways in which management can
prevent such actions.
The question was attempted by approximately 38 per cent of the candidates with approximately 85 per
cent of them providing satisfactory responses.
Many candidates were not able to identify the responsibilities of management to society and confused this
with management’s responsibility to customers.
The majority of the candidates were able to identify the reasons which might have caused the workers to
plan industrial action, and to identify industrial action other than strikes.
Recommendations
Teachers need to remind students of the importance of proper numbering of responses to questions.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the characteristics of a good leader and leadership styles.
The question was attempted by approximately 62 per cent of the candidates with approximately 80 per
cent of them providing satisfactory responses.
The majority of the candidates were able to identify the characteristics of a good leader. Some weaker
candidates however, identified the functions of management instead.
Most of the candidates were able to identify the leadership style being practised as described in the
question and were able to outline ways in which that style of leadership affected the organization both
negatively and positively.
In describing other leadership styles, many candidates seem to confuse the laissez-faire style of leadership
with ‘laziness’ and with ineffective leadership.
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Teachers need to provide several examples and scenarios to illustrate the different types of leadership
styles.
Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of production. The question was attempted by 48 per
cent of the candidates. Most of the candidates performed creditably on Parts (a) and (b) which
required them to identify the factors of production and outline the benefits of cottage industry to the
community.
For Parts (c) and (d), the responses were satisfactory. However, some of the weaker candidates
confused levels of production with productive activities and vice versa.
Part (e) was poorly done. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates who attempted this part of the
question misinterpreted it. They focused on the cost of production rather than the type of payments.
Recommendations
Teachers should use the words ‘type of payment’ and ‘method’ interchangeably. They should choose
words with similar meanings to reinforce concepts and also emphasize the difference between type and
level of production.
Question 7
This question tested aspects of production. Approximately 52 per cent of the candidates attempted
this question. The overall performance was good.
Ninety-five per cent of the candidates who attempted this question responded satisfactorily to Part (a)
which required them to state four features of cottage industries and give examples of cottage industries.
In Part (b), 50 per cent of the candidates were able to discuss benefits of linkage industries while the
other 50 per cent merely listed the benefits.
Part (c) required candidates to explain two social implications of capital intensive production. This
section was poorly done. This could possibly be attributed to candidates not knowing the meaning of
‘social implications’. Nonetheless, 50 per cent of the candidates were able to define ‘capital intensive’.
Part (d) was fairly well done by approximately 65 per cent of the candidates. However, about 10 per
cent of the candidates interpreted that question to mean a benefit to the country instead of how the
tourism industry benefitted from the cottage industry.
Recommendations
The subject teacher needs to emphasize the meaning of terminologies such as discuss, explain, state, among
others.
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The question tested candidates’ competency in explaining business terms seen on documents and the
importance of documents for trading purposes. This question was attempted by approximately 30 per
cent of the candidates.
In Part (a), candidates were required to explain three terms. A large percentage of the candidates attempted
this part of the question. The average mark was 2 out of 6. A number of candidates segmented the terms
and put their own definitions to them. For example “Refer to Drawer” was given two definitions “Refer”
and “Drawer”.
In Part (b), candidates were required to discuss the necessity of documentation for business transactions.
The majority of candidates handled this part well. The average mark was 5 out of 6.
In Part (c), most candidates forgot or ignored the word “trade” and applied “insurance” on a personal
basis. They lost valuable marks due to this error.
For Part (d), candidates either misread or did not know the difference between the debit note and the
debit card. The question required candidates to describe a situation in which the debit note is used. A
large percentage of candidates described a situation in which debit cards would be used. Most candidates
gave situations in which the credit note was used and therefore they failed to gain any marks for this part.
The few candidates who offered correct responses did so from an accounting point of view.
Recommendation
In teaching the concept of business documents, teachers should not only explain the use of the documents,
but also the purpose of the information and terms on the documents.
Careful attention should also be paid when teaching about credit and debit notes and their uses. In
addition, teachers should emphasize that the terms debit note and debit card are not synonymous.
Question 9
This question tested the candidate’s knowledge of taxation in general and the types and purposes of
taxation in particular. The question was attempted by about 70 per cent of the candidates.
The overall marks for this question were low. The majority of the scores were below 10 out of 20. Very
few achieved a score over 14.
In Part (a) of the question, candidates were, for the most part, unable to distinguish accurately between
direct and indirect taxes. A number of candidates confused the two concepts. Even where the distinction
was clear, some candidates either failed to give the required examples or their examples were wrong. In
a few instances, only examples were given and no distinction were made between the two types of taxes.
A common mistake was for candidates to give P.A.Y.E. as an example of a direct tax when it is in fact not
a tax at all, but a system of paying income tax. It was evident that some candidates viewed all deductions
from salary as a tax. This is a misconception.
The majority of candidates failed to score on Part (b) of the question. They could not give valid reasons
why governments would prefer to increase direct taxes over indirect taxes. A few candidates resorted to
describing the taxes.
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about indirect taxes and as in Part (b), most candidates failed to give reasons why citizens would prefer
indirect taxes over direct taxes.
In Part (d) of the question, candidates generally failed to give purposes of taxation other than to raise
revenue. Most candidates wrote about government raising revenue for expenditure in named areas.
Recommendations
In teaching taxation, teachers should differentiate clearly between direct and indirect taxes using examples.
They should also discuss the advantages or benefits of the various types of taxation. This will enable
candidates to be able to explain the reasons for the implementation of one type of tax over the other.
Teachers should also emphasize the purposes of taxation and differentiate the revenue purposes from the
non-revenue purposes.

Paper 03/2 – Alternative to the SBA
Profile 1 – Organisation Principles
Question 1
This question required the candidates to state two effects of growth on the business’ organizational structure.
Approximately 70 per cent of the candidates scored at least 1 of the 2 available marks. Approximately 30
per cent of the candidates scored the maximum available mark.
Question 2
This question required candidates to explain what is meant by Management Information System.
Approximately 50 per cent of the candidates were able to score 1 mark, about 10 per cent scored the
maximum available mark. The remaining 40 per cent were not able to explain the concept as a system of
information which aids management in decision making. They explained the benefits of computers and
technology to the business.
Question 3
This question required candidates to outline three ways in which the owner or manager would benefit from
using a Management Information System. About 90 per cent of the candidates were able to identify the
benefits; however their outlines of these benefits to the manager were weak.
Question 4
This question required candidates to justify a leadership style for the business. Approximately 95 per cent
of candidates were able to identify a leadership style and justify their choice. Some candidates associated
Democratic and Charismatic leadership styles with input from customers rather than input from employees.
Recommendations
Teachers should ensure that they distinguish the effect of growth on an organization as opposed to effect of
growth on the structure of the organisation.
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The objectives tested in this profile were knowledge of migration and technologies used in business.
The areas where candidates performed best were Questions 5 and 7. Most candidates were able to gain
the maximum available marks for these sections. Question 8 was satisfactorily answered by most candidates
as they were able to score approximately 50 per cent of the available marks.
Question 6
This question proved to be the area where candidates had the most difficulty. Most candidates seem to
have misinterpreted the question. The majority of candidates wrote about the migration of Mr Ford
instead of the benefits his business would receive as a result of persons migrating. Most candidates scored
less than 50 per cent on this question.
Recommendation
Teachers need to place more emphasis on economic benefits as opposed to general benefits. They also
need to point out to students the features of economic benefits in a monetary sense.
Profile 3 – Finance and Introduction to Economics
The objectives tested were
•
•
•
•
•

Services offered by Commercial Banks and the benefits of such services to businesses
Definition of the term “Standard of Living”
Negative effects of high importation on Caribbean economics.
Effects of inflation on businesses
Identification of indirect taxes

Candidates performed very well on Question 9 that tested their knowledge of services provided by
commercial banks. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates gained full marks in this area. Candidates
also performed very well on Question 14 which required them to identify one indirect tax that the businessman
could pass on to his customers.
Question 12
This question was poorly done by most candidates. They did not focus on the economies; rather they
focused on the possible effects on the merchandise itself, for example spoilage and late arrival of goods.
Recommendations
Teacher should pay more attention to the areas relating to international trade and especially to the effects
of high importation on the national economy, for example, the impact on the balance of trade and eventually
the Balance of Payments.
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-2PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2008 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the twenty-ninth year.
However, this is the first sitting of the revised syllabus.
This year 36 674 candidates registered for the General Proficiency Examinations. The composition of
the examination was as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

-

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative paper to SBA (Private Candidates)
General Proficiency
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory.
The mean mark was 33 out of 60. Approximately 67 per cent of the candidates scored at least fifty
per cent of the total available marks for this paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprised two sections. In Section I, candidates were required to answer three compulsory
questions and in Section II, to respond to two of four questions. The mean mark for Paper 02 was 50
out of 100. One candidate achieved the maximum available mark.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) was offered to school candidates only. Candidates
were required to prepare a business plan on either production, finance or marketing.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 29 out of 40 marks. Two per cent of
the candidates achieved the maximum available mark.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, an external examination was offered to private candidates
only. For this examination, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a given
template and a case.
Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 12 out of 40 marks. No
one achieved the maximum mark on this paper. The highest mark was 30 out of 40 marks.
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Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question was divided into four parts. Part (a) tested candidates‟ knowledge of the functional
departments of a business. Part (b) tested the functions of each department.
Part (c) tested
candidates‟ knowledge of the impact of a given market situation on the departments of a soft drink
firm. Part (d) tested candidates‟ knowledge of the causes of conflict and conflict resolution. The
question was attempted by approximately 90 per cent of the candidates, and was generally well done.
Part (a) of the question was challenging for most candidates. The weaker candidates misinterpreted
the question naming the four departments of a typical business to be the functions of management.
Others did not know what the functional departments of a typical business were as they identified
marketing, sales, promotion and packaging as four separate departments, and accounts and finance as
two separate departments. Some identified the types of business units as well as shareholders,
entrepreneurs, employees, and owners.
In Part (b), those candidates who answered Part (a) well gave appropriate functions of each of the
departments identified. However, some of the weaker candidates omitted giving the functions for all
four departments identified.
Part (c) of the question required candidates to analyse the impact of an increase in demand on the
departments of a soft drink firm. This posed the highest level of difficulty for the weaker candidates.
By their responses it was clear that they did not understand the impact of demand on the activities of
the departments. Some candidates gave the negative impact of demand but did not adequately explain
these impacts. Some of the weaker candidates just indicated that there was a general increase in work
being done, but did not identify the department nor explain specifically how that department would be
affected. An ideal response would be “the Personnel Department would be required to supply the
workforce needed by hiring more workers and providing any necessary training”.
Part (d) of the question was well done. However, some of the weaker candidates seem to have
misinterpreted the question, thereby giving ways in which conflict can occur within the organization.
Some candidates were vague in their responses giving only „one word answers‟ without stating or
explaining the strategy to be used in resolving the conflict. However, the stronger candidates were
able to use real life situations to come up with practical solutions to answer this question. For
example, conflict resolution may include “having face-to-face to talks with the persons involved in
the conflict”.
Recommendations
Students should be encouraged to read their questions carefully so that they can understand what
is required of them. For example, where candidates are required to “outline” using a certain
number of points, they should separate each point to ensure that they give proper explanations of
each in order to be awarded full marks.
Students need to be more knowledgeable about the various departments of the business, and not
confuse them with the function of management or types of business units. To help students to
achieve this, teachers should reinforce the term „departments‟ through the use of organizational
charts and the use of mini projects to teach related concepts.
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techniques used, especially in the use of complete sentences, in order to achieve the maximum
marks.
Question 2
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge and understanding of the levels of production, the stages
or branches of production and cottage industries and linkage industries. It was attempted by 90 per
cent of the candidates.
Part (a) required candidates to identify the levels of production among them. This posed some
difficulty for many candidates as there was a misconception between levels and types of production.
The weaker candidates gave stages or branches of production instead of levels. Of those who were
able to list accurately the two levels of production, very few were able to properly explain the main
difference between them.
Part (b) required candidates to differentiate between primary and secondary production and give
examples of each. This posed little difficulty as most candidates were able to score maximum marks.
However, a small percentage of candidates did not provide examples. A few candidates confused the
examples of primary and secondary production. Others gave the two examples, but did not indicate to
which stage of production they were referring. A few candidates gave examples of services industries
instead of primary and secondary industries.
Part (c) (i) of the question like Part (b) posed little difficulty as the candidates were able to describe
two features of cottage industries. However, Part (c) (ii) proved somewhat challenging as they failed
to respond to the concept of economic development. Responses focused on benefits for the owner of
the cottage industry and not on benefits to the overall economy.
Part (d) tested knowledge of linkage industries and their benefits to the Caribbean economy.
Candidates found this section to be most challenging. Generally, they were unable to show how
linkage industries resulted in economic development. Many merely defined linkage industries and
gave examples of them. Others looked at how countries can assist each other generally rather than
through linkages. A few candidates were able to show how linkage industries can assist in the
development of Caribbean economies. However, most of them did not develop the points fully.
Recommendations
Teachers should assist students in distinguishing clearly between the levels and the stages of
production. This can be achieved with the use of a number of examples.
Teachers should also give some attention to the higher order skills so that their students would be
able to relate cottage and linkage industries to economic development.
Question 3
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge and understanding of consumer behavior, consumerism,
methods of transport and marketing, and distribution channels.
Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The areas that required mere
recall of information were generally well done.
Part (a) required candidates to state three factors that affect consumer behavior. This was well done.
The stronger candidates used their knowledge of the concepts learnt as well as their experiences to
maximize their scores. However, the weaker candidates gave consumer rights as a response and
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influence consumers generally.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify two organizations in their country where consumers
can seek redress for unfair treatment. This part of the question was generally well done. Candidates
gave a wide range of institutions. However, the weaker candidates gave abbreviations of
organizations, which could not be identified, while others named trade unions and cooperatives.
In Part (c), candidates were required to outline two possible distribution channels that can be used to
deliver the baked products to the final consumer. This was poorly done as candidates confused the
distribution channels with modes of transport. The majority tried to outline a channel without starting
with the manufacturer and ending with the consumer while others merely listed units such as the
retailer or the wholesaler as distribution channels. A significant number of candidates confused
channels of distribution with methods of distribution and others did not recognize that the
manufacturer and the supplier are the same.
In Part (d), candidates were required to select an appropriate method of transportation for each of a
number of named products giving one reason for their choice. This part of the question was fairly
well done. Candidates offered responses for both inland and overseas modes of transport. Candidates
were able to list the modes of transport, however, in some cases the reasons stated did not correspond
to the modes of transport identified. The weaker candidates described how each good should be
packaged rather than identify a suitable means of transport.
Recommendations
Teachers should assist students in differentiating among instructional verbs used such as list,
state, identify outline and to use the stimulus material provided in the question. Students should
be encouraged to give full names of organizations rather than abbreviations.
Students need to be more aware of the distribution channels and the different modes and forms of
transport. They must be able to distinguish between them.
Question 4
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge and understanding of reasons for establishing a business,
how businesses contribute to the development of a community, definitions of private and public
sectors and why a government may nationalize an industry. Eighty three per cent of the candidates
attempted this question. Generally the responses were fairly good.
Part (a) of the question was well done. There were a variety of responses given as to why an
individual would set up a business. Candidates were able to use their knowledge of the topic and their
own personal desire to set up a business to their advantage.
Part (b) was also well done. Candidates gave a variety of responses as to how businesses could
contribute to the development of a community. The responses were well thought out and candidates
were awarded appropriate scores for such detailed answers. The weaker candidates did not fully
comprehend this question and therefore did not answer this part of the question well. They failed to
give the three examples required for that part of the question.
In Part (c), candidates were required to define the terms „private sector‟ and „public sector‟.
Candidates‟ responses indicated a clear understanding of what was required in this part. However, the
weaker candidates confused private and public sectors with private and public companies. There
were some candidates who thought that private sector meant „not available to the public‟.
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concept of nationalization or could not apply this knowledge to why governments would nationalize
an entity. A number of candidates confused nationalization with international trade. None the less
forty per cent of the candidates gave appropriate reasons with full explanations.
Recommendations
Teachers need to use many examples in differentiating between concepts such as private sector and
public sector, public companies and public sectors, nationalization and privatization. This could be
reinforced by giving students assignments to identify different organizations in their communities or
case studies of organizations that were nationalized. More class discussion in addition to teacher
delivery would clarify misconceptions and misunderstandings held by students. Students should be
given more research to allow for the building of the connection between the theory taught and real life
situations.
Question 5
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge and understanding of the purpose and elements of a
business plan, the value of collateral and reasons why the bankers request business plans from their
clients. Candidates were also required to identify how unethical business practices impact on the
borrower. Eight per cent of the candidates attempted this question and it was satisfactorily done.
Part (a) was poorly done. The majority of the candidates were unable to fully identify the purpose of
a business plan. Most responses were either quite vague mentioning „proper planning‟, „need for
organization‟ and „to have an idea of business‟, or stated the functions of a business.
In Part (b), the candidates‟ performance was equally poor. The weaker candidates listed the elements
of a business plan but were unable to describe these clearly or listed and explained the functions of
management.
Most responses covered some of the factors of production, source of finance and or elements of
marketing such as market research and the 4Ps. Generally major functional areas were briefly
discussed and technical terms associated with a business plan such as executive summary were rarely
used.
In Part (c), candidates performed reasonably well. Some popular responses included machinery,
deed, land title, car, house and other personal assets.
In Part (d), candidates also performed creditably. However, some candidates deprived themselves of
full marks by putting forward separate answers that were either identical, or too similar or
interrelated.
In Part (e), more than 50 per cent of the candidates were unsure of existing and potential unethical
practices within the banking environment. Common responses included pollution and discrimination.
Very few candidates gave two accurate answers. Where candidates provided unethical practices in
context, they failed to address the impact of such practices on the borrower. Some good responses
were criminal charges which can tarnish the image of the business, termination and withdrawal of
services and facilities offered by the bank.
Recommendations
Teachers should ensure that the business plan is taught in detail and encourage students to give a brief
explanation when they are required to describe a business plan or any concept of the plan. Teachers
may invite Chief Executive Officers of firms to have discussions with students about the construction
and purpose of business plans. Since this area is a major foundation upon which the recently revised
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and connect the theory with the practical.
In the execution of their lessons, it is suggested that teachers encourage students to use the internet
and offer media to inform themselves about the various forms of unethical issues and practices in the
world of business and the possible consequences associated with these practices.
In addition to identifying types of collateral, teachers need to place emphasis on reasons why financial
institutions require collateral from borrowers.
Question 6
This question tested candidates‟ ability to differentiate between the „standard of living‟ and the
„quality of life‟, to distinguish between an increase and a real increase in GDP, to outline factors that
contribute to an improvement in a country‟s standard of living, to describe ways in which GNP can be
measured, and to discuss how an increase in GDP can be present without an improvement in the
standard of living.
Question 6 was attempted by 43 per cent of the candidates. The performance on this question was
unsatisfactory.
Candidates found Part (a) to be very challenging as the majority of them was unable to differentiate
between „standard of living‟ and „quality of life‟. Both concepts were often defined simply as “the
way of life of people”.
In Part (b), candidates were unable to distinguish between an „increase‟ and „a real increase‟ in GDP.
Most of them were not able to focus on the theory „real GDP‟ as against „nominal‟ GDP. Their
responses constituted, generally, repeating what was asked.
Part (c) was generally well done. The stronger candidates were able to outline the factors that
contribute to an improvement in the country‟s standard of living while the weaker candidates merely
listed the factors rather than outline them. Also they were not able to make the connection to an
„improvement in the standard of living‟. Further, while they identified the variables, they failed to
state, whether there was an increase or decrease in the variables in the variables.
Part (d) proved to be challenging for the majority of the candidates. They were generally unable to
identify the ways in which GNP may be measured. The candidates who were able to identify the
ways in which GNP could be measured could not describe these ways.
In Part (e) there was a strong indication that candidates misinterpreted what was being asked. Most
candidates explained how an increase in GDP could improve the standard of living instead of
discussing how an increase in GDP can occur without an improvement in the standard of living.
Recommendations
Teachers should teach national income early in the school year to allow for proper revision. They
need to ensure that students understand the approaches used to measure GDP. Teachers may also
utilize team teaching, the sharing of best practices and the use of relevant articles in business
magazines and newspapers to reinforce concepts. Students should also be exposed to questions at the
application and evaluation levels.
Question 7
This question was designed to test candidates‟ knowledge of the Caribbean Single Market and
Economy (CSME), the advantages of CARICOM, the major economic problems faced by countries of
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and the contribution of these services to economic development.
The question was attempted by 39 per cent of the candidates who gave satisfactory responses.
Part (a) (i) posed the greatest difficulty, as candidates could not adequately explain the term „single
market‟ as it relates to CARICOM. Approximately 40 per cent of the candidates were able to give a
partial explanation with another 30 per cent giving full explanation.
Performance on Part (a) (ii) was much better as the majority of candidates were able to state at least
two aims of the Caribbean Single Market and Economy. Only the very weak candidates failed to
score marks in this section.
The majority of the candidates who performed well on Part (a) (ii) were able to give appropriate
advantages of CARICOM in Part (b). However, the responses were weakened by their failure to
adequately develop the points stated. Candidates often failed to follow instructions as they
consistently „identified‟ rather than „outlined‟ the advantages of CARICOM‟s Single Market and
Economy.
In response to Part (c), about 70 per cent of the candidates identified a major economic problem with
the majority stating a relevant solution. The weaker candidates identified social problems such as
crime and illiteracy as economic problems.
In Part (d), the majority of the candidates were able to identify a social service provided by their
government but only about 20 per cent adequately explained the contribution of these services to
economic development. Weaknesses in responses include confusing social problems with economic
problems. There was also the tendency of candidates to offer acronyms of agencies such as NSWMA,
OJT, and HEART rather than identify the service they provided. Further weaknesses in the responses
were evident when candidates attempted to discuss social effects of the services cited, rather than
explain the contributions to economic development.
Recommendations
Teachers need to:
Use a variety of teaching methods to teach these objectives: for example, group projects, guest
presenters and panel discussions.
Explain the differences in examination instructions such as identify, explain, discuss and analyse.
Teach the concept of CARICOM, economic growth and development, standard of living and
quality of life earlier in the programme. This may be achieved by giving students topics in these
areas to research in groups and have them make class presentations on their findings.
Encourage and provide opportunities for class discussions of these topics so that clear distinctions
of concepts can be exphasized.
Discuss the solutions along with the problems of economic growth and development so that
students will see the connection.
Use the jargon of the subject so students are comfortable with the terms used.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Paper 03/2
Profile 1
The overall performance on this paper was poor. Candidates gave general responses instead of
relating them to the case. They exhibited a lack of knowledge of the requirements of the syllabus.
Candidates quoted sections from the case to complete the business plan.
OPERATIONAL PLAN
Nature and Type of Business
Responses were generally poor. The majority of the candidates were to distinguish between the
nature and the type of business. Most of the candidates inaccurately described the business as a
cottage industry or partnership. Some identified “bammy production” but rarely manufacturing or
secondary production.
Internal Structure of Organisation
The performance was fair. Candidates were able to identify the names of persons in the organization
but unable to put them in the correct level. Most candidates gained only one mark.
Management Functions
Generally, candidates‟ responses were satisfactory, the responses showed some familiarity with the
content. However, there was a noticeable trend where they confused management functions with
responsibilities and functional areas of a business. Also, most candidates listed management
functions but not those specifically related to the business.
Ethical/Legal Issues
This question was poorly done. Candidates were unable to distinguish between ethical and legal
issues and often cited the sequence, “the disaster preparedness management…long shelf life”. They
were unable to identify the necessary documents as they relate to the business; for instance, they
merely used words such as register, license, insurance and pollution.
Executive Summary
This question posed the greatest challenge for candidates. Responses indicated that candidates lack
the knowledge and understanding of what is required in an executive summary. They often identify
the organizational structure instead of a summary.
Recommendations
Teachers need to provide several examples and case studies. Candidates need to be able to
differentiate between the type and nature of a business and the levels of an organizational structure.
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MARKETING PLAN
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Market Research
Candidates failed to distinguish between the two categories and to highlight the value of market
research to the business. From observation, the responses were generic and lack the use of relevant
business terms.
Overall the responses in this area were very poor.
Industry Trend
Candidates did not fully understand what was meant by “industry trend”. As such they were not able
to differentiate between industry trend and what was happening to the particular business. As a result,
candidates quoted, directly from the case, entire sections of the passage.
Overall the responses to this area were very poor.
Size of the Market
Candidates confused the size of the market with the size of individual businesses.
Overall the responses to this area were satisfactory.
Target Market
Candidates‟ responses were satisfactory for this area. They had little or no problem identifying the
target market.
Overall the responses to this area were very good.
Pricing Strategies
Candidates had an idea as to what pricing strategy is but could not fully explain the term. Few
candidates were able to identify at least one pricing strategy by name. The majority of candidates
explained in general terms a scenario to pricing strategy.
Promotional Strategies
This area was fairly well done; however, candidates did not discuss the points fully. The space
provided for the discussion was limited. Thus, candidates listed the promotional strategies. In
addition, candidates confused promotional strategies with promotion on the job.
Distribution Strategies
Candidates‟ responses were confined to distribution channels rather than distribution strategies.
Overall the responses to this area were satisfactory.
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Candidates either defined consumer organizations or stated the names of the organizations.
Overall the responses in this area were poor.
Executive Summary
Overall this area was poorly done by candidates. Responses varied from identifying the executive
members of the business to listing the sub-headings to the marking profile.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Candidates defined terms instead of relating them to the case.
Candidates did not have adequate knowledge of the syllabus.
Candidates quoted entire sections from the case to complete the business plan.
The responses to sections of the plan were not clear.
Candidates were confused as to what tense was to be used to complete the business plan.
Generally, responses were of a very poor quality.
comprehension and application.

They were weak in all areas: knowledge,

Overall candidates scored heavily in the areas of „Promotional strategies‟ and „target market‟.
Recommendations
All stakeholder involved in the Paper 3/2 must be knowledgeable of the syllabus, especially those
persons out of the public school system.
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PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION
JANUARY 2009
GENERAL COMMENTS
The January 2009 examination in Principles of Business was the first examination based on the
revised syllabus which came on stream in September 2006.
This year the candidates’ entry was 2291. The examination consisted of the following papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/2

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
Alternate to SBA (Private Candidates)
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items, 20 on each of the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of the candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory. The mean mark was 33.91 out of 60.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 consisted of three compulsory questions (two from profile one and one from profile two)
and four optional questions (two from profile two and two from profile three) from which
candidates were required to answer two. The mean mark was 51.85 out of 100.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to SBA
Paper 03/2, the alternative to the SBA, is an examination offered to private candidates. The
performance of candidates on this paper was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 12.38 out of 40.
Paper 02 – Essay
SECTION I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of specific functions of management and the
responsibilities of management to employees. It also required candidates to discuss strategies that
employees could use to urge management to pay them higher wages.
This question was attempted by approximately 84 per cent of the candidates. Responses to this
question were generally good, with approximately 60 per cent of the candidates scoring more than
half of the available marks. The mean mark was 12.29 out of 20.
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Part (a) of the question required candidates to explain specific function of management. Candidates
were generally able to explain the functions ‘planning’ and ‘motivating’, but the majority had
problems explaining the functions of ‘organizing’ and ‘coordinating’.
Part (b) of the question was generally well done. The majority of the candidates were able to
outline the responsibilities of management to employees. Weaker candidates, however, simply
identified functions of management. The weakness in this part of the question was in the ‘listing’
instead of ‘discussing’, the responses.
Part (c) was very well done. Candidates were generally able to identify strategies that employees
could use to urge management to pay them higher wages. The weakness in this part of the
question was in the ‘listing’ instead of ‘discussing’, the responses.
Teachers are reminded that students need to pay attention to questions that require them to discuss
their answer rather than to merely list or state their answer.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ understanding of ‘contracts’ – the definition of contracts, the
differences between simple and specialty contracts, as well as ways in which contracts can be
terminated.
The question was attempted by approximately 84 per cent of the candidates. It was fairly well done
by approximately 40 per cent of them. The mean mark was 8.62 out of 20.
Part (a) was very well done as the majority of the candidates were able to define the term ‘contract’.
In Part (b) of the question, candidates were required to identify differences between simple
contracts and specialty contracts and to give an example of each. This was very well done by the
majority of the candidates.
Part (c) was fairly well done as the majority of the candidates were able to state reasons why
contracts could be terminated. However, many candidates merely listed their responses without
providing suitable explanations. Consequently those candidates were not able to score full marks in
this section.
Part (d) of the question was the most poorly done. Candidates were required to explain two rules of
‘offer’; and ‘acceptance’. Unfortunately, this was confused with rules governing contracts. The
majority of the candidates failed to score in this section of the question. The majority of those who
did score did no provide responses that warranted the maximum mark.
Question 3
This question tested the candidates’ ability to explain, giving examples, the different types of
production, to identify service industries within the Caribbean and to outline factors to be
considered in locating a business.
Question 3 was attempted by 82 per cent of the candidates, 56 per cent of whom gave satisfactory
responses. The mean mark was 9.31 out of 20.
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Part a (i) was satisfactorily done. However, the weaker candidates generally gave partially correct
answers and also failed to give adequate examples of extractive industries in the Caribbean. The
examples given for service industries were fairly good.
Part b (i) was poorly done as 45 per cent of the candidates demonstrated that they did not have a
good grasp of the concept. They frequently gave the meaning of capital for capital intensive
industry.
Likewise in b (ii) the meaning of labour was given for labour intensive.
Part (c) was satisfactorily done. The majority of candidates scored, at least 50 per cent of the
available mark but, were unable to give clear statements regarding the justification of suitable
location for a business.
SECTION II – Optional
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ understanding of branding and the benefits of branding products.
The question was attempted by 67 per cent of the candidates, 70 per cent of whom gave satisfactory
responses. The mean mark was 13.23 out of 20.
Parts (d) and (e) of the question were generally well done. Candidates were, however, weak at
answering Part (b) and (c).
Part (b) was challenging for most candidates. They were able generally to outline the benefits of
branding a product. In Part (c), some candidates treated advertising as the only means of
promotion; likewise, production was substituted for product. Packaging and packages were used
frequently as one the four P’s (4 P’s) of marketing.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the functions of the Central Bank and commercial
banks, and the ways in which they differ, as well as the effects of certain fiscal decisions on
individuals and the baking sector as a whole.
It was attempted by 17 per cent of the candidates, 60 per cent of whom gave satisfactory responses.
The mean mark was 9.77 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question was not well done. Candidates were unable to identify the control activities
that Central Banks put in place for commercial banks. They used examples such as ‘Central Banks
as a lender of last resort’ for commercial banks, they were also unaware of the role of the Central
Banks in dealing with commercial banks.
Part (b) (i) was generally, well done by most candidates some of whom did not perform well in part
(a). They were able to identify four services that commercial banks offer to their customers.
In Part (b) (ii) the majority of candidates were able to identify the services, but outlining, the
benefits of the services that were offered by commercial banks created some challenge.
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In Part (c) (i) most candidates were unable to outline the differences between short term capital and
long term capital. Responses such as “government borrowing money from banks in the country”,
for long term capital and for short term capital, “government has to borrow money for public
funds”. They also referred to short term capital as taking a short time to repay and long term
capital “taking a long time to repay”.
In Part (c) (ii) candidates were unable to identify the sources of short term capital and long term
capital. Instead their responses suggested how the funds were used, such as “buy a house, buy cars,
buy land” rather than the sources from which such capital can be obtained.
Question 6
Question 6 was attempted by 58 per cent of the candidates. Approximately 75 per cent of them
gave satisfactory responses. The question was designed to test candidates’ ability to recommend
guidelines that businesses should follow to avoid polluting the environment is not polluted, outline
ways by which governments can protect consumers from unfair business practices, identify ways in
which governments can assist in the development of small businesses, and discuss one economic
impact on a country of an improvement in health care and one economic impact on a country of an
improvement in the transportation system of that country.
Part (a) of the question was fairly well done. However, in a few cases, candidates demonstrated
limited knowledge of what can be done to protect the environment from being polluted. Therefore
they limited their guidelines to proper disposal of waste. They were thus unable to give other
recommendations. Some candidates treated the environment as it was synonymous with the work
place, others indicated how people rather than the environment, can be protected.
Part (b) was not well done. Candidates gave ways in which governments could protect or assist
businesses instead of the consumer as was required by the question.
In Part (c) the majority of candidates were able to outline two ways by which governments assist in
the development of small businesses. A few candidates, however, suggested ways that relate to
larger entities and not to small businesses, such as investing in the business and buying shares in
the business.
Mainly brief and sketchy discussions were given as answers for part (d) of the question. Not many
candidates showed the economic impact of improving health care and improving the transportation
system. The weaker candidates gave ways of improving the systems rather than discussing the
concepts. Some merely stated that improved health care and improved transportation system would
have a great economic impact, but they did not say how it can be achieved.
In teaching these concepts teachers need to explore various methods of protecting the environment
so that students have a large reservoir of methods from which to choose.
Additionally, they should clearly differentiate between ways by which government protect the
consumer and the assistance and protection given to businesses.
It would also be of benefit it teachers encouraged students to develop their analytical skills and be
able to fully discuss area of question that require such discussion.
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Question 7
This question was attempted by approximately 23 per cent of the candidates. Generally it was
poorly answered. The stronger candidates were able to score between 10 and 15 marks, while the
weaker candidates scored 6 marks or less. The mean mark was 5.62 out of 20.
In Part (a) most candidates were unable to distinguish between ‘standard of living’ and ‘quality of
life’. They referred to the standard of living in qualitative rather than quantitative terms. As a
result, approximately 90 per cent of the candidates fail to score any marks in this section.
In Part (b) most candidates were unable to identify the indicators of standard of living, some gave
indicators of quality of life in lieu of the indicators of standard of living.
In Part (c) approximately 50 per cent of the candidates were able to identify the indicators of
quality of life. Many candidates were able to score the maximum mark in this section. Candidates
were able to score at least one mark.
Part (d) was by far the best answered section of the question. In this section the majority of
candidates were able to provide reasons why countries trade. As such they were able to score most
of the marks. Very few candidates were unable to score in this section.
In Part (e) the majority of candidates seem to have been unfamiliar with the terms ‘tariffs’ and
‘devaluation’. Hence, they were unable to effectively evaluate how each factor would address
balance of payments problems. Weaker candidates referred to devaluation as a decline in the value
of goods and services and tariffs as a ban or embargo. In some instances where they knew what the
terms meant, they did not show how they could be used to address the balance of payment deficit.
Teachers are encouraged to spend more time emphasizing the concepts of ‘standard of living’ and
‘quality of life’ and their indicators, pointing out the differences in terms of their quantitative and
qualitative aspects. Students need to familiarize themselves with the other terms that are used and
to refer to import duties, (for example tariffs, and customs duties).
Teachers should also provide opportunities for students to practice answering questions that require
analysis and evaluation.
PAPER 03/2- Alternative to the SBA
Candidates were required to use a given case study to complete a business plan under three main
headings: Operational Plan, Marketing Plan and Financial Plan. The candidates’ performance was
generally unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 12.38 out of a total mark of 40.
OPERATIONAL PLAN
This section tested the candidates’ knowledge and application in five areas:
Nature and Type of Business
Approximately 99 per cent of the candidates attempted this section of the business plan. The
majority of them were able to identify the nature of the business, however approximately 40 per
cent the candidates failed to identify the type of company.
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Internal Structure of the Organization
Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates attempted this question, approximately 40 per cent of
whom accurately indentified the internal structure. The remaining 60 per cent accurately identified
Jake as the CEO, but incorrectly identified Stern and Thorn as shareholders or regular workers in
the company.
Management Function
Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates attempted this section. Of this number, 80 per cent
scored full marks. Most candidates correctly identified two management functions. However,
about 30 per cent of the candidates identified the internal structure of the organization as the
management functions.
Ethical issues
This section tested the candidates’ interpretation of information in the case. Approximately 95 per
cent of the candidates correctly identified as least one ethical issue from the case; pollution being
the most popular response.
MARKETING PLAN
Approximately 98 per cent of the candidates attempted this section in the business plan. The
performance of candidates was generally poor averaging 45 per cent of the marks allocated for this
section.
Marketing Research
This section was, for the most part done well. Some candidates were able to use the information
form the case to complete this section.
Industrial Trend
This section was poorly done. Only about 10 per cent of the responses were satisfactory.
Size of the Market
This section was also poorly done. About 30 per cent of the candidates gave the correct answer.
Target Market
This section was well done. Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates correctly identified the
target market.
Pricing Strategy
The majority of the candidates were unable to calculate the pricing strategy. Most candidates
scored only half the available marks.
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Promotion Strategy
This section was also well done. Candidates were able to identify the relevant strategies from the
information provided in the case.
Distribution Strategy
This section was fairly well done. Most of the candidates were able to secure at least half of the
available mark.
Consumer Organization
This section created the greatest challenge for the candidates. Most of them seemed to have
misunderstood what was required.
Executive Summary
The executive summaries for the Operational and Marketing Plans were unsatisfactorily done. It
was evident that most candidates lacked knowledge of how to write an executive summary.
Financial Plan
This section tested candidates’ knowledge of accounting. It was attempted by approximately 60 per
cent of the candidates. However, it was very poorly done with only about 5 per cent of the
candidates being able to score full marks. It was clear that candidates had little or no knowledge of
accounting principles.
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-2PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The June 2009 examination in Principles of Business (POB) was offered for the thirtieth year. However,
this is the second sitting of the revised syllabus.
This year 36 476 candidates registered for the General Proficiency Examinations. The composition of the
examination was as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

–
–
–
–

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative Paper to SBA (Private Candidates)
General Proficiency
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus.
performance of candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory.

The

The mean mark was 34 out of 60. Approximately 69 per cent of the candidates scored at least fifty per cent
of the total available marks for this paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprised two sections. In Section 1, candidates were required to answer three compulsory
questions and in Section II, to answer two of four questions. The mean mark for Paper 02 was 52 out of
100. One candidate achieved the maximum available mark.
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA) was offered to school candidates only. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on either production, finance or marketing.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 31 out of 40 marks. Thirty per cent of the
candidates achieved the maximum available mark.
Paper 03/2
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, is an external examination offered to private candidates only. For
this examination, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a given template and a case
study.
Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 14 out of 40 marks. No one
achieved the maximum mark on this paper. The highest mark was 37 out of 40 marks.
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Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of business, including types of business and types of economic
systems.
Approximately 99 per cent of the candidates attempted this question and it was generally well done. The
mean was 12 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question required candidates to state reasons for establishing a business. This part of the
question was well done by the majority of candidates, many of whom earned the maximum available marks.
Part (b) required candidates to outline benefits, to residents, of having a business located in a community.
Part (b) was also well done. The majority of candidates earned the maximum available mark. However, a
few candidates outlined benefits to the business, rather than to the community.
In part (c), candidates were required to distinguish between a planned economy and a free market economy.
In this part of the question, candidates deprived themselves of valuable marks by failing to make direct,
related contrast between the economic systems. Some responses indicated that candidates did not analyze
the question correctly, they dealt solely with the planned economy. Generally, candidates‟ performance on
this part of the question indicated limited exposure to the following themes:
I.
II.
III.

Ownership and control
Price mechanism
Initiative and innovation

For example, vague responses such as „consumers have a say,‟ and „consumers have a say in what is
produced,‟ were quite common. Such responses did not take into consideration demand and supply.
The performance on part (d) was fair. Some candidates simply compared features of a partnership with
those of a private limited company, without stating the benefits. Others referred to the ability to sell shares
to the public, referring to public limited companies.
Recommendations
•

The simultaneous teaching of concepts through comparison or linkages with other concepts should
bring increased rewards.

•

Students need increased practice in analysing questions.
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This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of entrepreneurship and ethical and unethical practices in
business.
Approximately 98 per cent of the candidates attempted the question. The performance was generally good.
The mean was 12 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question required candidates to define the term „entrepreneurship‟. This was very well done
by the majority of the candidates. Weaker candidates, however, merely defined it as „the fourth factor of
production‟.
Part (b) required candidates to provide a solution to a problem stated in the question where mechanical
problems had developed in a water bottling factory. This was also done very well by the majority of the
candidates.
Part (c) of the question tested candidates‟ knowledge on the reasons for establishing a business. This part
was extremely well done by the majority of the candidates. Approximately 80 per cent of them scored the
maximum available mark.
In part (d) of the question candidates were required to identify unethical practices in business. There were
few very good responses to this part but the majority of the candidates did not seem to understand the term
„unethical‟, and many candidates answered giving „ethical‟ practices, or, „marketing‟ practices that could be
employed so as not to lose business. Candidates were however better able to identify consequences of
unethical practices on business in part (e) of the question. Weaker candidates were not able to explain such
consequences, and merely listed them.
Recommendations
•

The use of case studies in assessing students greatly assists them in problem-solving. There is
evidence that many students do not have much exposure to this method of assessment, as many of
their responses did not make reference to the case given in the question.

•

Students should be guided in how to respond to questions which require more than just identifying
or „stating‟ their responses. Where questions require some degree of explanation, points need to be
developed if students are to obtain maximum mark.

Question 3
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of market research, sales promotion and consumer behaviour.
Approximately 98 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. Performance was satisfactory. The
mean was 11 out of 20.
In Part (a) of the question, candidates were required to define „market research‟ and outline reasons why
businesses should conduct market research. Generally, candidates did not give suitable definitions for
market research, the definitions were vague in many cases. However, most of them gave reasons for
conducting market research.
In Part (b), candidates were required to state ways by which hotels promote sales during the off-season.
Performance on part (b) was fair.
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a cell phone. Candidates responded very well to this part of the question. Approximately sixty per cent of
them gained the maximum available mark.
Recommendations
•

More attention should be paid to ensuring that students understand key words in questions. Words
such as „explain‟, „state‟ and „outline‟ seem to have been misunderstood.

•

Students should take note of the marks allotted for each part of the question. In instances where
eight marks were awarded to a part of the question, candidates did not elaborate on their responses
sufficiently.

•

Students need to apply concepts taught to real life experiences.
Section II – Optional

Question 4
This question tested the candidates‟ knowledge of production, labour supply and migration. Approximately
eighty per cent of the candidates attempted this question. Performance was generally good. The mean was
12 out of 20.
In part (a) of the question, candidates were required to define „migration‟ and „labour supply‟. The majority
of the candidates scored the maximum mark in this section.
In part (b), candidates were required to identify four factors that affect labour supply. Most candidates
correctly identified the factors, thereby scoring the maximum available mark.
In part (c), candidates were required to outline ways in which migration affect labour supply. This part of
the question was not well done.
The majority of the candidates misread the question focusing instead on the effects of migration on the
country, rather than on the labour supply of the country.
In part (d), candidates were required to differentiate between production and productivity. Candidates were
unable to differentiate between the two concepts since they lacked knowledge of productivity.
Recommendations
•

There is a need to increase the use of real life examples in the classroom. Students should be
encouraged to draw on their own experiences where applicable.

•

Students should be asked to do research on the effects of migration in their country as an
assignment.

•

There is a need to do more practice exercises both oral and written in order to develop answering
techniques, such as looking for key words in the question.
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Question 5
The question tested candidates‟ knowledge of banking and budgeting. Approximately eighteen per cent of
the candidates attempted the question. The mean was 9 out of 20.
In part (a) of the question, candidates were required to define „personal budgeting‟. Candidates were
challenged in providing suitable definitions.
Candidates responded fairly well to part (b) which required them to outline benefits of budgeting. In most
cases, the points were well developed, suggesting that candidates drew on their personal experiences in
answering the question.
In part (c) candidates were required to state advantages and disadvantages of saving at credit unions and
commercial banks. Responses to this part of the question were, for the most part inadequate. The main
weakness was in the failure of candidates to apply the advantages and disadvantages to saving with the two
institutions. Instead, most candidates referenced the institutions in general, there was also the tendency to
focus on the lending role of the institutions.
In part (d) of the question, candidates were required to describe the role of the stock market and to outline
the advantages and disadvantages of investing in the stock market or purchasing a house as a means of
investment. The responses to this part of the question suggest insufficient knowledge of the role of the stock
market. A popular misconception was to relate stock as inventory of goods.
Recommendation
In teaching the objectives in the section of the syllabus, students‟ personal research should be encouraged as
a teaching/learning tool. This may be done by assigning group/individual projects as well as class
presentations.
Question 6
This question tested candidates knowledge of economic growth and development.
Approximately seventy-five per cent of the candidates attempted Question 6. The question was not well
done. The mean was 6 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question required a definition of the term “human resource development.” Most candidates
seemed to have misinterpreted the term “human resource development” to mean either “human resource” or
“human resource department”. Some of them repeated the stem of the question in their responses, and some
did not give any outcome of human resource development.
In Part (b) of the question, candidates were required to outline THREE ways in which human resource
development can affect the economic growth and development of the Caribbean countries. Some candidates
responses were quite adequate, however others merely listed the ways without developing their points.
The stronger candidates were able to link human resource development to improving growth and
development, while others just listed the benefits without making the link. Candidates who answered
part (a) incorrectly followed through in part (b) with their incorrect responses due to the misinterpretation of
part (a). Some candidates gave three points that were repetitive.
In part (c) of the question, candidates were required to discuss the effects of migration and economic
dualism. Most candidates handled migration very well but others listed the causes rather than gave the
effects on Caribbean Countries. Some candidates merely provided a definition of migration.
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confused the concept of “economic dualism” with “dual citizenship, dual parts of a business, two exclusive
countries and two economic systems.”
Part (d) of the question required an outline of three ways in which the Caribbean Development Bank can
assist in reducing the economic problems of Caribbean countries.
Most candidates attempted this part of the question. Those who responded incorrectly considered the
Caribbean Development Bank to be the Central Bank of the Government or even a Commercial Bank that
deals with the general public.
Recommendations
•

Candidates need to be more familiar with the meaning of action words used in the instruction of
questions. For example “discuss, list, outline, describe, define, explain, state and identify.”

•

Candidates also need to be familiar with the various concepts and terms used in the Principles of
Business subject, such as “economic dualism”.

•

Candidates should read the questions carefully before answering, in order to avoid
misinterpretations.

Question 7
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of economic systems in the Caribbean, CARICOM and foreign
direct investment. The question was attempted by approximately twenty per cent of the candidates and their
responses were generally unsatisfactory. The mean was 7 out of 20.
In part (a) candidates were required to state one function of the World Trade Organization and the European
Union. Candidates were barely able to give one function of the World Trade Organization as they seem to
believe that this organization governs trade. The candidates were unable to give a function of the European
Union. They treated it as though it was a trade union.
In part (b) candidates were required to state three benefits of CARICOM. This part of the question was well
done.
Part (c) required candidates to outline two ways in which the development of the manufacturing sector can
assist in reducing economic problems of the Caribbean.
Part (d) required candidates to define „foreign direct investment‟ and to outline two ways in which foreign
direct investment can contribute to the economic growth of a country. Only a small percentage of
candidates gave suitable definitions of „foreign direct investment‟. The majority of candidates treated it as
an organization. Candidates also failed to make the connection between „foreign direct investment‟ and
economic growth.
Recommendation
•

Regional and Global Business Environment should be taught much earlier in the fifth form year.

•

Team teaching could be a useful mechanism for ensuring coverage of this section early in the term.
The use of portfolios, group discussions, role playing and student research could also increase
interest and understanding.
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General economics texts, business magazines and business newspapers in the classroom could be
used to encourage awareness of the regional and international business environment.

•

There is a need to ensure that students understand the verb cues in the questions such as: as define,
state and outline.
School-Based Assessment
GENERAL COMMENTS
Paper 03/1

There was overall improvement in the SBAs submitted this year and most students followed the
requirements of the new syllabus. However, there was a heavy bias towards production in the profiles that
were chosen by the candidates. Teachers should encourage students to select the profile which is most
suitable to the nature of their business.
Most schools complied with the sample size requirements as well as the requirements for the word limit of
the SBAs. There was nevertheless irrelevant additions to some SBAs in terms of things like the method of
data collection, recommendations and the abstract as some candidates mixed the old SBA guidelines with
those of the requirements of the new one. Some candidates still did an investigation of a business rather
than establishing the business.
There was too much direct information (plagiarism) taken from textbooks and some candidates wrote the
SBA in the present tense rather than the future tense.
The title page should indicate the profile (Production, Marketing or Finance) that the candidate has chosen
for his/her SBA report and candidates should be encouraged to use a standard format for producing the
reports (font size: 12, font style: Times New Roman).
Teachers need to be more objective in the marking of candidates‟ SBAs and in centres where there is more
than one teacher, every effort should be made to standardize the marking process.
PROFILE: PRODUCTION, MARKETING AND FINANCE
The following observations were made under the respective subtopics.
Description of business
This section was fairly well done, however candidates need to identify the form of business correctly, for
example Sole Trader, Partnership. Private Ltd Company. Candidates need to avoid giving slogans for
mission statements. The mission statement should incorporate the objectives of the business.
Use of technology
Most candidates were able to identify the various types of technology utilized in the business. However,
many candidates failed to identify the correct type of technology as it relates to the nature of the business.
Often, the benefits of the technology identified were not given.
Government regulations
The regulation was often identified correctly but candidates failed to give an explanation of the impact on
the business.
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Ethical issues
Most candidates‟ responses were limited to the environment as the main ethical issue that impacted the
business, while there were other suitable or more relevant issues which related to the nature of the business.
Communication of information in a logical way using correct grammar
There were too many grammatical and spelling mistakes.
preparation of the report.

Teachers need to guide candidates in the

As part of the research process candidates should be encouraged to write the acceptable format of a
bibliography. Table of Contents should contain numbers and not headings only.
Specific Comments
The following major issues were observed in relation to Production, Marketing and Finance.
PRODUCTION
Justification of location
Overall this criterion was well done by most candidates.
Selection of appropriate labour
This section was fairly well done, however, many candidates neglected to give reasons for the choice of
labour.
Sources of fixed and working capital
Most candidates were able to state examples of fixed and working capital, however, they failed to identify
the sources. In cases where a source was identified it was mostly for fixed capital and not for working
capital.
Role of the entrepreneur
Although information was given, candidates were not able to relate the functions of the entrepreneur to the
nature of the business.
Type of production
The majority of candidates were able to identify the type of production relating to the business but in a few
cases it was given in isolation to the business.
Level of production
Some candidates were not able to differentiate between the level and type of production, often times the
explanation did not match the level that was identified.
Quality control measures
Candidates should note that quality control measures should relate specifically to the business. Overall this
criterion was not well done.
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Linkages
Some candidates failed to correctly differentiate between backward and forward linkages. In addition the
benefits of the linkages to the business were omitted.
Potential for growth
Most of the candidates did not differentiate between internal and external growth. When this was done
correctly, either one or the other was omitted.
MARKETING
Organization of marketing department
The majority of candidates failed to correctly identify and describe the organizational structure of the
marketing department. In addition, the roles and functions of personnel in the department were not dealt
with adequately.
Market research
This section was poorly done in general. Any three of the topics given could have been discussed in detail.
However, the discussion need be related to the business, for example, the competitors of the business and/or
the substitutes that exist for the product.
Product or service
This section could have been enhanced by candidates‟ illustration of the brand or package used by the
business.
Pricing strategy
Most candidates identified but were unable to illustrate and justify the pricing strategy that their business
would use.
Place (Distribution channels)
Some candidates adequately described the distribution channel nevertheless little attention was given to
describing the limitations of the distribution channel or to identifying suitable alternatives.
Promotion mix
This was generally well done by the majority of the candidates.
Customer complaints
This section was done satisfactorily although most candidates were unable to give an illustration by way of
an example specific to their business.

- 11 FINANCE
Purpose for which finance is needed
This criterion was generally well addressed by the majority of candidates.
Organizational chart
Most candidates adequately addressed this criterion. Some candidates however did not show the
relationships between the personnel as outlined on the chart.
Cost of producing goods
While most candidates were able to identify the cost of producing goods, few were able to adequately
distinguish between prime and overhead costs as they related to the business. In addition, few candidates
were able to identify the reasons for having different types of expenses.
Capital goods
This criterion was generally well done.
Sources of finance
For the most part candidates accurately identified the source of finance.
Collateral
Most candidates were able to discuss the importance of collateral to the business.
Capital instruments
The majority of candidates were not able to describe the capital instruments in terms of equity and debt.
Implications of capital mix
The majority of candidates did not seem to grasp the concept of capital mix as it relates to financing a
business and thus this section was generally not well done. Teachers should therefore ensure that this topic
is emphasized / researched.
Projected performance
This criterion was handled well by all candidates. Most candidates were able to produce projected income
statements and balance sheets.

Paper 03/2
The overall performance was satisfactory. Candidates were familiar with the objectives tested, however,
they failed to interpret the specific requirements of the questions. Candidates quoted sections from the case
study to complete their business plan. Some exhibited a lack of knowledge of the requirements of the
syllabus.

- 12 Operational Plan
Goals of Association
Approximately ninety-eight per cent of the candidates scored the maximum mark. The correct response was
quoted from the case study.
Type of Business
The performance in this section was unsatisfactory. Most of the candidates erroneously stated Private Ltd.
and Public Ltd. rather than a non-profit organization.
Structure of Organization
About forty-five per cent of the candidates scored the maximum mark. Some candidates described the
organization chart rather than draw the organization chart depicting the various levels.
Management Functions
About ninety per cent of the candidates scored the maximum mark. Some, however, limited their responses
to the case study rather than listing the various functions of management. Some candidates confused the
functions of management with the structure of the organization.
Executive Summary
Generally, candidates failed to score the maximum mark. They seemed not to have understood what was
required of them. They wrote about the association‟s goals rather than drew inferences from the extract.
Marketing Plan
Typed of Services Provided
This area was satisfactorily done. However, the majority of responses were taken verbatim from the case.
Size of Market
Some candidates gave specific numbers communicating a good understanding of the question. However, the
majority of the responses were identified as small, medium and large.
Target Market
The responses were generally good.
information relating to the market size.

However, a large number of candidates presented additional

Promotional Activities for Membership Products
The responses contained information which was taken verbatim from the case.
Marketing Activities for Agency Services
This area was confused with promotional activities for membership products, hence the responses were
poor.

- 13 Many candidates misunderstood this question repeating the responses given for promotional activities.
In the area of promotional activities and marketing activities there was confusion in both areas as the
answers were duplicated.
Benefit of developing a logo
Responses suggested that it was the logo that makes a business successful and not what it represents.
Executive Summary
This area was poorly done by most candidates. In a few cases, the responses were lengthy and highlighted
the organizational structure of the business.
Many candidates did not provide a response to this section.

Financial Plan
(a) Income Statement
This question required candidates to complete an Income Statement and Balance Sheet using the information
from the case study. The question was attempted by the majority of candidates and most of them gave
satisfactory responses.
The majority of candidates were able to calculate the membership fees, however, some just wrote $500
instead of multiplying it by 250 members to arrive at the answer.
Similarly, for the government grant, candidates inserted $100 as was given in the case study and did not
calculate the total for all members. This part of the question proved to be the area where candidates had the
most challenge. Candidates lacked the skill to calculate the government grant from the information provided
in the financial statement by working it backwards.
A vast majority of candidates did not realize that the total expenses was simply the sum of the expenses
identified in the case study. As a result, many candidates did not gain any marks. Consequently, because of
the candidates‟ lack of accounting knowledge they were unable to calculate the profit and loss which merely
was subtracting the expenses from the total income.
(b) Balance Sheet
This part of the question required candidates to calculate the additional membership fees.
Most of the candidates gave satisfactory responses. However, candidates did not understand the relationship
between assets, liabilities and capital. Even when candidates accurately calculated the total assets they
failed to correctly calculate the capital though the liabilities figure was given.
The candidates‟ responses were satisfactory; however, the majority of candidates did not show working.
The major weakness in the responses was candidates‟ inability to calculate the additional membership fees.
Many candidates calculated total membership fees. Simple mathematical calculations proved problematic
for candidates.

- 14 Recommendations
Teachers need to pay more attention to this section of the syllabus; thus, reinforcing concepts taught since
candidates seem to lack a thorough understanding of this section.
Teachers should encourage students to examine questions carefully to determine what is required of them.
General Comments
1.

Candidates did not exhibit adequate knowledge of the syllabus.

2.

Candidates quoted entire sections from the case to complete the business plan.

3.

Generally the responses were of a very poor quality. They were weak in most areas of knowledge,
comprehension and application.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The January 2010 examination in Principles of Business was based on the revised syllabus which
came on stream in September 2006. The examination consisted of the following papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/2

Multiple Choice
Essay
Alternative to School Based Assessment (SBA)

This year the candidate entry was 6013 compared with 2219 in 2009. This represented an increase of
162 per cent.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items, 20 on each of the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of the candidates on Paper 01 was satisfactory. The mean mark was 32.08 out of 60,
which was slightly below the 33.91 realized in 2009.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 consisted of three compulsory questions (two from profile one and one from profile two) and
four optional questions (two from profile two and two from profile three) from which candidates were
required to answer two. The mean mark of 40.35 out of 100, represented a considerable reduction
from the 51.85 realized in 2009.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to SBA
Paper 03/2, the alternative to the SBA, is an examination offered to private candidates. The
performance of candidates on this paper was unsatisfactory. However, the mean mark of 13.76 out of
40 was an improvement on the 12.38 realized in 2009. Quite clearly the mean scores on the papers
were generally affected by the considerable increase in the candidate entry.
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question was taken from Section 1 of the syllabus and was structured in three parts: Part (a)
assessed whether the candidates understood the term „barter‟ and the problems associated with
bartering. It also asked candidates to explain how the use of money could overcome these problems.
Part (b) required that candidates compare the private and the public sector in terms of: ownership and
control; objective or motive and source of capital. Part (c) asked that students outline ways in which a
free market economy differed from a planned or a command economy.
This question was attempted by approximately 100 per cent of the candidates, and approximately 70
per cent of them scored above 9 marks out of a possible 20 marks.
In Part (a) (i), the majority of the candidates were able to define the term „barter‟ as well as identify
problems associated with it. However, the weaker candidates had difficulty explaining how the use of
money could overcome the problems associated with barter.
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The performance of candidates in Part (b) was poor as the majority equated the private sector with
private limited companies and the public sector with public limited companies. In some instances,
candidates chose to define the term „objective‟ instead of giving an objective of both the private and
the public sectors.
The stronger candidates were able to answer Part (c) of the question correctly. However, the weaker
candidates made the same error of comparing private and public companies instead of free market and
planned economies. Approximately 30 per cent of the candidates failed to identify two differences
between planned and command economies, and simply stated unrelated characteristics of these
economies.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to
assist students in defining concepts by highlighting their distinguishing feature
use a number of examples to show students the differences between the „public sector‟ and
the „private sector‟ and how these differ from private and public companies
assist students to demonstrate that they understand concepts by giving correct examples of
these.
Question 2
This question was designed from Section 1 of the syllabus. Candidates were tested on the importance
of both the marketing and finance departments to the business, the reasons why an individual would
want to go into business, what is involved in short and long-term planning and also the advantages of
a private limited company. Only 40 per cent were able to secure satisfactory marks for their
responses.
Part (a) of the question was fairly well done. The weaker candidates were unable to differentiate
between „market‟ and „marketing‟. The functions of the finance department were generally well
understood.
Part (b) was answered accurately by the majority of candidates in that they were able to score full
marks. However, a minority interpreted the question as a Social Studies question incorporating
Maslow‟s hierarchy of needs as their response.
Part (c) was generally not well done. The majority of candidates were not clear about the period of
time involved in the two types of planning. Hence their response tended to trivialize the question and
so their interpretation was personal in nature involving their day-to- day lives with respect to
planning.
Part (d) was also poorly done by the majority of candidates. A minority was able to give one correct
advantage. The candidates interpreted advantage of the private limited company as characteristics and
so their responses reflected this confusion.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to use more case studies to teach concepts so that students can get real
examples to which they can apply real solutions. Role play would also be a good way to get students
to learn important concepts by simulating real business situations.
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Question 3
This question was designed from Section 5 of the syllabus and sought to identify (a) factors necessary
for locating a business; (b) advantages of operating a small business; (c) disadvantages of business
expansion; (d) forms of technology that are essential to a business; and (e) the benefits of technology.
Candidates performed very well since approximately 60 per cent of them were able to score between
12 and 20 marks. Parts (a), (d) and (e) were generally well known since candidates were able to score
the most marks in these three sections.
Parts (b) and (c) presented some difficulty to candidates since many of them believed that the sole
trader and small business entrepreneur are one and the same.
Recommendations
Teachers must make a clear distinction between a sole trader and the small firm, since a small firm
could also be a company. Therefore they should use many examples existing in their country to make
the point so students can clearly distinguish these concepts.
Question 4
This question was taken from Section 7 of the syllabus and required candidates to identify (a) sources
of income for individuals as well as businesses, (b) services provided by commercial banks. Part (c)
also required candidates to outline the characteristics of credit unions while in Part (d) they were
required to define the term „budgeting‟ as well as state the purposes of budgeting.
The majority of candidates performed below average as the majority of them scored approximately 9
out of a possible 20 marks. Parts (a), (b) and (d) were fairly well done, in particular Part (b). The
majority of candidates were able to identify the sources of income for individuals and businesses;
describe services offered by commercial banks as well as define „budgeting‟, and state the purposes of
budgeting. However, the majority were not able to outline the characteristics of credit unions.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to place the same emphasis on teaching students about other financial
institutions such as credit unions as they do on teaching about commercial banks and the central bank.
Question 5
This question came from Section 5 of the syllabus. Candidates were required to:
(a) Define the terms „human resources‟ and „productivity‟.
(b) Describe the following levels of production: subsistence, domestic and surplus as they relate
to levels of production.
(c) State ways in which efficiency of labour can be improved.
(d) Discuss factors that impact negatively on the productivity of workers.
The general performance on this question was fair.
In Part (a), the majority of the candidates misinterpreted the term „human resources‟ and defined it as
the „human resources department‟ and „productivity‟ as „production‟.
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In Part (b), the majority of the candidates were able to distinguish between the different levels of
production. However, the weaker candidates stated the types of production (primary, secondary and
tertiary) rather than the levels of production.
Part (c) of the question was fairly well done as the majority of candidates were able to state ways in
which the efficiency of labour can be improved.
The majority of the candidates failed to discuss factors which impact negatively on the productivity of
workers. Candidates gave brief responses to this question and avoided discussing genuine factors that
could cause workers not to perform efficiently.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to use more case studies to teach concepts so that students can get real
examples to which they can apply real solutions. Role play could also be used to get students to
cement important concepts by simulating real business situations.
Question 6
This question was taken from Section 9 of the syllabus. It consisted of three parts and candidates
were asked to:
(a) Define the term „standard of living‟ and identify indicators of standard of living.
(b) Distinguish between „economic growth‟ and „economic development‟.
(c) Define the term „balance of payments‟ and measures that a country may adopt to address its
balance of payments problem.
This was a popular question as approximately 75 per cent of the candidates who sat the examination
attempted it. Twelve per cent of the group scored between 9 and 15 out of a possible 20 marks; the
other 88 per cent scored between 0 and 8 marks.
In Part (a), most candidates wrongly defined the term „standard of living‟ as the way people live as
opposed to the quality and quantity of goods and services. However, most candidates were able to
accurately identify the two (2) indicators of standard of living.
Part (b) of the question presented the highest level of difficulty for candidates, and responses showed
a lack of analytical skills. Approximately 30 per cent of the candidates were able to accurately
differentiate economic growth as quantitative increases as opposed to economic development as
qualitative. About 40 per cent of the candidates confused economic growth with population growth,
for example, a typical response was „growth in the number of babies‟. The weaker candidates also
wrongly spoke of social growth and included points such as a decreasing crime rate and migration.
The majority of candidates gave one instead of two examples to show the differences between
economic growth and economic development.
In Part (c), the majority of the candidates who attempted this question confused the term “payments”
with balancing creditors in the private sector and individual retailers. Most candidates did not
comprehensively discuss the two measures that a country may adopt to address its balance of
payments problem. Rather some of them misinterpreted it to mean the payment plan or balance parcel
of individuals as opposed to the balance of payments of a country. Those who responded scored at
least 2 marks out of the 6 marks awarded.
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Recommendations
Teachers should ensure that:
Students be assisted in understanding the meaning of instructional words such as „define‟,
„identify‟, „distinguish‟ and „discuss‟.
Students become more familiar with the various concepts and terms used in the principles of
business subject, such as „standard of living‟ as it relates to economic growth and
development, and „balance of payments‟.
More emphasis be placed on the economic component of the syllabus.
Question 7
This optional question came from Section 10 of the syllabus and required candidates to:
(a) Define the term „foreign direct investment‟ (FDI).
(b) Outline factors that discourage foreign investment from coming to the Caribbean.
(c) State the ways FDI may be attracted to the Caribbean.
(d) Discuss ways in which Caribbean countries benefit from foreign investments.
This question was not popular as less than 20 per cent of the candidates attempted it. It was poorly
done and from the responses of the majority of the candidates, it seemed as if they did not complete
this section of the syllabus in the classroom.
Part (a) of the question was very poorly done as a minority was able to define „foreign direct
investment‟. An acceptable response demonstrated knowledge of overseas firms setting up businesses
in another country.
In Part (b), the stronger candidates were able to satisfactorily outline factors that discouraged foreign
investment from coming to the Caribbean. Acceptable responses should have included the following
points:
Government policies on the repatriation of profits
The tax structure
Prevalence of crime and violence
Organized labour movements
Poor infrastructure (transportation, communication, public utilities)
Excessive government restrictions (regulation of the private sector)
Attitude of workers
Part (c) also posed a great deal of difficulty for candidates as they advanced no real reasons why
investors would be attracted to the Caribbean. Acceptable responses should have included the
following points:
Tax holidays/tax incentives
Low cost energy
Political and environmental stability
Provision of infrastructure by government/industrial estates
Reduction of crime and violence which could lead to stability in the economy
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Even though candidates lacked detailed knowledge of FDI, they were able to offer some acceptable
responses and earned marks in Part (d). Possible responses included were:
Employment opportunities
Utilization of raw materials, creating linkages and expansion of local production
Profits/royalties entering local banking system and filtering down into the economy
Development of local resources through training and transfer of technology, thus building
human capital
Recommendations
While this topic is located in the last section of the syllabus, teachers must make a deliberate effort to
teach them earlier in the year. During the planning process, teachers should try to incorporate some of
these topics earlier so that students can see their relevance. These topics can also be reinforced later
down when they naturally come to them.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to SBA
Candidates were expected to complete the template, based on the stimulus material given in the
various sections of the question paper. This paper was attempted by approximately 99 per cent of the
candidates.
Profile 1 – Operational Plan
Nature and Type of Business
The majority of the candidates failed to identify both the nature and type of business. Approximately
85 per cent identified the nature of the business, that is, what the business was engaged in, but only a
small minority was able to identify the type of business itself. Incorrect responses ranged from public
limited company to sole trader.
Internal Structure or Organization
The majority of candidates was able to outline the structure of the organization. The stronger
candidates were able to draw an organizational chart while the weaker ones listed the fixed assets of
the business. In some cases, the candidates copied information verbatim from the case.
Management Functions
The majority of candidates failed to get the optimal 2 marks for this part of the case. The weaker
candidates failed to describe these functions but opted to quote the role of the managing director
directly from the stimulus material in the case.
Ethical Issues
The majority of the candidates demonstrated a lack of knowledge of ethical issues and therefore was
not able to identify the ethical issues surrounding the case.
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Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
Market Research
The majority of candidates was unable to score full marks, neglecting to mention market research
tools or discuss how data was collected.
Industry Trend
The majority of candidates failed to identify industry trends. The stronger candidates quoted the
projection „enrolment will grow by 100 students each year for the next 10 years‟. A less common but
accurate response was „one-on-one tuition‟.
Size of Market
The majority of candidates had an idea of the market size.
Target Market
The majority of candidates scored full marks in this section of the case.
Pricing Strategies
The majority of candidates was unable to gain full marks. However, an array of pricing strategies was
presented by candidates who scored in this area.
Promotion Strategies
This section was well done.
Distribution Strategies
This section was unsatisfactorily done. Most of the candidates seemed to have misunderstood what
was required in this section.
Executive Summary
This section of the case created the greatest challenge for the candidates as the majority of them
lacked knowledge of how to write an executive summary.
Profile 3 – Financial Plan
This section of the paper was not very well done as the majority of the candidates were unsure of what
was required under the various headings. The main areas that candidates found problematic were
ethical issues and the executive summary. The weaker candidates gave definitions of these areas
instead of explaining the case in terms of these issues.
A minority of the candidates wrote about a school-based assessment they had previously done and
therefore did not use the case study in their responses. Generally candidates did not demonstrate a
clear understanding of the concepts in this profile of the case.
Recommendations
Teachers need to teach students what is involved in a business plan and to give students adequate
practice to sufficiently prepare them for this paper.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 31st time in June 2010.
This year, 38,106 candidates registered for the General Proficiency examination. The composition of the
examination was as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/1
Paper 03/2

-

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus.
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory.

The

The mean mark was 35.74 out of 60. The means were 34.5 and 33.71 for 2009 and 2008 respectively.
Approximately 81 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for
this paper.
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 02 comprised two sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions in Section II. The mean mark for this paper was 48.05 out of
100. The means were 52.09 and 49.72 for 2009 and 2008 respectively. The highest mark on this paper was
96. This was achieved by four candidates.
Paper 03/1 – School-Based Assessment
Paper 03/1, the School Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 31.34 out of 40. Eight per cent of the
candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this paper.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Paper 03/2, the Alternative to the SBA, an external examination, was offered to private candidates. For this
examination, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a given template and a case.
Performance on this paper continues to improve. The mean mark was 15.52 out of 40 compared with 13.90
in 2009 and 11.48 in 2008. No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper, however, the highest mark
was 37 out of 40.
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Paper 02 – Essay

Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of a business plan. Approximately 93 per cent of the candidates
attempted this question. It was less than satisfactorily done. The mean mark was 9.27 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question required candidates to define the term „business plan‟. The majority of candidates
were able to gain one of the two marks by stating key words such as „road map‟, „blueprint‟ and „outline‟.
In attempting to define the term „business plan‟, some candidates stated the elements of a business plan
rather than defined the term.
In Part (b), candidates were required to describe four elements of a business plan, namely business
identification, product or service description, market strategy and organization or management. The
following is a breakdown of how candidates performed in providing the descriptions.
Business Identification – The majority of candidates gave good responses.
Product or service description – Overall, this description was adequately addressed. However, there
were some instances where the word „description‟ was ignored and a definition for product given as a
response.
Market strategy – Some candidates scored the maximum available mark because they were able to
identify the elements such as „promotion‟ and „advertising‟. Others were unable to differentiate
between market research and market strategy.
Organization or management – Those candidates who performed well on this section illustrated their
responses by drawing organizational charts. In their descriptions they used terms such as „span of
control,‟ and „chain of command‟ and commented on duties, roles, functions, delegation of duties and
number of persons employed. The weaker responses consisted of mere definitions of both terms or
lists of the functions of management.
For Part (c), candidates were required to identify four elements which the executive summary should
contain. Most candidates were able to incorporate aspects of the business plan in the executive summary.
In Part (d), candidates were required to state three reasons why a business plan is necessary. Popular
responses to this section identified the business plan as a tool for attracting investors and acquiring funding
from financial institutions for business ventures. The weaker responses consisted merely of a repeat of the
definition of a business plan.
Recommendation
Teachers should place more emphasis on the step by step development of a business plan and seek to acquire
actual samples of business plans and to utilize these in the teaching of this topic.
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This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of contracts. It was attempted by approximately 94 per cent of
the candidates writing the examination. Performance was satisfactory. The mean was 10.50 out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to state the difference between a simple contract and a „mere agreement‟.
Approximately 35 per cent of candidates scored the maximum available mark on this part of the question.
The majority of those who did not score the maximum mark simply gave definitions of a simple contract,
including stating some of its elements, but had difficulty distinguishing it from an agreement. A significant
number of candidates described the „mere agreement‟ as simply being the opposite of the simple contract.
In Part (b), candidates were required to list four characteristics of a valid contract. Approximately 45 per
cent of the candidates were able to list at least three characteristics of a simple contract. About 40 per cent
were able to identify two characteristics and the remainder demonstrated that they were either unaware of
the characteristics of a valid contract or just were not sure what was meant by the term „characteristics‟.
In Part (c), candidates were required to use the information provided in a case to
(i)

state their understanding of the justification for the existence of a valid contract

(ii)

state whether there had been a breach of contract and

(iii)

identify two remedies that a court can award for breach of contract.

Approximately 75 per cent of the candidates were able to justify why the arrangement was indeed a valid
contract. The remaining 25 per cent stated that the contract had either been breached or was not valid.
At least 80 per cent of the candidates stated that there was a breach of contract. However, most of them were
unable to satisfactorily support their position with precise information from the case. They simply
regurgitated facts from the case which, when read carefully, seemed to suggest that they did not understand
the concept of „breach‟.
This part of the question seemed to have presented some challenges for most candidates. The majority of
them seemed familiar with only one remedy, that of suing for damages. However, not only did candidates
fail to use the legal terminology, but their responses suggested a lack of clarity as to whether it was the
courts or the aggrieved party that should be compensated.
Part (d) required candidates to outline two ways, other than breach, by which a contract can be terminated or
discharged.
The poor performance of candidates on this part of the question may have resulted from their failure to
carefully read and interpret the requirement of the question. Approximately 30 per cent of the responses
included breach of contract as a means of discharging a contract when the question specifically asked for
methods other than breach. Further, many candidates merely listed ways of terminating a contract and failed
to develop their responses as was required.
Recommendations
In order to allow students to give more appropriate and complete responses, teachers should make a
concerted effort to
guide students to distinguish among state, explain, list, identify, outline, discuss.
utilize case analysis in the teaching of this topic so to assist students in developing skills of
application, analysis and evaluation.
use resource personnel to clarify certain terns used in contract law.
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This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of small businesses. It was attempted by approximately 93 per
cent of the candidates sitting the examination. Generally, candidates performed well on this question with
over 65 per cent of them achieving satisfactory scores. The mean mark was 9.70 out of 20.
In Part (a) of the question, candidates were required to state two advantages of small businesses. Most
candidates were able to score the maximum available mark for this part of the question. The majority of
inaccurate responses were given by candidates who assumed that small businesses were synonymous with
sole traders, and as a result, “profits not being shared” and “being one‟s own boss”, were popular but
inaccurate responses. Such candidates neglected the fact that small businesses may extend to partnerships
and private limited companies.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify two relationships that existed between cottage industries and
small businesses. Many candidates scored poorly on this part of the question. The majority of them
misinterpreted the relationship between cottage industries and small businesses as similarities between the
two. It was clear that some respondents considered both forms of entities to be one and the same. Correct
responses included „small businesses could be a spinoff of cottage industries’, „forward and backward
linkages’ and „small businesses help to promote products of the cottage industry’ .
For Part (c), candidates were required to outline three benefits of operating cottage industries.
Approximately 50 per cent of them scored the maximum available mark. Those who failed to score high on
this part of the question did not sufficiently develop their points. Generally, benefits to the owner(s) were
seldom put forward or discussed.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two ways in which small businesses contribute to Caribbean
economies. Approximately 50 per cent of the candidates gained the maximum available mark for this part of
the question. The candidates who did not score well on this part of the question failed to adequately discuss
the points raised. For example, some candidates vaguely mentioned contributions such as “the exportation
of goods”, but failed to show the impact of such exportation on Caribbean economies.
Recommendations
Teachers need to
help students to distinguish between cottage industries and small businesses as students failed to see
the former as a variation of the latter.
demonstrate how cottage industries and small businesses rely on each other. Furthermore, linkages
need to be clearly taught as a relationship.
Section II – Optional Questions
Question 4
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of technology in business. It was attempted by approximately 30
per cent of the candidates. Of those attempting this question, about 75 per cent gave satisfactory responses.
The mean mark was 12.48 out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to distinguish between „capital intensive production‟ and „labour intensive
production‟. Some candidates, rather than giving the meaning of „capital intensive production‟, gave the
definition for either „production‟ or „capital‟. However, the majority of candidates were able to give
examples of each form of production.
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required to possess. A significant number of the responses dealt primarily with academic qualifications,
resulting in candidates failing to score the maximum available mark for this section of the question.
Part (c) required candidates to state two disadvantages of modern technology. Approximately 20 per cent of
candidates‟ responses stated advantages instead of disadvantages.
Those candidates who gave
disadvantages scored high marks.
For Part (d) candidates were required to discuss two ways by which modern technology can improve the
efficiency of businesses. Candidates generally made one point with lengthy explanations. In a number of
cases, candidates limited modern technology to the computer.
Recommendations
Teachers should
encourage students to read through the whole question (do question analysis) before attempting to
answer
teach cross referencing of concepts whenever possible
revise topics taught earlier during the year of examination,
use appropriate examples to support the current concepts.
Question 5
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of marketing. It was attempted by approximately 70 per cent of
candidates, 60 per cent of whom gave satisfactory responses. The mean was 12 out of 20.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to define the term „branding‟. This part of the question was generally well
done. Approximately 90 per cent of the candidates gave satisfactory responses; however, the weaker
responses confused branding with labelling.
In Part (a) (ii) candidates were required to state two ways in which branding influences the packaging of a
product. This part of the question was poorly done. Only about 10 per cent of candidates were able to score
the maximum available mark. Candidates seemed to have misinterpreted the question and therefore did not
give appropriate responses. The majority of responses gave reasons for branding and failed to make an
appropriate link between branding and packaging.
Part (b) of the question required candidates to discuss two reasons for branding a product. The responses to
this part of the question were well articulated. Approximately 75 per cent of candidates gained the
maximum available mark. Most of the other responses revealed candidates‟ inability to distinguish between
branding and labelling. They suggested reasons such as „display of ingredients‟, „expiry date‟, and
„manufacturer‟s identification‟.
For Part (c), candidates were required to identify four factors that influence consumer behaviour. Generally,
candidates gave very good responses to this part of the question with the majority scoring the maximum
available mark. Those who did not do well on this part of the question generally made the same error in
listing the 4Ps and rights of consumers as factors affecting consumer behaviour.
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from being reproduced by unauthorized persons. This part of the question was fairly well done. While most
candidates seemed familiar with ways by which producers can prevent their products from being reproduced
by unauthorized persons, many of them failed to give clear explanations. For instance, candidates used
phrases such as „sealing the package‟ rather than „placing a seal on the package‟.
Recommendations
Teachers should
incorporate a variety of teaching methods and tools to enhance lessons these may include the use of
PowerPoint presentations, role-playing, the use of graphics and charts.
provide opportunities for students to simulate the creation of a product where they would label, brand,
package and promote the product.
stress the importance of producers placing more emphasis on preventative measures to reduce the
pirating of their products by other persons or businesses.
emphasize the importance of product branding and how it affects the packaging of a product in terms
of style, quality, image, colour and attractiveness.
constantly remind students of the significance of key terms in questions such as „define‟, „outline‟,
„discuss‟ and so on.
Question 6
This question tested candidates‟ knowledge of economic growth and economic development.
attempted by approximately 62 per cent of candidates. The mean mark was 7.27 out of 20.

It was

Part (a) of the question required candidates to identify two indicators of economic growth. Responses to this
part of the question suggested that many candidates were not familiar with the concept of economic growth.
A popular misconception was to confuse population growth with economic growth; hence, factors such as
teenage pregnancy and migration were identified as indicators of economic growth.
Part (b) required candidates to state one difference between economic growth and economic development.
Candidates were generally unable to distinguish between the concepts of growth and development and
therefore were unable to score the maximum available mark.
In Part (c) candidates were required to describe three ways in which a society benefits from rules and
regulations enforced by government.
Approximately 40 per cent of candidates gained the maximum available mark for this part of the question.
Most of the other candidates gave responses that enabled them to score some marks. However, a general
weakness identified was the failure to adequately develop responses.
For Part (d) candidates were required to discuss three ways in which a country can achieve positive
economic growth. Generally, the responses to this part of the question were not sufficiently developed to
merit the maximum mark.
Recommendation
Teachers are encouraged to make use of real-life examples and situations to illustrate these economic
concepts.
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Question 7 tested candidates‟ knowledge of international trade and balance of trade. Approximately 30 per
cent of candidates attempted this question. In general, responses to this question were poor. The question
proved to be challenging to most candidates with less than 30 per cent of them giving satisfactory responses.
Part (a) required candidates to outline three benefits a country may gain from engaging in international
trade. Candidates performed well on this part of the question with about 90 per cent of them scoring the
maximum available mark. However, some of them treated international trade as barter.
For Part (b) candidates were required to distinguish between balance of trade and balance of payments and
to use an example to illustrate how each is calculated.
Candidates were generally able to define balance of trade and give suitable examples, however, some were
unsure of the formula for calculating the balance of trade. The concept of balance of payments was more
challenging for candidates. Ninety per cent of them could neither define it nor give suitable examples. They
seemed unfamiliar with the concepts of capital and current account. Some treated them as balance owed or
debit/credit accounting terms.
In Part (c) candidates were required to discuss two ways in which an improvement in the quality of
education can affect economic growth and development. In responding to this part of the question, 90 per
cent of candidates were unable to discuss or make a direct link between improvement in the quality of
education and economic growth and development. They limited their responses to improvement in the
quality of education.
Recommendations
Teachers can enhance the delivery of Profile 3 by
utilizing examples of actual balance of payment tables
encouraging team teaching and group discussions
using maps and globes to help students visualize the geographic aspect
encouraging students to read general economics texts, business magazines and periodicals to widen
their understanding of international trade.

Paper 03/1 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
GENERAL COMMENTS
This year there was an overall improvement in the quality of SBA project samples submitted for assessment.
Most of the samples met the basic requirements and standards prescribed in the CSEC syllabus. There was
an improvement in the quality of the projects in terms of the content as well as the presentation. Many
projects reflected good research procedures which was evident in components such as the cover page,
executive summary, tables of contents and bibliography. However, there are some concerns that must be
addressed to ensure greater improvement of the SBA.
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utilized. Teachers are asked to observe the current SBA guidelines (2009). Students must be reminded that
the SBA requires that they present a plan for a proposed business. In addition, students can model their
reports on an established business, but should not present a report for an established business.
The statistics indicated that an overwhelming number of students focused on the production profile.
Students should be assisted in selecting the profile that best suits their proposed business. Additionally, the
report should be written in the third person and in the future tense. Students should also be encouraged to
use an acceptable format for the bibliography.
Overall, the SBA component would be further improved if students are encouraged to follow basic report
and research procedures. They should also pay close attention to the terms given under each component in
the various profiles such as outline, illustrate and discuss.
Students should also use various means of enhancing and presenting their reports by including pictures,
graphs and diagrams where appropriate, and when used, they should be part of the presentation and
discussion and not just placed abstractly in the report or in the appendix without reference to them in the
body of the project.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Production
The Production Profile was the most popular profile but it was not always the most appropriate profile for
the proposed business. The components of the profile which were well done included description of the
business, justification of location, quality control measures, type and level of production, government
regulation and ethical issues.
There were some problems with the criteria and selection of appropriate labour in the business. Some
students failed to outline the reasons for the type of labour and the number of employees needed. They
failed to outline how government regulations and ethical issues would impact on the business.
Another area of concern was the source of fixed and working capital. Students were confused by the term
„source‟ and referred to the place of acquisition of the items rather than the financial or initial capital needed
to acquire these. While the role of the entrepreneur was addressed, many students did not relate the role and
functions to their specific businesses but rather gave general textbook information.
The use of technology was adequately presented but the examples were limited. Students should be advised
that the use of technology in the production process should be relevant and if the computer is presented as an
example, all the work-related functions are considered to be one type of technology. There must also be an
indication as to how the use of the technology will enhance the efficiency of the business.
There has been some improvement in the criterion, potential for growth, however, while internal growth was
fairly well addressed, many candidates still did not adequately address the topic of external growth.
Linkages proved to be another area of concern as many candidates were confused by the terms „backward
and forward linkages‟. Students must therefore be encouraged to study and understand the difference
between the two concepts.
Marketing
Under this profile, the subtopics which were suitably addressed were description of the business and
promotion mix. With respect to the organization of the marketing department, many candidates presented
and described the organizational chart of the business instead of the marketing department. Market research
was fairly well presented but the target market and substitutes needed to be better addressed. Students
should be encouraged to be „creative‟ and to present the branding aspects of the product by actually creating
a business logo or brand name.
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strategy that best fits their business type. While many of them identified the distribution method used, they
did not present its limitations and the suitable alternatives. This aspect of the project could have been
enhanced by a diagrammatical representation. Students could have achieved more marks for the aspect of
customer complaints, if they gave specific examples.
Finance
This profile was attempted by a very small number of candidates. Generally, the submissions were well
done. However, some areas which are in need of improvement include cost of producing goods, capital
goods, capital instrument, sources of finance, implications of capital mix and projected performance.
Cost of producing goods
Students needed to clearly distinguish, using examples, the difference between prime and overhead costs.
Because they failed to do this, they were unable to give reasons for the different types of expenses.
Capital goods
Numerous examples of „goods‟ used in the business were presented. However, candidates did not focus on
the specific term „main capital goods‟ and as a result presented unnecessary information.
Sources of finance
Students should be encouraged to use the relevant business terminology as it relates to sources of finance,
for example, debentures instead of loans from family and friends.
Capital instruments
Students were able to adequately describe the capital instruments used in the business under equity and debt.
However, they were unable to show the implications of the capital mix which they had selected.
Projected Performance
The supporting data related to the balance sheet and the trading and profit and loss account should be
presented in the related section of the report as opposed to being in the appendix with no reference made to
them.

Paper 03/2 Alternative to School-Based Assessment
GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance on this paper was satisfactory. The performance on Profile 1 was fairly good.
Profile 2 was fairly well done. However, Profile 3 was not well done. Some candidates did not even
attempt the questions in this profile. Generally, some candidates exhibited knowledge of the subject but
lacked applications and analysis of the information. In some instanced, some candidates quoted sections
from the case rather than responded to the question.
The performance of candidates on Paper 03/2 continues to show improvement with each administration of
the examination. Candidates have demonstrated improvement in their understanding of the concept of
„business plan‟. However, there is much room for improvement. Candidates need to be exposed to actual
business plans in the „real world‟. This exposure will give them a much better understanding of business
plans.
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Operational Plan
1. Nature and Type of Business
(a) Level of Production
Candidates seemed to have had difficulty classifying the business based on the level of production.
The most frequent answers were „domestic‟ and „secondary‟ rather than „tertiary‟ or „service‟. In
addition, some candidates presented the three levels since they could not identify the correct level.
Some candidates seemed to have been unfamiliar with the concept of the level of production and
therefore gave responses such as „high‟ or „low‟.
(b) Ownership type
The most popular answer was „partnership‟, however, the correct response was „private limited
company‟.
2. Internal Structure of the Organization
Candidates need to be carefully instructed in relation to the organizational chart as only a minority
earned the maximum available mark. Some erroneous responses were histograms, pie charts, line
graphs, bar charts, pyramids and floor plans.
Some candidates drew organizational charts for schools and organizations generally. They also included
terms such as governing body, chief executive officer, managing director and general manager.
3. Management Functions
The majority of candidates earned the maximum available mark for this question.
4. Ethical Issues
Candidates demonstrated limited knowledge about ethical issues as was evident in the responses given.
More time should be spent on analysing ethical issues as they relate to business. For example,
registration of writers and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issues.
Candidates tended to focus on the repayment of loans and the rising cost of oil prices. Few candidates
earned the maximum available mark for this question.
5. Executive Summary
Candidates‟ responses showed a basic weakness in the use of Standard English as they lacked skills in
identifying critical points in the case.
Candidates were not able to differentiate between a summary and an executive summary, hence, their
responses showed a general summary of the case.
An executive summary should contain all the pertinent issues as they relate to the business. For
example, the type of service offered, type of business, ethical issues.
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6. Market Research
Candidates responded very well to this question. They were able to identify the methods to be used in
market research; however, they did not adequately describe them.
7. Industry Trend
This question was poorly done by the majority of candidates. While they were able to identify the
industry trends, they were unable to relate it to the aspect of growth and survival of the industry.
8. Size of the Market
This question was well done by most candidates, many of whom scored the maximum available mark.
9. Target Market
This question was poorly done by most candidates. This majority of them interpreted the word „target‟
to mean the goals of the organization. Those candidates who understood the term „target market‟ gave a
definition of the term instead of describing it.
10. Pricing Strategies
Most candidates identified appropriate pricing strategies for the industry but did not describe how these
pricing strategies worked or how the company was going to determine its prices based on the pricing
strategy identified.
11. Promotional Strategies
This question was well done by most candidates. Many of them correctly listed the various types of
promotional strategies that the business could use to promote its product.
12. Distribution Strategies
While some candidates responded to this question fairly well, others confused distribution strategies
with promotional strategies.
13. Executive Summary
Candidates generally lacked the ability to write the executive summary. For the most part, candidates
rewrote general information from the case that did not relate to the marketing plan.
Financial Plan
14. Sources of Capital
The majority of candidates achieved the maximum mark by identifying bank, family and friends as
correct responses. Very few candidates identified government grants and subsidies. However, there
were indications that some candidates did not understand at what stage of the business the capital was to
be obtained; for example, whether it was at the initial stage or while the business was in operation.
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15. Collateral
This question proved to be challenging to most candidates. Although many of them attempted the
question, they did not identify suitable sources of collateral. For example, instead of Life Insurance
Policy, candidates offered insurance, insurance company and bank as opposed to bank account.
16. Capital Instruments
Generally, the responses to this question were poor. Most candidates identified sources of capital as
capital instruments. The most common responses were „selling shares‟ and „loans from the bank‟. Very
few candidates seemed to have any knowledge of government loans, grants and subsidies, as well as
debentures as methods of raising capital for the business.
17. Potential for Growth
Most candidates experienced difficulty in answering this question correctly. The most common
responses were expansion and the hiring of additional employees. Few candidates identified ‟linkages‟
as an appropriate response.
18. Government Regulations
This question was generally well done with most candidates gaining at least two of the four available
marks.
19. Executive Summary
This question proved to be challenging for most candidates. A large number of candidates simply cited
a section from the case study instead of giving a concise statement.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
This year, 4,273 candidates registered for the Principles of Business General Proficiency examination.
The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 03/2

-

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus.
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory.

The

The mean mark was 56.37 out of 60 compared with 54.48 in 2010 and 54.95 in 2009. Approximately 69
per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the marks for this paper.
Paper 02 comprises two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions in Section II. The mean mark for this paper was 49.93 out
of 100. The means were 40.32 and 51.83 in 2010 and 2009 respectively. The marks ranged from 0 to 94.
Paper 03/2 — the alternative to the School-Based Assessment (SBA) — is an examination offered to
private candidates. For this examination, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a
given template and a case study.
Performance on this paper continues to improve. The mean mark was 16.35 out of 40 compared with
13.78 in 2010 and 12.36 in 2009. No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper; however, the
highest mark was 34 out of 40.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of different types of businesses as well as the differences
between a free market economy and a planned or command economy. Approximately 65 per cent of the
candidates attempted this question. Performance on this question was less than satisfactory. The mean
mark was 7.78 out of 20.
Part (a) of the question required candidates to state four characteristics of a partnership and four
characteristics of a private limited company.
Most candidates were able to score the maximum available marks in this part of the question. Candidates
who failed to score seemed to have confused the characteristics of partnerships with those of private
limited companies.
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In Part (b), candidates were required to discuss the benefits a business would enjoy if it converted from a
partnership to a private limited company.
The majority of candidates was unable to discuss the advantages but merely stated their responses and
therefore could not earn the maximum marks.
In Part (c), candidates were required to outline three distinguishing features of a free market economy as
opposed to a planned or command economy.
Candidates, for the most part, could not accurately distinguish between these two types of economies.
The following are suggested responses to Question 1.
(a) (i) Four characteristics of partnerships are:
They do not need to be registered and therefore are easily formed.
They consist of 2–20 persons.
There is lack of continuity — if a partner dies, that business ends.
The owners have unlimited liability.
(ii) Four characteristics of private limited companies are:
They must include the term ‘limited’ as part of their name.
The shareholders enjoy limited liability, in that, in the event of bankruptcy they stand to lose only
their investment and not their personal assets.
Their shares cannot be traded on the Stock Exchange.
These firms have unlimited life in that they continue after the death of a shareholder or
shareholders.
(b) Two advantages a business would enjoy by converting from a partnership to a private limited
company are:
The partnership has unlimited liability but the private limited company has limited liability. This
means that investing in a private limited company would mean that shareholders can only lose
what they have invested and nothing more.
The private limited company has the potential to raise more capital than the partnership because
the membership is larger than that of a partnership.
(c)

Three ways in which a free market economy differs from a planned economy are:
In a free economy private individuals and organizations own the factors of production, whereas in
a planned economy, the state owns and controls the factors of production.
In a free economy, there is competition between the various producers of goods and services for a
share of the market. On the other hand, in a planned economy there is no competition between
the producers of goods and services.
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In a free economy, a large variety of goods and services are produced to satisfy the needs of the
consumers. In a planned economy however, quotas of essential goods to be produced are
determined by the state.
Recommendations
Students should be exposed to as many features of businesses as possible. They should also be given
practical work to examine the extent to which the features discussed are true for similar businesses
operating in their communities.
More emphasis needs to be placed on distinguishing and comparing characteristics of the different types
of businesses. Teachers should guide students in understanding the various verb cues in questions such as
state, discuss and outline.
Students should also be encouraged to answer in complete sentences. Note that in the discussion the
points showing clearly the advantages were brought out and explained in complete sentences. Note also in
comparing the two types of economy both sides were highlighted, those of the free market economy as
well as the planned economy. The linking phrases were used to show two like things were being
compared such as whereas, on the other hand, however etc.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of business, including the public and private sector. The
question was attempted by 90 per cent of the candidates, the majority of whom gave good responses.
Part (a) required candidates to compare private and public sector organizations using three given features.
This part of the question was well done by most candidates.
Part (b) required candidates to outline two benefits of a business to both the sole proprietor and the
community. The majority of candidates were unable to outline the benefits of the business to the sole
proprietor. Some candidates seemed to have misinterpreted the question, giving benefits of the business
to other businesses. Some candidates merely supplied statements about a business without showing how
they are considered to be benefits.
In Part (c), candidates were required to discuss how the government can promote business activity in the
country. The majority of candidates gave acceptable responses. However, weaker candidates focused the
discussion on how businesses can advertise their products.
The following are suggested responses to Question 2.
(a) Public sector versus Private Sector
(i)

Ownership and control
The private sector of a country is made up of private citizens or individuals. The
firms that are owned by private individuals such as sole traders, partnerships and
private limited companies belong to the private sector. The public sector, on the other
hand, refers to the government, the state, national/local government or municipalities.
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If a business is owned by the public sector it means that it is state or government
owned.
(ii)

Objective
The objective of private sector businesses is to make profits. They are set up to cater
to the needs and wants of private individuals while the public sector aims at
providing essential goods and services to the country and caters to the needs of its
citizens.

(iii) Source of Capital
Firms in the private sector obtain capital from persons who choose to buy shares in
the enterprise. They also obtain capital from friends, family members, and personal
savings or from financial institutions such as credit unions or commercial banks.
The public sector, however, obtains funding primarily from taxes, rates, levies and
statutory deductions, as well as loans from governments/institutions and funding
from donor agencies.
(b) Benefits of a business to the sole proprietor and the community:
(i)

The sole proprietor
A sole proprietor has the satisfaction of being his/her own boss and thus has the
confidence of making his/her own decisions.
He or she has no limits to his/her earnings because all the profits belong to the
owner of the business.

(ii)

The Community
The community benefits in that goods and services are produced that they can easily
purchase thereby reducing transportation costs because of the proximity.
The people in the community can gain employment opportunities and firms may
even sponsor sporting and cultural events.

(c) How government can promote business activity:
The government provides security against crime by way of the police, regiment and
coast guards thus creating and maintaining a safe environment in which business can
thrive.
The government enacts legislation to protect businesses for example, the Hire
Purchase Act, Health and Safety Laws and the Sale of Goods Act. These laws
protect the interest of businesses as well as consumers so that neither of them is
unfairly treated.
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The government provides financial and technical advice for businesses through its
small business and entrepreneurial programmes. This enables individuals to provide
their own employment by starting their own businesses.
The government provides regulations designed to protect the interests of businesses.
Recommendations
i.

Teachers should ensure that students are able to differentiate between the words ‘public sector’
and ‘public limited companies’. This can be achieved by getting students to explore and discuss
the differences between them.

ii.

Students should also know the differences between verb cues such as compare, outline and
discuss. Note that in the model responses, a comparison is achieved when like things are
compared and both sides are explained and a linking phrase or word is used to successfully
achieve this.

iii.

Students should be given more exposure to how businesses help individuals and communities.
Some of this knowledge can be had from the newspaper and Internet articles.
Teachers should provide students with the opportunity to practise answering more CSEC
questions so that they would become familiar with the expectations of the questions.

iv.

Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of advertising and sales promotion. The question was
attempted by 95 per cent of the candidates. Performance on this question was satisfactory. The mean
mark was 11.55 out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to state three benefits of advertising. The majority of candidates were able to
score the maximum mark in this part showing clearly that they understood how advertising benefits
businesses. The weaker candidates were quite vague and gave extremely brief answers.
In Part (b), candidates were required to distinguish between advertising and sales promotion. Most
candidates were unable to give reasoned responses, but rather, gave a definition of each. Moreover, most
candidates failed to acknowledge the long term/short term criteria when giving these definitions. The
majority of candidates however gave good examples of advertisements and sales promotion.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss two benefits which a supermarket can receive from engaging in
public relations activities such as the awarding of scholarships. This part of the question was answered
poorly by the majority of candidates. Some candidates gave benefits of the scholarship initiative to
stakeholders, other than the supermarket, such as the general public.
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The following are suggested responses to Question 3.
(a)

Three benefits of advertising are :
It makes consumers aware of different products that are available.
It encourages competition among businesses.
It increases the sales of firms.

(b)

Difference between advertising and sales promotion:
Advertising is a non-personal sales technique which is relatively long term and the sponsors are
always identified. Some examples of advertising are:
Airlines commercial on television about visiting Miami
Advertisements for online universities in the U.S. and U.K
Billboard and newspaper advertisements for cars
Sales promotion, on the other hand, are short term incentives given to middlemen and consumers
to encourage sales. It is usually used to support advertising and personal selling and is usually a
one-time effort and is run for a limited period of time. Some examples of sales promotion are:
Digicel freaky Fridays
Buy one get one free or at half price
Free samples of perfume

(c)

Benefits of public relations activity to the supermarket
This public relations activity benefits the supermarket in that customer loyalty would likely
develop as more customers will support this supermarket as they perceive that they may
receive additional benefits.
The supermarket may gain new customers and a larger share of the market because of this
activity. This will be a form of indirect advertisement for the supermarket.
The government may consider giving the firm tax breaks and other considerations in return
for this service to the community.

Recommendations
Teachers are advised to use more practical exercises in the classroom, for example, the use of role plays,
projects to create advertisements, the critique of advertisements on television and radio, newspapers and
to show the differences between the strategies used to promote sales.
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Section II – Optional Questions
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ understanding of personal budgeting and forms of savings. It was
attempted by approximately 65 per cent of the candidates, the majority of whom gave acceptable
responses. The mean mark was 13.84 out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to identify sources of personal income. This was generally well done.
Candidates correctly identified sources of personal income such as salaries/wages, rent, interest from
savings, profits from ownership of business, pensions and dividends from ownership of stocks/shares. A
common error made was identifying loans from financial institutions as a source of income.
Unfortunately, a few candidates identified stealing as a source of personal income.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to explain the term ‘budgeting’. The majority of candidates scored the
maximum mark for this part of the question by indicating the idea of planning/managing one’s income
and expenditure/spending.
Part (b) (ii) tested candidates’ knowledge of the advantages of budgeting. Overall, responses were fair
with identification of advantages such as planned spending, less overspending, planned saving and to
provide for future needs.
In Part (c), candidates were required to state two factors to be considered when choosing a form of saving.
Suitable responses should have included credibility of the institutions, the interest rate, other benefits
offered, accessibility to savings, the degree of risk, penalties for early withdrawals and goals of the saver.
While most candidates scored the maximum available mark, most of their responses seemed to reflect
personal experiences rather than business knowledge.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss two reasons for saving money in a bank rather than at home. Most
candidates correctly identified and discussed the following main reasons: safety, the returns earned on
savings, the use of savings as collateral and the minimization of the temptation to overspend due to
relative inaccessibility of the money.
Few candidates identified additional reasons such as access to online banking and use of ATM machines
and cheques.
The following are suggested responses to Question 4.
(a)

Four sources of personal income are: salary, rent, interest from savings and royalties.

(b)

(i) Budgeting refers to the planning and allocation of expenses and income to prevent over
expenditures and to indicate how money is spent and if income is sufficient to cover expenses.
(ii) Two advantages of budgeting are:
It restricts spending and prevents one from over spending.
It will indicate if there is a need to increase one’s income.

(c)

Two factors that must be considered when choosing a form of savings:
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The credibility of the institution as well as the instruments that are being offered to ensure
that one’s principal and any interest earned will be returned at maturity or when needed.
It is important to look at the rates of return on interest so as to capitalize on the best returns
for the time the money is saved.
(d)

Reasons for saving money in a bank as opposed to keeping it at home
Safety is a very important issue when deciding to put one’s money in a bank as opposed to
keeping it at home. In the bank, money is less likely to be stolen, and even if it is, and it can
be proven that it is not due to negligence, then it would be replaced by the bank. Money left
at home can be stolen or burnt up in the case of a fire.
Appreciation of one’s money is another important issue when deciding on a savings option.
Money left in the bank will likely appreciate because money deposited attracts interest while
money kept at home does not.

Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to place increased emphasis on ethical issues related to sources of income as
well as other business practices. They should also encourage the use of relevant business jargon and
appropriate vocabulary.
Question 5
Question 5 tested candidates’ knowledge of the factors of production. The question was attempted by 35
per cent of the candidates. Performance was satisfactory. The mean mark was 11.11out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to identify the traditional factors of production in relation to the five Ms of
production. The minority of them was able to successfully link the five Ms given to the traditional factors
of production.
Part (b) required candidates to distinguish between the following pairs of terms:
1.

primary production and tertiary production

2.

subsistence level of production and domestic level of production

3.

backward linkage and forward linkage

The majority of candidates was unable to make a clear distinction between the terms. The greatest
challenge in this part of the question was making a clear distinction between ‘backward’ and ‘forward
linkage’.
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In Part (c), candidates were required to discuss the factors to be considered when deciding on a location
for a large shopping mall. The majority of candidates merely listed the factors rather than discussed
them. There was a small percentage of candidates who argued convincingly the reasons for their
importance to the issue as well as their impact.
The following are suggested responses to Question 5.
(a) The traditional factors of production and their corresponding ‘M’ of production.
‘M’

Factors of Production

Men

-

Labour or entrepreneurship or human resources

Money

-

Capital or financial resources

Material

-

Capital or raw materials

Machinery -

Capital or fixed assets or equipment

Method

Entrepreneurship or management or planning or strategizing

-

(b) Primary vs. Tertiary Production

(i)

Primary production includes the extraction of raw materials from nature through fishing,
hunting, gardening, mining, while tertiary production covers the provision of services that
may include medical, banking, transportation, communication and teaching.

(ii)

Subsistence vs. domestic level of production
Subsistence level of production caters for the basic needs of individual and families and the
general satisfaction of a household. Domestic level of production, on the other hand, involves
producing goods and services not just for the individual and his family, but also for the entire
local market.

(iii)

Backward linkage vs. forward linkage
When a manufacturing firm in the second phase of production forms a link with a firm in the
primary phase of production, this is a backward link. For example, KFC linking with chicken
farmers. Where a firm in the primary phase of production seeks to link with a manufacturing
firm in the secondary phase of production, this is deemed a forward link. For example, apple
farmers linking with Nestle apple juice company.

(c) Two factors that must be considered when selecting a location for a large mall are:
•
•

Accessibility to a large source of shoppers so that the stores in this mall would be able to
maximize their sales and realize high profits.
Geographical considerations such as proximity to main roads or a network of roads such that this
would allow for easy access to the mall for customers.

Recommendations
•

Students should use the mark allocation for the questions as well as the key verbs such as define,
explain, discuss as a guide to the level of response required.
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•

Students should be exposed to more contact hours on this topic as their responses suggest lack of
knowledge of fundamental concepts.

•

Students should be encouraged to read questions carefully before attempting to respond.

Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the role of governments in their country. The question was
attempted by approximately 63 per cent of the candidates. Performance on this question was
unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 6.84 out of 20.
Part (a) required candidates to identify one social service provided by the government of their country and
evaluate its impact on the country. This part of the question was not well done as candidates seemed to
have confused social services with utilities. Generally, candidates were unable to identify the social
services provided by governments of their country. The better candidates identified old age pension,
public transportation (PTSC, JUTC) including free bus tickets for students and the free bus pass for senior
citizens; education including book rental and the School Feeding Programme and health while the weaker
candidates identified all the public utilities, for example, water (WASA).
In Part (b), candidates were required to describe three given functions of government. This question
proved to be challenging for most candidates. Many of them seemed not to have understood what was
meant by national security, maintenance of a safe environment and job security. They interpreted
maintenance only in terms of crime fighting and job security as people guarding the business. In (b) (ii),
the candidates needed to explore regulations made by the Central Bank and government policies for
investors, for example, depositors’ insurance.
For Part (c), candidates were required to outline two forms of assistance offered by Caribbean
governments to businesses. This part of the question was fairly well done. The better candidates indicated
assistance through Carifesta, local trade fairs, subsidies, public transport for workers to and from work
and training of employees, while the weaker candidates wrote only about physical security for business.
To improve their responses, candidates needed to mention protectionist methods used by the government,
for example, the use of tariffs and taxes to deter competition.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two actions which the government can take to protect the
environment. This part of the question was generally well done. Those who did not do well interpreted
actions government could take based only on controlling criminal activity. Candidates were able to
identify passing laws and penalties but were not able to identify agencies like the Environmental
Management Agency (EMA) and the Environmental Protection Act.
The following are suggested responses to Question 6.
(a)

One social service is the provision of health. The government of Jamaica provides public hospitals
and clinics and other health care facilities to assist the sick to get back to health. Apart from
providing the necessary upkeep for these facilities they pay the salaries and wages of the various
healthcare professionals such as doctors and nurses and other support staff. This has helped the
poor and less fortunate who may not be able to pay for their healthcare to get well and be
productive. However, there is need for more public hospitals in the major towns and for the quality
of the service at these facilities to be improved, so citizens can be assured that their tax dollars are
being spent properly.
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(b) (i) National security: In carrying out this role, the government will ensure that there is security and
public order for the citizens of the country since the main purpose of the government is to protect
the life and property of its people. It will therefore maintain its police force, military, as well as its
courts and prison systems. While the police force is concerned with internal security, the military
focuses on external security.

(ii)

Maintenance of safe environment for investors: Governments aim at having stable economies so
that they can attract investor. To ensure this, they will aim to keep crime and violence at very low
levels. They also ensure that the financial and banking systems are viable. Therefore, they will put
policies in place to ensure that internal or external investors may move their profits when they
wish.
Job security: Through their various labour laws, governments put in place measures to ensure that
workers are not unfairly treated. There are laws against unfair dismissal and for employers and
employees to uphold the terms of their contracts. Employers are obligated to compensate
employees who lose their jobs through no fault of theirs.

(c)

(d)

Two forms of assistance which government offers to businesses are:
•

Governments may provide financing to businesses by way of subsidies or cash grants. This
often assists firms to achieve stability and provide the goods and services as well as
employment to the people of the country.

•

Through trade fairs sponsored by governments, firms get an opportunity to market their
goods and services.

Two actions which the government can take to protect the environment are
•

The government can put in place the legal and institutional framework for managing the
environment. They will ensure the establishment of certain agencies to develop policies and
guidelines for protection of the environment.

•

Governments may also pass laws to protect the environment, for example, those dealing with
public health, fisheries, beaches, forestry and mining. They could even pass laws against
vehicles emitting too much fumes into the atmosphere.

Recommendations
Teachers need to ensure that students can make the distinction between social services and public utilities.
The terms: national security, maintenance of safe environment for investors and job security need to be
clearly explained in the economic setting so candidates do not become confused.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of human resource and economic problems in the Caribbean.
Approximately 30 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The mean mark was 6.10 out of 20.
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In Part (a) (i), candidates were required to define the term ‘human resource’. This part of the question was
fairly well done. However, some candidates confused a natural resource with human resource as well as
equated man-made resource with human resource.
For Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to outline three factors that affect human resource development
in a named Caribbean country. Some candidates were unable to identify a CARICOM country and so
they were unable to outline those factors pertaining to the CARICOM country.
Part (b) required candidates to state two ways in which human resources can be developed. This was
poorly done. The candidates took a narrow view of development of human resources. Their responses
were limited to money, hence they were unable to discriminate the factors applicable to the question and
so gave the same response as for Part (a) (ii).
In Part (c), candidates were required to identify two major economic problems facing Caribbean countries
and discuss one measure that can be used to address each problem. Part (c) was generally well done.
However, some candidates provided geographical and sociological problems, hence, they were unable to
provide solutions to the problems.
The following are suggested responses to Question 7.
(a)

(i)

Human resources refer to the sum of all humans who possess skills, experience, knowledge
and training to be part of the labour force.

(ii)

In Trinidad and Tobago the migration of skilled workers cause a depletion of labour.
Also, the curriculum is limited in its offerings to develop the attitudes, skills and
knowledge of individuals. The provision and accessibility of health care to all would
improve the quality of the human resource.

(b)

The country should limit the importation of both semi-skilled and skilled labour in order to
develop its own expertise. Employers should improve working conditions/environment for their
employees such as providing ergonomically designed workspaces, safe equipment and clothing.

(c)

One major economic problem is the lack of infrastructure such as seaports and airports for the
movement of goods and services. This can be corrected by government maintaining existing
infrastructure as well as investing in the upgrading of the infrastructure. Another is inflation which
is the persistent rise in the general price level as seen in the rising prices of imported food. The
government can place greater emphasis on improving the agricultural sector to increase food
production, lower demand for imported food and so reduce the import bill and food prices.

Recommendations
Students need to be more knowledgeable of the global and business environment in which they live. They
must be aware of economic problems of the Caribbean and practical and realistic strategies for addressing
these problems.
They need to keep abreast of political and socio-cultural developments in the Caribbean. They must be
able to identify the member states of CARICOM.
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Paper 03/2 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
For Paper 03/2, candidates were given a case and a template for a business plan and were required to
complete the business plan by answering 14 questions based on the three profiles. This year’s case
related to a private limited auto body repairs company owned and operated by two brothers who had
recently graduated from a technical institute, and who wanted, through their entrepreneurial effort, to
expand the business which they started in their backyard.
Generally candidates did not perform well on Profiles 1 and 3. The highest mark was 6 out of 10.
However, performance on Profile 2 was good. The mean mark was 14.1 out of 20.
Operational Plan
1.

2.

Nature and Type of Business
-

Candidates seemed to have had difficulty classifying the business based on its ownership
type. The fact that the name of the company included the term ‘limited’ did not provide a
clue to candidates. The majority of them said ‘partnership’ because there were two
individuals involved in the business. Expected response: Private limited company

-

The majority of candidates were able to correctly identify the types of services offered.
Many of them stated that the individuals were involved in delivering the services. Expected
response: Car body repairs and painting

Internal Structure of the Organization
The majority of candidates were able to draw the organizational chart and identify both the levels
and positions. However, some candidates did not attempt the chart at all.
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3.

Management Functions
1.

Weaker candidates were unable to identify the management functions and to use the jargon,
for example, planning, staffing, controlling and coordinating. Expected response: Dave heads
the straightening department and supervises five helpers. Steve chairs board meetings and
manages the painting department.

2.

The majority of candidates were able to identify the special skills of each of the brothers that
would assist them to operate the business successfully.
Dave – Straightening and welding
Steve – painting, completed a course in Business Management

Recommendations
•

Candidates need to study organizational structures and practise representing them as charts as well as
learn how to interpret these charts.

•

Candidates need to pay closer attention to the steps in the management process and be able to identify
them in a case.

Marketing Plan
4.

Ethical Issues
Candidates were able to identify the ethical issues that could affect the business negatively. These
included pollution, including noise pollution, improper disposal of waste, observance of minimum
wage legislation, non-compliance with safety standards, unfair trade practices.

5.

Market research
The majority of candidates were able to describe the data collection strategies that were most
likely used to collect data to inform the decision to expand the business. Research was the main
source from which much of the information was obtained – individual interviews. Secondary
sources including newspaper reports on the importation of foreign used cars, trade journals,
statistical reports, budget speeches.

6.

Industry Trend
The majority of candidates were able to identify the industry trends that could have informed the
brothers’ decision to expand the business. Such trends included the type of goods/services
provided — different colour vehicles, the type of goods/services demanded — on time delivery.
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7.

Size of the Market
Candidates were able to recognize that the brothers would face competition. However, a
significant number chose to give an exact figure rather than state that they would receive
competition from other competitors outside of Martel’s garage. Moving to the city will position
the business near several other body repair shops and the competition will be fiercer than at the
original location where there was only Martel’s garage. There could be similar type businesses in
the industrial estate.

8.

Target market
The majority of candidates were able to identify the target market. However, they were unable to
adequately describe them. The individuals who bought foreign used cars, which are mostly
coloured white, prefer brighter colours. This information came from careful observation.

9.

Pricing Strategies
The majority of candidates failed to adequately describe the pricing strategy used — three times
the estimated cost of labour and raw materials for the particular job.

10.

Promotional Strategies
Candidates were able to list the four promotional strategies used by the firm without much
difficulty thus earning the maximum available mark — using flyers, placing stickers on completed
jobs, giving calendars and key rings with the firm’s logo, placing ads on radio, television and
Internet broadcast media, sky writing, business cards.

11.

Location of Business
The majority of candidates were able to provide two advantages of the industrial estate where the
brothers planned to relocate the business. The industrial park is well supplied with utilities —
telephone, electricity, water and provision for proper waste disposal, security and rental rates are
subsidized by government.

12.

Consumer Organization
The majority of candidates were unable to identify the consumer organizations from which
consumers can seek redress if they were dissatisfied with the service offered by Dave and Steve.
Some candidates actually named Martel’s garage as the option for redress. Expected response:
Bureau of Standards, Ministry of Legal Affairs.
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13.

Executive summary
The majority of candidates were unable to write an adequate executive summary which captured
the main areas of the plan. Expected response: New Look Auto Body Works Ltd is a successful
automobile repairs firm. It is operated by two brothers who are primary shareholders. The
brothers are certified and highly skilled in the art of body car repairs. Their customers are
assured excellent service and this keeps them ahead of their competitors. There is a high demand
for changes to the colour and repairs of cars due to the rapid expansion of foreign used-car
imports, along with the inability of firms in the area to meet the need for these services.

Recommendations
•

Students need more exposure to real-life application of business principles. This would help them
to become more familiar with concepts such as consumer protection agencies and their roles.

•

Candidates need to be taught how to select pertinent ideas from cases and how to summarize them
into executive summaries.

Financial plan
14.

The performance of candidates in this section clearly indicated that they were not familiar with
basic accounting principles. The majority of them failed to score the maximum available mark.
Some of them failed to score in this area.
Expected Response:
i.

Bank balance = $53 000
Net Book value of Assets = $ 100 000

ii.

Sales = $112 800
Gross profit = $75 200
Wages = $25 600
Total Expenses = $35 600

Recommendations
Candidates need to learn basic accounting principles so that they can competently prepare and understand
business plans.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 32nd time in June 2011. This year,
34,269 candidates sat the General Proficiency examination.
The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 031
Paper 032

–
–
–
–

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)

Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 34.16 out of 60. The means
were 35.74 and 34.50 for 2010 and 2009 respectively. Approximately 68 per cent of the candidates scored
at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for this paper.
Paper 02 comprised two sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions in Section II. The mean mark for this paper was 47.45 out of
100. This was achieved by three candidates. The means were 48.05 and 52.09 for 2010 and 2009
respectively. The highest mark on this paper was 99. Approximately 45 per cent of the candidates achieved
at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for this paper.
Paper 031, the School Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 31.39 out of 40. Three per cent of the
candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this paper.
Paper 032, the Alternative to the SBA, an external examination, was offered to private candidates. For this
examination, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a given template and a case.
Performance on this paper was quite pleasing. The mean mark was 20.13 out of 40 compared with 15.52 in
2010 and 13.90 in 2009. No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper, however, the highest mark was
37 out of 40. This was achieved by eight candidates.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of leadership styles; types of leadership styles; the
characteristics of a good leader; as well as the ways in which the essential characteristics of good leadership
can affect an organization.
Ninety-nine per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The majority of candidates performed
creditably. The mean mark was 12.99 out of 20. The standard deviation was 5.40. Seventy per cent of the
candidates scores at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark for this question.
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each of two types of leadership styles: democratic and autocratic. This part of the question proved to be
challenging for some candidates. They generally confused the meaning of democratic leadership with
autocratic leadership. Additionally, weaker candidates seemed to have misinterpreted the question. They
gave characteristics of government leadership styles. Some candidates also incorrectly related the
characteristics of an autocratic leader with automobiles and mechanics.
Part (b) required candidates to state three essential characteristics of a good leader. This part of the question
was well done by most candidates. The majority of candidates gave correct, plausible answers. However, a
minority incorrectly identified the responsibilities instead of the essential characteristics of a good leader as
required by the question.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss how the lack of two essential characteristics of good leadership
identified in Part (b) can affect an organization. The candidates who failed to identify the characteristics in
Part (b) were unable to score in Part (c). Those who gave correct responses to Part (b) were generally able to
score full marks in Part (c). Some candidates lost marks because they misinterpreted the question and
discussed how the characteristics of good leadership can positively affect an organization rather than how
the lack of the characteristics of good leadership can negatively affect an organization.
Recommendations
●

Teachers should aim to revise objectives taught earlier in the syllabus, such as leadership, so
students are better prepared for these topics.

●

Teachers should integrate the teaching of topics such as leadership and management. They should
also utilize role-play to reinforce these concepts.

●

Teachers should encourage discussions within the classroom so as to clarify misunderstanding of
concepts. They should also expose students to past CXC questions, so that they will be familiar
with what is required, placing emphasis on key verbs such as state, discuss, outline, etcetera.

Question 2
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of feasibility studies as well as the roles and contribution of the
entrepreneur. It was attempted by 98 per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 9.62 out of 20. The
standard deviation was 5.02. Thirty-nine per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
maximum available mark for this question.
The question was presented in four sub-parts. Part (a) tested candidates‘ knowledge of the definition of
feasibility study. Less than half of the candidates were able to provide an accurate definition of the term.
The majority of responses were vague and confused feasibility study with market research.
Part (b) required candidates to outline three instances where feasibility studies were useful. The
performance on this section was similar to that of Part (a) where the majority of the candidates were unable
to effectively demonstrate knowledge of feasibility studies and thus were unable to accurately apply the
concept in this part of the question. A small percentage of the responses were accurate; however, candidates
generally provided responses such as, ‗feasibility studies are useful in libraries, schools and when doing
research‘, indicating that they are associating the concept to academics.
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this part of the question and the majority gained full marks. A small percentage accurately mentioned
government usage of such studies. However, many candidates gave management functions and
responsibilities; characteristics of the entrepreneur and characteristics and advantages of the sole trader as
the role of the entrepreneur.
Part (d) tested candidates‘ application of the ways in which entrepreneurs contribute to the development of
their country. This part of question was well done by most candidates. More than half of the candidates
scored full marks and the majority of the remaining candidates scored at least three of the six marks. The
latter group of candidates was able to identify the contribution of the entrepreneurs but they were unable to
indicate how they contributed to the development of the country.
Recommendations
●

Teachers need to place more emphasis on the feasibility study concept, its definition and uses.

●

Teachers need to actively engage students in practising the use of terminologies such as state,
outline and discuss.

Question 3
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of savings; the methods of savings; sources of finance and the
role of the central bank and monetary banking transactions. It was attempted by 99.36 per cent of
candidates. Performance on this question was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 9.17 out of 20.
The standard deviation was 4.25. Thirty-seven per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
available marks for this question.
Part (a) was generally well done. The majority of candidates was able to provide a satisfactory definition of
savings as well as well as identify saving methods. However, weaker candidates used the term savings in
the definition, while others confused savings with budgeting and investment.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify sources of short-term and long-term financing. This was
satisfactorily done by most candidates. Weaker candidates were unable to identify short and long-term
finance. They attempted to define short-term and long-term rather than provide sources. Additionally, other
candidates seemed not to have understood the term sources of financing. They interpreted it to mean what
money is used to do, or what money is spent on in the short and long term. Some responses listed unions
and trade unions instead of credit unions. Central banks, development banks and the IMF were also listed as
sources of long-term financing.
Part (c) required candidates to explain the role of the central bank as an advisor to the government and a
lender of last resort. This part of the question proved to be challenging to most candidates. The majority of
them gave other functions of the central bank as opposed to its advisory role to the government. Candidates
also outlined the central bank, rather than commercial banks, as the lender of last resort to government
businesses and individuals. Some candidates misinterpreted the term resort to mean a resort for taking
vacations rather than an institution from which other financial institutions seek help when faced with
financial difficulties.
Part (d) was fairly well done. The majority of candidates was able to identify two types of monetary
transactions that could be conducted within the banking system without the use of cash. Popular responses
to this section were e-banking, tele-banking, credit cards, debit cards, standing orders and credit transfers.
The weaker responses consisted merely of a list of the monetary transactions without a correct discussion of
how the transactions are performed. Weaker candidates, apart from being unable to explain how these
transactions were done, provided responses which included debit and credit notes, bank notes, barter as well
as ATMs. Other candidates confused debit cards with credit cards.
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Students must be reminded to use only acceptable abbreviations that are a part of the syllabus and
not unfamiliar abbreviations for institutions in their particular territories.
Students need to be discouraged from attempting to define a term using the term in the definition.
Students should be encouraged to develop awareness of business principles and concepts by reading
business articles and listening to business programmes.
Teachers should endeavour to give many examples of the differences between the central and
commercial bank to reinforce the differences between the two institutions. To further clarify and
reinforce the concepts, they should invite representatives from the respective institutions to talk to
students about their functions. Students should also be taken on tours of the central bank as well
commercial banks.
Section II – Optional
Question 4
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the terms market and marketing; reasons for conducting
market research; the definition of monopoly, features of monopolistic competition and problems likely to be
encountered in the distribution of goods locally and internationally. This question was attempted by 83.64
per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 9.10 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.22. Thirty-six
per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark for this question.
Part (a) was generally well done. However, the term market was better understood and defined as opposed
to marketing where candidates limited their responses to promotion and advertising. In defining marketing,
key words in the definition such as identifying, anticipating and satisfying customers’ demands were
omitted. Some candidates were also defining the term marketing only as advertising or selling of products,
while others used the definition of market research to define it.
Part (b) was also well done by the majority of candidates as they were able to give the reasons for
conducting market research. There were instances where the same point was repeated using different words.
Part (c) appeared to be challenging for most candidates. The majority of them were unable to define
monopoly as one firm or supplier providing a unique commodity for which there is no competition.
Candidates were unable to distinguish between the terms monopoly and monopolistic competition. They
failed to indicate features such as many buyers and sellers, product differentiation using branding, free entry
into and exit from the industry and firms engaging in price and non-price competitions among themselves,
etcetera. They instead gave only features of monopoly.
Part (d) was satisfactorily done. However, in some cases candidates were unable to identify distribution
problems logically and therefore there was no discussion. In addition, some candidates used similar
problems for both local and international distribution, but did not clearly explain how they affected the
distribution process.
Recommendations
●

Teachers need to help students to distinguish between terms that have similar features, using many
examples to highlight differences.
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This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the credit methods provided by commercial banks and their
uses; the reasons for business documents in international trade; the difference between credit and debit notes
and the reasons for the use of the pro forma invoice. The question was attempted by 16.36 per cent of the
candidates. The responses were generally unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 5.86 out of 20. The standard
deviation was 4.24. Fourteen per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available
mark for this question.
In Part (a) (i), the majority of candidates were able to identify at least one type of credit method provided by
commercial banks. Loans and credit cards were the most popular correct responses while debit cards was a
very popular incorrect response. Weaker candidates listed credit note and ATM as credit methods. Some
candidates also confused a bankers‘ draft with an overdraft and failed to explain the use of two types of
credit methods. In Part (a) (ii), the majority of candidates were able to partially explain the workings of the
methods they identified. However, most of them failed to gain the maximum mark available because their
explanations were not sufficiently well developed.
Responses to Part (b) were generally fair with more than half of the candidates being able to state at least
one reason for the importance of business documents in international trade.
In Part (c), candidates were required to distinguish between the terms credit note and debit note.
Performance on this part of the question was satisfactory. However, weaker candidates seemed to have
confused credit notes with debit notes.
For Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two reasons why a supplier may use a pro forma invoice.
This part of the question presented the most difficulty for candidates. It was evident from their responses
that the majority of candidates could not differentiate between a sales invoice and a pro forma invoice.
Recommendations
●

In an effort to generate more interest and enhance the learning of concepts in the sections of the
syllabus, teachers are encouraged to use actual business documents in classroom simulations. They
could also use the project approach where students are required to use business documents. This
will include completing forms and should generate discussions and thus enhance students‘
understanding.

Question 6
This question tested candidates knowledge of taxation and business legislation, specifically government as a
regulator of business; purposes and uses of taxation; benefit of consumer protection legislations such as food
and drug standards and hire purchase laws. The question was attempted by 71.76 per cent of candidates.
The mean mark was 9.40 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.77. Thirty-three per cent of the
candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark for this question.
Part (a) required candidates to explain the meaning of the statement government is a regulator of business,
and to give two examples to support their explanation. Generally, candidates stated what the term means
rather than explain the statement. However, the majority of candidates was able to give good examples.
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the government in their country uses the taxes collected. The majority of candidates was able to identify the
purposes of taxation and satisfactorily explained how taxation is used in their respective countries.
However, some candidates just stated the purposes of taxation but did not explain how the taxes collected
were used by government. For example, if the candidate stated ‗to pay public servants‘, their explanation
was just an extension where they stated ‗to pay teachers, doctors and other public servants‘. A better
response would entail the candidate explaining how taxes are used, for example, to curb inflation by
reducing disposable income in the economy; and to remove competition from local goods in order to protect
new or failing industries by taxing imported substitutes.
A minority of candidates misinterpreted the question and gave the various types of taxes as a response.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss consumer protection legislation relating to (i) food and drug standards
and (ii) hire purchase laws, and to show how each benefits consumers. Generally this part of the question
was poorly done. A minority of candidates gave satisfactory responses in Part (c) (i). Part (c) (ii) also
presented a challenge as the majority of candidates were unable to explain how these laws benefitted
consumers. The responses tended to focus on explaining the laws, for example, candidates explained what
was meant by hire purchase, but failed to explain how the legislation benefits consumers. They constantly
offered responses on the affordability of products on hire purchase.
Recommendations
●

For the topic taxation, teachers should consider using business articles and, news briefs for
discussion sessions to give students a deeper understanding of the concepts.

●

Students must be able to explain the various purposes of taxation. Hence, in the classroom, more
emphasis needs to be placed on consumer protection legislation rather than on the rights of the
consumer. Resource personnel from the Bureau of Standards could be used to reinforce what is
taught in the classroom. A more practical approach is suggested, including allowing students to
bring copies of hire purchase contracts into the classroom where several aspects can be analysed.

Question 7
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the three methods of measuring the national income of a
country; the functions of the Caribbean Development Bank, the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund and the Caribbean Single Market and Economy (CSME). It was attempted by 28.24 per cent of the
candidates and the performance of the majority of the candidates on this question was poor. The mean mark
was 4.13 out of 20. The standard deviation was 3.68. Only five per cent of the candidates scored 50 per cent
of the maximum available mark for this question.
Part (a) was poorly done. While a minority of candidates was able to use a quantitative approach to the
question, the majority of candidates was unable to adequately explain the income, expenditure and output
methods of measuring national income. Of the three methods, the output method was the least well known.
In explaining this method, the majority of candidates looked at productivity or rate of output rather than the
value of the output produced. They were also unable to differentiate between national income and personal
disposable income.
In Part (b), candidates were tested on the functions of the Caribbean Development Bank, the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund. Candidates‘ answers revealed that most of them lacked knowledge of
the functions of the various organizations that influence the Caribbean environment. They were unable to
give the functions of these international financial institutions as they confused this with those of the Central
Bank and commercial banks.
Part (c) required an explanation of the acronym CSME. The majority of candidates merely stated what the
letters of the acronym stood for instead of elaborating on the main function or purpose of this customs union.
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development of Caribbean countries. This part of the question was very challenging for most candidates.
While a minority of them gave responses related to increased production and trade in goods and services as a
means to economic development, the majority of candidates merely examined the functions of the CSME
without linking them to economic development in the Caribbean.
Recommendations
Every effort must be made by teachers to teach this area of the syllabus. If this is given as a research
assignment, it is imperative that teachers discuss and simplify research information to ensure a level
of understanding that will allow students to do well in these areas in the examinations.
This part of the syllabus can also be taught earlier so that students have more time to understand and
internalize the information before sitting the examination. Teachers can help students to become
familiar with the content by exposing them to practice questions.
Teachers should endeavour to emphasize the difference between the methods of measuring national
income and the difference in the main functions of institutions that affect the Caribbean
environment.
Teachers can also invite resource persons such as teachers of Economics to their classes to further
explain this part of the syllabus and to answer questions that students may have.
Students should also be encouraged to read their texts on this part of the syllabus and to practise
answering the related questions contained in their texts.

Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
There was an overall improvement in the quality of projects submitted for the 2011 Caribbean Secondary
Education Certificate Examinations. Most centres submitted the required number of SBAs and, on the
whole, adhered to sampling guidelines. Overall, a large percentage of students presented topics that were
relevant to the syllabus and which met the required assignment details.
While many students demonstrated adequate knowledge of the content and objectives of the syllabus, there
are still too many instances where students did not present the requirements of the SBA projects as
prescribed in the Principles of Business syllabus.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Production
This was the most popular profile. Most of the SBAs submitted were done on the Production profile.
The following points were observed in relation to the various aspects of the project.
The Nature of the Business
In presenting the business, the nature of the business was not identified by most students. Students
did not state whether the business was a service or a manufacturing type. The nature of the business
was implied based on the description given but in most cases it was not explicitedly stated.
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With regard to the justification of the location of the business, students need to be more specific in
identifying the address of the business. For example, 14 Queen Street, Point Fortin, Trinidad and
Tobago. The justification of the business‘ physical location needs to apply to the business itself.
For example, infrastructure — that is, it is located close to the water and electricity company.
Type of Labour
Students did not specify the type of labour, that is, skilled, unskilled, semi-skilled and professions.
Students need to give a reasonable explanation for the particular type of labour needed in the
business.
Source of Funding
Students need to state the sources of the necessary funding for the fixed and working capital with
examples. For example, funding will come from family and friends and a loan from a lending
institution to buy the fixed assets such as a vehicle, computer as well as the use of daily production
to finance wages and expenses.
Role of the Entrepreneur
With regard to the role of the entrepreneur, candidates gave definitions but did not apply the
functions directly to the business. For example, if one function selected was motivating, then
candidates should state that as an entrepreneur’s duties should include different motivational
techniques to help employees work to their optimum.
Type of Production
Types of production were generally identified, however, students did not relate the examples
directly to the specific business being presented.
It is imperative that students be taught the difference between methods and levels of production.
Most students who identified the level did not give correct description and hence referred to it as
‗producing‘ instead of providing.
Quality Control
Most students addressed the aspect of quality control accurately in this area by identifying the
measures relating to their business but did not give an appropriate explanation.
The Use of Technology
With regard to the use of technology, most students stated that the computer was the main form of
technology used and at times did not state any other form. In order to achieve the marks here,
students needed to state two forms of technology. The forms of technology used under this profile
should at least indicate how they enhance and relate to the production process.
Linkages
The concept of linkage needs to be reviewed by both teachers and students. Those candidates that
identified the linkages did not give the correct description. The aid of a diagram is needed to show
the links between the businesses.
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improvement. However, they need to state clearly, with examples, the means by which the business
is capable of growing internally and are to do the same for external growth. For example, internal
growth includes hiring more staff as well as improving and increasing the product line. External
growth includes activities like additional location or entering the international market.
Government Regulations and Ethical Issues
These were generally identified but students failed to identify those which are specific to their stated
business and to show the impact on the business as required. At times, students made references to
regulations that had no relation to their business. Careful consideration should be given to ensure
that students understand what regulations govern a workplace according to the laws in their country
and those ethical/moral issues to which business persons should adhere.
Marketing
The Marketing profile was not as popular as the Production profile. However, there was an increase in the
number of students who opted to do this aspect of establishing a business.
Generally, most of the marketing SBAs were unsatisfactory in the content and overall presentation.
The following points were observed
Nature of the Business
Many students were unable to correctly identify the nature of the business.
Organization of the Marketing Department
Generally this section was fairly well done. Most students were able to identify the roles and
functions of personnel they listed. However, not all personnel listed were part of the marketing
department. Students drew the organizational structure of the entire organization instead of focusing
on the marketing department. Many of them also failed to identify the type of organizational
structure.
Market Research
This section was poorly done by the majority of students. Students did not include information that
was gathered from research based on the criteria listed.
Product or Service
This was poorly done by most students. In order to enhance their performance, students should
develop a logo and a brand related to the business, and this should be included in the SBA. A full
description of the type of service offered could also enhance students‘ performance.
Pricing Strategy
Most students did not identify, illustrate or justify the pricing strategy. Students needed to highlight
the strategy, illustrate it and give reasons why it was suitable.
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This section was poorly done. Distribution channels were not described and establishing businesses
were not included in the channel. A diagram showing the distribution channel, including the
business would be very effective. Most students did not include the limitations and suitable
alternatives. For example,
Producer → (HOT STOP SHOP) → (consumer)
Promotional Mix
This section was well done by the majority of students.
Use of Technology
This section was fairly well done. However, the types of technology used should be related to
marketing of the product or service. Also, it should be clearly stated how the technology would
enhance the efficiency of the business.
Customer Complaints
This section was poorly done. Students must use an example to illustrate how customer complaints
are to be addressed.
Government Regulations and Ethical Issues
This section was fairly well done. However, students should include government regulations and
ethical issues that are related to the marketing of their specific business. Also, the impact of
regulations and issues must be included.
Finance
Finance was the least popular of the three SBA profiles attempted by students. The submissions were
generally of a satisfactory quality. The areas which were handled especially well by students included
purposes for which finance was needed; cost of producing goods; capital goods; sources of finance and
collateral.
Students stated general textbook information related to the remaining areas of the Finance profile. They
were unable to relate the information presented in a specific practical way to the proposed business idea.
The following areas were of particular concern
Capital Instrument
Both the capital and the implication of capital mix selected needed to be examined to highlight their
relevance to the establishment of the proposed business.
Financial Statement
The trading and profit and loss account and the balance sheet should have some basic supporting
information within the profile to support its accuracy and credibility.
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The organizational chart too often highlighted the entire organizational structure. This should have
been related specifically to the finance section/department of the business.
Recommendations
●

Students need to adhere to the correct format and procedures in their presentation. For example,
using the correct font as well as the suggested folder. Students can enhance the overall project
presentation by using the correct headings and sub-headings. Greater use of charts and graphs
would also improve the overall quality of the presentation.

●

The SBA project is a projected business plan, hence the use of the future plan in the third person
should be encouraged. Students should also adhere to proper communication standards by ensuring
that correct spelling, punctuation and grammatical standards are followed.

●

The SBA requirements include a cover page, table of contents and bibliography. Students should
ensure that these aspects are presented in acceptable standards and correct formats. Information,
data, charts, pictures and other material presented in the appendices should be referenced in the
general discussion.

Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
The performance on Profile 1 was fair. Some candidates exhibited knowledge of the subject but were weak
in applying and analysing the information. Some candidates also failed to interpret the specific requirements
of the question.
Operational Plan
1.

Nature and Type of Business
This question tested candidates‘ understanding of the nature and type of business. The majority of
candidates attempted the question, however, candidates seemed to have difficulty in classifying the
business based on its ownership type. The responses were satisfactory.
Expected response: Sole Trader.

-

2.
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Internal Structure of the Organization
This question was designed to test candidates‘ knowledge of organizational charts. This question
was poorly done. The majority of candidates were unable to accurately draw the organizational
chart and identify the levels. Some candidates did not attempt the chart at all while others drew pie
charts, histograms, pictographs, line graphs, floor plans and advertisements with logos. Most
candidates were able to identify Jason Jeremy as the General Manager but failed to show the other
levels based on the information given in the case study.
Expected response: Organizational chart fo r proposed expansion.
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Management Functions
The question was satisfactorily done.
In Part (a), most candidates correctly identified the factors that contributed to the success of =The
Juice King‘ but weaker candidates misunderstood the objective of the question and listed the
functions of management and factors of production.
Expected responses: location o f the business, competitive prices, cleanliness o f the premises, high
quality goods and services.
For Part (b), the responses were generally good but some of the responses contained information
taken verbatim from the case rather than an interpretation and application of the information. Other
candidates confused the responses for factors that contributed to the success of =The Juice King‘
with the ways in which customers showed that they were satisfied with the services provided by
Jason.
Expected responses: they referred potential clients, they suggested that he expand the business, they
supported the business by repeated purchases and naming the business ‘The Juice K ing’.
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Ethical Issues
Candidates were expected to identify two ethical issues that could affect the business in a negative
way. This question proved to be the most challenging for candidates since most seemed not to have
understood the meaning of the phrase ethical issue.
Some responses identified reasons relating to Jason and his wife such as ―s
he was chosen unfairly
which would lead to conflict with employees and if the business expands, Jason will be making
profits‖. Candidates failed to make an appropriate link relating ethical issues to the workplace.
Expected responses: unfair pricing, improper disposal of waste, putting additive substances in food
and drink, non-compliance with government regulation (for example, not paying taxes, not
registering the business, not having a food license).

Marketing Plan
5.

Market Research
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of market research methods.
This item was answered satisfactorily by the majority of candidates; however, some responses were
not consistent with the methods used in conducting market research.
Expected responses: survey, observation, interview, questionnaire.

6.

Industry Trend
This question tested candidates‘ ability to evaluate trends in the industry that facilitate its growth
and survival.
This question proved to be challenging for most candidates. Many of them focused on the growth of
the business rather than the trend of the industry.
Expected response: There is a growing trend that people are becoming more health conscious and
are choosing to become vegetarians.

7.

(a)

Size of the Market
This part of this question tested candidates‘ ability to identify strategies vital to the survival
of the firm in a competitive environment.
Most candidates used generalized rather than specific strategies. In many cases, the same
responses were given for Question 9.
Expected responses: develop and maintain good rapport with customers, ensure staff is well
trained, advertise, offer high quality goods and services, offer a variety of dishes and
beverages.
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This part of the question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the advantages of expanding from
a sole trader to a private limited company.
Generally, most candidates gave satisfactory responses to this question. However,
responses that were applicable to other businesses were also provided. Candidates failed to
recognize the process involved in the transition from sole trader to private limited company.
Expected responses: responsibilities are shared, income/capital is increased, specialization
in management (Jason’s wife is a certified food preparation technician).

(c)

This part of the question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the disadvantages of expanding
from a sole trader to a private limited company.
This part of the question was poorly done. Candidates generally demonstrated a lack of
understanding of commonly used business terms such as limited and unlimited liability.
Expected responses: increased overheads, loss of personal/close contact with customers.

8.

Target Market
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the appropriate target market in the industry.
This question was not well done.
Expected response: the target market consists of office workers and persons who visit the city.

9.

Promotional Strategies
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of suitable promotional strategies utilized by the
business to promote its products.
Candidates responded well to this item. However, most of the responses given here were given in
Question 7 (a).
Expected responses: newspapers, flyers, radio, television, business cards, the Internet, hosting
special events.

10.

Distribution Strategies
This question tested candidates‘ knowledge of the different ways used by the business to promote its
products.
This was generally well done.
Expected response: the business can provide seating accommodation for dining as well as takeaway and delivery services.
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Executive Summary
This question tested candidates‘ ability to provide the components of the marketing plan.
Candidates had difficulty writing an executive summary. They did not grasp the concept of what
constitutes a successful marketing plan, as was presented.
Expected response: the shareholders and managers possess the requisite skills and experience to
team together to make the business successful. The considerable fund of goodwill contained in the
name ‘Jeremy’ serves to conserve the loyal clients and maintain the expected good quality service
that has carved out a prominent position in the market place for the business.

Financial Plan
This profile tested the financial aspects of the business plan and the competence of candidates in recognizing
the calculation of the following:
I.
II.
III.

Total expenses
Interest per month
Gross profit

Candidates were required to differentiate between current and fixed assets.
The majority of candidates successfully demonstrated an understanding of the principle and calculations
involved. However, a few candidates either omitted the entire profile or certain areas of it.
12.

This question tested the calculations of interest per month and total expenses. Many candidates
calculated the interest per annum but failed to divide by twelve to achieve the per month figure.
Some candidates erred in not showing the relevant working as required by the question and hence
failed to score full marks.
Expected Response:
Loan interest

Total expense

13.

=

10
100

=

$3 000

=

$146 000 + $3 000

=

$149 000

x $360 000

x

1
12

Candidates did not know the formula for the calculation of Gross Profit which is ‗Gross Profit =
Total Expenses + Net Profit‘. The incorrect calculation of total expenses in Question 12 resulted in
the wrong figure for Gross Profit. A few candidates subtracted Net Profit from Total Expenses.
Expected Response:
Gross Profit =
=
=

Total Expenses + Net Profit
$149 000 + $120 000
$269 000
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This question tested candidates‘ ability to calculate total expenses. Many candidates earned the full
marks by correctly identifying currents assets such as cash in hand, cash in the bank, loan from bank
and stocks. They were also knowledgeable about fixed assets and correctly identified the motor van,
equipment, etcetera.
A few candidates could not differentiate between current and fixed assets.
Expected Response: Equipment, furniture, motor van, fixtures, machinery.

15.

The majority of candidates correctly identified Jason and Jason’s wife together with the bank loan
as the major suppliers of capital for the business.
In some instances, vague statements such as ‗contribution‘, ‗capital‘ and ‗cash‘ were used. These
responses were not credited with any marks. Candidates also offered ‗credit unions‘ and ‗national
insurance‘ as sources of capital. However, these inferences were not related to the case study and
therefore marks were not awarded.
Expected Response: Mr Jeremy, Mrs Jeremy and bank loan.

Recommendations
There was an overall improvement in the performance on Paper 032 this year.
improvements can be realized if the following are taken into consideration.

However, further

Candidates need to read the questions carefully and interpret them in light of the case.
Questions should be answered in complete sentences.
Candidates need to be cognizant of the fact that the case study is built on principles and concepts of
the syllabus, hence, they need to use the jargon of the subject when responding to questions.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
This year a total of 4, 913 candidates registered for the Principles of Business General Proficiency
examination. The examination is comprised of the following Papers:
Paper 01
Paper 02
Paper 032

-

Multiple Choice
Essay Paper
Alternative to School Based Assessment
(Private Candidates)

Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple–choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was commendable. The mean mark was 33.69. Approximately
67 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks on this paper. One
candidate achieved the maximum available mark.
Paper 02 comprised two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions, one from Section II and one from Section III. The mean
mark for this paper was 51.35 out of 100. The standard deviation was 16.93. The marks ranged from 0 to
98. Approximately 53 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks on this
paper.
Paper 032 – the alternative to the School–Based Assessment (SBA) – is an examination offered to private
candidates. Candidates were required to respond to questions based on a business plan using a given
template.
The overall performance on this paper continues to show improvement. The mean mark was 19.89 out of
40. The standard deviation was 6.98. The maximum marked achieved was 39 out of 40. Approximately
54 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark on this paper.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02–Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the functions of a business and types of business
organizations. The question was attempted by approximately 52 per cent of the candidates, the majority
of whom gave good responses. The mean mark was 10.49 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.34.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to outline two functions of a business. This part of the question was well
done by most candidates, most of them achieved the maximum available mark for this part of the
question.
For Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to state two ways in which a sole proprietorship is different
from a partnership. The majority of candidates answered correctly, but there were some who failed to
make this distinction.
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Part (b) (i) required candidates to define the term franchise. Most candidates confused a franchise with
multi–nationals and were therefore unable to score the maximum available mark for this section of the
question.
In Part (b) (ii) candidates were required to identify four popular franchises. The majority of candidates
were able to score the maximum mark.
For Part (c), candidates were required to discuss two advantages of operating a franchise. The majority of
candidates was unfamiliar with the concept ‘franchise’ and did not perform well. Candidates gave poor
responses in this section and so was unable to earn the maximum mark. Weaker candidates gave the
advantages to the franchisor rather than the franchisee. Some candidates even gave advantages to the
country where the franchisee operates.
The following are suggested responses to Question 1
(a)

(i)

The functions of business are:
To produce goods and services by converting raw materials or inputs into
saleable products.
To manage money and money resources of business operations which relate to its
accounting and financial function.

(ii)

Two ways in which a sole proprietorship is different from a partnership:
A sole proprietorship is owned and managed by the same person while a
partnership is jointly owned by the parties involved and may or may not be
managed by owners.
A sole proprietorship lends itself to quick decision making while a partnership
does not generally lend itself to quick decision making but engages in more
informed decision making.

(b)

(i)

Definition of franchise
A franchise is a legal agreement with a parent company to abide by the guidelines and
regulations set out by that company for a period of time and can take the form of a sole
proprietorship, partnership or limited company. A franchise is easily recognized because
it carries the logo and other physical similarities and characteristics of its parent
company.

(ii)

Four popular franchises are:
McDonalds
Burger King
KFC
Texaco/Esso
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(c)

Advantages of operating a franchise:
A franchise is usually based on a proven idea. A person will be interested in buying a
franchise because he or she knows of the business’ track record. The franchisee can
research the success history of the business as well as the success history of other
businesses before making a commitment.
The franchisee can use a recognized brand name and trademarks. The public would
have already been aware of the products and/or services offered by the business. The
franchisee will benefit from any advertising or promotion by the owner of the
franchise, – the ‘franchisor’.

Recommendations
●

●

Teachers should ensure that students are able to differentiate between various types
of business organizations such as sole proprietorship and partnership. This can be
achieved with the use of tables as part of the teaching tool. These can be used to
show similarities of and differences between concepts.
More emphasis should be placed on the definitions of business organizations such as
franchises and the differences and similarities should be highlighted.

Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of documenting business transactions, instruments of
payment, as well as contract law, including types of contracts, termination of contracts, explanations of
the concepts of offer and acceptance and consideration. The question was attempted by 54 per cent per
cent of the candidates, the majority of whom gave good responses. The mean mark was 10.89 out of 20.
The standard deviation was 3.69.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to state four reasons for documenting business transactions.
This part of the question was well done by most candidates, and they were able to earn the full four marks
for this section.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to identify three instruments of payment, other than a credit card.
The majority of candidates gave good responses, but there were some who incorrectly gave the response
of a medium of finance such as credit union.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to define the term contract. The majority stated that a contract is an
agreement, but a minority failed to mention that the agreement is between two or more parties, and others
omitted that a contract is legally binding or enforceable by law, thus loosing valuable marks.
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to identify the type of contract entered into by Sun and Sand Resort and
Mr. Jones. The majority of candidates did not know the correct answer–a simple contract – and so lost
the one mark allocated to this section.
Part (b) (iii) required candidates to state four ways in which the contract between Sun and Sand Resort
and Mr Jones may be terminated. The majority of candidates responded correctly to this part and so was
able to earn the full four marks allocated. However, some candidates mistakenly gave the response that
Mr Jones was not able to pay for the scuba instructions, in spite of the information provided in the case
study that stated otherwise.
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In Part (c), candidates were required to explain the legal concepts of (i) offer and acceptance and (ii)
consideration, with reference to the relationship between Mr Jones and Sun and Sand Resort. The
majority of candidates gave incorrect responses, thus, they lost most of the marks allocated to this part of
the question. Additionally, weaker candidates did not refer to the relationship between Mr Jones and Sun
and Sand Resort in their responses. Very few candidates gave the correct explanation of the legal term
consideration, with the majority giving the layman’s meaning of the word ‘consideration’.
The following are suggested responses for Question 2
(a)

(i)

Four reasons for documenting business transactions:
Business documents help to keep track of all official and unofficial business
transactions.
Business documents are used for reference purposes to clarify or answer queries.
Business documents are used to inform people about business transactions.
Documenting business transactions saves time when looking for information
since the documents contain relevant information on the business that transpired.

(b)

(ii)

Instruments of payment other than a credit card:
Money order
Bank draft
Cheque
Cash

(i)

Definition of contract:
A contract is an agreement made by two or more parties that is legally binding or
enforceable by law.

(ii)

The type of contract entered into by Sun and Sand Resort
and Mr. Jones is a simple contract
Four ways in which the contract between Sun and Sand and Mr Jones may
be terminated are:
Performance – both parties carried out their side of the agreement.

(iii)

Agreement – both parties agree to cancel the contract before it is completed.
Breach – one party breaks the contract by failing to carry out his side of the
agreement.
Renunciation – one party carries out a portion of the contract and fails to go any
further.
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(c)

An explanation of offer and acceptance and consideration with reference to Sun and Sand
Resort and Mr. Jones:
(i)

Offer and acceptance
Offer: An offer is a proposal or bid made by a person or his agent to another person or his
agent. The person making the offer is the offeror, in this case Sun and Sand Resort, and
the person accepting the offer is the offeree, in this instance Mr Jones. In this scenario the
offer is the services advertised to all by Sun and Sand Resort on their website and via
other marketing tools.
Acceptance: An acceptance exists when the offeree or his agent agrees to all terms or
conditions laid down by the offeror or his agent. In this case the acceptance exists when
Mr Jones pays for the services offered and Sun and Sand Resort accepts the payment to
offer service by confirming receipt of payment from Mr Jones.

(ii)

Consideration: Consideration is a promise or action made by one party for the request for
action made by another party. Mr Jones requests and pays for scuba services and Sun and
Sand Resort promises to honour this request by accepting and acknowledging payment.

Recommendations
● Teachers must encourage students to read the stimulus material carefully before answering
questions, in particular when the questions refer to the information from the stimulus material
in their responses.
● Teachers should provide students with the opportunity to practise answering more CSEC
questions with stimulus materials. This would help them to become more familiar with the
expectations of the questions, especially when they are required to make reference to a
particular situation or scenario.
● Students must also be encouraged to pay attention to the verb clues in the question such as
state, outline, discuss.
● Teachers should help students to differentiate between the terms instruments of payment and
medium of payment. This can be achieved by having students bring samples of these
instruments of payment to class sessions.
● Role play can be used to reinforce the topic of contract law among students. In such role play
sessions, students should examine the sequence involved in the process of formulating a
contract. They should differentiate between the legal concepts of offer and acceptance, giving
examples of relevant situations to justify their explanations , they should also be able to use
the terminologies associated with principles of business to explain the meaning of legal
concepts such as consideration.
● To help students to better understand the concepts of payment methods and the mechanism of
contracts teachers should arrange visits to companies, they should also encourage students to
view documentaries as well as read pertinent articles from newspapers and the Internet.
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Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of setting up a business, with respect to the use of resources
and the factors to consider in deciding on its location. Candidates were also expected to discuss the
benefits of a business to a country. Approximately 63 per cent of the candidates attempted this question,
the majority of whom performed well. The mean mark was 12.51 out of 20. The standard deviation was
4.84.
In Part (a), the candidates were required to define the term resources. The majority of candidates was
unable to give a comprehensive definition. They provided vague responses that just entailed examples of
resources.
Part (b) (i), required candidates to identify two types of resources that were important in starting a
business. This was well done. The majority of candidates scored the maximum mark for this part of the
question.
In Part (b) (ii), candidates were required to explain the importance of the resources identified in Part (b)
(i). This part of the question was well done with the majority of candidates gaining the maximum mark.
Part (c), required candidates to outline factors to be taken into consideration when selecting a location for
a business. This was also well done, with most candidates scoring the maximum mark.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss the benefits of the new business to the country. The
majority of them scored the maximum mark for this part of the question. Candidates failed to develop
their response into a discussion, instead, they gave brief, vague statements.
The following are suggested responses for Question 3.
Definition of resources:
(a)
Resources – the assets used in the production of goods and services and in the starting or
maintenance of a business.
(b)

Two resources that are important to Sally in starting her business are:
Human/labour resources – vital for people to be involved in the production process. Manual
labour can be used in transforming physical resources into products (goods and services),
promoting the products and selling the products.
Physical/Land resources – raw materials necessary for making goods or to be used in the
provision of services.

(c)

Three factors that Sally should consider when choosing a location for her business.
Access to raw materials – If raw materials are not in close proximity, then transportation
costs will have to be considered. These can affect the price of the product.
Access to labour – If individuals are not in close proximity, then they should be able to be
transported easily. A good supply means that the cost of labour would be lower whereas
a short supply would cause an increase in cost, resulting in a higher price for the product.
Access to markets – If markets are not in close proximity, then distribution costs will
have to be added to the product, thereby increasing the price of the product.
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(d)

Two ways in which the country could benefit from the new business:
The use of local raw materials will help the country through the creation of linkages with
other firms, ensuring growth of these firms and the growth of the country’s gross
domestic product. Sally could link backwards to get raw materials shells, beads, straws,
fabrics − from local suppliers.
Sally would also be employing local people, thus assisting in the reduction of
unemployment and also assisting in human resource development.
Export of these products will aid in earning foreign currency which can reduce balance of
payments debts. Additionally, tourists coming to the island will spend foreign dollars to
purchase these items which will also be a source of foreign currency.

Recommendations
●

Teachers can test students’ understanding of resources, via class discussions where
students identify model definitions and apply their knowledge by creating simulated
businesses.

●

Teachers must encourage students to use key verbs in the questions such as state, discuss,
outline and describe as well as the marks allocated as an indication of the expected
responses.

Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of consumer behaviour, consumer protection and
management responsibilities to consumers. Approximately 63 per cent of the candidates attempted this
question. Generally, the candidates performed creditably. The mean mark was 12.55 out of 20. The
standard deviation was 4.33.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to explain the term customer satisfaction. Candidates were able to score
the marks but responses could be improved by reference to customer expectations and needs, for example,
lower price, high quality and availability of products. The majority of candidates tended to focus on
‘needs’ and ‘wants’ with the weaker ones explaining customer satisfaction as a customer being satisfied’.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to state two ways in which a firm can ensure customer satisfaction.
Candidates were able to score the maximum marks in this section. The better responses included good
quality products on a timely basis, after sales services, ‘responding to customers request and market
research through surveys.
In Part (b) candidates were asked to outline three responsibilities of management to customers. While
candidates were able to list the responsibilities of management to customers, they were unable to develop
their answers to respond correctly to what they were being asked. Suitable responses included customers
safety in terms of product and premises, product information and consumer education with regard to
making informed choices, truthful and honest communications and feedback. Suggestion boxes were also
identified.
Part (c) required candidates to explain the role of the Bureau of Standards and the Consumer Affairs
Commission (CAC) in consumer protection. The majority of the candidates indicated that the bureau sets
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standards for products with regard to proper labelling, proper packaging, safety guidelines, expiry dates,
ingredients and so on. While they stated that CAC ensures that laws protecting consumers’ rights are
upheld and seeks to address unfair pricing practices.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two factors influencing consumer behaviour. While they
were able to score some marks, many candidates did not fully discuss how the factors influenced the
behaviour of consumers. Most of the responses focused on economic factors, for example, ‘price’,
‘quality’, ‘taste’, and ‘income’. Acceptable responses should have included social, psychological,
personal and cultural factors. For example, cultural factors would include values and attitudes in the
community/country – race, religion, social areas and family traditions.
The following are suggested responses to Question 4
Explanation of customer satisfaction:
(a) (i)

Customer satisfaction means the ability of a product or service to meet customers’
expectation in the main areas of customers’ needs such as lower price; high quality;
sufficient quantity and availability of products at points of distribution.

.
(ii)Two ways in which firms can improve customer satisfaction:
A firm can improve customer satisfaction by being able to meet the customers’
needs for the goods and services they require by providing high quality products
on a timely basis.
Another way a firm can improve customer satisfaction is by quickly responding to
customers complaints and requests.
(b) Three responsibilities of management to customers:
Management should be concerned about customers’ safety and should ensure that
the products bought by customers do not cause them injury in normal use.
Therefore products should be of high quality.
Additionally, the place of business should be safe and nothing on the premises
should, in the normal course of business, cause bodily harm or injury to
customers.
Management should ensure that customers are informed so that they make
informed decisions. Therefore, communication with customers should be truthful.
For example, company brochures, advertisements, verbal statements made by
salespersons should give correct information.
(c)

(i)

The role of the Bureau of Standards in consumer protection:
The Bureau of Standards is set up to ensure that firms produce and maintain the quality of
their products so that consumers have high−quality products from which to choose. The
governments set rules and regulations and these are enforced by the Bureau of Standards.
Among the guidelines set are that food products are to be properly labelled, showing
ingredients, contents and weight should be shown; expiry dates should also be provided
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on packages so that consumers are given adequate information. Additionally, products
should contain the ingredients that are indicated.
(ii)

The role of the Consumer Affairs Commission in consumer protection:
The Consumer Affairs Commission (CAC) is an arm of the government that represents
consumers and ensures that they are fairly treated. It seeks redress on unfair pricing
practices, poor quality, and discrepancy in weight and measures. The CAC also ensures
that laws protecting consumers’ rights are upheld.

(d)

Two factors that influence customer behaviour are:
Cultural: These include values and attitudes that dominate the community or country of
the consumer. These may be race, religion; family traditions or social class that play a
significant role in determining what consumers choose. Religion and race, for example,
often determine food choices and methods of preparation.
Social: Social factors include reference groups, for example, family and friends and, role
expectations. Consumers are members of social groups and these groups influence the
decisions that they make. Vacation destinations and activities are often decided on after
consultation with other members of the reference group.

Recommendations
Teachers need to help students to distinguish among list, state, outline, explain and discuss so that they
can give the desired responses and demonstrate a deeper understanding of the content area.
Question 5
This question tested candidates understanding of the role and responsibilities of the central bank and its
relationship with commercial banks. It also tested candidates’ knowledge of sources of financing other
than commercial banks. Approximately 18 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The
performance on this question was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 3.51 out of 20. The standard
deviation was 3.15.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to outline two reasons why the central bank may decide to close down a
commercial bank. This was generally poorly done as the candidates lacked knowledge of the role of the
central bank and the regulations that it sets out to govern the functioning of commercial banks. A
common erroneous response was that a prime reason for closing down the commercial bank was
bankruptcy or unprofitability.
For Part (a) (ii), candidates were asked to suggest three actions that commercial banks can take in order to
prevent closure by a central bank. The majority of candidates did not demonstrate satisfactory knowledge
of the role of the central bank and its regulations. They were generally unable to identify suitable actions
that the commercial banks could take to prevent closure.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify four sources, other than commercial banks, from which
firms can acquire financing. This section was generally well done. The weaker candidates listed the
various commercial banks by name or gave responses that included both ‘credit unions’ and ‘trade
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unions’, indicating that they did not comprehend the nature of a commercial bank neither were they able
to distinguish commercial banks from other financial institutions.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss two ways in which the stock market performs its role effectively.
This part of the question was poorly done. The majority of the candidates demonstrated lack of
knowledge of the role of the stock exchange. Some candidates indicated that the stock market buys and
sells stock as opposed to being the facilitator and monitor of such activity. Candidates’ responses suggest
that they equated a stock market to a ‘market’, where goods are traded.
The following are suggested responses for Question 5.
(a)(i)

Two reasons why a central bank may decide to close a commercial bank:
The commercial bank may have failed to maintain its reserve requirements at the central
bank. All commercial banks are mandated by the central bank to keep a percentage of
total demand and time deposits in cash in its vaults or as deposits in the central bank to
meet withdrawals.
The commercial bank may not have been following guidelines from the central bank with
regards to money laundering activities. The central bank sets guidelines with respect to
clients and deposits at commercial banks, and only customers who are reputable and are
not involved in illegal activities are allowed to do banking transactions.

(ii) Three actions that a commercial bank could take to prevent closure:
In order to prevent closure by a central bank, a commercial bank may call in loans given
to customers. They may choose to foreclose on some mortgages or short-term money
lent to customers.
The commercial bank may regularize its activities by carrying out due diligence, ensuring
that it scrutinizes the transactions of customers and that only those of good character do
business with the bank.
The commercial bank may also have to make some assets liquid in order to meet
financial obligations to the central bank such as special deposits.
The commercial bank would also need to make the necessary adjustments in the conduct
of its activities so as to pay debts owed to the central bank on a timely basis.
(b)

Four sources, other than commercial banks, from which firms can acquire financing:
Firms may receive loans from private sources such as family and friends.
Firms may also plough back profits into the business instead of saving them.
Firms can acquire financing from financial institutions such as credit unions, building
societies and insurance companies.
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Firms may receive credit, such as trade credit and hire purchase, from suppliers. This
allows them to use raw materials, furniture and fixtures while deferring payment for some
time in the future.
(c)

Two ways in which the stock market performs its role effectively:
The stock market may act as a primary market when it allows public firms in good
standing to use the stock market as a source of new capital. To finance expansion, firms
may use the facility of the stock market to issue new shares because they have the option
to sell them later to other investors.
In allowing the sale of shares or trading to take place between investors, the stock market
carries out another role as secondary market. Secondary trading is not a source of new
capital for a firm but is a provision for investors and potential investors to buy and sell
existing shares.

Recommendations
Teachers need to help students to make clear distinctions between the role of the central bank and that of
the commercial banks, as well as the stock market and a general market place. Role play, guided research
and site visits are some techniques that can be used to assist students in distinguishing between the
concepts.
Question 6
This question tested candidates’ understanding of taxation. It required candidates to differentiate between
types of taxes and forms of taxation. It was attempted by 42 per cent of candidates. Performance on this
question was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 8.39 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.57.
Part (a) was generally well done. Many candidates were able to distinguish between direct and indirect
taxes and give appropriate examples as directed. The common trend in answering this part of the question
was that candidates indicated that the burden of direct taxes fell on the same individual, for example,
income tax and property tax, while with indirect taxes the burden fell on different individuals such as the
payment of value−added taxes through the purchase of goods and services. The payment of customs and
excise duties were also common examples. A few candidates however confused direct taxes and indirect
taxes.
Part (b) was answered successfully by the majority of the candidates who cited the main purpose of taxes
as one that generates revenue for governments to help with expenditure. Other common responses
included taxation as a means of redistributing income in a country and the use of revenue gained from
taxes to improve the quality of citizens’ lives.
Part (c) (i) and (ii) proved challenging for many candidates. The majority of them did not attempt this part
of the question and for those who did, it was clear that they were not able to distinguish between
regressive taxation and progressive taxation, or explain why progressive taxation may be favoured by
governments. Candidates failed to recognize that regressive taxation. They were unable to discriminates
against the lower and middle class income earners pay higher taxes than those of higher income earners.
They also failed to recognize that progressive taxes place the lightest burden on those who make the least
money so that only when one’s income increases so does the percentage of tax to be paid.
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A minority of candidates summarized the differences between these two forms of taxation stating that
with regressive taxes the less one earns the more they will have to pay while with progressive taxes, the
more one earns the more taxes he is required to pay.
In addition, candidates failed to point out that progressive taxes are favoured because equity can be
achieved under this system as those who can afford to pay more, will pay more.
Part (c) (iii) was correctly answered by the majority of candidates who were able to cite two reasons why
government would impose taxes on alcohol and tobacco, and provide a meaningful discussion. Responses
included that governments impose taxes on these products in an effort to curb addiction to these products
by making them unaffordable. Government being concerned about the consumption of these harmful
products hence the taxes act as a deterrent to discourage people from purchasing these products; and the
fact that some citizens would still purchase the products regardless of cost are but a few well thought out
answers. In the rare instance, candidates merely stated their points but did not develop them into a full
discussion.
The following are suggested responses to Question 6.
Explanation of the terms direct and indirect taxes with one example of each:
Direct taxes are taxes levied entirely on the persons who pay them and cannot be passed on to
others. These taxes are paid directly to the government.
An example of direct taxes is income tax.
Indirect taxes are taxes on consumption or spending and are normally paid by suppliers who pass
them on to consumers in the final price for goods and services. The intermediaries later forward
these taxes to the government. An example of indirect taxes is sales tax.

Two purposes of taxation are to:
Raise revenue for the government
Redistribute income in a country
(c)
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Distinguish between ‘regressive taxation’ and ‘progressive taxation’:
A regressive tax is one which represents a greater proportion of income of poor and
middle−income households than of higher-income households. It disproportionately burdens
those who are less able to afford it. A progressive tax, on the other hand, is designed to place
the lightest burden on those who make the least money. The percentage of tax increases as
income increases.
The main reason in favour of a progressive tax system is to achieve
fairness or equity in taxation, as those who are more able will pay more.
Government might impose taxes on alcohol and tobacco because:
Consumers of these products may be addicted and price increases caused by taxes may likely
dissuade them from purchasing.
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Advertising of these products is usually very aggressive and persuasive, leading government to
feel that consumers will continue to respond favourably and purchase the products, so higher
taxes may prevent them from doing so.
Recommendations
Teachers need to help students to get a clear understanding of the different types of taxation by
using practical real-life examples to which students can relate.
To better understand how taxation works, investigations or interviews can be conducted in
students’ households where they can gain firsthand knowledge of direct versus indirect taxation
and be able to distinguish between them using relevant and appropriate examples.
Greater exposure to taxation and its effects on citizens as well as businesses through lectures or
discussions hosted by the relevant tax authorities should be considered. This would broaden
students’ understanding of how taxation really works for or against a country, individual or
business.
Students should be encouraged to participate in research activities such as reading the business
section of a newspaper to keep abreast of what is happening in the economy. They should also be
encouraged to surf business websites on the Internet to seek further clarification on the topic.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of international trade, balance of payments, economic
institutions and problems facing Caribbean economies. The question was attempted by approximately 25
per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 5.04 out of 20. The standard deviation was 3.23.
Part (a) required candidates to state two reasons why countries trade with each other. It was well done by
the majority of candidates.
Part (b) required candidates to define the terms (i) specialization, (ii) balance of trade and (iii)
globalization. In Part (b) (i) specialization was well defined along with an example by those candidates
who showed understanding of the concept. The weaker candidates were unable to provide examples of
skilled jobs.
For Part (b) (ii) – balance of trade was defined correctly by only a minority of candidates. The majority of
candidates defined the balance of payments instead balance of trade.
In Part (b) (iii), weaker candidates confused globalization with ‘global warming’. The majority of
candidates merely gave the meaning of the root word of the word globalization. Generally, responses
showed that this concept is not well known.
In Part (c), candidates were required to state two features of the (i) Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States (OECS), (ii) Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and (iii) World Trade Organization (WTO). In
Part (c) (i) and (ii) only a minority of candidates correctly stated features of the institutions, while the
majority of them gave responses that overlapped.
The responses to Part (c) (iii) were poor. The weaker candidates identified this institution as a body that
undertakes the economic activity of importing and exporting. Very few candidates were able to state at
least one role of this institution.
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Part (d) required candidates to discuss two challenges faced by Caribbean economies in creating a single
market and economy. This proved very challenging to the majority of candidates since they mistakenly
wrote about a physical location rather than a form of economic integration as well as treated the question
as referring to an individual Caribbean economy rather than all Caribbean economies as a whole. A few
candidates stated at least one appropriate challenge but failed to go further to discuss it.
The following are suggested responses to Question 7.
(a)

Two reasons why countries trade with each other:
One country’s climatic conditions may be favourable to the growing of certain crops and
the other may be unfavourable.
One country may be favourably endowed with natural resources that another country may
not possess.

(b)

(c)

Definition of terms: specialization, balance of trade, globalization
(i)

Specialization also referred to as division of labour refers to a system in which persons or
entities concentrate on those jobs for which they are best suited.

(ii)

Balance of trade is the difference in income which countries earn from exports and the
payments which they make to other countries for imports.

(iii)

Globalization may be regarded as the integration of markets around the world.
represents a trend away from national entities towards one large market.

(i)

Two features of the OECS (Organization of Eastern Caribbean States):
A group of nine states (seven original members plus two associate members in the
Eastern Caribbean.
It is set up to achieve reasonable and workable trading arrangements between
themselves and CARICOM states as well as the international community.

(ii)

Two features of the (Caribbean Community) CARICOM:
CARICOM was established by the Treaty of Chaguaramas in 1973. Its
headquarters is located in Guyana.
CARICOM fosters economic cooperation among members.

(iii)

Features of WTO (World Trade Organization):
Multilateral trading organization which aims to promote trade liberalization
(replaced GATT – General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade)
Forum for governments to negotiate trade agreements and resolve trade disputes

It
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(d)

Two challenges Caribbean economies face in creating a single market and

economy:

National sovereignty – Strong feelings of nationhood and parochialism make it
difficult for Caribbean countries to commit fully to integration efforts.
Furthermore, regional leaders seem to suspect that the creation of a single
economic unit will diminish their power and authority.
Differences in exchange rates - The varying and extreme rates of exchange
throughout the region create extreme difficulty for a single market and economy
to function as a single unit. Countries with higher and more stable exchange rates
fear that any harmonization or rationalization of exchange rates would represent a
devaluation of their currencies, with the attendant perils.
Control of resources - Larger countries with more extensive resources want to
retain control of their resources. There is also much suspicion that they stand to
lose more than smaller states in any common enterprise.
Recommendations
Teachers are encouraged to link this area of study with topics taught earlier such as types of economic
systems and their related problems. Also, they should collect articles on the various forms of economic
integration in the Caribbean as a basis for class discussions. Students should also be encouraged to do
research on various regional and international institutions on the Internet. Teachers should use credible
Internet sites for their information, those with .gov and .org domains.

Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
For Paper 032, candidates were given a case and a template for a business plan and were required to
complete the business plan by answering 11 questions based on the three profiles. This year’s case was
related to a service centre business which offers telemarketing and data entry services. The partnership
business is owned by a group of friends who wanted to execute a growth strategy to build the business
over a ten-year period by introducing new but related services.
Generally, candidates performed creditably on all three profiles. The mean mark was 19.89 out of 40
marks. The standard deviation was 6.98.
Operational Plan – Profile 1
1. NATURE AND TYPE OF BUSINESS
In Part (a), candidates were required to list two types of services offered by Beyond 2012. Part (b)
required candidates to state two changes to the organization that are likely to result over the next
three years as a result of the growth strategy that will be implemented.
The majority of candidates answered Part (a) correctly. However, only a minority responded
correctly to Part 1 (b), some merely wrote back statements made in the case such as ‘new but
related services’ and ‘stakeholders included in the decision making process’.
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2. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION
Candidates were required to outline how the human resource department and the marketing
department will be affected by the planned growth.
The majority of candidates were unable to outline how the named functional areas of the business
would be affected by the planned growth. In their response, candidates confused the marketing
department with the production department.
3. MANAGEMENT FUNCTION
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify the type of leadership displayed by the owners of
Beyond 2012 and support their answers with evidence from the case. In Part (b), they were
required to identify two sources of internal conflict that may result from the proposed changes to
the business. The majority of candidates were unable to identify the leadership styles displayed
by the owners. In some instances, they confused this with types of businesses. For Part (b), the
more able candidates were able to identify the sources of internal conflict that may result from
proposed changes in the business. The weaker candidates were unable to perceive likely areas of
conflicts and merely repeated growth strategy directions of the firm.
The following are suggested responses for Profile 1.
NATURE AND TYPE OF BUSINESS
Question 1
(a) Type of services:
Telemarketing
Data entry
(b) Changes to the organization that will result from the growth strategy:
There will be a likely to be an increase in the number of employees.
There will be an expansion of the physical location of the business.
Internal Structure of the Organization
Question 2
(a)

How the human resources department will be affected by growth
The human resources department will need to recruit, hire, train, compensate, and provide
orientation to successfully incorporate new employees.

(b)

How the marketing department will be affected by growth:
The marketing department will need to develop, implement and market new services.
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Management Function
Question 3
(a)
(b)

Leadership style displayed by the owners: democratic or participatory. The owners are using
team effort and engaging all stakeholders in the decision−making process.
Sources of internal conflict:
Poor communication between old and new employees
Disagreement among owners as to who will direct which departments
Insufficient operating capital
Insufficient planning for increase in staff size leading to breakdown in the lines of
communication
Unclear chains of command and supervision

Marketing Plan – Profile 2
4. Target Market
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify three business sectors that are likely targets in the
three-year plan. In Part (b), they were required to identify three marketing strategies that can be
used to promote the services offered by Beyond 2012. The majority of candidates was unable to
identify the business sectors that are likely targets in the
three −year plan. They however were able to identify positions within the sectors, for example,
bookkeeping and accountants. In Part (b), the majority of candidates was able to identify
marketing strategies that the firm could use to promote the services.
5. Pricing Strategies
Candidates were required to state two ways by which the business can realize a reasonable
increase in revenue in the next three years. This question was fairly well done as the majority of
candidates were able to give responses such as targeting new customers, reducing overheads and
providing new services.
6. Promotional Strategies
Part (a) required candidates to use the objectives of the business to suggest a slogan for the
promotion of the services it offered. The majority of candidates was able to give an appropriate
slogan. In Part (b) (i), candidates were required to identify strengths of the business. This was
well done by the majority of candidates. Part (b) (ii) required candidates to state how the
strengths mentioned in Part (b) (i) will give the business an advantage over its competitors. For
the most part, candidates were able to show how the strengths were able to give the business an
advantage over its competitors.
7. Technology
This question required candidates to describe two ways in which technology can be used to
promote the services of the business. This was well done by the majority of candidates.
8. Quality
Candidates were required to describe one way in which the company can maintain quality service
to its clientele. This question was very well answered by the majority of candidates who gave
responses such as firms aiming to meet the demands, needs and wants of customers quickly.
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The following are suggested responses for Profile 2.
Question 4
(a) Business sectors that may be targeted by plan:
Retail businesses
Service industries
Manufacturing sector
Government agencies
(b) Marketing strategies to promote business:
Media campaign
Direct mail to clients
First months free trial service
Telemarketing
Discounts for early payments
Question 5
Pricing Strategies
Ways by which the owners can obtain increase in revenue:
Increased number of customers translates into more revenue if old customers are retained
Reduce overhead expenses by cutting cost and taking advantage of synergies
Increase sales through offers and collection efforts;
Increase prices and quality of service
Provide payment plan for customers who prefer to pay in installments;
Question 6
Promotion Strategies
(a)
(b)

Suggest a slogan: ‘Building world class service’; ‘Taking business into the new world’;
‘Striving for your success’.
Strengths that would give advantage to business
Owners are all experienced and have networked in the industry thereby giving the
business an edge over other ‘newcomers’.
The business has a history of rapid growth that can be seen as recognition and
appreciation from paying customers, this would allow the business owners to market
themselves using a positive though short track record.
The owners are visionaries who realize that there must be a strategic plan in place.
Planning and executing in phases allow the business time to make adjustments as
necessary and set real, attainable, measurable goals.
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Question 7
Technology
Ways in which technology can be used to promote business:
Through the development of websites and links that create easier access to information
Through the use of e-mail addresses to make quick contact with millions of people
Since it breaks down borders and barriers it allows businesses to market to the world all at once in
as many languages as necessary
Use of television and radio media gets readily translated or transferred to streaming video and
online news giving the business access to more media than they pay for
Question 8
Quality
Ways in which the company can maintain quality service to its clientele:
The owners must ensure that the firm meets and exceeds the demands of customers with respect
to telemarketing and data entry services.
The firm should seek to upgrade its equipment, outfit and train staff to deliver quality services.
The firm should respond quickly to the needs of clients for changes that may arise.
Financial Plan – Profile 3
9. Sources and Uses Of Finance and Capital Instrument
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify sources from which Beyond 2012 can seek
financing to fund its expansion, and, in Part (b), they were required to state ways in which the
firm can use the funds to support its three year plan. Both parts of the question were well done by
the majority of candidates.
10. Government regulations
Candidates were required to discuss one government regulation which should be considered when
conducting business. This question was also fairly well answered. The majority of candidates was able to
identify payment of taxes and the collection of statutory deductions such as NIS. The weaker candidates
mentioned service clubs and associations.
Executive Summary
11. Candidates were required to write an overview of the business including the three aspects of the
plan. This was very challenging for the majority of them. They were unable to give convincing
statements of the three areas of the business plan to form the summary. However, the majority of
them scored two of the three available marks.
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The following are suggested responses for Profile 3.
Question 9
Sources and Uses of Finance and Capital Instrument
(a) Sources of financing to fund expansion:
Loans from commercial banks or credit unions
Personal savings
Returns on investments
Sale of stocks
(b) Uses of funds to support the business:
To purchase equipment
To launch marketing and public relations plans, recruit quality staff
To purchase office equipment
To expand office space
To offer benefits to customers and employees
To invest in other opportunities.
Question 10
Government regulations
Regulations that must be considered by business:
Beyond 2012 must take into consideration the portion of employee wages (PAYE, Social
Security, National Insurance) that will have to be paid to the government as regulated by the laws
of the country. These regulations are to protect the employees while at the same time providing
the government with access to revenue.
The owners must be aware of the taxes that apply to their businesses and should register with the
Sales or Value Added Tax departments to collect on behalf of the government. This tax is levied
on the people of a country using the procedures and guidance of the government for proper
implementation and remittance.
Question 11
Executive Summary
Beyond 2012 is a partnership in existence for two years which offers telemarketing and
data−entry services.
The owners want to expand the services to include information technology services such as bookkeeping,
management information systems, marketing and public relations.
The owners together have over 20 years of experience in the call−centre business and have decided to
pool their resources and competencies to open a service centre.
The owners’ vision is for growth and industry dominance to be achieved over a ten-year period. The
focus of the first three years is the expansion of services.
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The owners aim to promote the business by targeting business sectors using a variety of marketing
strategies.
The business experienced steady growth and plans to increase by 40 per cent in the next three years.
Recommendations
Candidates are encouraged to examine business plans and should familiarize themselves with the various
areas of the plan and use templates to practise writing different aspects of these plans. There are a number
of Internet sites that can be used to identify business plans and templates which can guide candidates
effectively. Also textbooks on CSEC Principles of Business that cover this area will be useful. The
Principles of Business text published by Carlong Publishers is one such. It has a sample business plan and
a sample 032 - paper as well guidelines on how to do this paper.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 33rd time in June 2012.
34,960 candidates sat the General Proficiency examination.

This year,

The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01 — Multiple Choice
Paper 02 — Essay Paper
Paper 031 — School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Paper 032 — Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 36.90 out of 60. The
standard deviation was 8.76. The means were 34.16 and 34.74 for 2011 and 2010 respectively.
Approximately 79 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for
this paper.
Paper 02 comprised two sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions in Section II. The mean mark for this paper was 47.32 out of
100. The standard deviation was 18.22. The means were 47.45 and 48.05 for 2011and 2010 respectively.
The highest mark on this paper was 95. This was achieved by two candidates. Approximately 54 per cent
of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for this paper.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of Profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 32.23 out of 40. The standard deviation
was 5.65. Four per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this paper.
For Paper 032, the Alternative to the SBA, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a
given template and a case. Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 16.88
out of 40. The standard deviation was 5.64. The means in 2011 and 2010 were 20.13 and 15.52
respectively. No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper; however, the highest mark was 37 out of
40. This was achieved by one candidate.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 — Essay
Section I – Compulsory
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the features of a small business, its importance to the
community, the effect of growth on the scale of production and potential for export, as well as benefits from
using Computer Aided Design (CAD) and the disadvantages of using technology in a small business.
Approximately 99 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The mean mark was 9.12 out of 20
and the standard deviation was 4.19. Forty-five per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
maximum available mark for this question.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to identify features of a small business. This was generally well done. Most
candidates gave accurate responses. In a number of cases, candidates identified features of business rather
than features peculiar to a small business.
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important to a community, and they were able to state these reasons clearly.
Parts (b) (i) and (ii) seemed to have posed the greatest challenge for candidates. Very few of them
mentioned economies of scale in their responses to Part (b) (i). Instead, they defined scale of production and
potential for exports instead of explaining the effect of growth on them. Some of the weaker responses
provided definitions for the scale of production and potential for export, while others explained scale as it
related to weight. They were also unable to link scale of production with economies of scale, increased
productivity or profits. Also, candidates could not explain how growth could affect the potential for export.
Very few candidates provided satisfactory responses and thus were not able to score the maximum available
marks awarded for this section.
Part (c) was satisfactorily done. The more knowledgeable candidates were able to give good explanations of
the benefits of CAD. Most candidates were able to at least list some of the benefits of CAD and so scored
some of the marks allocated for this part of the question. Less knowledgeable candidates however outlined
general benefits of technology rather than benefits specific to using CAD.
Part (d) was generally well done. Candidates were required to state the disadvantages of using technology in
a small business. Generally, they understood the implications of using technology in a small business. In a
number of cases, an increase in cost was listed but no attempts were made to link the increase in costs to
cash flow and/or profits. Also, very few of them were able to provide a proper discussion as was required.
Weaker candidates demonstrated their lack of knowledge by stating that small businesses do not need
technology or gave the advantages of technology to small business. Many also looked at technology only as
involving computers while others confused the disadvantages of specialization with the disadvantages of
technology.
Recommendations
Teachers should ensure that students understand the meaning of the verb cues such as list, outline
and discuss, so that they can adequately address the requirements of the questions.
Teachers should also engage students in structured revisions on areas covered early in the syllabus.
In these revisions they should emphasize how points should be linked to develop a discussion.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge in various areas of management. These included responsibilities
of management; management’s role in encouraging/developing teamwork; characteristics of a good
leader/head of government; strategies in resolving conflicts in the organization.
Approximately 98 per cent of the candidates attempted the question with the majority giving satisfactory
responses. The mean mark was 10.42 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.39. Fifty-nine per cent of the
candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for this question.
Part (a) dealt with responsibilities of management to the society, employees, and customers. This was
generally well done. However, weaker candidates gave definitions of each of the stakeholders rather than
outline their responsibilities. Some candidates misinterpreted the question and outlined the responsibilities
of the stakeholders to the organization or management instead of the responsibilities of management to the
stakeholders.
Part (b) (i) was fairly well done. The majority of candidates was able to state four ways in which managers
could encourage team work. A few candidates could not go beyond using the same categories of methods
such as ‘incentives, rewards, bonuses, fringe benefits’ as responses. Another area of weakness identified
was that a number of the candidates’ responses were limited to one word answers which did not show
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as a response. They failed to state how communication may be used.
Part (b) (ii) proved challenging as about 40 per cent of the candidates interpreted the question as one
requiring a description of those leadership functions which make the prime minister or president a good
leader, rather than stating and describing the necessary characteristics. In confusing characteristics of a good
leader/prime minister with the responsibilities of a prime minister/president, they gave responses such as ‘to
provide education and health for the people’.
In Part (c), candidates were required to discuss two strategies from the given scenario that would reduce
conflict in the organization. This was misinterpreted by many candidates to mean that Steve was already
promoted and so they responded with strategies of last resort to address conflict reduction such as trade
unions, arbitration and grievance procedure. More able candidates were able to provide at least one strategy
to reduce future conflict with respect to Steve’s promotion. Less able candidates had a number of
difficulties; some were able to highlight strategies, but failed to effectively discuss how the strategies would
reduce the conflict. In other cases, candidates gave responses that would increase conflicts rather than
reduce them. For example, ‘We have selected Steve for the promotion and if you have a problem you are
fired or you can leave’.
Recommendations
Teachers need to make a clear distinction between management responsibilities to stakeholders and
stakeholders’ responsibilities to the organization.
Teachers should use role play and other interactive activities to enhance students’ understanding of
good leadership skills and conflict resolution.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of marketing concepts which included methods of retailing,
terms of sale, methods of promoting business, consumer protection. It tested both knowledge and application
of the principles. Candidates’ performance on this question was generally good. Approximately 88 per cent
of the candidates attempted this question. The mean mark was out 10.85 of 20. The standard deviation was
4.48.
In Part (a), candidates were required to define the term e-commerce. This was generally well done as most
candidates were able to secure at least one of the two marks awarded in this section. Their responses
nevertheless revealed some confusion as to whether e-commerce involved a system, a procedure, or an
individual entity. In many cases, candidates equated the phrase electronic medium to the term computer.
Weaker candidates were unable to accurately state a definition of e-commerce. Responses given by them
included: ‘online advertising’, ‘researching online’, ‘business transactions online’, ‘online banking’ or
‘transferring information electronically’. An appropriate response could have been e-commerce is the
buying and selling of goods and services over the internet. It involves presenting products on websites and
filling in orders electronically.
In Part (b), candidates were required to stated two advantages and two disadvantages of e-commerce. This
was also generally well done even by those who did not clearly define e-commerce. In a few cases however,
candidates confused the advantages of e-commerce with its disadvantages.
Part (c) required candidates to outline two reasons why firms often trade discounts. This was
unsatisfactorily done as many candidates failed to outline the reasons why firms offer trade discounts and
merely listed reasons why firms offer discounts. Additionally the majority of candidates confused trade
discounts with cash discounts; for example one response was ‘trade discount was given to encourage quick
payment’. A correct outline of a reason why firms offer trade discounts is to encourage retailers and
wholesalers to purchase more of the manufacturers’ product for resale.
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majority of candidates were able to identify at least two elements of the terms of sale chosen. However, they
did not exhibit an ample understanding of the concept terms of sale, nor any ability to clearly distinguish
between the given terms of sale options as they repeatedly gave generic as opposed to unique elements of
these varying terms of sale. In some cases, candidates attempted a discussion of more than two of the terms
of sale given.
In Part (d) (ii), candidates were required to advise a customer of two actions which can be taken to get
compensation from a store, after an item purchased ceased to work after one month of purchase. Part (d) (ii)
was satisfactorily done. In the advice given regarding the actions to be taken if Maggie were to get
compensation from the store, very little reference was made to content included in the syllabus and
textbooks. For the most part, actions suggested were given without rationale or consequence thereby
making the responses incomplete.
Recommendations
Teachers should place more emphasis on delivering the following aspects of the syllabus:
Terms of sale, trade discounts, and credit cards. Creating everyday sale scenarios in
teaching these concepts will help to reinforce the concepts.
Consumer Protection which includes the role of the Bureau of Standards, the Consumer
Affairs Commission (CAC) and how issues are resolved by them.
Teachers should ensure that students are familiar with the term redress, insurance protection
covering hire purchase, warranty and guarantee.
Teachers should also ensure that students understand what is required of them from verb cues such
as outline and discuss used in questions, as well as how to use the mark allocation for different parts
of a question as a guide.
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ understanding of reasons for establishing a business, sources of capital used
in financing a business, their ability to define the term collateral, provide examples of collateral, explain
why collateral is important to the borrower and the importance of the executive summary and financial
projections as elements of a business plan. The question was attempted by 75 per cent of the candidates.
The mean mark was 9.10 and the standard deviation was 4.29. Forty-seven per cent of the candidates scored
at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark for this question.
Part (a) was designed to test candidates’ ability to state three reasons for establishing a business and to give
three sources of capital. This section was generally well done as 95 per cent of the candidates were able to
score the total of six marks for Part (a). They easily recalled and stated the reasons for establishing
businesses and the sources of capital used to finance businesses. However, weaker candidates confused the
sources of capital with the types of capital in Part (a) (ii), with many of them listing working capital and
share capital as sources of capital used in financing a business.
Part (b) required candidates to define the term collateral and give examples. This was attempted by 90 per
cent of the candidates and the majority was able to score the total of four marks. However, some candidates
outlined reasons why collateral is important to the lender instead of the borrower. Weaker candidates
confused collateral with concepts like insurance and sources of finance. The examples given however were
accurate.
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This part of the question proved to be challenging for many candidates. The majority of candidates
confused this with the importance of collateral to the lender, and as such failed to score the allotted four
marks in this section.
Part (c) created the greatest challenge for candidates. They lacked depth in their discussion of the
importance of the executive summary and financial projections, two elements of the business plan.
Candidates outlined the items that would be found in each component, for example, aims and objectives
would be found in the executive summary and capital invested and budgets would be found in the financial
projections but they did not delve much deeper. As such, the majority of candidates failed to score the
maximum mark for this section.
Recommendations
In order to improve the responses to questions in this section of the syllabus, teachers should pay more
attention to the relationship between planning and operating a business and the key features and presentation
of a business plan. This is an opportunity for teachers to have interactive sessions in the classroom using
various business plans in an effort to get students to internalize the different components.
Question 5
This question tested candidates' understanding of the roles of commercial banks; the difference between
money market and capital market, crossed cheques and open cheques, bull market and bear market; benefits
that an entrepreneur may enjoy from starting his own business as opposed to purchasing investments; and
investment options that are available to entrepreneurs. This question was attempted by 16 per cent of the
candidates. The overall performance on this question was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 3.97 out of
20. The standard deviation was 2.79. Only three per cent of the candidates scored 50 per cent or more of
the maximum available mark.
Candidates performed best on Part (a). Most of them were able to state the two roles of commercial banks.
Weaker candidates, however, stated roles of the central bank.
Responses to Parts (b) (i) and (ii) were generally unsatisfactory. While most candidates seemed to be
unfamiliar with the terms, a minority was unable to state the salient points of differentiation between them.
Examples of popular incorrect responses included:
‘Money market is where you use cash and stock and capital market is where you use machinery to start the
business’.
‘Crossed cheques can only be used by the person whose name is on it after a certain date. Open cheques can
be used by anybody at any time’.
The part of the question that seemed to have posed most difficulty was Part (b) (iii), the difference between
bull market and bear market. Performance on this part was very poor. Over 75 per cent of the candidates
either did not attempt this part of the question or gave responses that suggested that they were not familiar
with the terms.
Responses to Part (c) were also unsatisfactory. Most candidates seemed to have been of the view that an
entrepreneur is synonymous with a sole trader. Responses were also weakened by candidates’ failure to
describe the benefits that may be enjoyed from starting one’s own business vis-à-vis purchasing investments.
Less than 30 per cent of the candidates gave satisfactory responses to Part (d). Most of them seemed to
have confused investment options with sources of capital. As a result, popular responses included loans,
commercial banks, insurance companies and credit union. In addition, most candidates merely listed what
they perceived to be investment options, without any discussion.
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The concepts tested in this question could be taught by means of research and in-class presentations.
Teachers should use a variety of examples to carefully distinguish between money market and
capital market; crossed cheques and open cheques; bull market and bear market and other such
concepts.
Teachers are urged to utilize discussions and argumentative essays in the teaching of Section 7 of
the syllabus – Business Finance.
Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of governments’ responsibilities in specific areas and how these
responsibilities affect the growth and development of businesses. Candidates were also required to outline
actions that businesses can take to protect the environment. They were also expected to display knowledge
of how government can encourage the private sector to invest in the education of employees and benefits
that result from government and private businesses investing in education. Approximately 55 per cent of
the candidates attempted this question. The mean mark was 8.31 out of 20. The standard deviation was
4.86.
Part (a) required candidates to describe how maintenance of each of the following responsibilities of
government may affect the development and growth of businesses:
(i)

Law and order

(ii)

A safe environment for investors

(iii)

Job security and other benefits for workers

Many candidates explained these areas of government responsibility, but failed to make the link between the
maintenance of these responsibilities and the development and growth of businesses.
In the case of a safe environment for investors, the majority of candidates only described the physical
environment and failed to address the economic, political and financial environment, which are very
important in attracting investors especially foreign ones. Likewise, job security and other benefits for
workers were limited to physical security. The stronger candidates described how certain government laws
and benefits allow employees to stay in their jobs and how this continuity leads to growth and development.
Part (b) tested candidates’ knowledge of how businesses can protect the environment. Candidates performed
well in this section, most of them scored the maximum available marks. However, some candidates outlined
protection of people and goods and therefore wrote about the use of security cameras, security guards and so
on. A few candidates outlined actions that the government could take to protect the environment instead of
the actions that businesses could take to protect the environment.
Part (c) tested candidates’ knowledge of the ways in which government could encourage the private sector to
invest in the education of its employees. Overall, responses to this section were weak. Candidates
concentrated on ways the government and private sector can educate their employees rather than how
government can encourage the private sector to invest in education. A number of them suggested the
benefits of education and the need for education rather than how the government can encourage the private
sector to invest in the education of employees.
Part (d) was fairly well done in most cases. Those who did not do well in this section discussed educational
opportunities instead of the benefits that can accrue if government and private businesses invest in
education. Some candidates failed to score the six marks allotted for this section because instead of
discussing the benefits fully, they gave one or two-word responses.
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Students who scored highly on this question displayed the ability to interpret the questions accurately,
outline and discuss points properly. Therefore in teaching this section of the syllabus, it would be beneficial
for teachers to
have full discussions on the specific responsibilities and functions of government
carefully distinguish between physical, financial, political and economic environments and what the
government can do to maintain these
carefully distinguish between physical security and job security
emphasize the different requirements of the verbs in questions, for example, discuss, state, suggest
Question 7
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of international trade, the benefits of internal trade
and how countries may use modern technology, development of the manufacturing sector and investment in
research to improve international trade. Additionally, the question tested candidates’ ability to apply
knowledge of trade restrictions by discussing the effects. Approximately 50 per cent of the candidates
attempted this question. The mean mark was 10.80 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.68.
In Part (a), candidates were required to define the term international trade; the majority of them were able to
score the maximum mark for this part of the question.
In Part (b), candidates were required to state three benefits of international trade. The majority of them
scored the maximum available mark. Others failed to properly state their points and hence in most cases
scored two or three of the six available marks. Examples of incomplete responses included ‘employment’
and ‘starvation and famine’.
Part (c) required candidates to outline one way in which countries may use modern technology, development
of the manufacturing sector, and investment in research to improve international trade. Candidates
performed satisfactorily on this section.
In Part (d), most candidates performed relatively poorly. The stronger responses adequately discussed the
effects of tariffs or custom duties and quotas on international trade. Such responses entailed the
acknowledgment of a tax and a restriction on imports, explaining clearly the increased costs of imports due
to custom duties and possibly less imports as a result; less imports due to quotas; and possible increased use
and purchase of local products as a result. The weaker responses entailed vague responses or mere
definitions of the concepts.
Recommendations
Teachers need to place more emphasis on the distinction between certain concepts such as quotas
and custom duties and tariffs and how they affect international trade. More emphasis needs to be
placed on students learning to discuss concepts since higher cognitive skills attract more marks.
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Production
The following are general observations for this profile.
Description of Business
Most students did not include the objective, the mission statement or the type of business.
Justification of Location
This was generally well done.
Selection of Appropriate Labour
Most students did not outline the type of labour that would be used or why the type of labour was necessary.
Sources of Working and Fixed Capital
Many students did not state sources of fixed and working capital. Students were unable to distinguish
between the sources of capital and examples. There were also issues with the interpretation of the word
sources. Some students interpreted sources as the stores where the fixed capital or working capital could be
obtained, which is the wrong perception. Some examples did not pertain to the business.
Role of Entrepreneur
Many students quoted verbatim from texts. The functions of the entrepreneur presented were not always
relevant to the business.
Type of Production
Most students addressed this criterion successfully by identifying and describing the type of production.
Level of Production
Many students did not demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the concept of the level of production. Students
need to ensure that the correct explanation is given of the relevant level.
Quality Control Measures
Students did not always adequately explain the quality measures related to the business.
Use of Technology
Some of the technology identified were not suitable for the production process of the business and students
did not explain how the use of the technology would enhance production.
Linkages
This criterion posed some level of difficulty to students. Generally, they were unable to explain and
differentiate between backward and forward linkages.
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While the responses were generally favourable, there is still room for improvement, specifically the
explanation of the concept potential for growth (externally).
Government Regulations
Most students were able to state a related regulation but omitted the effects of the regulation on the business.
Ethical Issues
Most students were able to state the ethical issues but failed to explain them or their effects on the business.
Marketing
Description of Business
Most students adequately addressed this criterion.
Organization of Marketing Department
Most students presented the organizational chart but did not identify or describe the type of structure; an
organizational chart of the marketing department was required. However, roles/functions of personnel in the
marketing department were favourably done.
Market research
The responses overall were commendable. However, some students had difficulties in identifying possible
substitutes for their products.
Product/Service
Students who chose the manufacturing of a product presented a clear description, but for service oriented
businesses, students faced much difficulty in describing the service.
Pricing Strategy
Students in many instances identified an appropriate pricing strategy. However, they did not illustrate and
justify this strategy.
Place (Distribution Channel)
This posed a problem for many students. Students did not describe the distribution channels used,
limitations of the channel and other suitable alternatives were not given.
Promotion Mix
Many students performed well on this section. However, some failed to adequately discuss the stated
concepts.
Use of Technology
Most students identified two types of technology and outlined how the technology enhanced the business.
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Students presented general complaints but did not illustrate how their individual businesses would address
consumer issues/complaints.
Government Regulations
Most students were able to state a related regulation but omitted the effects on the business.
Ethical Issues
Most students were able to state the ethical issues but failed to explain the effects on the business.
Finance
Finance was the least popular of the three SBA profiles attempted by students. The submissions were
generally of a satisfactory quality. The areas which were handled especially well by students included
purposes for which finance was needed, capital goods, sources of finance, collateral and use of technology.
The following areas were of particular concern.
Capital Instruments
Both the capital and the implication of the capital mix selected needed to be examined to highlight their
relevance to the establishment of the proposed business. Students needed to specifically state the implication
of the capital mix selected and outline a plausible reason.
Financial Statement
The trading and profit and loss account and the balance sheet should have some basic support information
within the profile to support their accuracy and credibility.
Many students omitted the trading and profit and loss account relevant to the type of business.
Government Regulations
Most students were able to state a related regulation but omitted the effects on the business.
Ethical Issues
Most students were able to state a related regulation but omitted the effects on the business.
Recommendations
There was an overall improvement in the quality of projects. However, there are still some areas of
concern, particularly the area of presentation and layout of the report, such as headings. Students
should also recognize basic presentation requirements such as a cover page, table of contents in the
correct format and a bibliography in an acceptable format.
The SBA project is a projected business plan; hence the use of the future tense in the third person
should be encouraged. Students should also adhere to proper communication standards by ensuring
that correct spelling, punctuation and grammar are used.
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break down of marks by section. There were many instances where marks were incorrectly awarded
resulting in great disparity between marks assigned by the teacher and final marks awarded by the
moderating team.
It was noted that the majority of the repots presented were under the Production profile.
However, there were many instances where students’ performance could have been
improved if they were encouraged to present the business plan using the Marketing profile.
Teachers should therefore guide students to ensure that the type of plan used is appropriate
for the nature of the business.
Paper 032 — Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Profile 1 – Operational Plan
This section tested candidates’ knowledge of the operational plan of the business, which included the nature
and type of business, the internal structure and management functions of Ocean View Lodge.
The questions in Profile 1 were attempted by the majority of the candidates and the responses were generally
accurate. However, in areas where two points were required, some candidates wrote the same point twice
thus failing to score the maximum mark.
Candidates demonstrated general knowledge of the terms and concepts involved in Principles of Business;
however, the application of knowledge proved to be challenging for most of them.
1.

Nature and Type of Business
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the nature and type of the business. The majority
of candidates attempted this question. Most responses were satisfactory, where the majority of
candidates demonstrated an understanding of the definition of a partnership; however, they
erroneously gave the characteristics of a partnership rather than the reasons for forming the
partnership.
Candidates exhibited difficulty in determining the difference between limited and unlimited liability.
They misunderstood limited to mean Margaret’s power in the company rather than having the
limited partnership for protection if bankruptcy should occur.
Some candidates stated income rather than capital which indicated that there was some confusion in
differentiating between the two concepts.
Expected responses: Access to more capital, additional ideas in managing the business, share
losses, the business will not be taxed twice.

2.

Internal Structure of the Organization
This question was attempted by most candidates. The layout of the chart was appropriate as a
guideline for the expected response. The responses were generally satisfactory and most candidates
earned at least three of the four available marks.
The top level management position was identified correctly in the majority of cases. However, the
information from the case was not used accurately. Some candidates used terms such as consultant,
advisor and assistant rather than limited partner.
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Management Function
This question tested the management function of the business. The responses were generally good.
Part (a) was very well done with candidates identifying the course in hotel management as the
prerequisite for managing the business. However, some candidates simply indicated that Margaret
was the CEO and thus failed to score.
For Part (b), many candidates demonstrated knowledge of the MIS and related benefits such as
communication, data storage, decision making, easy retrieval of data and advertising of business.
Some candidates did not understand the used of the MIS. They treated the MIS as a person rather
than a system. Even security cameras were erroneously given here as the MIS.
Expected Responses: Retention of important records, better internal decision making and
advertising.
In Part (c), the responses were generally good. Candidates recognized the information from the
case.
Expected responses: To improve the service of Ocean View and turn it into an international world
class product; to be a local/international franchise.

Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
This profile tested candidates’ knowledge of the marketing plan of the business. The questions in this
section were attempted by most candidates.
4.

Market Research
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the importance of a feasibility study to a business.
It was satisfactorily done. A few candidates were able to isolate the salient points but the majority
extracted information from the case study.

5.

Industry Trend
Part (a) tested candidates’ ability to identify factors that contribute to the success of a business.
This part of the question was well done by the majority of candidates.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to explain market trends in the tourist industry. This proved
challenging for the majority of candidates. They were unable to explain market trends in the
industry that affected the business.

6.

Target Markets
Part (a) tested candidates’ ability to identify the existing target market of the business. This part of
the question was well done by the majority of candidates. Most of them were able to correctly
identify the target market.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to identify the potential target market of the business. This part of
the question was satisfactorily done by the majority of candidates.
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Market Structure
Part (a) tested candidates’ understanding of the market structure as it applies to this particular
business. It proved challenging for the majority of candidates who failed to correctly name the right
market structure.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to state the factors that a business should consider pertinent to
setting rates when operating in a given market structure. This part of the question was satisfactorily
done by most candidates.

8.

Promotional Strategies
Part (a) tested candidates’ understanding of the promotional strategies used in a business.
This was generally well done by the majority of candidates.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to state the benefits that can be derived from being a member of
the local Chamber of Commerce. This proved challenging to most candidates. They had difficulty
recognizing the role of the Chamber of Commerce and the benefits to be gained by members.

9.

Sources of Capital
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the sources of capital that are available for financing
a business. It was generally well done by the majority of candidates.

10.

Financial Statements
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of financial statements utilized in a partnership business.
It proved challenging for the majority of candidates. While a few were able to correctly identify
appropriate financial statements others made comments about the financial position of the business.

Recommendations
There was marginal improvement in the performance of candidates in the marketing plan section of Paper
032. However, further improvements can be realized by incorporating the following suggestions:
Candidates should familiarize themselves with the contents, objectives and requirements of the
syllabus.
Candidates should be mindful of the fact that the case study is established on the concepts and
principles of the syllabus and they should therefore make use of appropriate business terms when
answering questions.
Profile 3 – Financial Plan
This profile tested the financial aspects of the business plan and the competence of candidates in recognizing
the following:
Potential for growth
Government regulations
The economic impact
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A few candidates either omitted the entire profile or certain areas of it. Candidates continue to demonstrate
weaknesses in articulating their responses.
11.

Potential for Growth
This question tested candidates' knowledge of the potential for growth. This was not well handled by
most candidates. Candidates who answered the question merely listed risk but did not discuss how
the risk was involved in making the hotel world class. For instance, some of the examples given
were bankruptcy, acquiring loans and the repayment of the loans.
Expected responses: Although the hotel is doing well, the economic climate is one of recession;
therefore the hotel has to gauge expansion because there could be a reduction in the number of
visitors to the country, or demand for hotel services.

12.

Government Regulations
Candidates were required to identify government regulations with which the business must comply
and the importance of each regulation. Overall, the responses were fair. Candidates did not gain full
marks as they failed to state the importance of the government regulations. It was also evident that a
number of candidates had difficulty explaining the government regulations in a suitable manner.
Candidates gave memorandum of association, articles of association, law and order, noise pollution,
names of organizations, for example, OSHA and EMA rather than the expected responses.
Expected responses: Food handlers’ permit — to ensure that people who prepare food are in good
health and maintain standards set down by government.
Proper waste disposal — to ensure that waste is disposed in an environmentally friendly way.
Insurance — to ensure that one is compensated if a risk occurs.
National insurance — to ensure that employees are compensated in case of illness or redundancy.

13.

Economic Impact
Candidates were required to state two ways in which the business contributes to the development of
the local economy.
The majority of candidates identified the social aspects rather than the economic aspects. The
majority of candidates correctly identified ways in which the hotel contributed to the development of
the local economy. However, in some instances, vague statements such as foreign exchange,
employment, known on the map, increasing the standard of living were written.
Expected response: The firm is labour intensive and therefore employs a number of persons,
reducing the unemployment levels of the country. Training of workers in the various skill areas of
the firm. Utilizing a number of local raw materials.

14.

Executive Summary
This question tested candidates’ ability to summarize the components of the business plan. The
majority of them found it challenging to write an overview of the business including information
from the three sections of the plan. This section was poorly done; most candidates only gained one
mark.
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heart of the tourist belt. Its success is due to its simple operational and good marketing concept. It
enjoys almost 90 per cent occupancy all year round. It has committed ownership, management and
staff, the foundation of a future world-class hotel.
Recommendations
Candidates need to read the questions carefully and interpret them in light of the case.
Questions should be answered in complete sentences.
Candidates need to be cognizant of the fact that the case study is built on principles and concepts of
the syllabus, hence, they need to use the jargon of the subject when responding to questions.
Candidates should be encouraged to attempt every question.
Candidates need to understand the difference between the following terms: discuss, state, outline,
identify and explain since all have different meanings and, therefore, expected answers differ. Also,
the number of marks at the end of questions is an indication of the required responses.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
This year a total of 4, 113 candidates registered for the Principles of Business General Proficiency
examination. The examination is comprised of the following papers:
Paper 01 − Multiple Choice
Paper 02 − Essay Paper
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment
(Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was commendable. The mean mark was 31.86. The standard
deviation was 8.31. Approximately 58 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
available marks on this paper. No candidate achieved the maximum available mark. The highest
mark was 54 out of 60.
Paper 02 comprises two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions, one from Section II and one from Section III. The mean
mark for this paper was 52.03 out of 100. The standard deviation was 15.21. The marks ranged from 0
to 96. Approximately 57 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks
on this paper.
Paper 032 is an examination offered to private candidates. Candidates were required to respond to
questions based on a business plan using a given template.
The overall performance on this paper continues to show improvement. The mean mark was 23.80 out
of 40. The standard deviation was 6.97. The maximum marked achieved was 39 out of 40.
Approximately 78 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available
mark on this paper.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 − Essay
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of business, including why individuals start their own
business. The question was attempted by 99 per cent of the candidates. It was generally well done,
with 21 candidates achieving the maximum mark. The most challenging part of the question was Part
(d). The mean mark was 11.39 out of 20 (56.95 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.66.
In Part (a), candidates were required to define the term enterprise and identify four stakeholders of a
business. Overall, this part was well done with most candidates scoring at least three of the six
available marks.
In Part (a) (i), the weaker responses defined an enterprise as some sort of
organization selling goods and services. These responses gained one mark. The better responses
defined an enterprise as a business organization or unit of economic organization with the
entrepreneurial risk-taking function. These responses gained two marks. In Part (a) (ii), the majority
of candidates was able to identify four stakeholders of a business as owners, investors, employees,
bankers, suppliers, government etc. and earned four marks.
In Part (b), candidates were required to state four reasons for starting a business. This section was well
done with strong responses referring to creation of employment, utilization of skills or talents,
generation of extra income, investing money, being one’s own boss and self-actualization.
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In Part (c), candidates were required to outline the contribution of businesses to the development of
their communities. Most candidates earned the maximum available mark with good responses
including sponsorship, internship, employment, training and development, infrastructure and the
introduction of new technologies as the main contributors to the development of communities.
Part (d) required candidates to distinguish between a co-operative and a company giving one example
of each. The performance of candidates in this section was the weakest with the average score being
two out of six marks. Candidates were unable to distinguish between the two forms of business
organizations.
Expected responses for a co-operative should have included that it is a business formed by groups of
producers or users or services with similar interests and objectives. A company should have been
defined as a type of business organization which has a separate legal entity. Some examples of cooperatives included fisheries co-operatives, cane farmers co-operatives, oil miners’ co-operatives,
citrus growers’ co-operatives and credit unions. Examples of companies include LIME, the CocaCola Company, Scotia Bank Ltd, and any other example of a company with a Ltd or Plc.
The following are suggested responses to Question 1:
(a) (i) Enterprise refers to the entrepreneurial ability to organize the factors of production and
take risks by investing capital while establishing a business organization to produce
and/or supply goods and services.
(ii) Stakeholders of a business include the
employees
consumers or customers
owners/employers
investors/banks
government
society or community.
(b)

Reasons for starting a business include to
be your own boss
create employment
provide goods and services
make a profit
display innate talents and abilities.

(c)

Ways in which businesses contribute to the development of communities include
providing financial sponsorships for events, individuals or groups, for example,
school sporting activities
generating employment for citizens in the surrounding areas which helps to
reduce unemployment and generate income for both workers and business
owners.

(d)

A co-operative is a business organization formed in the interest of its members with
common objectives designed to promote their welfare, for example, farmers’ cooperatives, citrus growers’ co-operatives, taxi drivers’ associations or credit unions.
A company is a business entity which has a separate legal entity from its owners; it is
incorporated with limited liability, for example, Scotia Bank Ltd., LIME Ltd, Digicel Ltd
or Nestlé Ltd.
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Recommendations
•

Teachers ought to emphasize clear distinctions between the different forms of business units
and their characteristics so that students can avoid confusing all business units as companies
for example, sole trader company, partnership company etc.

•

Special emphasis should be placed on co-operatives/credit unions, trade unions and
corporations. Clear distinction also needs to be made between co-operatives and regional
corporations.

Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of organizational charts, functions of the general
manager, sources of conflict within an organization, benefits of teamwork, and the use of text
messages and office memos to communicate with employees of a business. The question was
attempted by 98 per cent of the candidates.
The question was generally well done with 95 candidates achieving the maximum mark. The most
challenging part of the question was Part (d). The mean mark was 13.68 out of 20 (68.40 per cent).
The standard deviation was 3.81.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to draw an organizational chart for a business that provides marketing
services to the public.
A few candidates were able to draw the diagram correctly, reflecting
candidates’ limited understanding of the case study (stimulus material) provided. Some candidates
actually drew a graph on graph paper.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to identify two functions of the general manager. This part of the
question was well done by most candidates, and they were able to earn the maximum two marks.
Part (b) required candidates to describe two possible sources of conflict within an organization. This
part of the question was fairly well done.
Part (c) required candidates to outline two benefits of teamwork to a business. Most candidates
responded well to this part of the question and so were able to earn the maximum four marks.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss one way in which the business can use text messages
and office memos to communicate with employees. This section presented the greatest challenge for
candidates. The majority of them gave poor responses. Many candidates seemed not to know what
an office memo is. They misinterpreted it as an electronic device with verbal usage, as opposed to a
written message.
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The following are suggested responses to Question 2.
(a) (i) Organizational Chart

General
Manager

Supervisor
Marketing

Supervisor
Finance
Administrative
Assistant

OR
General
Manager

Administrative
Assitant

Supervisor
Marketing

Supervisor
Finance

(a) (ii) Functions of the general manager:
Planning
Organizing
Leading
Controlling
Coordinating
Managing Human Resource
Motivation
(b)

Sources of conflict in organizations:
Roles not clearly defined no clear job description; hence, employees are being required to
perform arbitrary tasks.
Administrative assistant answering to more than one boss. This creates confusion as each
boss may have different expectations, hence, what pleases one boss may not necessarily
please the other.
Salaries not commensurate with responsibility. Persons are expected to engage in tasks
that are outside their job description and are not being compensated adequately.
Communication not clear or timely. Information necessary for performance tasks is not
made available in a timely manner.
Employees not working as a team, instead each trying to get ahead of his/her colleagues.
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(c)

Benefits of teamwork to a business:
Pooling of resources, ideas and expertise results in better decision making.
Increase in productivity as each person can perform the task that he/she is better at.
Fosters feeling of belongingness. People generally feel more self-worth when they are
allowed to contribute towards a common goal and are recognized for it.
Motivation of workers. Employees are motivated to give of their best when their efforts
are appreciated and they feel like they belong to the team.

(d) (i)

How business can use text messages to communicate with employees:
Text messages can be used to send messages directly to employees at any time of the
week. They give managers easy access to employees. Text messaging is one of the
most popular and more affordable means of communicating.

(ii)

How the business can use office memos to communicate with employees:
Office memos allow managers to provide more detailed information to employees
and can reach all employees at no real cost to the business. They provide food for
thought and discussions among employees. Unless memos are sent by email the time
it takes to be received is delayed compared to a text message.

Recommendations
Students should be taught to read the stimulus materials carefully when answering questions,
in particular when the questions that follow ask them to refer to the information from the case
study in their response.
Students should be taught the meaning of an office memo so that they do not misinterpret and
engage in an inappropriate discussion.
Students should also know the differences between verb cues such as draw, identify, describe,
outline and discuss with reference to the case study.
Teachers should provide students with the opportunity to practise answering more CSEC type
questions that consist of stimulus materials. This would help them to become more familiar
with the expectations of the questions, particularly when making references is required.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of pricing and selling techniques. It was attempted by 99
per cent of the candidates.
The question was satisfactorily done. Eleven candidates achieved the maximum mark. Part (b) was
the most challenging part of the question. The mean mark was 9.86 out of 20 (49.30 per cent). The
standard deviation was 3.74.
Part (a) required candidates to state four characteristics of a good salesperson. This part of the
question was well done. Many candidates achieved the maximum available marks.
Part (b) required candidates to explain cost plus pricing and penetration pricing. This question was
not well done. In Part (b) (i), many did not understand cost plus pricing as a method of pricing goods
and failed to achieve the maximum marks. There were however a few excellent answers.
For Part (b) (ii), the responses given for penetration pricing were largely inaccurate. Very few
candidates understood that this method is used by firms to capture market share.
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Part (c) tested candidates’ knowledge of terms of sale: cash discount, trade discount and hire
purchase. This part of the question was generally attempted by all candidates. In Part (c) (i), some
candidates demonstrated some understanding of a cash discount but were unable to articulate it well.
For Part (c) (ii), the term trade discount proved very challenging for the majority of candidates. Some
understood that it was a discount given for bulk buying but did not reinforce that it was used to
increase sales to wholesalers and retailers.
In Part (c) (iii), the responses given for hire purchase were accurate.
Part (d) tested candidates’ knowledge of insurance, personal selling and advertising.
For Part (d) (i), Personal selling was well understood and well articulated by the majority of
candidates; however, many of them failed to show how it would increase the sale of insurance
products and as a result were unable to gain the maximum mark.
Part (d) (ii) which tested candidates’ knowledge of advertising was well done. They were able to
provide examples and justify how it could be used in the sale of insurance.
The following are suggested responses for Question 3.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Four characteristics of a good salesperson are:
good knowledge of the product
aware of competitors’ products in order to make fair comparisons
must be people oriented
must have good communication skills
The following are sales techniques used by firms:
(i)
Cost plus pricing – adding a mark-up on the product in accordance based on the
amount of profit that the business wants to be made on the product.
(ii)
Penetration pricing – an introductory price to draw customers to the store and gain
market share.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(d)

Cash Discount – a sum of money that is deducted from the original selling price of
the product.
Trade Discount – a discount given to merchants who purchase goods in bulk for
resale.
Hire Purchase – allowing customers to purchase items on certain ‘terms’, paying a
sum every month; customers are able to use the product while paying for it. The
customer becomes the owner on the payment of the last installment.

(i)

Personal Selling – salespersons can try to motivate persons interested in buying
products by talking to them and also by giving them advice on the product. Personal
selling allows the salesperson to speak one-on-one with the customers thereby
enabling them to be fully educated on the insurance product. This will increase sales
as customers would be aware of what to expect.

(ii)

Advertising – this will increase the sales of insurance products by persuading buyers
to buy the product and also help to make buyers think the product is great. The forms
of advertising can be billboards, television, the Internet, radio and newspapers.
Advertisements give buyers a visual representation of the product making them
attracted to the product.
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Recommendation
It is recommended that teachers use real-life examples of new products being introduced in stores
especially grocery/supermarkets in the classroom to reinforce the terms in Parts (a) and (b).
Question 4
This question was attempted by approximately 68 per cent of the candidates. It tested candidates’
knowledge of business, including backward and forward linkages. Performance on this question was
fair. The mean mark was 10.62 out of 20 (53.10 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.66.
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify four factors that would determine the location of a
business. Part (b) required them to determine how forward and backward linkages could be used to
facilitate business growth, while Part (c) required them to outline two advantages and one
disadvantage of using technology in production. In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss one
positive and one negative effect of expanding a business.
Part (a) was well done by the majority of candidates. In Part (b), the majority of candidates failed to
make a clear distinction between the terms backward and forward linkages. Some candidates
attempted to use examples to help explain the concepts but, in most cases, the examples were
unrelated to the given concepts. Many candidates were unable to give a clear distinction between
backward linkages and forward linkages. Only about 45 per cent of the candidates succeeded in
making the distinction.
In Part (c), candidates displayed familiarity with the use of technology in production. This part of the
question was generally well done. About 70 per cent of the candidates gave acceptable responses.
They however fell short in developing the points identified. In approximately 30 per cent of the cases,
references were made to the use of technology in areas other than production.
In Part (d), only about fifty per cent of the candidates were able to put forward convincing discussions
on the negative and positive effects of Ravi expanding his business. The other 50 per cent simply
stated a negative or positive effect.
The following are suggested responses for Question 4.
(a) Four factors that influence the location of business are:
Location of the target market
Access to raw material needed to produce the product
Access to adequate labour supply in the area to work in the business
Access to infrastructure such as factory shells and other social amenities
(b) Types of linkages that Ravi can develop to ensure the growth of his business are:
He could have backward linkages with firms producing raw materials so there is no
interruption in production. He would link with firms producing milk, sugar, plastic
wrappers so he could receive a steady supply of these raw materials.
He could also have forward linkages with markets to ensure that his finished products
are sold. He would link to retail outlets such as supermarkets, corner shops, convenience
stores and ice-cream vendors to ensure that he gets sales.
(c) Two advantages of using technology in production are:
Technology will allow for the production process to be improved and it is likely that the
quality of the product may also improve.
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Mechanization and automation would allow for the use of efficient equipment which
would result in more goods being produced, therefore the use of technology would result
in increased production of his product.
One disadvantage of using technology in production is:
Since the use of technology in the production process is highly capital intensive, it could
result in the laying off and displacement of workers.
Recommendations
Teachers should help students distinguish between key verbs such as identify and discuss as they
require different levels of engagement with the given concepts.
Candidates must be guided by the marks allocated to questions. This should clue them to the level of
response that is required.
Teachers should expose students to more contact hours on this topic, specifically backward and
forward linkages through the use of practical examples, as they displayed confusion over the terms in
their responses.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of consumers and market. The question was attempted by
approximately 32 per cent of the candidates. Performance on this question was less than satisfactory.
The mean mark was 8.86 out of 20 (44.30 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.59.
Part (a) required candidates to define the term target market and give two examples of the target
market for a particular product. This part of the question was well done my most candidates.
In Part (b), candidates were required to describe three factors that would influence consumer demand
for the product and state one advantage and one disadvantage of using both questionnaires and
interviews to gather information. Only a minority of candidates were able to secure the maximum
available mark as their responses merely identified the factors and did not go on to describe them. At
least 45 per cent of the responses explained why people needed the product as opposed to what would
motivate them to purchase the product.
In Part (c), candidates were required to state one advantage and one disadvantage of using
questionnaires and interviews to conduct research.
Candidates demonstrated satisfactory
understanding of these concepts. In their responses, approximately 20 per cent did not clearly
identify which advantage pertained to the questionnaire and which applied to the interview.
Similarly, this occurred in responding to the disadvantage of using the questionnaire and the
interview.
Part (d) required candidates to identify two consumer protection agencies and explain how each works
to protect the interest of the customers. In about 50 per cent of the cases where candidates correctly
identified an agency, the average candidate did not adequately explain how the agency works to
protect the interest of the consumer. Additionally, in approximately 40 per cent of the responses,
candidates cited employee as opposed to consumer protectionism strategies.
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The following are suggested responses for Question 5.
(a) A target market is a particular group of customers at which the firm decides to aim its
marketing efforts and its merchandise. Two examples of possible target markets for Shiva are
tourists visiting the country and males who spend a great deal of time outdoors.
(b) Three factors that are likely to influence consumers’ demand for sun block face cream are:
The price of the product — the lower the price and more affordable the product, the
greater would be the desire to purchase this sun block.
Customers want value for money; therefore, if customers have to pay too much for too
small quantities they could reject the product.
If the packaging is not attractive, this could turn off potential customers. This is one
reason why firms spend a great deal of resources developing their packages because this
is what the customer sees first.
(c) Advantages of questionnaires and interviews:
One advantage of questionnaires is that they are less time consuming to administer.
One advantage of interviews is that if the interviewer is skilful, then he/she can get a lot
of important information from individuals.
Disadvantages of questionnaires and interviews:
One disadvantage of questionnaires is that individuals are not fond of responding to
questionnaires so there may be a high incidence of non-response
One disadvantage of interviews is that individuals may be reluctant to tell the truth about
their feelings.
(d) Two consumer protection agencies that are responsible for
consumers are:

protecting the interests of

The Bureau of Standards — this is an agency of the government. One of its primary roles
is to facilitate trade and to protect consumers. The Standards Act gives the Bureau the
permission to develop and promote standards for improving goods and services in order
to encourage the development of industries as well as to ensure the health and safety of
consumers and the protection of the environment.
The Consumer Affairs Commission — this agency of the government was set up to
protect the rights of consumers. Its primary aim is to educate both business people and
consumers so there is a reduction in the number of complaints. The Commission listens
to both parties to get all the facts. If the firm is at fault then they will use moral suasion
to get the firm to compensate consumers and to improve its product.
Recommendations
Candidates must be able to distinguish among the terms: describe, discuss, suggest and explain.
They should use the mark allocation as a guide regarding the depth of response required by questions.
Teachers should provide ample opportunities for practice in the application of key terms, such as
those used in this question. Candidates need to be familiar with the various consumer protection
agencies; and their rights as consumers.
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Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the role of governments in the Caribbean.
Approximately 95 per cent of the candidates attempted this question.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to identify two sources of government revenue, other than taxes. This
was well done by the majority of candidates. Weaker candidates ignored that part of the question
which required them to identify sources of governments’ revenue apart from taxes.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to state two ways in which governments use the money collected from
taxation. The majority of candidates showed a working knowledge of governments’ use of tax
revenues.
Part (a) (iii) required candidates to list two examples of direct and indirect taxes. Candidates
generally identified examples of taxes but they could not identify to which category of taxes their
examples belonged. Weaker candidates gave definitions rather than examples of both types of taxes.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to state two essential services for which governments are responsible.
The majority of candidates demonstrated a clear understanding of the concept of essential services. In
Part (b) (ii), candidates were required to outline two ways in which governments in the Caribbean
attempt to regulate business activities. This part of the question was not well done. Those candidates
who attempted this part of the question could not identify a regulatory policy and so gave as responses
measures to assist.
Part (c) (i) required candidates to discuss one effect of an increase in sales tax on (i) households and
(ii) businesses. This part of the question proved very challenging for the majority of candidates.
Based on the responses, it was evident that candidates misinterpreted the term households and so
responded by stating how taxes affected housing. However, Part (c) (ii) was well done as most
responses recognized the impact of sales taxes on prices: although candidates could not go beyond
this to discuss further effects.
The following are suggested responses for Question 6.
(a) (i) Two sources, apart from taxes, from which government obtain revenue:
Governments obtain revenue from the sale of exports as well as from the selling of bonds and
treasury bills to both locals and foreigners.
(ii) Ways in which governments use the money collected from taxation:
Revenue from taxation may be used to pay the wages and salaries of public sector workers.
Additionally, the tax revenue is used to provide roads, bridges, airports and hospitals for
citizens.
(iii) Examples of direct and indirect taxes:
a)
Direct tax − Income tax
b)
Indirect tax − value added tax
(b) (i) Essential services for which governments are responsible:
Government is responsible for the provision of education and housing.
(ii) Ways in which governments in the Caribbean attempt to regulate business activities:
In the Caribbean, governments regulate business activities by setting price controls such as a
price ceiling so that consumers will not be subject to high prices for certain essential
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commodities. They also pass legislation such as occupational health and safety regulations to
ensure that workers function within a safe working environment.
(c) (i) Effects of an increase in sales tax on households:
A sales tax causes the price of a product to rise by the amount of the tax. Households will
now face higher prices with the same amount of income and so they will be forced to
purchase less of goods. This can cause them to have lower standards of living.
(ii) Effects of an increase in sales tax on businesses:
Businesses will face an increase in the price of inputs such as raw materials. This increase in
the costs of production will cause businesses to increase the price of the products that will
lead to consumers purchasing, resulting in a fall in sales.
Recommendations
Teachers can use simple business scenarios to teach taxes. They can also use word puzzles and word
games based on Principles of Business.
The use of excerpts of current budget speeches and calypso or other Caribbean music relevant to these
aspects of the syllabus are also recommended.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of global trade in general, and specifically the
components of balance of payments and measures used to address adverse balance of payments.
Approximately 10 per cent of candidates attempted this question, with 20 per cent giving satisfactory
responses.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to define the terms balance of payments and balance of trade. This
part of the question was poorly done. Responses reflected a lack of knowledge of the concept of
balance of payments. Some candidates focused on the term ‘balance’ alone.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to describe aspects of the balance of payments accounts: the current
account, capital account and official financing. Like Part (a) (i), this part of the question was poorly
done by the majority of candidates. Accounting interpretation was incorporated in responses for terms
such as current account, capital account; official financing was linked to final payments.
Part (b) required candidates to outline two ways in which a country can finance a balance of payments
deficit. Approximately 80 per cent of candidates gained less than two of the four available marks.
Responses focused on terms of payment as well as on how a balance of payment problem can be
corrected.
In Part (c), candidates were required to discuss how a country might use (i) devaluation and (ii)
import quotas to deal with balance of payments problems. Only 20 per cent of the candidates gave
satisfactory responses.
The following are suggested responses to Question 7.
Definition of balance of payments and balance of trade:
(a) (i) a)
Balance of payments is a record of all transactions between the residents of a country and
the rest of the world during a year.
(a) (i) b)
Balance of trade is the difference between exports and imports of goods and services in
the current account.
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Components of a country’s balance of payment accounts:
(ii) a) The current account consists of the balance of trade, the balance of invisibles, net property
income received from and paid abroad as well as transfers.
b) The capital account includes the flows of long and short-term movements of capital into and
out of a country. This includes both private and official flows of money.
c) The official financing shows how the balance of payments is financed such as by borrowing
from foreign institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Ways in which a country can finance a balance of payment deficit:
(a) A balance of payments deficit can be financed by borrowing from international financial
institutions such as the IMF. Also, the country can draw on its foreign currency reserves built
up during periods of surplus on the current and capital accounts.
How a country might use devaluation to deal with balance of payment problems:
(b) (i) Devaluation causes the value of a country’s currency to be reduced so that the price of its
exports becomes cheaper and as such foreigners will demand more of its exports. On the other
hand, the price of imports becomes expensive to locals who would demand less of them. This
will improve the balance of payments deficit.
How a country use import quotas to deal with balance of payment problems:
(ii) Import quotas are limits placed on the quantity of certain goods imported into a country. This
results in the level and volume of imports allowed into that country to be reduced thus
conserving foreign currency, which would be needed to pay for these imports. This can cause
the balance of payments to improve, because less currency will be used to pay for the
imported goods on quota.
Recommendation
Teachers can incorporate the use of financial publications that would reinforce concepts in this
module.
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment
For Paper 032, candidates were given a case study and a template for a business plan, and were
required to complete the business plan by answering 15 questions. Questions 1−3 dealt with the
operational plan, 4−12 covered the marketing aspect, and 13−15 focused on the financial aspect.
Profile1: Operational Plan
Question 1
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify the type of business. The question was generally well
done, with a minority misinterpreting the question to mean ‘nature of the business’.
For Part (b), candidates were required to name the form of business organization. Approximately 70
per cent of the responses were correct.
Question 2
For Part (a) (i), candidates were required to identify the management function that the entrepreneur
performs when she conducts a feasibility study. The majority of candidates correctly identified
planning. However, some candidates indicated feasibility study.
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In Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to identify the management function that the entrepreneur
performs when she puts together the material and human resources needed by the business.
Organizing was correctly identified by a minority of candidates.
Part (b) required candidates to state one way in which JayDell attempted to satisfy her customers’
needs. This was well done with responses ranging from the expansion of the business’ operations to
weekend, after school and evening classes for the convenience of the working public.
Question 3
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify one likely source, other than private tuition, from
which the entrepreneur may have obtained capital to start the business. This was done quite well.
Part (b) required candidates to outline one reason why JayDell may have conducted a feasibility
study. The majority of candidates gave acceptable responses.
In Part (c), candidates were required to state two advantages of personal interviews. More than 50 per
cent either stated the purpose of data collection in general or discussed the interviewing of prospective
teachers for the business.
Profile 2: Marketing Plan
Question 4
Candidates were required to list two methods of data collection which JayDell may have used when
undertaking the feasibility study. This was poorly done by the majority of candidates.
Question 5
Candidates were required to identify two groups of persons which JayDell plans to target.
Question 6
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify two competitors that JayDell is likely to encounter if
she moves to the proposed location.
For Part (b), candidates were required to state two advantages which JayDell is likely to have over her
competitors.
Question 7
Candidates were required to state two advantages of the proposed location.
question was fair.

Performance on this

Question 8
Candidates were required to suggest two possible factors that could affect the success of Family
Enrichment Services Ltd (FES). This question was poorly done.
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Question 9
Candidates were required to outline one way in which quality of service and cost of service may
influence the decisions of customers to attend classes at FES. These two parts of the question were
poorly done by the majority of candidates.
Question 10
Candidates were required to state one feature which characterizes the pricing strategies planned by
FES. Most candidates were able to state one feature.
Question 11
Candidates were required to list three methods which FES can use to promote its services. This was
well done.
Question 12
Candidates were required to explain why the methods of packaging the services offered by FES would
appeal to customers. This question was well done.
Profile 3: Financial Plan
Question 13
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify two sources from which JayDell can obtain capital for
her proposed expansion. The majority of candidates correctly identified two sources of capital for the
proposed expansion.
Part (b) required candidates to list two forms of collateral that JayDell can use to secure funding for
her proposed expansion. The majority of candidates scored well with the less successful candidates
putting forward ‘house’ as a collateral for the proposed expansion, probably still viewing the
entrepreneur as a sole trader that can use his/her private dwelling as security/collateral.
Question 14
For Part (a), candidates were required to state two ways in which FES can contribute to the growth
and development of the economy. Most candidates gained the maximum mark for this question.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify two government regulations to which the business
must adhere. Most candidates successfully identified two government regulations.
Question 15
Candidates were required to write an overview of the business, including the three sections of the
business plan. This was poorly done. The majority of candidates scored one of the two allotted
marks. Some candidates failed to identify even one aspect of each profile related to the case.
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The following are suggested responses to Paper 032.
Profile 1: Operational Plan
Question 1
(a) Type of business JayDell operated before forming FES:
Sole trader
(b) Form of business organization
Private limited company
Question 2
(a) Management Functions:
(i) Planning is the management function that the entrepreneur performs when she conducts a
feasibility study.
(ii) Organizing is the management function that the entrepreneur performs when she puts together
the material and human resources needed by the business.
(b) The ways in which the entrepreneur has attempted to satisfy the needs of her customers are:
By expanding her business
By making the physical environment more spacious
Offering classes on weekends, after school and evenings for the convenience of the working
public.
Question 3
(a) Sources of capital to start her business are:
Personal savings
Bank loans
Credit union loans and loans from other financial institutions
Family loans
(b) Reasons why the entrepreneur may have conducted a feasibility study include:
To assess prospective employees
To ascertain the needs of the targeted area
To get an accurate assessment of the practicality of the proposal.
(c) Advantages of personal interviews are:
Responses are immediate
Responses can be explained and clarified
Respondents are less likely to lie
Interviews allow open ended responses and elicit more detailed information.
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Profile 2: Marketing Plan
Question 4
Methods of data collection:
Surveys
Observation
Questionnaires
Websites
Suggestion box
Question 5
Target market includes:
Preschool to primary and secondary school children
Adults who wish to continue their education
Parents and guardians who require custodial care for their children
Taxi drivers
Teachers
Ministry of Education and Ministry of Finance making recommendations
Question 6
(a) Two prospective competitors:
Schools in the area
Competitors with lower prices and/or customer satisfaction
Operators of shuttle services
Owners of day care services
(b) Two advantages over competitors:
Variety of programmes offered
Personalized care for children, for example, pickup and drop off
She targets more than one group
Her existing clients pose as a ready pool
Competitive rates such as family offers
Question 7
Advantages of the proposed location of the business:
Location is well served by public transportation and so there would be no difficulty in
reaching it.
Building itself is an asset.
A supermarket is nearby which would make attending classes more convenient especially
for adults or after-school customers who need to purchase snacks.
Question 8
Two possible factors operating in the industry for after-school services that could affect success:
More and more operators are beginning to offer opportunities for citizens to upgrade
skills.
More children/students engage in extracurricular activities
Noise pollution
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Government and community-based programmes of continuing education are on the
increase.
Question 9
(a) How the quality of service may influence the decision of consumers to attend classes at FES:
Word of mouth reports from satisfied clients attest to the high quality of the programmes
offered.
(b) How the cost of service may influence the decision of consumers to attend classes at FES:
The attention JayDell has paid to catering to family needs by arranging special packages
makes her services affordable to all income earners.
Question 10
One feature which characterizes the pricing strategy used:
Penetration pricing
Demand for the services in terms of prices
Favourable prices
Lower prices
Question 11
Three promotional strategies:
Security for clients
Individual attention
Branding
Sales promotion
Favourable prices
Flyers
Distributing leaflets
Advertising using local media
Using social networks on the internet
Question 12
Explain why the methods of packaging FES’s services will most likely appeal to customers:
Variety
Family rate
New clean environment
It offers the opportunity to combine educational services with a range of other services
(for example, after school pick up, custodial care).
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Profile 3: Financial Plan
Question 13
(a) Sources of capital for the proposed expansion:
Banks, credit unions and other financial institutions.
Shares
Debentures
(b) Two forms of collateral for the proposed expansion:
Land and building
Insurance policies
Investments
Certificates of deposit
Shares
Question 14
(a) Contributions to the growth and development of the economy:
Taxes can be used to finance developments in housing, education and health
Increased production leads to increases national income/GDP and further growth
More persons will be employed and earn more income
Providing training for school leavers in areas for which there is a shortage of qualified
personnel
Re-tooling opportunities are offered for retrenched workers.
(b) Government regulations to which the business must adhere:
Taxation
NIS contributions
Health and safety
Qualified staff
Pertinent licence
Question 15
Executive summary: Family Enrichment Services Limited is a limited liability company that has
evolved from a sole proprietorship. The objective of this business is to continue providing classes for
adults and children in various areas of academic development. It offers product diversity and is able to
offer programmes at times that are convenient to the target population at attractive prices. It adheres to
government regulations and is assured of securing the capital needed for incorporation.
Recommendations
It is strongly recommended that candidates familiarize themselves with the structure of Paper 032.
Additionally, they should get more acquainted with the components of the business plan with the
guidance of a qualified instructor.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 34th time in June 2013. This year,
35,434 candidates sat the examination.
The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Paper 032 – Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 36.87 out of 60 (61.45 per
cent). The standard deviation was 9.08. The means were 37.24 and 34.16 for 2102 and 2011 respectively.
Approximately 77 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for
this paper.
Paper 02 comprised two sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions in Section II. The mean mark for this paper was 46.09 out of
100. The standard deviation was 19.82. The means were 47.30 and 47.45 for 2012 and 2011 respectively.
The highest mark on this paper was 98 out of 100. This was achieved by seven candidates. Approximately
43.08 per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for this paper.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of Profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 32.35 out of 40 (80.86 per cent). The
standard deviation was 5.68. Four per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this
paper.
For Paper 032, the Alternative to the SBA, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a
given template and a case. Performance on this paper was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 21.73
out of 40 (54.32 per cent). The standard deviation was 7.11. The means in 2012 and 2011 were 16.87 and
20.12 respectively. No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper; however, the highest mark was 39
out of 40. This was achieved by two candidates.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory Questions
Question 1
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of business documents; understanding of
insurance and assurance; implications of unethical business practices relating to record keeping; and
appreciation of keeping good business records. Approximately 92 per cent of the candidates attempted the
question with more than 40 per cent giving satisfactory responses. The mean mark was 8.69 out of 20 and
the standard deviation was 4.52.
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well done as the majority of candidates scored the maximum available mark.
In Part (b) (i), candidates were required to distinguish between the terms insurance and assurance. The
main weakness with the responses was candidates’ failure to fully develop the points raised.
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to identify two types of insurance policies. This part of the question was
very well done as over 80 per cent of candidates scored the maximum available mark. Weaker candidates
confused types of insurance with principles of insurance, thereby listing insurance principles such as utmost
good faith and indemnity.
Part (c) proved to be the most challenging part of the question. Candidates were required to outline two
unethical business practices related to record keeping and state one consequence of each practice outlined.
Most candidates performed poorly on this part of the question. The majority of them failed to address
ethical issues, they instead stated improper practices such as keeping files on the floor and in boxes rather
than in filing cabinets, not having files backed up, and recording information on paper rather than on a
computer. Another common incorrect response was stating ethical issues such as child labour and
inappropriate dumping of garbage, which are not related to record keeping. Additionally, even in
circumstances where candidates were able to outline unethical business practices associated with record
keeping, the majority of them failed to state consequences of the practices.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss two benefits of keeping good business records. The main weakness
identified in this part of the question was the tendency of candidates to give vague and insufficiently
developed responses.
Recommendations
When teaching types of insurance, teachers should make a distinction between the broad categories of
life and non-life insurance types as well as insurance types and insurance principles.
Clear definitions should be given for insurance and assurance, with a focus on their differences. The
concepts should also be reinforced by identifying several examples and guiding students in writing
discussion-type essays.
Business ethics should be covered with a degree of care to encompass ethical areas within record
keeping and other aspects of business.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of management information systems, conflict resolution and the
responsibilities of management. Additionally, they were required to demonstrate an understanding of the
concept of productivity by discussing two strategies management may use to increase productivity. The
mean mark was 8.97 out of 20 and the standard deviation was 4.73.
Part (a) required candidates to define management information system (MIS). Most candidates who
attempted this part of the question scored at least 50 per cent of the total available marks. Failure to obtain
the maximum marks was primarily because candidates’ responses outlined MIS as being linked with
computers only but failed to mention its decision-making component. Weaker candidates merely repeated
the words of the concept as a definition.
Part (b) required candidates to state two benefits and two challenges of using a management information
system. Weaker candidates dealt with benefits from the perspective of employees and not management as
well as repeated a definition for the benefits. The majority of candidates had difficulty stating the challenges
of using the system.
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give an explanation of how each method works. Approximately 50 per cent of candidates were able to state
the methods of resolution only. Many candidates offered solutions to prevent conflict between employer and
employee.
Part (c) (ii) required candidates to state two responsibilities of management to employees. This part of the
question proved challenging for the majority of candidates as they were unable to differentiate between the
responsibilities of managers to employees and their responsibilities to the business as a whole. One common
weakness was candidates’ stating the functions of managers rather than their responsibilities to employees.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two strategies which management can use to increase
productivity. Approximately 60 per cent of the candidates found this to be very challenging. Responses
from weaker candidates related to sales promotion and advertising. A frequent incorrect response was using
marketing strategies as ways to increase productivity.
Recommendations
In the teaching of management information systems, use can be made of the immediate school
environment beginning with the classroom and the roll book. Teachers could take students on a field trip
exercise to the administrative office of the school so as to make the concept more meaningful to them.
They can emphasize the decision-making aspect of MIS and give several examples of MIS to students
other than referring to it as a computerized system.
The concept of productivity may be taught using games involving teams with an equal number of
students, an equal amount and type of resources, same instructions and time limit allotted to complete
what is stated on the instruction sheet.
Conflict and conflict resolution can be enhanced by role playing as well as the use of case studies as
resource material to help students offer strategies to solve the situations highlighted.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of marketing: wholesaling, retailing methods and packaging.
Generally, candidates performed fairly well on this question; the mean was 10.77 out of 20. The standard
deviation was 5.2.
Part (a) required candidates to outline the importance of the wholesaler in the distribution process. This part
of the question was satisfactorily done with the majority of candidates earning at least three out of the six
available marks. The main weakness in responses was candidates’ inability to be specific about the
wholesaler’s function in the distribution process. They simply outlined the importance of the wholesaler,
without making reference to the distribution of goods.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to distinguish between two pairs of retailing methods: (i) e-commerce and
telemarketing; and (ii) convenience shops/stores and supermarkets.
Satisfactory responses were given by approximately 50 per cent of the candidates. The majority of
candidates was able to distinguish between e-commerce and telemarketing. However, weaker candidates
seemed to have misunderstood what was required. They clearly did not understand that convenience shops
and stores are the same, thus some gave the responses to convenience shops, stores and supermarkets as
three different establishments.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss two factors that affect forms of packaging used in the presentation of
goods to consumers. The majority of candidates was able to identify at least one factor that was significant
in the packaging process and about 50 per cent of them discussed the factors satisfactorily. The main
weakness identified in this part of the question was the tendency to state the factors without attempting any
discussion.
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Teachers need to emphasize and help students to understand the difference between verb cues such as
state, list, explain, discuss, evaluate, compare by giving specific examples and providing opportunities
for them to practice responding to questions using these verbs.
Teachers should integrate the teaching of the topics related to wholesalers, wholesaling and distribution.
When teaching these topics they should use real-life examples to which students can relate.
Students should be encouraged to identify various types of packaging used in the production of different
goods and teachers should place emphasis on the factors that would influence the selection of one type
over another. Using real examples in the classroom may improve the delivery and understanding of this
concept and related factors.
Section II – Optional Questions
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the sources of capital to start a business; their ability to define
the term collateral, give examples of collateral; their knowledge of the personal traits and role of the
entrepreneur; and considerations regarding the establishment of a sole trader or partnership business.
Approximately 60 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. The mean was 12.35 of 20 marks and
the standard deviation was 4.71.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to identify three sources of capital to start a business. The majority of
candidates was able to identify three sources of capital thereby gaining the maximum marks. Weaker
candidates identified types of capital such as working capital and fixed capital.
In Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to define the term collateral. Generally, performance on this part of
the question was fair as the majority of candidates scored at least one of the two available marks. Stronger
candidates were able to give suitable definitions of collateral but the majority failed to incorporate the
purpose of collateral as a safeguard against non-repayment of a debt/loan. However, the majority of
candidates were able to list two examples of collateral as required in Part (a) (iii).
Part (b) (i) was well done by most candidates. They were generable able to identify three personal traits of
an entrepreneur. In Part (b) (ii), most candidates were able to identify two roles of an entrepreneur but most
of the responses failed to describe each role mentioned; hence, the majority earned only two of the four
available marks.
Part (c) appeared to be quite challenging for many candidates. It required a discussion of two factors to be
considered when deciding whether to set up a sole proprietorship or a partnership type of business. While
the majority of candidates was able to identify at least one feature of each type of business stated in the
question, they did not adequately discuss how these factored in the decision to opt for one business type over
the other.
Recommendations
Students should be taught to differentiate between the traits and roles of an entrepreneur.
Students should be taught that for a discussion they are to develop their points.
Students should be taught to read questions carefully and make comparisons when asked to discuss two
types of businesses.
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consist of stimulus materials. This would help them become more familiar with the expectations of the
questions thereby helping to improve their performance.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the functions of road transportation, the advantages of road
and other forms of land transportation, problems encountered in the distribution process and the services
offered by commercial banks. It was attempted by approximately 40 per cent of the candidates with the
mean mark being 7.48 out of 20. The standard deviation was 4.04. Generally, this question was poorly
done.
In Part (a) (i), candidates performed creditably with the majority giving very good responses. Weaker
candidates were unable to differentiate between functions and advantages, and so most of them gave
advantages of transportation.
Part (a) (ii) was generally well done. Candidates were able to outline the advantages of road or land
transportation and gained most of the marks in this section.
Part (b) (i) and (b) (ii) seemed to pose challenges for the majority of candidates. They were unable to make
a clear distinction between transportation and distribution, and so at least 50 per cent of them gave problems
encountered in transportation instead of distribution. Therefore, the solutions which followed were also
unrelated, causing candidates not to gain the maximum available marks in this part of the question.
Part (c) was also poorly done. The majority of the candidates made mention of insurance, and therefore very
few gained full marks in this section. The others gave incorrect answers, for example, supplying the names
of commercial banks and other sources of capital. A number of candidates just gave one word answers, for
example, ‘cheque’ or ‘loan’ for the services; therefore, they were unable to score the maximum mark.
Recommendations
Teachers are urged to revise some basic English grammar with students in the form of words and meanings.
Students should be taught the meanings of words such as function, advantages, features and characteristics.
Teachers are also urged to encourage more discussions in the classroom, as transportation, distribution and
banking services are familiar everyday activities with which students are familiar, and so much information
can be gained from these discussions.
Section III – Optional Questions
Question 6
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of taxes, subsidies and measures which Caribbean
governments can use to protect local poultry farmers. Additionally, the question tested candidates’ ability to
apply knowledge about the services in the Caribbean which are normally subsidized and give suitable
examples for both direct and indirect taxes.
Approximately 73 per cent of the candidates opted to answer this question. The mean mark was 7.48 out of
20. The standard deviation was 4.26.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to define the term taxes. Most candidates gave a satisfactory response as they
were knowledgeable of the fact that taxes are compulsory payments used to finance public expenditure.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to define the term subsidies. The majority of candidates had difficulty
defining the concept. Responses were vague and incomplete and included misconceptions such as loans
given by the government.
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candidates provided very good responses and scored the maximum mark. Popular responses included the
redistribution of income, controlling spending and raising revenue for government expenditure.
Part (a) (iv) required candidates to identify two services normally subsidized by Caribbean governments. At
least 50 per cent of the candidates who attempted this question gave responses related to transportation,
health and education. Weaker candidates tended to focus on goods rather than services that are subsidized.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to differentiate between progressive and regressive taxes. This part of the
question was poorly done. The majority of the candidates stated what a progressive tax was but did not
demonstrate how it was different from a regressive tax.
A minority of candidates attempted to use charts to develop the concepts but in most of these cases, the
diagrams did not enhance their responses as they failed to give proper explanations and/or label the axes of
the diagrams accurately.
Part b (ii) required candidates to list two examples of a direct tax. About 40 per cent were able to give good
examples. There seemed to be some confusion in the minds of most candidates as a majority either gave
incoherent responses or gave examples of indirect taxes.
When required to list two examples of indirect taxes in Part (b) (iii), the majority of candidates was able to
do so. However, as in Part (b) (ii) there seemed to be some confusion in the minds of weaker candidates
who gave garbled responses.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss two steps which governments can take to protect local poultry
farmers. Generally, the responses were satisfactory as about 50 per cent of the candidates that attempted this
part of the question used a practical and logical approach to provide good responses.
The main weakness in this part was the failure of candidates to discuss the points mentioned. Another
weakness displayed by about 30 per cent of those who failed to score maximum marks was the inability to
relate the protectionist policies they listed to the stem of the question.
Recommendations
Teachers can use simulations of business scenarios to teach the differences between direct and indirect
taxes.
Teachers should utilize excerpts from current budget speeches to demonstrate the different forms of
taxes as well as some of the key services which are subsidized in their respective countries.
Teachers are also encouraged to have students conduct research assignments, and make presentations or
engage in debates on the topic.
The use of word puzzles/games should be incorporated in classroom activities.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of per capita income, national income and the standard of living.
It was attempted by less than five per cent of the candidates and performance was poor. The mean mark was
6.15 out of 20 and the standard deviation was 4.68.
In Part (a) (i), the majority of candidates failed to secure at least one of the two available marks. Their
responses revealed some confusion as to the nature of per capita income as in many cases it was interpreted
as an individual wage. In a few responses ‘capita,’ was confused with ‘capital’ and so candidates spoke of
assets as used in accounting. Approximately zero per cent of candidates gave the same response for Parts (a)
(i) and (a) (ii) thereby avoiding the need to give a definition as opposed to a formula when requested.
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incorrect responses included candidates use of net income and any aggregate of national income (GNP, NNP,
GDP) for the numerator, while with respect to the denominator, candidates opted to use number of people
employed rather than the entire population of the country.
The failure of candidates to respond appropriately to Part (a) (i) resulted in their poor response to Part (a)
(iii) which required them to state one advantage and one disadvantage of using per capita income to measure
a country’s standard of living.
Part (a) (iv) required candidates to list two factors, other than per capita income, which may be used to
measure standard of living. More than half of the responses indicated that candidates grossly confused the
concepts of standard of living, quality of life and cost of living and so the responses given were seldom
accurately stated. For similar reasons, candidates were unable to discuss two factors which may cause the
per capita income of a country to rise as was required in Part (b).
In Part (c) (i) the majority of candidates was unable to describe comprehensively one method used to
calculate a country’s national income. For the income method, it was clear that candidates did not
understand the rewards to factors of production, as they interpreted a country’s income as coming from only
one source — workers’ salaries. With the expenditure method, expenditure was equated to the expenses of
the year and there was little indication of any awareness of the expenditure model (C+I+G) which identified
the different facets of expenditure. With the output method, quantity of produced was offered as a response
rather than the value of what was produced.
Candidates performed best on Part (c) (i), with approximately 45 per cent of them earning the maximum
mark. The most popular responses included the size of the population, the state of the economy, the level of
employment, culture and the basket of goods consumed.
Recommendations
Teachers should consider to allocating more time to the teaching of this topic.
The teaching of the concepts tested in this question could be enhanced by means of greater use of
research and in-class presentations; use of guest presenters; as well as discussions and journal articles.
Teachers may find discussing newspaper articles or news broadcast videos useful when teaching this
topic.
Teachers are also encouraged to compare other countries to their home countries, which will build
students’ comparison and discussion skills.
Emphasis should be placed on the methods of calculating a country’s national income.
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There has been a remarkable improvement in the overall quality of the projects submitted, most of which
have successfully met the required standard. However, there are some areas of concern which need to be
addressed, so that students can be as successful as possible.
The SBA is a projected business plan and should not be an investigation of an existing business; hence the
use of future tense in the third person should be encouraged. Students should adhere to proper
communication standards by ensuring that correct spelling, punctuation and grammatical standards are
followed. They need to submit a complete cover page with all the required headings clearly and legibly
listed.
Teachers must carefully follow the current mark scheme presented in the breakdown of the School-Based
Assessment Mark Scheme for Principles of Business as prescribed by CXC (effective 2007) in order to
avoid a disparity between their marks and those of the moderating team. In addition, teachers must guard
against students submitting similar SBAs as this does not promote individuality.
It was noted that the majority of the plans presented were under the Production Plan. However, there were
many instances where students' performance could have been improved if they were encouraged to present
the business plan using the Marketing profile. Teachers should therefore guide students to ensure that the
plan used is appropriate for the nature of the business.
Mention must also be made of the fact that many students exceeded the word limit given by CXC.
Production
Description of Business
Most students failed to identify all three required aspects of this criterion. They must be identified in order
for students to be awarded the maximum mark.
Role of Entrepreneur
Many students quoted verbatim from the text regarding the roles and functions of the entrepreneur. This is
unacceptable as students are required to apply the content from the text to the business.
Use of Technology
Technology identified by students must be related to the production process of the said business. In
addition, students must fully describe how the technology identified will enhance the efficiency of the
business.
Justification of Location
Students should ensure that the specific or exact location is identified. General locations were not awarded
marks. Most students were able to adequately describe three reasons to justify the proposed location
selected.
Selection of Appropriate Labour
Most students omitted the reason why the type of labour was necessary. This must be included in order for
students to be awarded full marks under this criterion.
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Many students did not state the sources of fixed and working capital. In addition, students were unable to
distinguish between the sources of capital and the examples. There were also issues regarding the
interpretation of the word sources. Some students interpreted sources as the stores where the fixed or
working capital can be obtained. This is an incorrect interpretation.
Type of Production
Most students addressed this criterion successfully by identifying and describing the type of production.
However, some of them were unable to accurately describe the type of production identified.
Levels of Production
Most students were able to accurately identify the level of production. However, some failed to accurately
describe the identified level of production. For example, in most cases students described domestic
production based on the source of raw materials rather than the proposed target market. The latter is the
accurate interpretation.
Quality Control Measures
Students should be encouraged to describe two measures that would enhance or maintain the quality of the
good or service produced.
Linkages
This criterion posed some challenge to students. Generally, they were unable to explain and/or differentiate
between backward and forward linkages. Students are encouraged to further illustrate the linkages with the
aid of a diagram.
Potential for Growth — Externally
While responses were generally favourable in relation to internal potential for growth, some students failed
to adequately describe external potential for growth. Students are therefore encouraged to fully describe
both aspects of this criterion.
Government Regulations
Most students were able to state a related regulation but failed to describe the direct effect of the regulation
on the business. Students are encouraged to fully describe the effects of the government regulation on the
said business.
Ethical Issues
Most students were able to state the ethical issue but failed to explain the effects on the business. Again,
students should be mindful of the fact that they need to adequately describe the direct effect of the ethical
issue on the business.
Communication of Information
Most students demonstrated good use of the English language.
Teachers from some territories should encourage students to identify the criteria as subheadings. Students
from some territories submitted the SBA in full essay format. This is not acceptable.
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Description of Business
The majority of students successfully addressed this criterion.
Organization of Marketing Department
Most students presented an organizational chart for the entire business and not for the marketing department
as required. Many of them did not identify or describe the type of organizational structure of the marketing
department. The roles/functions of the personnel in the marketing department were adequately described.
Use of Technology
In most cases, two types of technology were identified but students did not show how they were directly
relevant to the business or how they could be used to enhance the efficiency of the business.
Market Research
The following points were common areas of concern among many students:
They did not select three components of market research as required and did not adequately discuss the
components they selected.
They showed limited understanding of price, substitutes and the quantitative aspect of target population.
Product/Service
Many students did not describe packaging effectively as it relates to their specific product.
Pricing Strategy
Unlike price as it relates to market research, students must state the pricing strategy to be used and how it
will aid them in entering the market and being successful there.
Place (Distribution Channels)
Students can use diagrams to assist them in illustrating the distribution of the product. Many of them did not
address limitations nor did they suggest suitable alternatives in light of these limitations.
Promotion Mix
Most students effectively addressed this criterion.
Customer Complaints
Most students clearly illustrated the business' approach to customer complaints, but many of them did not
use an example as required by the mark scheme.
Government Regulations
Most students clearly identified some government regulations but did not state their impact on the business.
Students should choose government regulations which are directly related to their area of business and more
specifically to marketing, for example, copyright infringement.
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Most students discussed one ethical issue that would affect the business but did not explain the impact it
would have on the business. Students should choose ethical issues which are directly related to marketing,
for example, false advertising.
Communication of Information
Most students demonstrated good use of the English language.
Finance
This year, as in previous years, Finance was the least attempted profile of the three. There was an
improvement in the overall quality of the work submitted. Students who attempted this profile performed
satisfactorily.
In general, Profile 1 was done well but students continued to have some problems with some areas in
Profiles 2 and 3.
Students were able to adequately deal with the following criteria:
Description of Business
Organizational Chart
Collateral
Use of Technology
Purpose for which Finance is needed
Capital Goods
Sources of Finance
The use of English and the overall presentation of the SBAs were generally good.
The following areas were of particular concern:
Capital Instruments
Under this criteria, students were required to first describe the capital instruments selected under the
headings Debt and Equity and state the implications of this capital mix.
While students were able to identify the instruments through which the capital was going to be raised, the
vast majority was not able to categorize these instruments using the classification of debt and equity in the
capital mix. Consequently, they had difficulty stating the implications of the capital mix selected.
Projected Performance
This criterion requires that students produce a preforma income statement clearly showing gross and net
profit and a proforma balance sheet clearly showing the liabilities and capital sections.
The income statement was generally well done, but students were unable to place the net profit figure in the
balance sheet.
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While the students were able to identify a government regulation, most failed to identify a financial
regulation and were unable to show how the regulations impacted the business.
An example of a financial regulation that would impact on a business financially is the payment of taxes.
Ethical Issues
Students were able to identify an appropriate ethical issue but failed to show what impact the ethical issue
would have on the business.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Profile 1 – Production
There was a general improvement in the performance of candidates. However, spelling was a great concern.
Candidates also used colloquial terms and wrote long responses in order to explain their answers. There was
minimal use of business jargon.
1.

Nature and Type of Business
In Part (a), candidates were required to classify the business based on the ownership style. Most
candidates were able to supply the correct answer of partnership. However, some candidates
confused business types with leadership styles.
In Part (b), candidates were asked to state one likely reason for Max and Emma wanting to establish
this business. This question was reasonably well done as many candidates were able to identify the
various reasons for wanting to establish a business.

2.

Internal Structure of the Organization
In this question candidates were required to complete an organizational chart to show the proposed
structure of the new business.
Candidates found this question challenging and many were unable to identify the correct positions
on the organizational chart. They were unable to distinguish among the various relationship and
authority lines on the chart. Many candidates supplied answers which were generic and out of
context.

3

Management Functions
In Part (a), candidates were asked to identify management functions that Max and Emma must
perform in their new business. This question was the most problematic as candidates had difficulty
identifying the management functions. Candidates presented responses which were actual activities
related to management functions. While candidates could have supplied a one word response, many
sought to explain their answer. Some responses had nothing to do with management functions.
For Part (b), candidates were required to state the role that Sonia will perform in the new business.
Many candidates did not make the correct connection between the various roles of persons in the
given case. Candidates who gave the correct answer for Question 2 also answered this question
correctly. Sonia’s role was that of advisor.
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a business plan, which the owners should undertake prior to establishing their new business. Many
candidates were able to identify at least one important activity. However, this question proved
difficult for a number of candidates who often confused the answer for this part with that for
Part (a).
Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
4.

Target Market
This question tested candidates' knowledge of the target market of the business. It was satisfactorily
done. The majority of candidates was able to identify the answer from the case, while others
provided a response which was unrelated to the target market.

5.

Marketing Mix
Part (a) tested candidates’ ability to recognize the marketing mix being considered by the business.
It was satisfactorily done.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to suggest the other P’s the business should consider in relation to
its marketing mix. This part of the question was done very well by the majority of candidates.
Part (c) required candidates to define the term patent.
This was done satisfactorily; however, the majority failed to gain full marks because they did not
include a time frame in their responses. Many candidates defined the word 'patient' instead of
patent.

6.

Promotion
This question tested candidates' knowledge of promotional strategies, other than infomercials, that
could be used to promote the product in the industry. It was well done by the majority of
candidates.

7.

Competition
This question tested candidates' ability to identify the competitors of the business.
This question was done satisfactorily by some candidates; however, some had difficulty identifying
appropriate competitors.

8.

Distribution Chain
This question asked candidates to identify the links in the distribution chain. However, the majority
of candidates presented the different distribution chains instead of the links in the chain. It was well
done by the majority of candidates.

9.

Consumer Behaviour
This question was well done by the majority of candidates.
Part (a) tested the ability of candidates to explain one consequence that the business will face, if the
product does not meet the required quality standards.
Part (b) required candidates to outline one redress that dissatisfied consumers can seek.
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There was an overall improvement in performance on this paper. However, further improvements can be
realized if candidates read the questions carefully and interpret them in light of the case.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Profile 3 – Financial Plan
This profile tested the financial aspects of the business plan. Candidates were given information based on the
capital and expenses of the proposed business and questions were then asked. Competence in the following
areas was required:
Calculation of the profit and loss statement
Types of collateral
Sources of capital
Compilation of an executive summary
The majority of candidates gave responses in this section and was able to successfully demonstrate an
understanding of the financial plan, attaining between five and ten marks. However, some candidates scored
poorly, receiving less than five marks, while a few omitted certain areas of this section. This indicated a poor
understanding of what was required from them.
10.

Calculation of the Profit and Loss Statement
This question tested candidates' ability to calculate sales, total expenses and net profit/loss given
sufficient information; candidates’ performance was average. There were quite a few candidates
who ignored calculating the sales figure ($60,000) or computed an incorrect figure. Nonetheless,
most of them were able to calculate total expenses ($25,100) and to a lesser extent the net profit
($26,900) which is equivalent to the gross profit less total expenses. In some cases, this question
was left completely out.

11.

Identification of Types of Collateral
In Part (a), candidates were asked to identify two types of collateral that business owners can offer
the bank to secure a loan. Overall, most candidates responded correctly by identifying cash savings,
insurance policies, mortgage deeds and fixed deposits as types of collateral. However, some
candidates were too vague and provided answers such as fixed, current, building or transport.
For Part (b), candidates were asked to identify two other sources of capital that the business owners
can use if the bank turned down their application. About 70 per cent of the respondents gave
appropriate answers. Candidates correctly referred to loans from friends and family, financial
institutions including credit unions, shares and grants from government. However, some candidates
confused the types of collateral with the sources of capital, for example, the patent for tools should
be listed as a type of collateral as opposed to a source.

12.

Compilation of Executive Summary
This question tested candidates' ability to provide components on the operational, marketing and
financial plans. Most candidates answered the question correctly. However, some only mentioned
two areas: mainly the operational and marketing plan, paying little attention to the financial plan.
Additionally, some candidates were too elaborate in the summary or simply reproduced information
provided in the case with little analysis.

- 16 Recommendations
Candidates need to read the questions carefully and interpret them in light of the case.
Questions should be answered in complete sentences.
Candidates need to be cognizant of the fact that the case study is built on principles and concepts of the
syllabus; hence, they need to use the jargon of the subject when responding to questions.
Candidates should be encouraged to attempt every question.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
This year a total of 2,993candidates registered for the Principles of Business General Proficiency
Examination, however only 2, 037 candidates actually wrote the examination. The examination
is comprised of the following papers:
Paper 01 − Multiple Choice
Paper 02 − Essay Paper
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 33.62 out of 60
(57%). The standard deviation was 8.48. The mean mark for January 2013 and 2012 were 31.86
and 33.69. Approximately 64 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
available marks on this paper. No candidate achieved the maximum available mark. The highest
mark was 57 out of 60. This was achieved by one candidate.
Paper 02 comprises two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory
questions in Section I and two of four optional questions, one from Section II and one from
Section III. The mean mark for this paper was 43.75 out of 100. The standard deviation was
16.84. The marks ranged from 0 to 96. Approximately 37 per cent of the candidates scored at
least 50 per cent of the available marks on this paper.
Paper 032 is an examination offered to private candidates. Candidates were required to respond
to questions based on a business plan using a given template.
The overall performance on this paper continues to show improvement. The mean mark was
27.53 out of 40 (68.83%). The standard deviation was 5.82. The maximum marked achieved was
39 out of 40. This was achieved by nine candidates. Approximately 88 per cent of the candidates
scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark on this paper.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 − Essay
Question 1
This question was attempted by 99 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of forms of business organizations and arrangements. Performance on this question
was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 6.25 out of 20 (31.25%). The standard deviation was
4.34.
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well done as many candidates gave acceptable definitions.
Part (a) (ii) required candidates to outline two ways in which a public sector business is different
from a private sector business. This part of the question appeared to have presented some
challenge for many candidates. Many of them candidates confused the public and private sectors
with public and private limited companies and so were unable to score the maximum available
mark.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to describe two characteristics of a co-operative. This section
was well done by most candidates, many of whom earned the maximum available mark.
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to state one way in which a co-operative is different from a
company. This section proved to be challenging many candidates.
Part (b) (iii) required candidates to list two types of private sector businesses, other than
companies and co-operatives. The majority of candidates gave poor responses in this section and
so was unable to earn the maximum available mark.
Part (c) required candidates to discuss two ways in which a private company is likely to change
if it were to be nationalized. The majority of candidates gave fair responses demonstrating some
knowledge of the concept.
MODEL ANSWER
(a)

(i)
The term “private sector” refers to that part of the economy that is owned and
controlled by private individuals and firms.
(ii)
The public sector differs from private sector in the following ways:
Public sector is controlled by government ministers while private sector is
controlled by private entities.
Public sector employees are civil servants while private sector employees are
non-government employees.
Public sector focuses on providing citizens with a service while private sector
focuses on making a profit first and foremost.
Public sector has political appointees while private sector is void of political
appointments.
(b) (i)
key characteristics of a co-operative:
Co-operatives are organizations formed by groups with a common bond and
governed by annual general meetings.
Co-operative members have similar objectives and/or interests and are managed
by committee members drawn from membership.
Groups forming co-operatives may be users of products or services.
Co-operative members pool financial resources for their collective benefits.
Overall characteristics of co-operatives are determined by their types, e.g.,
producers’ co-operatives, buyers’ co-operatives, financial co-operatives.
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(iii)

Differences between a co-operative and a company:
A co-operative is made up by members with similar objectives and
interests while a company does not have membership.
A company has investors or stakeholders whose interest are not
necessarily the same, while members of a co-operative share similar
interests.
A co-operative has profit sharing while a company pays dividends to its
shareholders.
Other types of private sector businesses:
Sole proprietor
Partnership (limited or general)
Syndicates
Joint ventures
Franchise.

Ways in which nationalization changes a private company:
A private company would change from being controlled by private entities and instead
be controlled by government of it were nationalized.
As a nationalized company the once private company would likely receive all or some
revenue for the services it provides, some of the revenues may go to the government
ministry in charge.
As a nationalized company the once private company may be fully or partially financed
by the government which is totally different from a private company which gets no
government financing.
While a nationalized company makes its own decisions, it must transact its business
within the legal framework established by the state. Private companies on the other
hand must adhere to government regulations but do not report to government ministries
and are not created by an act of parliament.
The chief executive officer and most of the top managers of the once private company
would be replaced with government appointees once the company is taken over by
government.
Recommendations:
Students should be taught the meaning of and differences between the ‘private sector’
and ‘public sector’.
Teachers should employ strategies to enable students to differentiate between verb cues
such as define, outline, describe, state, list, compare and discuss.
Students should be taught the meaning of differentiating, and know that it requires a
comparison between two terms/situations.
Teachers should provide students with the opportunity to practise answering more
CSEC
Questions that consist of comparisons. This would help them become more familiar
with how to contrast and meet the expectations of the questions.
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This question was attempted by 99 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of insurance. Performance on this question was unsatisfactory. The mean mark was
8.38 out of 20 (41.90%). The standard deviation was 3.99.
In part (a) (i), candidates were required to differentiate between ‘insurance’ and ‘assurance’.
The majority of candidates gave acceptable definitions of insurance. However, the term
assurance seemed to have presented some challenges for some candidates. Less than 50 per cent
gave adequate responses.
In part (a) (ii), candidates were required to differentiate between ‘life insurance’ and ‘business
insurance’. Many candidates confused a life insurance policy with medical and accident
insurance. However, the majority gave reasonable explanations for business insurance.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to state two ways in which insurance facilitate trade. This part of
the question was poorly done. Many candidates either did not respond at all, or gave
unacceptable responses.
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to outline two reasons why documentation in business is
important. The part of the question was dell done by most candidates.
In part (c), candidates were required discuss two reasons for purchasing business insurance.
Many candidates were able to identify the reasons, but failed to develop their points into
satisfactory discussions.
Recommendations
Teachers need to coach students on how to adequately respond to questions. They
should help students to determine the different requirements of questions based on key
verbs such as identify, outline, state, discuss.
Teachers also need to prepare students to respond to questions from all the sections of
the syllabus.
Question 3
This question was attempted by 98 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of financial institutions. Performance on this question was fair. The mean mark was
9.25 out of 20 (46.25%). The standard deviation was 4.32.
In part a (i) Candidates were required to list three services provided by Central banks. Many
candidates gave sketchy responses and in many instance were awarded only two of the three
available marks. Common inaccurate answers included ‘lending money’ and ‘lending money to
the public’.
In part (a) (ii) Candidates were required to list three services provided by Commercial banks.
This part of the question was well done by most candidates, many of whom achieved the
maximum available mark.
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This part of the question was poorly done by most candidates. Some of the inappropriate
response given my candidates include ‘‘anyone can write on an open cheque as opposed to a
closed cheque,’’ and ‘‘an open cheque does not have an expiration date as opposed to a closed
cheque.’’
Part b (ii) This section asked to state one advantage of both open and crossed cheques.
Although candidates performed better in this part of the question in comparison to the previous
parts, there was still room for improvement.
Part b (iii) required candidates to identify two financial institutions, other than banks, that offer
saving facilities to consumers. Some candidates incorrectly listed trade unions and sou sou.
In part (c), candidates were required to discuss two reasons why it was better to save money in a
financial institution rather than at home.
The majority of candidates did not achieve the maximum mark because they failed to discuss the
issue, instead, they briefly stated reasons.
Recommendations
Teachers are advised to adequately prepare students for the examination by exposing
them to CSEC type questions.
Additionally, students need to be knowledgeable of the various verbs used in questions
and the expected responses.
Students must also be encouraged to use the awarded marks as a guide to the level of
responses required by the questions.
Model answer
Part a (i)

Services provided by Central banks include regulating the banking system,
issuing notes and coins, acting as the bankers bank, and operating the
government’s monetary policy.

Part a (ii)

Services provided by commercial banks include offering safety deposit boxes and
night safe facilities, providing credit references, issuing travellers’ cheques,
facilitating foreign exchange purchases, acting as executers of wills, accepting
deposits and lending money.

Part b (i)

Open cheque is payable over the counter, whereas a crossed cheque must be
lodged in the account of the payee. Alternatively, candidates could have explained
that a crossed cheque has two parallel lines drawn across the face while an open
cheque does not.

Part b (ii)

Advantage of open cheques include no delay in obtaining funds (cheques can be
cashed on demand). Advantage of closed cheques; they as security (as the
cheques must be deposited in the payee’s account).
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Financial institutions, other than banks that offered saving facilities to consumers
include; credit unions, insurance companies, building societies and unit trusts.

Part (c):

Reasons why it was better to save money in a financial institution rather than at
home. The following responses were developed to full discussions:

- A financial institution provides a safe and secure environment.
- Money saved in financial institutions attracts some form of interest earnings.
- The temptation to draw from money that is readily available at home is greater

when the money is being hoarded at an institution, which protects consumers
from making unwise and ad hoc spending decisions.

Optional Questions
Question 4
This question was attempted by 64 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of production. Performance on this question was fair. The mean mark was 10.90 out
of 20 (54.50%). The standard deviation was 5.28.

Part (a) (i) required candidates to identify types of production. While the majority of candidates
were able to recall the terms primary and secondary as types of production, many were unable to
accurately classify the harvesting of sugar and the production of lumber. Some indicated that it
was tertiary production for both, secondary production for sugar and primary production for
lumber.
Part (ii) required candidates to list by-products of sugar. This part of the question was poorly
done. The majority of candidates seemed not to have a clear understanding of the meaning of the
term ‘by-products’ and responses were abstruse at times. One response noted was that malaria,
water, wet sugar and glass for movies are by-products.
Part b (i) required candidates to differentiate between primary production and secondary
production. The majority of candidates were able to differentiate between primary and
secondary production. They gave appropriate examples. However, some confused both
concepts.
Part (ii) required candidates to describe two ways in which primary products contribute to the
local economy. This part of the question was very well done. The majority of candidates scored
the maximum available mark. Other achieved at least half the marks because they fail to provide
full explanation.
In part (c), candidates were required to discuss two ways in which technology impacts the sugar
industry. This part of the question was very well done. Candidates were able to discuss, in
detail, the negative and positive impact of technology has on the sugar industry. On the other
hand, some response indicated that candidates were not adequately prepared for the examination.
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This question was attempted by 36 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of copyright, patent, brand name and brand loyalty. Performance on this question
was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 7.95 out of 20 (39.75%). The standard deviation
was 4.22.
In part (a) (i), candidates were required to distinguish between ‘copyright’ and ‘patent’, while in
(a) (ii). They were required to list four categories of persons whose works are protected by
copyright laws. Distinguishing between the two concepts proved to be challenging for many
candidates. Candidates were also unable to identify ‘creation’ of work and seemed confused
between the person performing the work and the person who actually created the work. For
example, he writer of a song compared with the person who sang the song. On the whole, several
students were able to identify some examples but the mixture of creator and performer showed
that the candidates did not understand the concept. Very few candidates correct listed four
categories.
In part (b), candidates were required to define the term ‘brand name’, explain what is meant by
‘brand loyalty’ and describe one way in which the use of brand names influences consumers.
Many candidates used logo to define the brand name. Not enough candidates identified the
purpose of brand as differentiating one product or group of products from others. They seemed
clear that the brand represented a group of products. Candidates knew that the loyalty meant that
people would buy the products but did not emphasize that the product would be purchased
regardless of the price. Several candidates did not link loyalty to actually purchasing the product.
Those candidates who were unable to explain brand loyalty were unable to describe how the use
of brand names influences consumers.
In part (c), candidates were required to discuss two reasons why some consumers purchase
pirated DVDs. This part of the question was poorly done. Many candidates were unable to say
why these DVDs were bought. Candidates did not seem to appreciate the illegality and in some
instances, referred to purchasing DVDs to sell over for profit. Many also seemed to respond
based on their own personal experience and not on text.
Question 6
This question was attempted by 79 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of the impact of pollution on the environment as well as economic problems in the
Caribbean.
Performance on this question was fair. The mean mark was 10.26 out of 20
(51.30%). The standard deviation was 4.04.
In part (a) candidates were required to define the term ‘pollution’ and identify two types of
pollution. Many candidates correctly referred to pollution as the introduction of harmful
substances into the environment via improper waste disposal.
The majority of candidates were able to identify the types of pollution; namely air, water, land
and noise.
Part (b) This section required candidates to outline three ways by which citizens of the Caribbean
help to protect the environment.
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available mark. Successful responses included the planting of trees, recycling, proper waste
disposal, avoidance of loud music and reduction of vehicle emissions.
In part (c) candidates were required to outline two major economic problems faced by Caribbean
countries.
Candidates’ responses were poor for the most part. Few candidates were able to correctly
identify economic dualism, migration/ ‘brain drain’, unemployment and inflation as problems.
In some cases marks were awarded for the economic impact of natural disasters namely
hurricanes. Inadequate responses included health care facilities, lack of housing, poverty and
crime as socio economic problems.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss measures used by governments to solve major economic
problems as outlined in part (c).
Most candidates failed to score marks because of incorrect responses in part (c). Successful
candidates gave responses such as the creation of employment opportunities, setting up factory
shells, crime reduction, lowering interest rates and taxes as well as diversification of industries.
Question 7
This question was attempted by 21 per cent of the candidates. The question tested candidates’
knowledge of the role of government and taxation. Performance on this question was fair. The
mean mark was 11.60 out of 20 (58%). The standard deviation was 5.09.
Part (a) required candidates to differentiate between ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ tax and to give
examples of each.
This part of the question was generally well done. Candidates earned marks for making
reference to the burden and incidence of tax. However, only a few of them included both
elements in their responses.
Part (b) required candidates to discuss three strategies which government can use to encourage
citizens to pay their taxes.
Responses were mainly good with typical responses such as – lower tax rates, simpler tax
structure, tax incentives, penalties for non-compliance being the most common response.
Part (c) required candidates to state two ways in which tax payers are likely to react to a high
level of taxation.
Candidates’ responses were good, with many achieving the maximum mark. Typical responses
included, wilful non-compliance, public protests, migration, decreased investment and vandalism
of government property.
In part (d) candidates were required to discuss two purposes of taxation. Candidates scored
poorly in this part of the question. Few candidates adequately discuss raising revenue,
expenditure control, income redistribution as possible responses. Instead typical responses
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development and payment of wages. This section proved the most challenging for candidates.

Recommendation
Teachers should encourage wider reading on this topic as well as emphasize the distinction
between taxation purposes and tax revenue.

Paper 032 - Alternative
Operational Plan
Performance on this aspect of the business plan was very good. The mean mark was 8.23 out of
10. The standard deviation was 1.35. The marks ranged from 0 to 10 with 17 per cent of the
candidates achieved the maximum available mark.
Question 1
Question 1 tested candidates’ knowledge of the nature and type of business; including the type of
business, the services that will be offered by the business and advantages and disadvantages of
the location of the business.
The majority of the candidates demonstrated that they understood the nature and type of business
and so were able to earn the maximum mark. In a few cases, however, some candidates
erroneously identified ‘a cottage industry’ as the type of entity being described.
While a large percentage of the candidates were able to list two services that For All Sizes
offered, seldom did candidates include the categories of clothing sold among services the
business intended to offer.
Most of the candidates succeeded in identifying at least one advantage of the proposed location
of the business but about 25 per cent of them struggled to suggest a disadvantage.
Question 2
Question 2 tested candidates’ knowledge of the internal structure of the organization in which
they were required to state the role performed by persons in the business.
Most candidates correctly stated the roles to be performed by Julia and Mary’s father at For All
Sizes.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the functions of management. In this question,
candidates were required to suggest which of the sisters would most likely be the general
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Mary and Julia, with candidates providing logically sound and comprehensive arguments for
choosing either Julia or Mary.

Marketing Plan
Performance on this aspect of the business plan was fairly good. The mean mark was 13.41 out
of 20. The standard deviation was 3.78. The marks ranged from 0 to 20.
Question 4
Question 4 tested candidates’ knowledge of ‘target market’ in which they were required to
identify potential customers and suggest reasons why those persons would desire the products.
Nearly all of the candidates were able to identify two groups of potential customers and provide
suitable reasons for their desiring the products sold by For All Sizes. The weaker candidates
indicated the products sold as responses for what potential customers desired.
Question 5
Question 5 tested candidates’ knowledge of pricing strategies. Candidates were required to state
factors that are likely to influence the pricing of the goods and services offered by the business;
as well as to state two disadvantages, to the business of pricing products higher that the
competitors’.
The first part of the question proved to be challenging for many candidates since the majority of
them were only able to secure one of the two available marks.
In the second part, the majority of candidates clearly identified two disadvantages and went on to
explain how these would impact the business. The remaining candidates misinterpreted the
question and addressed disadvantages to the business’ competitors.
Question 6
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of promotional strategies. Candidates were required
to identify four ways in which For All Sizes intends to promote its products.
Judging from the responses given, it seemed that this topic was the most familiar area as almost
all of candidates scored the maximum available marks.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the use of technology. Candidates were required
to explain why Mary social networking may be considered the cheapest form of advertising.
More than half of the candidates were able to explain why social networking was “the cheapest
way to go” without repeating the term “cheapest” in their response. A significant number merely
quoted from the question and stated that social networking was “cheap”.
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In question 8, candidates were required to discuss two ways in which For All Sizes will have a
competitive edge in the line of business. This question recorded the lowest scores in this section
as the majority of candidates who attempted to provide suitable responses were only able to
score at least half of the total marks. The general nature of responses showed a misunderstanding
of the term ‘competitive edge’. Some candidates gave responses that applied to the competitors’
having the advantage over For All Sizes.
Financial Plan
Performance on this aspect of the business plan was fair. The mean mark was 5.84 out of 10.
The standard deviation was 2.12. The marks ranged from 0 to 10.
Question 9
Question 9 tested candidates’ knowledge of sources of finance. Candidates were required to list
sources of start-up capital and state how the funds may be used in the operation of the business.
The first part of the question was very well done as candidates were able to easily find the
answers in the case.
The more popular choices were: personal savings, family loans and
government financing.
Responses to the second part of the question were concise and accurate. The popular response
was to purchase stock and to add to the fixed asset or plant.
Question 10
In this question candidates were required to describe one government regulation which For All
Sizes were required to satisfy and state one reason why the financial agency PSBA, requires
businesses to provide financial statements. For the first part of the question, the payment of taxes
was the most popular response, however, less than half of the candidates were able to develop
and describe the government regulation. Some responses merely repeated the statement given in
the question.
The second part was correctly attempted by about half of the candidates. Interestingly, some of
them believed that a financial statement was a form of collateral to be presented in applying for a
loan.
Question 11
For question 11, candidates were required to write an executive summary on the three aspects of
the case. This question was the most poorly done on the paper, with few candidates successfully
identifying three key elements of a business plan.
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Students need guidance in clarifying and concretizing some concepts such as
the purpose of collateral;
the purpose and content of an executive summary and gain experience in writing one; and
Business plan in general, but the financial plan in particular
In addition, students must be encouraged to carefully read the question and appreciate the exact
requirements that are stated.
They should be exposed earlier and in a more constructivist manner to the concepts being tested
this should include students simulating businesses and producing business plans.
Additionally business persons should be invited to do guest lectures thereby apprising candidates
on borrowing procedures, relevant pricing strategies to be adopted and the rationale behind such.
MODEL ANSWER
Question 1
(a)
-

(i)
The type of business is a partnership
(ii) The services which this business intends to offer are:
Sale of clothing
Sale of accessories
Making clothing
Alterations of clothing
Delivery of clothing
(b) (i) Advantage of the location of the business:
Lower overhead costs would be encountered
Extended business hours of operation
Employees do not have to incur any cost of transport to get to work
Loyalty of customers as they are members of your neighbourhood
A hub of activity with many potential customers

b ii

Disadvantages of the location of the business:
Due to the fact that the firm operates from home means it may be open to
burglary/security threats.
The operators of the business will lack privacy because their home will now be a
business place.
There is the challenge of separating business and personal life
There could be congestion due to inadequate parking spaces.
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a.

Roles to be performed by Julia:
● Finance and accounting

b.

Roles to be performed by Mary’s father involves marketing:
● the picking up of purchased items
● making deliveries

Question 3

-

Either Mary or Julia can be chosen, but must be supported by a plausible explanation.
For Mary:
It was her dream/idea
She has definite plans as to how to manage the business
She is a full time worker
She possess formal dress making and design skills
Her sister is just a part time worker there

-

For Julia:
She has extensive experience on her job
She has good business management skills
She does not have to be pre occupied with production and can focus on management.

Question 4
Target Market
Two potential customers that the company hopes to target are plus size persons and
teenagers. Plus size persons would want the products because it is not easy to find clothes which
would fit them well and teenagers would prefer to buy the brand name products.
Question 5
Pricing Strategies
a) Two factors which may influence the prices of the store’s products are the costs of
production to make the clothes as well as the demand for the clothes.
b) A higher price than the competitors’ could lead to the business losing some of their
customers which would cause sales to fall. Also their ability to earn profits would be reduced
as sales are reduced.
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Promotion Strategies
The company intends to promote its products through flyers, social networking, text messaging
and newspapers.
Question 7
Technology
It is the cheapest way to go because there is no cost when posting information on Face book or
any other network and the information on the products is spread to a wider market without any
expense to the firm.
Question 8
Quality
The firm will have a competitive edge because it is caters for all sizes of individuals and such
persons will choose to purchase from this store which would make their market larger.
Also the flexible opening and closing hours would please those customers who cannot shop
during regular business hours which would mean that more customers will form the market for
the company.
Question 9
a. The possible sources of funding from which the firm will obtain capital are:
Loans from commercial banks through credit cards
Personal savings
Family
Traders’ credit/suppliers
b. Funds may be used in the operation of the business to:
Purchase sewing machines and other equipment
Pay for promotion of the firm’s goods and services
Purchase office equipment
Relocate and refurbish the business
Offer benefits to customers and employees
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a. Government regulations the firm will be required to satisfy include:
Payment of PAYE, social security, national insurance all to be paid into government as
stipulated by the laws of the country. These regulations are to protect employees while
providing the government with access to revenue.
Registration with the sales tax departments to collect taxes on behalf of the government.
This tax is levied on the people of a country using the procedures and guidance of the
government for proper implementation and remittance. The firm should turn over all of
the monies collected for these taxes to government.
Ensuring that it disposes of its waste in a proper way so as not to harm the environment
b. The reasons why PSBA requires the firm to provide financial statements are as follows:
These documents provide the lending organization with information about how the
business will be conducted and whether it will be able to succeed
They give clear indications of the financial status of the business over time and will
indicate if the business will be able to sustain itself.
If the firm is not in possession of the information that should be in the documents, is an
indication that the business will not be conducted in an orderly manner and may be a
credit risk.
Question 11
Executive Summary:
“For All Sizes,” is a partnership providing local and overseas clothing and accessories for all
sizes. The owners are very qualified in the area of dressmaking, design and accounting, and
therefore have the potential to grow the business using sound business practices thus lowering
their overhead costs. They will be using a number of marketing activities and strategies to
promote the business and keep ahead of their competitors. The firm hopes to use personal funds
as well as credit from the bank to start the business, but wants through this business plan to raise
USD$25 000 from the small business financial agency to finance refurbishing and operational
cost.
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-2GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 36th time in June 2014. This year, 32,189
candidates sat the examination.
The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01 – Multiple-choice
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Paper 032 – Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 34.81 out of 60 (58.02 per
cent). The standard deviation was 9.29. The means were 6.87 and 37.24 for 2013 and 2102 respectively.
Approximately 70 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks for
this paper.
Paper 02 comprised three sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Sections I and one question from Section II and one from Section III. The mean mark for this paper was
43.73 out of 100. The standard deviation was 18.85. The means were 46.09 and 47.30 for 2013 and 2012
respectively. The highest mark on this paper was 59 out of 60. This was achieved by 8 candidates.
The highest mark on this paper was 96 out of 100. This was achieved by one candidate.
Approximately 38 per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of the maximum available marks
for this paper.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of Profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 32.68 out of 40 (81.71 per cent). The
standard deviation was 5.58. Five per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this
paper.
For Paper 032, the Alternative to the SBA, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a
given template and a case. Performance on this paper was fair. The mean mark was 23.60 out of 40 (59.00
per cent). The standard deviation was 6.84. The means in 2013 and 2012 were 21.73 and 16.87 respectively.
No one achieved the maximum mark on this paper. However, the highest mark was 39 out of 40. This was
achieved by five candidates.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory Questions
Question 1
This question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of the responsibilities of management to society,
government and owners of business; sources of conflict within an organization; strategies for resolving
conflicts within an organization; differences between a ‘line relationship’ and a ‘staff relationship’ in an
organizational chart; how to construct an organizational chart to show the line relationship among
employees in an organization; and reasons why teamwork is important to the success of small businesses.
The question was attempted by 99.8 per cent of the candidates. Performance was fair. The mean was 11.52
out of 20 (57.60 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.11.
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of business. The majority of candidates correctly stated two functions of management to society but many
of them failed to give suitable responses for management’s responsibility to government and owners of
businesses.
Part (b) (i) required candidates to identify two sources of conflict within an organization. This was very well
done. The majority of candidates earned the maximum available mark. Responses included “low wages and
unsafe working environment.”
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to describe two strategies for resolving conflicts within an organization.
Most candidates who gave responses identified strategies such as “confrontation and conciliation” but did
not sufficiently describe them in order to earn the maximum available mark for this part of the question. A
popular misconception was the identification of industrial actions such as strikes and sick-outs as conflict
resolution strategies.
Part (c) (i) required candidates to outline one difference between a ‘line relationship’ and a ‘staff
relationship’ in an organizational chart. This section presented the second highest level of difficulty for
candidates. The majority of candidates gave excellent responses for the ‘line relationship’, but were unable
to do so for the ‘staff relationship’ and so were unable to earn the maximum marks allocated. They
incorrectly gave responses such as staff as being a relationship between manager and employees or having
an intimate and inappropriate relationship with a member of staff.
Part (c) (ii) required candidates to construct an organizational chart to show the line relationship among the
following three employees in a business: manager, supervisor of mail delivery and supervisor of mail
sorting. This section of the question was very well done. The majority of candidates gave excellent
responses and so were able to earn the maximum available three marks. However, some candidates earned
two out of the three available marks allocated as they only showed the correct line connection from the
manager to the supervisor of mail delivery, but incorrectly joined the supervisor of mail sorting downwards
from the other supervisor.
Part (d) of the question required candidates to discuss one reason why teamwork is important to the success
of small businesses. Most candidates were able to give partially correct responses to earn two out of the
three available marks allocated for this question. The main weakness identified in responses was the failure
of candidates to fully develop their points.
Recommendations
▪
▪
▪
▪

Special emphasis should be placed on organizational charts, their interpretation and differences.
Students should also be encouraged to pay attention to verb cues such as “state, identify, describe,
outline, construct and discuss”.
Students should be encouraged to make clear distinctions between the responsibilities of a business to
stakeholders versus the role of stakeholders to the business.
Students should be encouraged to use the marks allocated to questions as a guide to the expected
response.

Question 2
The question was designed to test candidates’ knowledge of business ethics and entrepreneurship, including
their ability to identify consequences of such practices, government regulations for the establishment of a
business; and challenges faced by entrepreneurs when starting their businesses.
The question was attempted by 98.8 per cent of the candidates. Overall candidates performed fairly well on
this question with most of the responses being at least satisfactory. The mean was 8.99 out of 20 (44.95 per
cent). The standard deviation was 4.95.
Part (a) required candidates to define (i) business ethics and (ii) entrepreneurship. While responses indicated
that most candidates were familiar with this term, more than 50 per cent of them failed to earn the maximum
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“ethical practices” and “right from wrong”.
The majority of candidates gave fair definitions although many of them defined entrepreneur rather than
entrepreneurship, thus they failed to fully define the term. A popular misconception was the definition of
entrepreneurship as being the “sole owner of a business.”
In Parts (b), (c) and (d) a satisfactory number of candidates were able to achieve full marks for describing
two unethical business practices and outlining two consequences of unethical business practices. In Part (c)
more than half of the candidates scored 80 per cent of the marks for stating two government regulations for
the establishment of the business, while more than half scored full marks for discussing two challenges
which entrepreneurs usually face when starting their own businesses.
Recommendations
Teachers should emphasize clearly the difference between types of business organization and
entrepreneurship.
They should also clearly define business ethics before discussing ethical issues and their consequences. The
use of real world examples of unethical business practices will prove useful in ensuring that candidates
appreciate fully the concept of Business Ethics and its importance. Additionally, students should be taught
that entrepreneurship encompasses more than entrepreneurs themselves. The concept also covers calculated
risk taking, vision, initiative, etc.
Question 3
This Question focused on Types of Banks and their interaction with the Government.
The question was attempted by 98.2 per cent of the candidates. Performance on this question was less than
satisfactory. The mean was 6.72 out of 20 (33.6 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.97.
In Part (a), candidates were required to define bank rate, liquid assets and open market operations. This part
of the question was very challenging to candidates as they were unable to satisfactorily define the terms.
Many candidates equated bank charges with the bank rate, while the majority gave unsatisfactory responses
for liquid assets. Many were able to identify money as an example of liquid asset but could not give a
precise definition of the term.
In Part (b), candidates were required to state two differences between a commercial bank and a central bank.
More than half the candidates who attempted this section were awarded full marks. Candidates performed
very well on Part (c) which required them to outline two factors that a banker would consider when
approving a request for a loan. The majority of them gained the maximum four marks. The weaker
candidates interpreted the question from the point of view of the borrower and not the lender.
In Part (d), candidates were required to discuss two ways in which governments can regulate the financial
sector of a country. The majority of candidates interpreted the question with respect to government
regulation of the economy in general and not the financial sector and so this resulted in responses that were
not relevant.
Recommendation
Teachers should make every attempt to encourage students to read the financial section in the newspaper and
listen to discussions relating to the economy, so as to reinforce concepts taught in class. This will help them
to broaden their knowledge on key financial terms relating to the economy.
In addition, they could be taken on financial tours to the central bank and other financial institutions and
invite representatives from the sector to speak on concepts related to the syllabus and the economy.
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Question 4
Question 4 tested candidates’ knowledge of production. The question was attempted by 66 per cent of the
candidates. Performance was less than satisfactory. The mean mark was 8.31 out of 20 (41.56 per cent).
The standard deviation was 5.88.
In Part (a), candidates were required to (i) differentiate between production and productivity and (ii)
subsistence production and domestic production. Section (a) (i) was very well done as the majority of
candidates scored the maximum available marks. The main weakness with the responses was candidates’
failure to fully differentiate between the two terms. The weaker candidates tended to repeat the terms given
in their definitions. For example, production was defined as “producing items” and productivity as “being
productive”.
In responding to Part (a) (ii), most candidates showed that they had an understanding of the two terms.
However, once again responses were weakened by candidates’ failure to fully develop the points. The
weaker candidates confused the two terms and a significant minority also referred to primary and secondary
production. An appropriate definition for productivity that would be awarded full marks is as follows: “the
quantity of output per worker per hour/day/week.”
In Part (b), candidates were required to (i) define the term capital-intensive production and to give two
examples of capital-intensive production and (ii) state one advantage and one disadvantage of capitalintensive production.
Both (b) (i) and (b) (ii) were well done as the majority of candidates scored the maximum available marks.
Most candidates cited relevant examples and were able to state an advantage and a disadvantage of capitalintensive production. The main weakness was the failure to indicate that capital intensive production
required greater capital expenditure in relation to human effort. Weaker candidates also related their
responses to marketing strategies. Some considered capital-intensive production as the ‘money invested at
the start of operating the business’. Many referred to the definition as the ‘use of capital (money)’, while
others define it as the ‘use of only machinery in production’.
In Part (c), candidates were required to discuss two measures that a production manager could implement to
increase productivity. Responses to this part of the question were fairly good. The majority of candidates
were able to score full marks. Responses from weaker candidates related to marketing strategies such as
sales promotion and advertising.
Part (c) of the question was also reasonably done with more than half of the candidates being able to clearly
discuss measures that the production manager could implement to bring about an increase in productivity.
Very few candidates gave reasonable responses for this section and achieved four out of the six marks
allocated. A marginal number of candidates were able to offer acceptable responses for measures that could
be taken to increase the sales of the company. Rather, suggestions were therefore made in regard to
increasing advertisements, increasing promotion, and increasing exports among other things.
Recommendations
Teachers and facilitators should —
Organize more field trips to expose students to capital-intensive items used in various industries.
Get students to create a dictionary of business terms and use the terms often.
Keep abreast of current knowledge and business practices so that they can effectively impart the
information to students.
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students with opportunities to practice the use of terms.
Encourage regular revision of areas already dealt with.
Clearly point out to students that capital as a factor of production is different from capital-intensive
production.
Advise students that they should not use a word in its definition.
Give students guidance and practice in writing essays/discussion type questions.
Question 5
The question tested candidates’ knowledge of marketing. Thirty-one per cent of the candidates attempted
this question. Performance was satisfactory. The mean mark was 10.32 out of 20 (51.6 per cent). The
standard deviation was 5.38.
Part (a) required candidates to (i) list two middlemen in the chain of distribution and (ii) describe two
services performed by middlemen. This part of the question was fairly well done.
Part (b) required candidates to (i) describe two factors that should be considered when choosing a
distribution channel; and (ii) outline two benefits of direct distribution. The majority of candidates offered
acceptable responses and achieved most of the allotted marks. Nearly all candidates scored full marks for
Part b (ii). Most if not all cited time and cost factors as benefits to be obtained from direct distribution. A
significant number of candidates confused direct distribution with direct production, while others out of
proportion using terms such as insurance, taxes, stem, branches, without answering what was required.
In Part (c) candidates were required to discuss two problems which may affect a firm involved in the
external distribution (export) of cut flowers. The majority of candidates gave satisfactory responses and
were able to secure most of the allotted marks. Many of them demonstrated adequate understanding of what
was required of them, as they used terms such as import and export, company factory workers, customer,
workers and executives. There was a tendency of some candidates to outline problems associated with
distribution in general, without applying these problems to the distribution of the specific product identified
in the question. Some went as far as to say, when choosing a channel you have to be the leader of the ship.
A marginal number of candidates related this section with a ship going through a channel in the ocean.
Recommendation
Teachers should —
Reinforce the technical meaning of the world channel as it relates to distribution of a product or
service.
Give practical examples of how the distribution channel is operated. They may consider it useful to
relate the concept through the delivery of goods by informal delivery men (hand cart man) in
Jamaica or the street vendor in Jamaica or St. Lucia.
Emphasize that the words chain and channel can be used interchangeably when relating to
distribution;
Highlight how transportation fits into the distribution process.
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Question 6
This tested candidates’ knowledge of social accounting and global trade. The question was attempted by 48
per cent of the candidates. Performance was less than satisfactory. The mean was 7.71 out of 20 (38.6 per
cent). The standard deviation was 3.86.
Part (a) required candidates to define (i) standard of living (ii) economic growth and (iii) economic
development.
This part of the question offered a great deal of challenge to the candidates. Many of the definitions were
unsatisfactorily vague and in many cases candidates repeated the term to be defined.
In Part (a) (i) most of the candidates were able to secure at least one of the two marks allotted, as their
responses suggested that they recognized that the standard of living was somehow associated with
individuals’ quality of life. However, for the most, part responses were incomplete.
Performance on Parts (a) (ii) and (a) (iii) were poor with the majority of candidates failing to secure any
mark. Many candidates merely juggled the words around and offered responses such as “economic growth is
the growth in the economy”.
In Part (b), candidates were required to identify two factors which contribute to economic growth. Having
failed to define economic growth, in Part (a), most candidates had difficulty in responding to Part (b). In
addition, a significant number were unable to distinguish between factors contributing to economic growth
and the perceived outcomes of economic growth. However, some were able to identify two factors which
contributed to economic growth.
In Part (c), candidates were required to outline three ways in which a government could improve the
standard of living of its citizens. While most of them were able to outline three ways, a number of them
were unable to develop the points made and therefore could not achieve the maximum mark.
Part (d) required candidates to discuss two measures which governments could implement to correct an
adverse balance of payments. The majority of candidates demonstrated very little knowledge of the concept
of an adverse balance of payment. There was also some confusion of balance of payment with the concepts
of gross domestic product and national income. Most of the measures cited by candidates were internal
measures that could be used to influence citizens’ standard of living, but could not address adverse balance
of payments, such as misinterpretation of balance of payment as providing equal payments for worker or
simply paying back money to the government and individuals.
Recommendation
Teachers should —
Integrate these topics with earlier topics covered in the syllabus.
Engage in team teaching to allow persons to deliver the aspect of the syllabus with which they are
most comfortable.
Make use of real life situations (role play) and case studies to help students to fully grasp or internalize
these concepts.
Encourage students to create a glossary of terms as they encounter them and do more testing of the
key terms getting the students to put them in their own words.
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question.
Question 7
This question tested objectives candidates’ knowledge of public sector, unemployment and foreign
investment. The question was attempted by fifty-one per cent of the candidates. The mean mark was 8.63
out of 20 (43.2 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.46.
Part (a) required candidates to define (i) public sector ((ii) unemployment and (iii) foreign investment. This
part of the question was attempted by the majority of the candidates and satisfactory answers were given
overall. However, candidates who only indicated that the public sector was government owned and failed to
indicate that it provides essential goods and services for the country failed to gain full marks.
Part (a) (ii) was attempted by nearly all candidates in this question. However, few gained full marks as the
majority did not include the fact that those who are considered unemployed must not just be out of work or a
job, but must also be actively seeking work or a job. While the most were able to at least partially define
unemployment, most of them were unable to list types of unemployment. A common incorrect approach
was to suggest reasons why persons might be unemployed such as “lack of qualifications” and “lack of
jobs”.
Part (a) (iii) was well done by most candidates. The definitions of foreign investment were correct for 90
per cent of the candidates. They were able to clearly define the term indicating government or private sector
of one country giving loans, investing money in businesses in another country, or setting up businesses in
another country.
Part (b) required candidates to identify two types of unemployment. This was the most poorly done part of
the question. Most candidates failed to accurately identify two types of unemployment. It was clear that
they lacked knowledge in this area.
Part (c) required candidates to outline three ways in which government can assist private sector businesses.
Candidates performed fairly well on this part of the question. However the majority of candidates only
listed ways in which government could assist private sector businesses and so only gained half of the allotted
marks. Those who were able to accurately state and outline the ways in which governments could assist
private sector gained full marks.
Part (d) required candidates to describe benefits of foreign direct investment. Most of the candidates made
satisfactory to good attempts discussing the benefits of foreign direct investment (FDI) to the host country.
In a few cases, this part of the question was either not attempted, not enough discussion offered, or confused
FDI with FBI.
Recommendations
Teachers should —
Increase their efforts to explain to their students that definitions must be concise and accurate. Also
students need practice in defining terms and or concepts. Teachers could give definition tests and
assign written definitions for class work and / or home work.
Encourage more group discussions and reading widely so that where students are required to
develop their answers, apply and evaluate, they will not “ramble" on but answer the questions
effectively.
Not only use many examples in teaching concepts in these areas to students but also reinforce them
by use of field trips and websites. The practical experiences gained will reinforce as well as make
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everyday experiences.
Paper 031 – School Based Assessment
The overall quality of the content of the scripts continues to improve remarkably, but the quality could be
further improved if candidates use more creative ideas and use standard English. Some general concerns
were noted, which if addressed can assist candidates in excelling.
The SBA Project should be a projected business plan and not an investigation of an existing business; hence
the use of future tense in the third person should be encouraged, for example, the entrepreneur will... The
partners will... etc. Some centres continue to submit SBAs where candidates have conducted a research
paper on an existing business and this should be discouraged. Candidates should use Standard English and
adhere to proper communication standards by ensuring that correct spelling, punctuation and grammatical
standards are followed. Candidates need to submit a complete cover page with all the required headings
clearly and legibly listed: "the student's name, registration number, name of subject, school, centre number
and the date submitted".
Teachers must carefully follow the current marking scheme presented in the Caribbean Examinations
Council CSEC® Principles of Business Syllabus in order to avoid a disparity between their marks and those
of the moderating team. In addition, teachers must guard against candidates submitting similar SBAs as this
compromises the integrity of the examination.
It was noted that the majority of the plans presented were under the Production Plan. However, there were
many instances where candidates' performance could have been improved if they were encouraged to
present the business plan using the Marketing profile, especially when the business plan is for a serviceoriented venture e.g. a salon, boutique, etc. Caribbean Examinations Council CSEC® Principles of Business
Syllabus, pg 35. Teachers therefore should guide candidates so that the plan used is appropriate for the
nature of the business.
Candidates must be reminded to adhere to the word limit as stipulated within the Caribbean Examinations
Council CSEC® Principles of Business Syllabus. Candidates must be commended for the appropriate use of
graphs, diagrams and graphics which served to enhance the overall presentation of their school-based
assessments.
Profile 1 - Production
Description of the business
Generally this sub-topic was well done. Candidates were generally able to present all three areas i.e. type of
business, nature of business and objective/mission statement. However there were a few candidates who
after stating the type of business, incorrectly described it later on in the report.
Justification of location
This area was well done by candidates. They were able to give a location and then give reasons for having
chosen the location.
Selection of appropriate labour
This area was fairly well done although some candidates failed to outline the reason for the selection of the
types of labour. In some cases candidates omitted some of the more logical or essential personnel.
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This area was poorly done. Candidates are still not clear as to the distinction between fixed and working
capital. The candidates are still not able to differentiate between sources of finance and examples of fixed
and working capital. At times the quoted figures were unrealistic.
Role of the entrepreneur
Most of the candidates are still not clear about the difference the roles and functions of the entrepreneur.
Candidates continue to quote the text verbatim and therefore failed to link this area to their specific
businesses.
Type of production
This area was fairly well presented, however many candidates mixed up the types of production, especially
as it relates to secondary and tertiary production. In cases where the business was involved in two types of
production, candidates highlighted the one of lesser importance rather than the production type that best
represents the nature of the business.
Levels of production
Candidates were not clear about the meaning of domestic production. They defined domestic production as
one which involves the use of only domestic inputs rather than production for the local market.
Quality control measures
Candidates failed to link the measures that they had chosen to the quality assurance of their product or
service. In some cases the measures chosen were not even linked to the business.
Use of technology
While candidates were able to cite examples of technology, they were, in numerous cases, unable to describe
how the particular technology would enhance the business. Candidates should be reminded that the internet
and the use of it in any format should be presented as one example of use of technology.
Linkages
This area proved a challenge for most candidates. In most cases candidates were unable to define the
concept. Those candidates that mastered the definition, were then unable to outline the benefits of the type of
linkage cited to their business. It may be useful for candidates to use a diagram to show the linkage.
Potential for Growth (internal)
While most candidates stated the potential for growth, many of them were unable to describe the factors that
would facilitate that potential growth.
Potential for growth (external)
This area was generally well done; candidates were able to give realistic examples of external growth.
However candidates must be encouraged to indicate the factors that would facilitate the projected growth.
Government Regulations
Candidates were able to list relevant government regulations but some were unable to give the impact of the
regulation on the business. Those that were able to cite the impact, only cited the negative impacts.
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Candidates confused ethical issues with government regulations. When the issues were correctly identified,
the candidates failed to give the impact these issues would have on the business.
Communication of information
In general, candidates exhibited poor language skills. Vocabulary continues to be limited and candidates
were therefore unable to express themselves properly in acceptable language standard. Some candidates are
still not able to produce a bibliography in an acceptable format.
Profile 2 - Marketing
The number of SBAs submitted under this profile was limited but as stated before there are many SBA's that
should be presented under this profile that are incorrectly being submitted under the production profile.
Many service oriented businesses were not under this profile.
Organisation of Marketing Department
Many candidates presented diagrams that lacked titles and the descriptions were not related. Many of them
illustrated a general chart but did not necessarily identify a marketing department. Additionally, they did not
state the structure of the organization nor describe it. In some cases candidates failed to describe the diagram
in a systematic way. Most of the roles and functions of personnel were well done. However, there was too
much emphasis placed on this area.
Market Research
This area must be given special attention as candidates appeared to have difficulty explaining the research
conducted and the decisions that would be made based on the research.
Target Population is one of the subtopics that was not well presented. Candidates did not identify both
quantitative and qualitative factors of the target population.
Sales Forecast — this area was not fully assessed nor described. This area should always be a projection
presented with a diagram.
From a general perspective, some candidates did all the areas under this section instead of concentrating on
three as specified.
Product/Service
Many candidates did not discuss this sub-topic adequately. Candidates needed to focus on the brand of the
business and not so much the brand of the products that are being offered to customers. Creating a logo for
the business would greatly enhance the presentation. Moreover, candidates should be able to relate the brand
of their business to the success of the business.
Packaging too was not related to the business being established. Candidates must be encouraged to study
packaging from a service oriented business perspective.
Pricing Strategy
Candidates failed to state and justify the pricing strategy they would utilize in the business. Candidates must
be encouraged to use the jargon of the subject to assist with the presentation of this area.
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Candidates were able to identify an appropriate distribution channel but many of them failed to identify the
limitations and develop suitable/appropriate alternatives for the business. In most cases, the alternatives did
not rectify the limitations mentioned.
Promotional Mix
When choosing or discussing the various promotional strategies, candidates failed to choose two strategies
that would complement each other, so as to compensate for the short comings of the other. It is imperative
that candidates choose suitable promotional strategies for the business, which was rarely seen in the business
plans submitted.
Use of technology
While candidates were able to cite examples of technology, they were unable in some cases to describe how
the particular technology would enhance the business. Candidates should be reminded that the Internet and
the use of it in any format (social media, advertising etc.) is seen as one example of use of technology.
Customer Complaints
Candidates failed to use examples to illustrate the manner in which customers’ complaints would be
addressed by the particular business. This section was generally poorly completed by the candidates.
Government Regulations
Candidates were able to list relevant government regulations but some were not able give the impact of the
regulation on the business. Those candidates who cited the impact, only cited the negative impact.
Ethical Issues
Candidates confused ethical issues with government regulations. When the issues were correctly identified,
the candidates failed to explain their impact on the business.
Communication of information
In general, candidates exhibited poor language skills. Vocabulary continues to be limited and candidates
were therefore unable to express themselves properly in acceptable standard language. Some candidates
were unable to produce a bibliography in an acceptable format.
Profile 3 - Finance
Finance continues to be the least attempted of the three profiles. There was an improvement in the overall
quality of the work submitted. However, candidates need to make a greater effort to ensure a higher score.
The description of the business, the organizational chart, the issue of collateral and the use of technology
were all well done.
Purpose for which finance is needed
This section was generally well done as candidates were able to identify the purpose for which the finance
was needed.
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The candidates were able to identify the two types of expenses and were able to distinguish between the two
types of expenses by way of examples. They were however unable give the reasons for the different types of
expenses.
Capital goods
Candidates were required to identify the main goods required for the business. This was well done.
Capital instruments
Under this criterion, candidates were required to describe the capital instruments selected under the headings
of 'debt' and 'equity' and state the implications of this capital mix. While candidates were able to identify the
instruments through which the capital was going to be raised, the vast majority of them were unable to
categorise these instruments using the classification of 'debt' and 'equity' in the capital mix. Consequently,
they had difficulty in stating the implications of the capital mix selected.
Implication of capital mix selected
The candidates were not able to adequately state the implication of the capital mix selected. This results
from the fact that the candidates were unable to discuss the capital instruments in terms of debt and equity in
the previous section.
Projected performance
This criterion requires that candidates produce a proforma income statement clearly showing gross and net
profit and a proforma balance sheet clearly showing the liabilities and capital sections. The candidates were
able to produce a pro forma profit and loss account but found great difficulty in preparing a pro forma
balance sheet.
Sources of finance
The candidates were able to identify the sources of finance but were unable to justify them as they related to
the business.
Government Regulations
While the candidates were able to identify a government regulation, most failed to identify a financial
regulation and then were unable to show how the regulation impacted the business. Some were able to list
relevant government regulations but were unable to give the impact of the regulation on the business. Those
that were able to state the impact only cited the negative impact.
An example of a financial regulation that would impact on a business financially is the payment of taxes.
Ethical Issues
Candidates again confused ethical issues with government regulations. When the issues were correctly
identified, the candidates failed to give the impact these issues would have on the business.
Communication of information
In general, candidates exhibited poor language skills. Vocabulary continues to be limited and candidates
were therefore unable to express themselves properly in acceptable language standard. Some candidates
failed to produce their bibliography in an acceptable format.
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The following should be addressed by teachers to enhance the overall performance under this criterion:
The cover page must include all the required components as stated in syllabus: the student's name,
registration number, name of subject, school, centre number and the date submitted.
The table of contents must be complete — including the topics and page numbers, which must also
correspond correctly.
Candidates must include a bibliography, pay closer attention to its correct presentation and it must be
presented on a separate page.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
For this paper, candidates were given a case study, divided into three sections based on the profiles. They
were required to answer all questions.
This paper is done by private candidates in lieu of the School Based Assessment. This paper was done by
3 249 candidates. Performance was satisfactory. The mean was 23.60 out of 40 (59 per cent). The standard
deviation was 6.84. The marks ranged from 0-39.
Profile 1 — Operational Plan
The questions tested candidates’ knowledge of the reasons why individuals establish businesses; benefits of
forming partnerships; identifying the functional areas of a business; the responsibilities of management and
leadership styles.
Candidates performed well on this profile. The mean was 6.69 or of 10 (66.9 percent). The standard
deviation was 2.09. The marks ranged from 0-10. Eight per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum
available mark.
1.

Nature and Type of Business
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of the factors that motivate individuals to set up businesses. This
part of the question was well done by the majority of the candidates, with the stronger candidates
giving explanations to support their statements as to why the professors were motivated to start a
business.
Part (b) was also very well done as candidates were able to clearly identify the areas of expertise that
the partners in the business possess. The weaker candidates gave incorrect answers from the case such
as “partners have applied to the Ministry of Education”.
In Part (c) candidates were required to state two benefits that the partners are likely to receive from
starting the partnership. This too was very well done. The majority of candidates were able to list the
benefits with many citing benefits presented in the case, whereas others gave general benefits of
partnerships. Weak answers included responses such as “they would be good in business”, and “shared
benefits”, without identifying what these benefits are.

2.

Internal Structure of the Organisation
This question dealt with the internal structure of the organisation requiring candidates to (a) identify
two functional areas that the business is likely to have and (b) state one key responsibility of the sales
manager.
Part (a) posed the greatest level of challenge as the majority of candidates could not identify two
functional areas of business. The weaker candidates confused the functions of management: organizing
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included the listing of areas such as bathroom, office and tidy environment.
In Part (b), candidates performed fairly well, as the majority were able to state one key responsibility of
the Sales Manager. The weaker responses confused the sales manager’s responsibilities with those of a
production manager or a financial manager.
Some candidates did not provide any responses to both sections of the question, which indicated that
they did not know the functional areas of a business or the role of business functionaries or personnel.
3.

Management Function
This question related to the management of business specifically that of leadership.
Part (a) was poorly answered. Very few candidates were able to identify the leadership style displayed
by the partners in the case study as being democratic/consultative/participative. They were unable to
differentiate among the various leadership styles of management i.e. autocratic, charismatic, laissezfaire and democratic in order to determine one that matched the case they were examining.
Part (b) required candidates to support their answers given in Part (a) with evidence from the case.
Some candidates disregarded the evidence in the case and gave other reasons applicable to the
behaviour of a democratic leader. The majority of the candidates who answered Part (a) incorrectly
gave supporting evidence in (b) that related to a democratic style of leadership.

Recommendations
Candidates need to expand their vocabulary so that words such as ‘expertise’ would not be difficult for them
to understand. They should study different types of businesses so that they can recognize the benefits to be
derived from forming a partnership as opposed to all other types of business units. This would help them
also to be able to distinguish between the functional areas of a business and the functions of management.
Also they need to look at many examples of leadership styles and study their features so that they are
familiar with the characteristics of all the leadership styles so as to be able to distinguish among them.
More attention must be placed on not just the content, but how the content is applied to the understanding of
different aspects of business, roles of business functionaries, leadership styles and identifying/defining their
characteristics, factors that give rise to different business arrangements and the general benefits of such
arrangements.
Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
This profile tested candidates’ knowledge and application of concepts related to marketing and production.
Given results of a feasibility study questions were based on the following: target market, factors affecting
consumer behaviour, promotion strategies, pricing strategies, packaging, branding and copyright, factors
concerned with decisions related to production, distribution and the success of the business.
Performance on this profile was fairly good. The mean was 12.88 out of 20 (64.4 per cent). The standard
deviation was 3.72. The marks ranged from 0-20. One per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum
available mark on this profile.
4.

Target Market
Part (a) tested candidates’ ability to identify the main target market of the product. The majority of
candidates answered the question satisfactorily, indicating that the teachers, parents and primary
school age students were the targets. However, some responses were not in keeping with the target
market in the industry. The weaker candidates referred to the lessons, the equipment or even the sales
manager as the target.
Part (b) tested candidates’ knowledge on the likely benefits of conducting a feasibility study. This
question was answered satisfactorily by the majority of candidates.
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much of the product to produce. It was well done by the majority of candidates. Cost of production,
the size of the market and the production time were among some of the responses given.
5.

Pricing Strategies
This question tested candidates’ ability to identify two factors the partners should consider when
pricing the product. This question was done satisfactorily by the majority of candidates. The
purchasing power of the target market, the mark-up they would add to the price and competition from
other businesses were some of the responses given by the stronger candidates.

6.

Promotion Strategies
Part (a) of the question tested candidates’ knowledge of two ways in which the sales manager can
promote the business. This question was very well done by the majority of candidates. They gave
responses such as: advertisements via email, radio and television advertisements, flyers and the use of
social networks. The majority of candidates gained the maximum on this part of the question.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to describe two factors related to packaging that will be important
when promoting the product. The question required them to be able to relate issues to packaging and
then further explain these issues. There were a number of responses indicating ‘label’ and ‘brand’. In
some cases candidates made two valid points but did not properly discuss them. This part of the
question seemed to have presented the most challenge to candidates. However, it was satisfactorily
answered by the majority of them.

7.

Copyright
This question tested candidates’ ability to explain the importance of copyrighting products. The
majority of the candidates showed an understanding of the question and gave satisfactory responses
such as preventing the partners work from being used without them getting financial gain or being
replicated without their knowledge. However, some candidates did not fully expand on their points
and failed to gain the maximum two marks.

8.

Quality
This question tested candidates’ ability to outline one factor that is likely to contribute to the success
of the business. This question was done satisfactorily by the majority of candidates. They presented
responses such as many persons were demanding the product; the partners were experts and thus
parents would be confident in using the product, also that parents were interested in the new
technology. In some cases, candidates made good points but failed to fully develop the points and
hence could not be awarded the maximum mark.

9.

Technology
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of two ways in which Internet Technology can be used to
distribute the product. This question was very well done, as candidates gave very accurate responses.
Their responses included points such as: Internet technology can be used to send emails to advertise
the products by linking to the website of the products and the website can be used for accessing and
downloading the products.
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likely to occur when using the Internet as a distribution channel. This question was fairly well done by
the majority of candidates who demonstrated mastery of the content by giving appropriate responses
such as: the Internet may not always work and therefore the products would not be sent on time;
computer viruses can be sent and received and mail may be sent to the wrong address and the Internet
may be slow and the products may not be easily downloaded. The weaker candidates in some cases,
outlined two points which were related to one problem.
Recommendation
Candidates need to practice examination techniques to develop skills in answering questions so that they will
respond accurately to questions.
Profile 3 – Financial Plan
This profile tested candidates’ knowledge of the financial aspect of the business including identifying source
of finance and calculating sales. Candidates were also required to discuss factors that government is likely
to consider when approving the business. They were also required to write an executive summary.
Performance on this profile was less than satisfactory. The mean was 4.11 out of 10 (41.1 per cent). One per
cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this profile.
10.

Sources and uses of Finance
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of the sources of capital for start-up of the business. This was
well done as the answer was evident from the case. However, the weaker candidates attributed this to
government funding or the money earned from the launch of the business.
Parts (b) and (c) tested candidates’ ability to calculate total sales under different situations. The
majority of candidates were able to compute the total sales and discount but neglected to deduct the
amount of the discount from the total sales. Therefore they were only able to score one mark out of a
possible two marks.
In Part (c), most candidates calculated the gross sales but some confused it by including the discount
from Part (b) and thus were unable to score any marks for this question.

11.

Government Regulations
This question tested candidates’ skills in identifying regulatory practices instituted by governments for
the establishment of different types of businesses. This question was not well done as candidates failed
to identify the regulations that related to the case. The majority of candidates mentioned educational
benefits to students as the likely reason why government approved the product but failed to properly
discuss this point. This meant that they could earn only one or two marks out of the three that were
available.

12.

Executive Summary
Candidates were required to write an overview of the business incorporating the three main areas of
the business plan. This part of the question tested candidates’ knowledge of the elements of a business
plan that is included in an executive summary such as the operational, marketing, and financial plans.
This required that they summarise the main elements of these three main areas of the case. The
majority of candidates failed to provide information from all three areas and also to write this in the
form of a summary. The candidates who scored the maximum mark were able to comment on all three
areas of the case from the operational; marketing and finance plans and presented it in the form of a
summary. The weaker candidates wrote jottings or notes which at times did not relate to the case. In a
number of cases they simply listed the words, operational, marketing and financial while others gave
descriptions that were general and definition-based and did not relate to the case.

- 18 Recommendations
Candidates need to be able to read questions carefully and answer what they are asked. In many instances in
this part of the case if candidates paid attention to the case they would be able to recognize how the business
was funded. Additionally, the computational questions are basic accounts requiring basic mathematical
skills.
It was also evident that candidates did not know what an executive summary is or the purpose that it plays in
a business plan. Therefore in preparation for this paper candidates need to know the purpose of the executive
summary and therefore would be able to select the correct information from the case to construct it and to
write in the style and pitch of a summary.
Candidates need to obtain copies of past examination papers and practice answering these types of questions
and especially in writing summaries.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
This year a total of 1906 candidates wrote the Principles of Business General Proficiency
examination. The examination comprises the following papers:
Paper 01 − Multiple Choice
Paper 02 − Essay Paper
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was commendable. The mean mark was 34.56. The standard
deviation was 8.69. Approximately 69 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
available marks on this paper. No candidate achieved the maximum available mark. The highest mark
was 56 out of 60. This was achieved by three candidates.
Paper 02 comprises two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions, one from Section II and one from Section III. The mean
mark for this paper was 52.20 out of 100. The standard deviation was 17.78. The marks ranged from 0
to 97. Approximately 54 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks
on this paper.
Paper 032 is an examination offered to private candidates. Candidates were required to respond to
questions based on a business plan using a given template. The overall performance on this paper
continues to show improvement. The mean mark was 24.19 out of 40. The standard deviation was
7.12. Two candidates achieved the maximum mark.
Approximately 75 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available
mark on this paper.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Question 1
This question was attempted by approximately 99 per cent of the population. Performance was only
fair. The mean mark was 9.02 out of 20 (45.10 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.29.
For Part (a), candidates were required to define the terms bill of exchange, electronic transfer and ecommerce. For Part (b), they were required to distinguish between pairs of concepts such as:
traditional economy and planned economy, and public sector and private sector. For Part (c),
candidates were required to explain ways in which businesses can contribute to the development of
the communities in which they are located.
In Part (a), a significant number of candidates failed to define the terms correctly. Some did not
attempt this part of the question at all. The term least understood was bill of exchange which the
majority defined either as the receipt obtained when making purchases or as a document to be
produced when returning goods to be exchanged. Some candidates even identified this term with the
return of notes and coins to a commercial bank.
While many candidates understood that the term electronic transfer referred to the movement of funds
from one account to another via electronic means, a significant number associated the term with the
movement of electrons and with the sharing of an electricity supply. However, the majority of
candidates was able to define the term e-commerce correctly.
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In Part (b), while the concept planned economy posed little difficulty, outlining the features of a
traditional economy presented challenges for most candidates. A significant number of them were
able to distinguish between the concepts public sector and private sector but there were many who
misinterpreted these concepts. They confused public sector with public companies and private sector
with private companies.
In Part (c), the majority of candidates was able to explain ways in which businesses can contribute to
the development of the communities in which they are located. There were some candidates, though,
who focused on the benefits businesses could derive from being located in communities.
Recommendations
To ensure that students are conversant with business jargon, teachers should encourage them
to compile personal directories of business terms associated with each unit of the syllabus.
To avoid misinterpretation, students should be urged to read questions carefully.
Students should be reminded that the length of their responses should be guided by the marks
allocated to the question and by the space provided for their answers.
The following is a model answer to Question 1:
(a)

Define EACH of the following terms:
(i)

Bill of exchange
A bill of exchange is an unconditional order in writing issued by a person or a
business organization instructing payment of money to another party. It is noninterest bearing and is used primarily in international trade that binds one party to
pay a fixed sum of money to another party at a predetermined future date.

(ii)

Electronic transfer
This involves the use of an electronic terminal to access one’s account online and pay
bills or transfer funds from the owner’s account to the account of another entity, for
example, using ATMs or other electronic means to transfer funds from one account to
another, thus eliminating the use of cash.

(iii)

E-commerce
E-commerce involves the use of the web to carry out a business model in which all
aspects of the business are conducted via the Internet, for example, accepting credit
cards for commercial online sales.

(b)

Distinguish between EACH of the following pairs of concepts:
(i)

Traditional economy and planned economy
A traditional economy is an undeveloped economy in which communities engage in
subsistence farming using primitive tools and methods to harvest and hunt for food,
often resulting in little economic growth. A planned economy on the other hand is a
type of economy in which the government has total control over the allocation of
resources, the private sector is excluded and the government determines everything
from production to distribution.
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(ii)

Public sector and private sector
The public sector includes all central and local government activities which are
funded by the government. Unlike the private sector, profit is not the driving motive in
the public sector but rather the provision of services for the benefit of the country and
its citizens. Emphasis is on the welfare of the public. The private sector on the other
hand is that part of an economy that is not state controlled and is run by individuals
and companies for a profit. Unlike the public sector, the private sector is not under
government control and is driven more by desire for profit than by provision of
services to citizens.

(c)

Explain TWO ways in which businesses can contribute to the development of the
communities in which they are located.
Businesses develop the infrastructure of communities and enhance the physical
environment thereby improving the value of land in the area. The improvement in
infrastructure attracts other businesses and residents as well and causes the
government to offer more services to the area adding to further development and
opportunities for growth in that community. These businesses pay taxes and
contribute to the growth of the economy.
OR
Businesses contribute to the development of communities by employing persons
from within the communities they operate. This improves the economy and also
provides opportunities for the development of employees through training
programmes offered by the businesses. Socially responsible businesses also
engage in initiatives that develop and train youth within the community.

Question 2
This question was attempted by approximately 98 per cent of the population. Performance was
satisfactory. The mean mark was 10.66 out of 20 (53.30 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.90.
Part (a) tested candidates’ knowledge of communication. Candidates were required to identify means
of communication, barriers to effective communication, and strategies for effective communication
within an organization. Part (b) required candidates to describe the purpose of a management
information system (MIS). In Part (c), they were required to state the benefits and challenges of an
MIS. Part (d) required candidates to describe needs satisfied through employment.
Part (a) (i) was generally well answered. Most candidates provided the two means of communication.
However, there were some unsatisfactory responses such as ‘downward and upward communication’.
Part (a) (ii) was relatively well answered by the majority of candidates. However, a few candidates
misinterpreted the question by either giving the means of communication or the strategies for
effective communication.
In Part (a) (iii), although most candidates correctly stated two strategies for effective communication,
not all of them clearly outlined strategies for effective communication.
Most candidates who attempted Part (b) correctly identified a purpose of MIS. However, they failed
to explain these purposes to satisfactorily demonstrate a clear understanding of the concept.
In Parts (c) (i) and (ii), candidates generally identified both benefits and challenges of MIS. Ideal
responses included implementation cost and employee training as challenges, and increased profit and
efficiency of production as benefits.
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Part (d) offered the most challenge to candidates. Frequently, candidates did not fully develop their
points to give a full description of needs satisfied through employment.
Recommendations
It is recommended that teachers coach students to recognize clearly what is expected of a
question which instructs candidates to give a description.
Teachers should also invite resource persons such as entrepreneurs to cover topics that
have been tested here such as MIS and communication.
Students can also be encouraged to conduct research on entrepreneurs in their
communities.
The following is a model response to Question 2:
(a)

(i)

Identify TWO means of communication in an organization.
Two means of communication are meetings and suggestion boxes OR telephone and
emails.

(ii)

Identify TWO barriers to effective communication.
Two barriers to effective communication may be physical such as: closed doors,
cubicles with high walls, far distances between desks or offices or inappropriate
communication channels OR perceptual barriers such as preconceived notions about
persons’ ability to understand, accept or be interested in what you have to say or
cultural barriers.

(iii)

Outline TWO strategies for effective communication.
Two strategies for effective communication are:
Listening and showing interest in what others have to say
Getting to the point and not giving unnecessary information
OR
Using non-verbal communication, keeping eye contact, showing confidence.
Creating an atmosphere of openness and inviting suggestions

(b)

Explain the purpose of a management information system (MIS).
The purpose of a management information system is to collect, process, store and retrieve
data which is disseminated in the form of information for management decision-making.
OR
MIS focuses on providing information for management decision-making, by processing inputs
and providing outputs as required or requested.

(c)

State TWO benefits and TWO challenges associated with the use of an MIS.
(i)
Benefits
Ease of communication, makes communication more readily available
Able to establish systems to improve and/or support functional areas of business
OR
Able to produce summarized reports on a regular basis
Reduces delays in response time to stakeholders queries and complaints
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(ii)
Challenges
The need to train and retrain workers to support the MIS
Internal and external threats to security
OR
Keeping information up to date and real time
Cost associated with adopting MIS
(d)

Describe TWO needs that are satisfied through employment.
Employment satisfies a person’s financial or economic needs. Having a job provides
individuals with the money to purchase needs and wants, provide for children and
dependents, rent or own a home and provide meals. Individuals are able to buy
insurance, burglar bars or other means of security to safeguard themselves and their
families. Being employed may also provide needed capital for individuals to start their
own businesses which in turn generate greater economic opportunities.
Employment satisfies a person’s social needs by providing them with a network of coworkers who have similar interests. Through associations created at work, individuals
are invited to activities and events outside of work. Some organizations may even publicly
recognize employees which build their credibility and good reputation and may lead to
opportunities to meet even more people and be embraced and recognized in other circles.
OR
Employment satisfies a person’s physiological needs. Basic needs for food, water, shelter
are often met by wages and benefits obtained from having a job. Being able to improve on
these needs can also be met by opportunities for promotions and more pay at one
organization or another.

Question 3
This question was attempted by 100 per cent of the population. Performance was fair. The mean
mark was 9.64 out of 20 (48.20 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.58.
Part (a) required candidates to define the term entrepreneur, to list two characteristics of an
entrepreneur and outline two features of a business plan. In Part (b), they were required to identify
three steps to be considered when establishing a business and state three reasons why persons may
want to establish their own business. In Part (c), candidates were required to describe the likely effects
of two unethical business practices on the society.
Part (a) (i) was attempted by most candidates. The majority of them gave satisfactory responses.
Only a minority showed no knowledge of the term entrepreneur. Overall, this part of the question was
well done.
In Part (a) (ii), the majority of candidates was unable to list two definitive characteristics of an
entrepreneur. Some candidates offered unrelated responses, or gave vague responses while others did
not attempt this part of the question.
Part (a) (iii) was attempted by the majority of candidates but the responses lacked depth and clarity.
Very few candidates were able to satisfactorily identify clear elements and achieve the maximum
available mark.
Part (b) (i) was well done as nearly all candidates gave satisfactory responses and achieved the
maximum available or close to the maximum available mark. A few candidates were of the opinion
that a registered business must have an article of association.
The vast majority of candidates who attempted Part (b) (ii) was able to put forward acceptable reasons
and achieved the maximum available mark. Very few gave unrelated responses.
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The majority of candidates attempted Part (c). However, they were unable to identify real unethical
practices or their impact on society.
Recommendations
Students should be encouraged to actively identify and discuss ethical issues in class.
Teachers should consider placing more emphasis on the features/elements of a business
plan, that is, executive summary, operational/production plan, marketing plan and
financial plan.
Consideration may also be given to emphasizing that not all businesses require an article
of association, only companies do.
The following answer is a model response to Question 3.
(a)

(i)

Define the term ‘entrepreneur’.
The term entrepreneur refers to someone who takes risks, invests resources,
organizes and manages a business venture. An entrepreneur converts ideas into
actual business ventures.

(ii)

List TWO characteristics of an entrepreneur.
Two characteristics of an entrepreneur are: willingness to take risks and vision or
innovativeness OR creativity and persistence.

(iii)

Outline TWO features of a business plan.
Two features of a business plan are:
Executive summary: These are introductory, compelling statements outlining what is
contained in the plan. It sums up the nature and objectives of the business, and
succinctly captures how it plans to go about its work. It is the last part to be written
and the first part to be seen by readers of the plan.
Operational plan: This element of the plan gives details about the location of the
business and how it will be organized and managed. It outlines the organizational
structure of the business and describes the products or services that are to be offered.
OR
Marketing plan: This section identifies the target market and explains how market
research was conducted. It identifies existing and likely competitors and points to
industry trends in the market. It also includes information on arrangements for
getting the products and services to consumers. This plan includes information on the
marketing mix: product, price, promotion and place.
Financial plan: This part of the plan gives information on how the business is to be
funded and how it plans to make money. It provides estimates of the cost of capital
needs and other expenses, outlines the sources of finance, and indicates the
profitability of the business.

(b)

(i)

Identify THREE steps that should be taken when establishing a business.
Conceptualizing the business idea
Choosing a location
Registering the business
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OR
Conducting market research
Identifying resources
Creating a business plan
(ii)

State THREE reasons why persons may want to establish their own business.
Financial independence
Self fulfilment
Self-actualization
OR
Profit motive

(c)

Describe the likely effects of TWO unethical business practices on the society.
The inconsiderate and improper disposal of waste can create immense environmental
damage. Discharging effluents indiscriminately lead to contamination and cause irreparable
damage to a society’s water supply. This unethical practice can also cause severe health
problems and may even result in legal action being taken against perpetrators. It may be
added that improper disposal can take the form of air pollution and compromise air quality,
resulting in harmful effects on the earth’s ozone layer.
Misleading advertising can tarnish the reputation of a business and result in loss of
patronage. This unethical practice can also lead to negative publicity and may even cause
some customers to take legal action against those engaged in these practices. Affected
customers can also report such practices to relevant consumer protection agencies. In
extreme cases, authorities may be forced to sanction businesses engaged in unethical
practices.

Question 4
This question was attempted by approximately 49 per cent of the population. Performance was good.
The mean mark was 12.47 out of 20 (62.35 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.69.
Part (a) required candidates to list four marketing activities and to state two elements of the marketing
mix. In Part (b), candidates were required to differentiate between sales promotion and public
relations. In Part (c), they were required to list examples of advertising and personal selling, while
Part (d) required them to outline three problems which a consumer might experience while purchasing
goods via the Internet.
Candidates performed well on Part (a) (i). A wide variety of responses were presented. Responses
were accepted once they did not duplicate each other. For example, if the candidate gave advertising
and airing advertisements on radio, as two separate answers then marks were awarded for either one
of the responses but not both since advertisements on radio is a form of advertising. However, if
candidates gave sampling and advertising as two separate answers they received one mark each for
each of these responses because sampling is an example of sales promotion while advertising is a
separate marketing activity from sales promotion.
For Part (a) (ii), the majority of candidates was unable to identify correct responses although they had
listed aspects of the marketing mix in Part (a) (i). Seemingly, candidates did not realize that they
could have repeated the elements even if they were already mentioned in Part a (i). This demonstrated
that candidates were not confident of their knowledge base in this area of the syllabus.
Candidates performed poorly in Part (b). A significant number of them were unable to properly
differentiate between sales promotion and public relations. Many differentiated by using the words in
the subject matter for which the differentiation was required. For example, a number of them
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indicated that sales promotion is promoting sales and public relations is relating or listening to the
public which technically is not incorrect but indicates an inability to differentiate in a manner that
showed full understanding of the concepts. Many candidates made reference to public relations being
the government having a relationship with the people. Most candidates were able to get the maximum
available mark for sales promotion, particularly if they used an example to make their point.
However, only a few of them were able to do the same with public relations.
In Part (c) (i), candidates performed very well. They were able to gain marks in this section for listing
types of advertising, for example, persuasive or comparative; or for giving different ways of
advertising, for example, television and newspaper.
In Part (c) (ii), candidates also performed fairly well. However the majority of candidates provided
only one of the two required examples of personal selling. The most common responses were going
door to door to sell and setting up a street side stall. Far too many candidates misunderstood the
concept of personal selling to mean selling an item that an individual personally owns, for example,
many of them mentioned putting up one’s car or house for sale.
Part (d) was very well done. The majority of candidates was able to get at least half the marks
allocated to this part of the question. A significant number of the candidates lost marks for listing
instead of outlining, but had they followed the instructions and outlined they would quite likely have
received the maximum mark.
Recommendations
Teachers must continue to stress the importance of students reading and following
instructions and to give students more practice in answering questions and understanding how
to accurately respond to various verb cues given, such as outline or describe.
Teachers need to reinforce the four P’s of the marketing mix. These are crucial to
understanding marketing and students should be familiar with them. It is also important for
teachers to spend more time ensuring that students are able to differentiate between and
among marketing concepts and are able to give examples to demonstrate their understanding
of marketing concepts and terms.
The following are model responses to Question 4.
(a)

(i)

List FOUR marketing activities.

Any FOUR of the following:
Market research
Pricing
Packaging
Branding
Sales promotion
Advertising
Merchandising
Distribution/transport
(ii)

State TWO elements of the marketing mix.

Any TWO of these elements:
Product
Price
Place
Promotion
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(b)

Differentiate between ‘sales promotion’ and ‘public relations’.
Sales promotion includes short-term incentives such as coupons, discounts, competitions,
BOGOF) which are used to increase market demand and sales whereas public relations is a
sustained effort which includes activities to enhance the public image of a company for
example, sponsorship, open days, press releases. Sales promotion techniques are often more
costly than public relations whose activities often involve no additional cost to the company.

(c)

List TWO examples of:
(i)
Advertising
Any TWO of the following:
Collective
Comparative
Persuasive
Informative
(ii)

Personal selling

Any TWO of the following:
Selling insurance
Selling items door to door, for example, ice cream, cosmetics
Selling items via personalized telemarketing
Selling items by the roadside, for example coconut vendors
(d)

Outline THREE problems which a consumer might experience when purchasing goods via the
Internet.
Problems which arise in purchasing via the Internet may be security-related. Buyers using
this medium are required to enter credit card information, exposing them to the dangers
associated with credit card and identity theft and must be mindful of using secure sites.
Some problems might be product-related. Since buyers are unable to examine goods as they
would in a physical store, the goods advertised on the website might not meet the expectations
of buyers in terms of quality and materials used. It might also be inconvenient for purchasers
to return items.
Other problems in purchasing via the Internet relate to the technology. Buyers must not only
be computer literate but must have access to a computer. Buyers should also be able to
depend on reliable Internet service. Moreover, if the bandwidth is inadequate and the speed
is slow, the purchasing process would be slow and frustrating for buyers.

Question 5
This question was attempted by approximately 51 per cent of the population. Performance was good.
The mean mark was 13.70 out of 20 (68.50 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.08.
Part (a) required candidates to list services offered by commercial banks and state functions of central
banks. Part (b) required them to differentiate between savings and investment. Part (c) required
candidates to state sources of short-term and long-term financing and Part (d) required them to outline
reasons for personal budgeting. The majority of responses given was satisfactory.
Candidates performed best on Parts (a) (i) and (a) (ii) which required them to list four services offered
by commercial banks and state two functions of central banks respectively. Most candidates were
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able to list at least two of the commercial banking services, and some of them were able to provide all
four services. One common error was that candidates listed ‘making deposits/deposits’ as a service
provided by commercial banks seemingly confusing services offered by commercial banks with ways
in which customers can use these banking services.
While candidates correctly stated at least one function of central banks, a popular misconception
among candidates was to ascribe some of the broader functions of government, such as revenue
collection, to the central bank.
Responses to Part (b) suggested that while most candidates had an understanding of the concept of
savings, less than half of them had a similar understanding of investment. They were not able to
pinpoint the key difference between savings and investment and vice versa. A small percentage of
candidates identified the risk factor associated with investments but most candidates indicated that
when investments were made it was with the expectation of higher returns than from savings,
implying that there was a risk factor but failing to clearly state that individuals were ‘risking’ their
money when making investments. Others implied that there was a risk by stating that when money
was invested individuals did so ‘with the hope of profits or returns’ or ‘expecting to make money’.
As a result, the majority of the responses to this part was less than satisfactory.
Part (c) was very challenging for most candidates. At least 50 per cent of them attempted to explain
the concepts short-term and long-term financing rather than identify the sources of each. It was
apparent that many candidates either did not read the instructions before writing a response or were
not clear on what were the ‘sources of financing’.
Responses to Part (d) indicated that most candidates had an understanding of reasons for personal
budgeting as a majority of them were able to list three such reasons. However, responses were
generally weakened because of candidates’ inability to develop the points listed.
Recommendations
Teachers should continue to reinforce the differences between saving and investing money. They
should also continue to stress the importance of students reading and following instructions carefully
when sitting examinations. Of equal importance is the need for teachers to give students more practice
in answering questions and understanding how to accurately respond to questions that require
differentiation or outlining as opposed to listing and stating.
The following is a model response to Question 5.
(a)

(i)

List FOUR services offered by commercial banks.
Accepting deposits
Providing loans
Cashing cheques
Offering money transfer services
OR
Providing ATMs
Issuing credit/debit cards
Offering on-line banking services
Making payments on behalf of customers

(ii)

State TWO functions of a central bank.
Issue notes and coins
Control of money supply
OR
Provide financial advice to government
Act as bankers’ bank
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OR
Serve as government’s banker
Lender of last resort

(b)

Differentiate between ‘savings’ and ‘investment’.
The term ‘savings’ refers to that part of income which is unused. It is created when
expenditure is less than income. Such money may be deposited in a savings account or even
hoarded but is easily accessible and carries little risk of recovery. On the other hand, while
investment also derives from the portion of income which is unused, it carries some risk and
involves putting savings into some financial enterprise or institution with the expectation of
realizing a return. Even though the risk of loss is greater, the expected returns are higher
than is the case with savings.

(c)

(i)

List TWO sources of:
Short-term financing
Loan from commercial bank
Loan from credit union
OR
Increase in limit of credit card
Traders’ credit
OR
Hire purchase
Money lenders

(ii)

Long-term financing
Selling of shares
Building societies
OR
Mortgage banks
Trust companies
OR
Commercial banks
Credit unions
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(d)

Outline THREE reasons why personal budgeting is important.
A major reason why personal budgeting is important is that it encourages households to
avoid impulse buying, thereby promoting financial discipline and cutting back on nonessential purchases. By taking the time to itemize all income and all expenses, households
are forced to tabulate their needs and decide on essential as opposed to non-essential
purchases.
Personal budgeting promotes the objective of saving and can encourage thrift, thereby
helping to develop a culture of better financial management. By encouraging households to
save, personal budgeting can provide financial institutions with money for loans and in the
long run enable citizens to take advantage of investment opportunities.
Personal budgeting also assists households to set goals and engage in long-term planning.
By setting aside a portion of income, they can save money to purchase property, pay for
children’s education or take advantage of investment opportunities.

Question 6
This question was attempted by approximately 72 per cent of the population. Performance was fair.
The mean mark was 11.59 out of 20 (68.50 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.74.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to state two ways in which businesses can protect the natural
environment of a country. Part (a) (ii) required candidates to describe measures used by governments
to protect consumers from unfair business practices. Part (b) required candidates to outline the forms
of assistance offered by governments to help businesses develop. Part (c) required candidates to
explain two ways in which governments could improve the health care sector in a country.
Part (a) (i) was fairly well done as the majority of candidates was able to identify at least one way.
Candidates gave responses such as reuse, recycle, proper disposal of waste, replanting trees,
preventing/reducing smoke emissions. However, a few of them had difficulty comprehending what
was meant by the term natural environment.
Part (a) (ii) was also fairly well done as candidates drew on knowledge of government using various
agencies to provide consumer protection and wrote in particular about the activities of these agencies.
Candidates were familiar with the Bureau of Standards, and the role of the Ombudsman and
Consumer Affairs. Some candidates even wrote about the Fair Trade Commission and the prevention
of the formation of monopolies which can result in consumers paying higher prices. A few candidates
misinterpreted or did not read the question carefully and gave responses in terms of how government
protects businesses, for example, through subsidies and taxation. They ignored protection of
consumers from unfair business practices. Others wrote about the unfair actions of businesses.
Candidates excelled in Part (b). They were able to provide three ways in which governments assist
businesses but a significant number of them merely listed the points rather than explain them as part
of an outline. The most common responses were loans, subsidies and helping the business to acquire
land. The majority of candidates had no difficulty explaining the points; however, a few simply stated
the points and could only be awarded one mark for each point.
In Part (c), candidates provided a number of tangible ways in which governments could assist and
were able to earn a portion of the marks. They gave very ‘affective’ responses as they could relate to
the question. A significant number of candidates indicated having more beds; better, well-trained
doctors and nurses; free medication; having mobile hospitals to visit the elderly; and properly
monitoring doctors and nurses. Weaker candidates resorted to airing grouses about different health
care workers and the low level service they provided while others misunderstood the ways the
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government could improve the health sector to mean physically clean up the environment, spraying to
kill mosquitoes and ‘don't litter’ campaigns.
Recommendations
This is a very interesting area of the syllabus and can be taught by students doing investigative work
on the role of government which can be presented in interviews, speeches, role play and surveys.
It is important that teachers coach their students to properly answer these types of questions.
Candidates need to adequately describe, outline or explain concepts as required by the questions, in
order to be awarded the maximum available mark. They must be taught to write in complete
sentences and adequately develop the points they are advancing, giving reasons and examples to
support their answers.
The following is a model answer to Question 6.
(a)

(i)

State TWO ways in which businesses can protect the natural environment of a
country.
Businesses can protect the natural environment by disposing of waste in landfills or
dumps rather than burning it.
Businesses within the construction industry can refrain from purchasing sand, gravel,
stones from those who illegally remove these from beach fronts and watershed areas.
OR
Businesses can engage in recycling activities to reduce the amount of solid waste
being dumped in landfills.
Businesses can also use energy efficiently so as to assist in fighting global warming.

(ii)

Describe THREE measures used by governments to protect consumers from unfair
business practices.
Governments can protect consumers from unfair business practices through the
passing of laws relating to zoning. This will prevent firms that produce harmful
substances by way of by-products from operating in residential areas so that persons’
health is not compromised.
Through the Food and Drug Act, government stipulates that food and drugs must be
prepared under sanitary conditions to avoid exposing consumers to potential health
hazards.
Through the Public Health Safety Act government regulates the conditions under
which animals are slaughtered and meats are stored. This Act also requires butchers
to be licensed and to be free of infectious diseases so as not to be potential
contaminants.
OR
Governments protect consumers through the establishment of official bodies such as
the Bureau of Standards. This is an agency of the government set up to protect
consumers. The Standards Act gives the Bureau the right to develop and promote
standards for the improvement of goods and services so as to ensure the health and
safety of consumers and the protection of the environment.
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(b)

Outline THREE forms of assistance offered by governments to help businesses to develop.
Governments may offer concessions or tax exemptions to help small, fledgling businesses to
develop. These businesses in their start-up phase may lack the capital for stability so this
assistance can help them to grow.
Governments may also subsidize firms that produce basic items; this cash assistance will help
them with working capital as well as funds to expand their businesses.
Government can provide loans to small and medium-sized businesses to finance capital
expansion.
Government can provide training facilities to improve the human resources employed by
businesses.

(c)

Explain TWO ways in which governments could improve the health care sector in a country.
Governments can ensure that these health institutions are properly equipped and staffed and
that proper policies and procedures are in place for the orderly distribution of supplies and
maintenance of these units. Patients can be charged a minimal fee that will cover the basic
upkeep of these facilities.
Governments can set as priority the training of the various health care professionals to
provide the right quality and quantity of care necessary for the people who visit these
institutions. Government can subsidize this training and bond the employees to work for a
period of time within the country when they graduate.

Question 7
This question was attempted by approximately 25 per cent of the population. Performance was
unsatisfactory. The mean mark was 7.72 out of 20 (38.60 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.15.
Generally candidates found this question challenging and did not perform well on it.
Part (a) (i) required candidates to identify factors that determine a country’s standard of living. Part
(a) (ii) required them to describe the measures that governments can take to improve the standard of
living of its citizens. Part (b) (i) required candidates to define the term gross domestic product (GDP).
Part (b) (ii) required candidates to outline the approaches to measure the national income. Part (c)
required candidates to provide explanations for ways a country can address its balance of payments
problems.
Part (a) (i) was fairly well answered. The majority of candidates gave very good answers using points
related to economic development such as the number and quantity of schools, housing and
transportation. However, a few candidates misinterpreted the question and gave ways of getting data
or statistics on the standard of living, such as through surveys and questionnaires.
The responses to Part (a) (ii) were quite good as the majority of candidates were knowledgeable about
the measures. A few candidates failed to gain full marks because they only listed the measures and
made no attempt to describe them.
Part (b) (i) was not very well done as candidates could not give an accurate economic definition.
Answers skirted the main issues and earned a portion of the marks by virtue of mentioning some
elements involved in the definition. Of those who responded, the answers were, for the most part,
inaccurate since candidates did not indicate that it is the value of the output and that the output must
be produced within the physical boundaries of a country, by the citizens of the country.
Part (b) (ii) proved very challenging for the majority of candidates, as they failed to provide two of the
three economic approaches used to measure the national income. Various incorrect answers were
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presented for this part of the question. Of the few candidates who knew the approaches, not many
were able to outline the approaches and so they lost marks.
Part (c) required candidates to provide explanations for ways a country can address its balance of
payments problems. This was also very challenging for candidates. Some candidates explained ways
used to balance or finance the balance of payments in the short-term, which is different from the ways
to address or correct it in the long-term. Where candidates showed that they knew the differences,
they sometimes did not expound on the measures or did not provide enough explanation to gain the
maximum available mark.
Recommendations
It is imperative that teachers discuss the objectives in this area of the syllabus with their
students. Students need to understand the concepts involved in each of the objectives. These
can be taught by students doing their independent guided research and making presentations
using various media. It cannot be overstated that many examples need to be used to explain
these concepts so that students learn by association.
Definitions must be concise and accurate and so teachers should encourage their students to
keep a personal dictionary of terms and concepts that they can constantly refer to.
Students should also be encouraged to listen to business news and read financial newspapers
and magazines, where they will find adequate application of the terms and concepts they are
learning.
Teachers can create PowerPoint presentations or edit those on the Internet to teach important
terms and concepts.
The following is a model answer for Question 7.
(a)

(i)

Identify TWO factors that can be used to determine a country’s standard of living.
Level of income
Access to modern technology
OR
Level of consumption of goods and services
Number of doctors per population
OR
Number and quality of schools
Number and quality of housing
OR
Number and quality of transportation
Number and quality of communication options

(ii)

Describe THREE measures that a government can take to improve the standard of
living of its citizens.
Governments can improve the standard of living of its citizens by increasing the
quantity and improving the quality of educational facilities in the country. They could
ensure that more teachers are trained and schools are equipped.
Governments can improve the standard of living of its citizens by increasing the
quantity and improving the quality of health institutions in the country. They could
ensure that more nurses, doctors and other health care professionals are trained and
health institutions/centres are equipped.
OR
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Governments can improve the standard of living of its citizens by increasing the
quantity and improving the quality of housing in the country. They could ensure that
more houses are built and transferred to its citizens.
(b)

(i)

Define the term ‘gross domestic product’ (GDP).
Gross domestic product is the total money value of all goods and services produced
in a country during the year.

(ii)

Outline TWO approaches used to measure national income.
The income method: The income method involves adding income from employment to
income from profits plus net factor income from rents plus income from abroad. This
would result in gross national product, depreciation must then be subtracted and
national income would result.
Income from employment + Profits + Rents + Net Factor Income from Abroad =
GNP – Depreciation = National Income
The expenditure method is another way of calculating the national income. It may be
calculated by adding investment expenditure at market prices to consumption
expenditure at market prices plus subsidies minus indirect taxes plus net factor
income from abroad which results in gross national product. Depreciation is then
removed resulting in national income.
Investment Expenditure at market prices + Consumption Expenditure at market
prices + Subsidies – Indirect Taxes – Net Factor Income from Abroad = GNP –
Depreciation = NI
The product or output method is calculated by taking total domestic product or gross
domestic product added to net factor income from abroad which would result in gross
national product. Depreciation is subtracted from this figure resulting in national
income.
Total Domestic Product/GDP + Net Factor Income from Abroad = GNP –
Depreciation = National Income

(c)

Explain TWO ways in which a country can address its balance of payments problems.
A country can address its balance of payments problem in the long run by increasing its
exports. By increasing its exports it can earn foreign currency which can be used to pay debts
and purchase necessary imports.
Another way a country can address its balance of payments problems is by decreasing its
imports. A reduction in imports over time means that a country will reduce its debts and
conserve foreign currency thereby avoiding a balance of payments problem.
OR
To avoid BOP problems a country could devalue its currency, thereby reducing the exchange
rate of the local currency in relation to foreign currencies. This would have the effect of
making its exports cheaper on the overseas markets, enabling the local country to earn more
foreign currency which can be used to pay for imports. Imports would also become more
expensive and this would force/encourage consumers to purchase locally produced
substitutes.
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Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Profile 1 – Operational Plan
The mean for this profile was 6.74 out of 10 (67.40 per cent). The standard deviation was 2.02.
Marks ranged from 1 to 10.
Question 1 – Nature and Type of Business
This question tested candidates’ knowledge and understanding of the different forms of business and
the various stakeholders of businesses.
For Part (a), the majority of candidates failed to identify the type of business discussed in the case.
They called it a partnership, failing to identify that limited is associated with a company. In
answering Part (b), the majority of candidates was able to list the stakeholders of the business.
However, some lost marks because they mentioned stakeholders in the same category such as officers
and managers.
Question 2 – Internal Structure of Organization
This question examined sources of conflict in a business as well as the benefits of a management
information system (MIS).
In Part (a), candidates were able to identify potential sources of conflict in the case presenting some
very clever reasons why the owners would disagree. However, in Part (b), the majority of candidates
showed a lack of knowledge of a management information system (MIS) and therefore could not
proffer plausible benefits to the company. That part of the question was poorly answered.
Question 3 – Management Function
This question looked at the functions of the general manager as well as leadership qualities.
Candidates were able to answer Part (a) very well, stating clearly the functions of management. In
Part (b), the majority of candidates were able to list the qualities of the directors that would lead to
success. Weaker candidates confused this with leadership styles and functions of management.
Recommendations
Students must know the distinguishing features of different types of businesses so that they will be
able to clearly identify them. They must be given the option to examine many examples to reinforce
concepts taught.
Emphasis must be placed on MIS. This area of the syllabus deals with the use of technology in
business and may not be familiar to many students. With regard to the use of the Internet, students can
do much research and find their own solutions to problems. Case studies can be used here as an
approach to teaching the topic.
Candidates are still confusing leadership qualities with leadership styles and functions of
management. Much effort has to be expended in helping them to learn and discern the differences.
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The following are model answers for Questions 1–3.
1.

Nature and Type of Business

(a)

Identify the form of business under which Call 4 You Ltd would be classified.
Private company or private limited liability company

(b)

List TWO stakeholders of Call 4 You Ltd.
Employees or workers
Employers
OR
Owners or shareholders
Directors

2.

Internal Structure of the Organization

(a)

Suggest ONE potential source of conflict among the owners.
Any of the following:
Poor communication OR Lack of respect
Lack of trust
Autocratic leadership approach by brothers
Dissatisfaction with decisions made
Personal goals given priority over business goals
Unfair business practices
Failure to come to clear agreement on ownership

(b)

State TWO benefits to Call 4 You Ltd of using a management information system.
Any TWO of the following:
More efficient and effective decision-making which could lead to increased production
Centralization of data collection
Better able to solve problems
More informed decision- making leading to savings in time, money and labour
Support for internal communication and sharing of data
Access to relevant information
Access to archives

3.

Management Functions

(a)

State TWO functions of the general manager.
Any TWO of the following:
Planning
Leading
Controlling
Decision-making
Motivating
Negotiating
Organizing
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(b)

Suggest TWO factors that would attract clients to Call 4 You Ltd.
Any TWO of the following:
Focused under pressure
Command trust and respect
Exercise flexibility when needed
Takes the lead
Shows good judgment
Fair/just
Creative
Tenacious
Reliable
Resilient

Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
The mean for this profile was 10.82 out of 20 (54.10 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.19. The
marks ranged from 0 to 20.
Question 4 – Target Market
Part (a) tested the ability of candidates to identify the main target group of the product/business. It
was well done by most of the candidates and they scored well on it.
Part (b) required candidates to suggest what attracted clients to the product/business. This was well
answered by the majority of candidates.
Question 5 – Market Research
This question called for a description of the benefits the business would have obtained from
conducting market research.
The majority of candidates did not do this question well. In many instances they failed to develop the
salient points.
Question 6 – Marketing Activities
Part (a) required candidates to outline ways the business could promote its services to potential
clients. The responses were satisfactory. However, although many candidates knew what they were
asked, many failed to expand or develop the relevant points.
Part (b) tested candidates’ ability to identify two media that the business could use to reach potential
clients. Candidates had no difficulty and scored maximum marks.
Question 7 – Customer Service
Part (a) required that candidates state the advantages of using a call centre to address customer
concerns. This was fairly done. However, some responses were not standard answers.
Part (b) required that candidates state the disadvantages of using a call centre to address concerns.
This was also fairly well done. However, the responses here again were not the standard answers
expected.
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Question 8 – Pricing Strategy
This question required candidates to identify factors a business should consider when pricing its
services. This was fairly well done.
Recommendations
Candidates are encouraged to become familiar with Section 6 of the syllabus on the various aspects of
marketing such as marketing activities, marketing research, customer service and pricing strategy. By
so doing they will be competent in fielding questions in this area of the syllabus.
The following are model answers for Questions 4–8.
4.

Target Market

(a)

Identify TWO potential clients for Call 4 You Ltd.
Telecommunications company
Commercial banks
OR
Business owners who are clients of the bank and telecommunications companies that
use the call centre
Organizations that train employees hired by the call centre
Government agencies

(b)

Suggest TWO factors that would attract clients to Call 4 You Ltd.
Any TWO of the following:
The call centre has qualified employees.
The call centre offers 24 hour services all week long.
The call centre provides services in more than one language.
Employees are trained.
The call centre hires skilled/educated employees.
Efficiency of employees.

5.

Market Research
Describe TWO ways in which Call 4 You Ltd would have benefitted from conducting market
research.
Any TWO of the following:
Conducting the market research would have allowed the owners to identify competitors
and other businesses that offer similar services.
In conducting the marketing research the researchers would have interacted with persons
in the field to get an understanding of consumer behavior.
The company would have an understanding of the demand of target markets— how much
of the service customers would require.
The company would have received information on the needs of potential clients and the
types of services they require.
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6.

Marketing Activities

(a)

Outline TWO ways in which Call 4 You Ltd can promote its services to potential clients.
Any TWO of the following:
Giving specials by offering discounts on prices, such as introductory prices
Offering free trial periods so that potential clients can test out the system to see if it meets
their requirements
Offering free week for every month of service paid for
Sponsoring events of potential customers, for example, social clubs – football team
Offering switching over benefits to potential clients to encourage them to leave their
present providers

(b)

Identify TWO media that Call 4 You Ltd can use to reach potential clients.
Any TWO of the following:
Television advertisements and infomercials
Newspaper advertisements
Radio advertisements
Inserts in utility bills
Advertisement in airline magazines
Email advertisements and infomercials

7.

Customer Service

(a)

State TWO advantages of using a call centre to address customer concerns.
Any TWO of the following:
Cheaper for businesses to outsource some services
Able to provide dedicated services in particular areas
Fewer full-time staff needed on payroll
Less physical space needed to conduct business
Personal, physical attacks on employees by displeased customers are unlikely

(b)

State TWO disadvantages of using a call centre to address customer concerns.
Any TWO of the following:
Impersonal service to clients
Agents do not always understand needs of customers
Language barriers may pose problems
Customers do not always trust agents who are not knowledgeable about the service being
offered
Distance does not allow for improving customer/client relationship
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8.

Pricing Strategy
Identify TWO factors that Call 4 You Ltd should consider when pricing its services.
Any TWO of the following:
Hours of service requested per day/week
Language needed, whether English only or English and another language
Length of contracts desired by clients
Number of dedicated agents needed
Cost of telecommunications
Nature of service requested by clients
Qualification of employees

Profile 3 – Financial Plan
The mean for this profile was 6.78 out of 10 (67.80 per cent). The standard deviation was 2.11. The
marks ranged from 1 to 10.
Question 9 – Sources and Use of Finance
In Part (a), the majority of candidates was able to identify two sources of funding. In some responses,
sources identified for accessing funding needed clarification, for example, selling shares instead of
simply stating shares; loans/gifts from friends/family instead of family/friends and so on.
In Part (b), the majority of candidates was also able to list two expenses of the firm. Some responses
failed to specify the exact expense, for example, rental for office space rather than simply office
space; loan/interest repayment instead of just loans.
Question 10 – Role of Government
Part (a) was fairly well done as the majority of candidates was able to give at least one type of
government assistance. Some candidates disregarded other than financial and mentioned grants,
payment of company's rent etc.
In Part (b), whereas most candidates identified the two taxes to be paid, some identified the source
and failed to name the tax, for example, tax on profits instead of corporation tax; tax on service call
instead of VAT and so on.
Question 11 – Executive Summary
Very few candidates scored the full two marks. The majority failed to include information from the
three sections. Some candidates gave information from three subdivisions within one section of the
business plan, for example, the marketing plan. A few candidates knew that the business was a
private limited company. The majority referred to it as a partnership or ‘partnership company’ which
affected their scores.
Recommendations
Candidates are encouraged to learn many examples of concepts such as sources of finance and
business expenses.
Through role play and other activities students can simulate government activities.
Candidates should also learn to write proper executive summaries.
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The following are model answers for Questions 9–11.
9.

Sources and Use of Finance

(a)

Identify TWO sources of funding, other than personal savings and bank loans, from which the
company can acquire working capital.
Any TWO of the following:
Family
Credit unions
Overdrafts, credit cards and other lines of credit
Selling of shares
Selling of personal assets
Trade credit

(b)

List TWO monthly expenses that the business will incur.
Any TWO of the following:
Rent
Salaries
Telephone
Interest on loans and loan repayments
Light

10.

Role of Government

(a)

State TWO types of assistance, other than financial, which government can offer to Call 4
You Ltd to help the business to succeed.
Any TWO of the following:
Providing training for employees
Technical assistance to businesses
Research and development assistance
Providing tax exemptions
Providing low interest loans
Paying for infrastructure development near the business

(b)

Identify TWO taxes that Call 4 You Ltd will be required to pay to the government.
Any TWO of the following:
Income tax for employees
Company tax
Corporation tax
Duties on imports
Sales tax, value added tax
Licensing fees
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11.

Executive Summary
Write an overview of the business, including information from the three sections of the plan.
Four brothers decided to open a call centre, Call 4 You Ltd in their hometown. The call
centre will provide employment to high school graduates. The owners will target
telecommunication providers and financial institutions as their main clients. The business
plans to acquire and maintain new customers through excellent customer service and
marketing activities. The business intends to provide quality services that are superior to its
competitors and will market its services using various media. The business hopes to access
whatever assistance government provides for which they qualify. Call 4 You Ltd will also be
seeking additional funding and aims to achieve breakeven within eight months.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The Principles of Business (POB) examination was offered for the 38th time in June 2015. This year,
30 217 candidates sat the examination.
The composition of the examination was as follows:
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice
Paper 02 – Essay
Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Paper 032 – Alternative to SBA (Private Candidates)
Paper 01 consisted of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was satisfactory. The mean mark was 36.61 out of 60 compared
with 34.81 and 36.87 in 2014 and 2013 respectively. The standard deviation was 9.22. Two candidates
achieved the maximum available score, while 76 per cent scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum
available marks for this paper.
Paper 02 comprised three sections. Candidates were required to answer the three compulsory questions in
Sections I, one question from Section II, and one from Section III. Candidates performed exceptionally
well on Paper 02. The mean mark was 63.63 out of 100 compared with 43.73 and 47.30 in 2014 and 2013
respectively. The standard deviation was 19.46. The highest mark on this paper was 59 out of 60. This was
achieved by eight candidates. Forty-two candidates scored 100 per cent on this paper. Approximately 82
per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of the maximum available mark for this paper.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA), is usually done by school candidates. Candidates were
required to prepare a business plan on one aspect of Profile 2: either production, marketing or finance.
Performance on this paper was quite good. The mean mark was 32.71 out of 40 compared with 32.35 and
32.68 in 2014 and 2013 respectively. The standard deviation was 5.55. Five per cent of the candidates
achieved the maximum available mark, while 98 per cent achieved 50 per cent or more of the available
mark.
For Paper 032, the Alternative to SBA, candidates were required to complete a business plan using a given
template and a case. Performance on this paper was good. The mean mark was 29.98 out of 40 compared
with 23.60 and 21.73 in 2014 and 2013 respectively. The standard deviation was 6.44. Eight candidates
achieved the maximum available mark, while 92 per cent achieved 50 per cent or more.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory Questions
Question 1
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of business terms and concepts, characteristics of the forms of
business and the role of stakeholders. Overall the question was generally well done. Five per cent of the
candidates scored the maximum available mark for this question, while 77 per cent scored at least 50 per
cent of the marks allocated for the question. Candidates provided satisfactory responses for most of the
sections of the question. The mean mark was 13.64 out of 20 (68.20 per cent). The standard deviation was
4.30.
Part (a) required candidates to define the terms profit, enterprise and specialization. This part of the
question was generally well done. Most candidates were able to provide a satisfactory definition of the
term profit. The stronger candidates recognized that profit has two components: revenue and expenditure:
The weaker candidates recognized at least that profit provided a financial gain.
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Most candidates were able to explain the concept of enterprise as being a business
venture/entrepreneurship or as a factor of production. The stronger candidates alluded to either of the
above definitions, while the weaker candidates gave no response.
Most candidates were able to provide a satisfactory definition for the term specialization. The stronger
candidates recognized that it is division of labour and assignment of tasks/degree of mastery in an area of
production or focusing on producing a limited scope of products to gain efficiency. The weaker candidates
were able to identify that it involves someone who is an expert or focusing on a particular task.
Part (b) required candidates to identify franchises in the Caribbean. The vast majority of candidates
provided good examples of franchises operating in the Caribbean. The weaker candidates confused
franchises with parent companies that have expanded, local firms or public enterprises or gave no response
at all.
Part (c) required candidates to state two characteristics of partnerships, co-operatives, and sole
proprietorships. The majority of candidates was able to provide good responses for both partnerships and
sole traders and were able to score full marks for these concepts. The weaker candidates were able to give
one characteristic of each concept. However, some candidates were of the notion that partnerships had
shareholders and confused the liability status of sole traders and partnerships.
The concept of co-operatives posed the greatest challenge for candidates and this aspect of the question
was generally poorly done. The stronger candidates were able to provide both characteristics or give at
least one. The weaker candidates gave poor responses or provided none at all.
Part (d) required candidates to describe the role of employers and employees in business. The majority of
the candidates satisfactorily described the role of the employer and employee. The stronger candidates
provided proper descriptions and in some cases provided more than one role and as a result scored the
maximum mark. The weaker candidates identified a role but did not provide a description and a few
confused the role of employers and employees.
Recommendations
In teaching this area of the syllabus teachers are encouraged to:
Emphasize how to provide proper descriptions as it relates to answering questions.
Engage in proper revision prior to the examination on areas covered early in the
syllabus.
Place more emphasis on co-operatives when teaching forms of business.
Place emphasis also on the difference between multinational corporations and
franchises, and give many examples of both to reinforce the concepts.
Emphasize the liability status of each form of business and on differentiating each
form of business from the other.
Question 2
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of management, workplace relations, leadership styles and
characteristics as well as teamwork. The question was very well done. The mean mark was 16.33 out of
20 (81.65 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.89. Twenty-seven per cent of the candidates achieved
the maximum available mark, while 91 per cent scored at least 50 per cent of the total mark.
Part (a) required candidates to list four functions of a manager and state three guidelines for establishing
good relations between management and employees. The majority of candidates correctly listed the
functions of a manager, while a small minority mistakenly gave characteristics of a leader or functional
areas of management. Candidates performed fairly well in stating guidelines for establishing good relations
between management and employees. A notable number of candidates offered acceptable responses for
either what a manager should do, or what an employee should do. Very few offered a balanced description
from both perspectives.
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Part (b) required candidates to identify three characteristics of a good leader and to differentiate between
participatory leadership style and autocratic leadership style. The vast majority of candidates was able to
identify acceptable characteristics of a leader thus demonstrating excellent knowledge of the content.
However, differentiating between participatory leadership style and autocratic leadership style was
challenging for many candidates. They confused the description of the participatory leader with that of a
laissez faire leader. The majority of candidates could, however, adequately describe an autocratic leader.
Part (c) required candidates to explain two ways in which an organization can benefit from teamwork. This
part of the question was well done by the majority of candidates. They were able to, very satisfactorily,
identify acceptable benefits of teamwork, not only to the organization, but also to the employee as well as
to the customer in many instances. Some candidates used examples to concretize their point.
Recommendations
Teachers should emphasize the distinction between functions of a manager and functional areas of
management.
Teachers may also consider utilizing role play as a teaching method to increase students’ ability to
clearly distinguish between the different types of leadership styles.
Students may find it useful if teachers provide them with assignments, such as completing a report,
on the benefits of good relations between management and employees. This would help to
reinforce the concepts in this area of the syllabus.
Question 3
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of migration, types of production, and the use of technology
in production. Overall, candidates performed fairly well on this question. The majority of them gave
satisfactory responses. The mean mark was 12.85 out of 20 (64.25 per cent). The standard deviation was
5.02. Seven per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark while 69 per cent of them
scored at least 50 per cent of the available mark.
Part (a) required candidates to define the term migration, state one positive effect and one negative effect
of migration, and outline two reasons for migration. Part (a) was well done by the majority of candidates.
The majority of them correctly defined the term migration and some of them correctly stated both positive
and negative effects of migration. The majority of candidates also gave two reasons for migration.
However, a main area of weakness was the tendency of many candidates to merely list or state reasons
rather than seek to develop the points.
Part (b) required candidates to list two characteristics of subsistence production and explain how capitalintensive production differs from labour-intensive production. Listing characteristics of subsistence
production proved most challenging for many candidates. Fewer than 50 per cent correctly stated at least
one characteristic of subsistence production and only about twenty-five per cent correctly stated two
characteristics. A popular misconception was to state features of domestic level production as
characteristics of subsistence production.
Explaining the difference between capital-intensive production and labour-intensive production also
created some challenge. While the majority of candidates seemed to be familiar with the concept of labourintensive production, many of them were less familiar with capital-intensive production, and so the
majority failed to satisfactorily explain the difference between the two concepts. A general weakness with
the responses was the tendency of candidates to only offer definitions of ‘capital’ and ‘labour’.
Part (c) required candidates to explain one advantage and one disadvantage of computer-aided designs
(CAD) in the production process. The performance of candidates on this part of the question could be
considered fair. However, the following weaknesses were identified:
There was an apparent lack of knowledge that CAD is a software, and not a type of computercontrolled machinery. As a result, many of the responses were applicable to the use of computers
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in general, and not to CAD specifically. This was exemplified in this popular response given as
an advantage of CAD: ‘It increases the amount of goods produced.’
It appeared that many of the candidates were taught that CAD is useful in the designs of labels and
logos. However, a significant number of the responses suggested that many candidates confused
these examples with CAD in general. This lack of clarity led to the popular response as an
advantage: ‘It shows the name of the producer.’
Many candidates failed to earn the maximum mark available because they gave partial responses.
Recommendations
Students should be continually assessed on those areas of the syllabus (such as levels of
production) that are taught earlier in the course of study.
Teachers are urged to assist students to articulate their responses, paying particular attention to the
action words (such as list, state, outline, differentiate, explain) by applying appropriate rewards in
their assessments.
Section II – Optional Questions
Question 4
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of marketing and was attempted by approximately 80 per cent
of candidates. Overall, performance on this question was fairly good. The mean mark was 13.37 out of 20
(66.85 per cent). The standard deviation was 5.20. Ten per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum
available mark while 73 per cent of them scored at least 50 per cent of the available mark.
Part (a) required candidates to define the term consumer protection. The majority of candidates gave
suitable definitions.
Part (b) required candidates to list two rights of the consumer and outline two roles of the Bureau of
Standards. The majority of candidates was able to identify the basic rights of the consumer such as the
right to redress and the right to be heard. However, the majority of candidates was unable to outline two
roles of the Bureau of Standards. The majority of them responded by stating that the Bureau of Standards
protects consumers but could not expound on how it protects the consumers. Many candidates focused
more on the role of the Consumer Affairs Commission.
Part (c) required candidates to state two characteristics of the wholesaler as a distributor and to outline one
advantage and one disadvantage of e-commerce as a method of retailing. The first part was poorly done
by. The majority of candidates referred to the wholesaler as a producer and not the distributor of goods.
However, some candidates clearly stated that the wholesaler distributes goods to the retailers by breaking
the bulk and selling the goods at a cheaper price.
The majority of candidates adequately outlined one advantage and one disadvantage of e-commerce. It was
clear that candidates are in the technological age and know about shopping on-line.
In Part (d), candidates were required to identify two problems related to the distribution of goods and to
outline one measure that producers could take to avoid each problem identified. Candidates performed
well on this part of the question as the majority of them satisfactorily identified problems relating to the
distribution of goods and outlined ways to avoid those problems.
Recommendations
Teachers need to reinforce the distribution channels to students. Students could engage in role-play
activities to show how the distribution of goods is done from the producer to the middlemen to the
final consumer.
Teachers need to continue to encourage students to be aware of their rights as consumers and the
agencies which are available to protect them from unfair treatment.
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Students could be taken on financial tours to the Consumer Affairs Commission, Bureau of Standards
or the Fair Trading Commission to reinforce the role played by these organizations. Teachers could
also invite guest speaker from these institutions to give talks to their students.
Question 5
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of business finance, including investment, insurance, shares,
savings and banking. It was attempted by approximately 20 per cent of the candidates. Performance on
this question was below average. The mean mark was 7.26 out of 20. (36.30 per cent). The standard
deviation was 4.43. Less than one per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark on this
paper. Twenty-two per cent scored at least 50 per cent of the available mark.
Part (a) required candidates to define the term overdraft. This part of the question was well done. The
majority of candidates achieved the maximum available mark.
Part (b) required candidates to list two forms of investment and to outline two principles of insurance. The
majority of candidates correctly listed two forms of insurance. Outlining two principles of insurance
presented some challenge to many candidates. Only a minority of candidates correctly developed each
principle in order to earn the maximum mark. Some candidates gave definitions and functions of insurance
in their responses rather than specifying the principles involved.
Part (c) required candidates to state two characteristics of ordinary shares and to outline one advantage and
one disadvantage of the sou sou (meeting turn) as a form of saving. Stating two characteristics of ordinary
shares presented some level of difficulty for many candidates. Many gave weak responses including
‘profits’ but about half of the candidates were able to earn the full two marks.
The latter part of (c) was very well done by the majority of candidates. Most candidates gave excellent
responses and so were able to earn the full four marks. However, a minority merely earned two out of the
four marks allocated as they only identified the advantage and the disadvantage but failed to elaborate on
the points.
Part (d) required candidates to describe two measures which a central bank may use to influence the
behaviour of commercial banks. This part of the question was very challenging for the majority of
candidates, many of whom gave incorrect functions of a central bank. Of those who cited measures, the
majority was unable to elaborate correctly on the measures identified and were therefore not able to earn
the full six marks allocated for this part of the question.
Recommendations
Special emphasis should be placed on principles of insurance, characteristics of ordinary shares and
measures a central bank uses to influence the behaviour of commercial banks.
Students should also be encouraged to pay attention to verb cues such as define, list, outline and
describe and to respond accordingly.
Students should be reminded to observe the marks allocated for the various parts of the questions and
to use these marks to guide them in answering questions appropriately.
Section III – Optional Questions
Question 6
The question tested candidates’ knowledge of economic problems facing Caribbean countries. It was
attempted by approximately 30 per cent of the candidates. Overall, performance on this question was less
than satisfactory. The mean mark was 9.73 out of 20 (48.65 per cent). The standard deviation was 5.64.
Three per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark. Forty-seven per cent of them
scored at least 50 per cent of the available mark.
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Part (a) required candidates to identify two economic problems facing Caribbean countries and to outline
one way in which each problem may be solved. Candidates showed great competence in identifying the
economic problems as evidenced by the high scores gained. While most candidates were able to identify
clearly two economic problems, for example, debt burden or inflation, weaker candidates mentioned
economic problems that are universal, for example, scarcity. Some candidates even stated social issues
for economic problems, for example, teenage pregnancy or street children. Many of the candidates who
correctly identified the economic problems also outlined suitable solutions, thereby earning the full
four marks, but a few were unable to explain fully how the solution would address the problem and so
scored half the marks.
In Part (b), candidates were required to define the term foreign direct investment (FDI) and outline three
factors that are likely to discourage foreign direct investment. This part of the question provided some
challenge for the majority of candidates. A small proportion of candidates were able to define FDI
correctly by mentioning the two parties involved in the process viz. the foreign investor and the host
country and by so doing gained the full two marks. The weaker candidates provided a definition that played
upon each letter of the abbreviation, which allowed them to earn half or no marks.
The majority of candidates who answered the latter part of (b) was able to identify three factors that were
likely to discourage foreign investors from investing in the Caribbean, securing at least one mark for each
factor. The failure to elaborate on the factor identified, however, denied many candidates the additional
mark.
Part (c) required candidates to explain two ways in which Caribbean countries benefit from foreign direct
investment. This part of the question was generally well done. The majority of candidates who answered
it was able to state at least two benefits of FDI to Caribbean countries, for example, inflow of foreign
currency. The stronger candidates were able to gain at least five or six marks for stating the two benefits
and explaining fully how the benefits trickle down in the economy. The weaker candidates stated only one
benefit and fell short of explaining the effects of the benefit and so gained one third of the marks.
Recommendations
When teaching FDI, use should be made of actual foreign direct investors operating in the country,
using a map of the world or globe to locate the country of origin and to trace the journey of the FDI
locally and worldwide.
Students should be encouraged to create a glossary of terms related to this topic, for example, foreign
investor, host country and subsidiary) in order to reinforce work done.
To enable students to recognize clearly the contributions of FDI to their country, teachers should
promote discussions on the economic activity foreign direct investors are engaged in.
Question 7
This question tested candidates’ knowledge of the role of government in an economy. The question was
attempted by approximately 70 per cent of the candidates. Overall, performance on this question was
satisfactory. The mean mark was 13.88 out of 20 (55.52 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.77. Six
per cent of the candidates achieved the maximum available mark while 75 per cent scored at least 50 per
cent of the available marks.
Part (a) required candidates to outline two ways in which governments can regulate business activity and
describe two measures which governments can take to protect consumers. The majority of candidates
gained full marks. Those who did not gain full marks either did not outline the points or the points were
not outlined properly. A few candidates outlined factors which led to regulating consumers or employees
and not businesses. The majority of candidates was able to give two ways in which governments protect
consumers through direct means such as the hire purchase laws, through ensuring that their rights are
acknowledged and through various institutions or agencies such as the Bureau of Standards.
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For Part (b), candidates were required to outline three ways in which their country can benefit from
improved roads and transportation. Not many candidates outlined the benefits of improved roads and
transportation to their country. The benefits they alluded to, although correct, were mostly personal
benefits.
Part (c) required candidates to explain two ways in which governments could improve the education sector.
This part of the question yielded the best responses. The majority of candidates gained full marks for
Part (c). They showed that they are very much aware of what can be done to improve the education sector.
A few candidates, however, did not develop the points sufficiently to gain the full marks.
Recommendations
In teaching this section of the syllabus, teachers should consider looking specifically at the
governments’ role not only generally but also as it relates to their own country and to the different
economic agents.
Students should be guided to speak and write in specific terms and to avoid general statements that
do not result in them gaining any marks, they should also avoid repeating the question.
Students must also be taught how to separate their points clearly and to avoid making statements
indicating that three points will be given and then proceeding to give one or two points.
Lack of economic jargon is also a problem. To alleviate this problem, teachers could give students
an ongoing assignment to produce a dictionary of terms used throughout the syllabus.
Visits to institutions involved in government regulation will also help to cement the role of such
institutions in the minds of students and lead to better performance on the external examination.

Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment
There was a remarkable improvement in the overall quality of the samples submitted, most of which have
successfully met the required standard. Students continue to perform well on this component. The mean
mark for Paper 031 was 32.71 out of 40 (81.78 per cent). The standard deviation was 5.55. Five per cent
of the students achieved the maximum score while 98 per cent earned 50 per cent or more of the available
mark. However, there are some areas of concern which need to be addressed, so that students can maximize
their performance.
The SBA project is a projected business plan and should not be an investigation of an existing business.
Students should adhere to proper communication standards by ensuring that correct spelling, punctuation
and grammatical standards are followed. They need to submit a complete cover page with all the required
headings clearly indicated.
There were some instances of obvious collusion, where students submitted the same SBA word for word.
Every effort should be made to discourage this practice. The majority of the plans presented fell under the
Production Plan and were not always appropriate for the nature of the business. Mention must also be made
of the fact that the majority of projects exceeded the word limit given by CXC.
The topics chosen this year reflected innovative and creative business concepts. However, a small
percentage of students failed to adhere to the guidelines stipulated by the mark scheme.
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Establishing a Business – Production
Description of the Business
The fundamental concept needs to be emphasized, for example, the type of business. In some cases students
stated that the business was a sole trader, but indicated Ltd in the business title. The Nature of the Business
and Objectives/Mission Statement were clearly stated. A high percentage of students gained full marks
under these criteria.
Role of the Entrepreneur
This was generally well done, but when defining the role of an entrepreneur, a small percentage of students
failed to incorporate the concept of the risk-taking element as an integral part of defining an entrepreneur.
Use of Technology
This section was generally well done. Most candidates were able to identify two types of technology used
in the business. However, approximately 40 per cent of the students failed to show how the technology
identified was used to enhance the efficiency of the business. In addition, the technology identified did not
relate specifically to the nature of the business.
Internal Potential for Growth
The majority of students scored full marks in this section but the less successful ones failed to fully develop
their points and thus failed to obtain full marks. Some students also did not justify the reason for internal
growth occurring in the business.
Justification of Location
Students performed well on this criterion. The majority of students stated the location and successfully
outlined three reasons to justify the location.
Selection of Appropriate Labour
The majority of students gained full marks in this area. A small percentage of students failed to outline one
reason why this type of labour was necessary.
Sources of Fixed and Working Capital
The majority of students gained full marks in this area. Nevertheless, there was a problem identifying the
different sources of working and fixed capital.
Types and Levels of Production
The majority of the students scored full marks on this area. Nevertheless, a minority of students failed to
describe the type and level of production.
Quality Control Measures
Students performed well on this criterion. Most of them described two control measures to which the
business should adhere.
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Linkages
The majority of the students was able to identify a type of linkage but they were unable to relate the linkage
identified and its benefit to their projected business.
External Potential for Growth
The majority of students scored full marks in this section. The less successful students failed to fully
develop their points and, thus, failed to obtain full marks. Also, students did not justify the reason for the
external growth occurring in the business.
Government Regulations
The majority of students was able to list the government regulations but failed to show their impact on the
business.
Ethical Issues
The majority of students were able to list and discuss ethical issues. Nonetheless, many were unable to
show how ethical issues impacted the business.
Communication of Information
Most students performed well in this section. The majority of them included a title page, table of contents
and bibliography which led to an improvement in the overall presentation of the report. Nevertheless,
students need to use an acceptable format for their bibliography for example, the APA style.

Establishing a Business – Marketing
Description of the Business
This aspect of the SBA was adequately addressed. Most students identified the type of business, the nature
of the business and stated the mission statement/objectives of the business.
Organization of the Marketing Department
Most students did not identify the structure of the marketing department, for example, line, functional; nor
did they draw an organizational chart of the marketing department.
After identification of the structure of the marketing department, most students adequately described the
roles and functions of the marketing department personnel.
Market Research
This part of the syllabus requires students to discuss three of the five components of market research. The
discussion should inform the reader of the students’ findings and how the findings are likely to impact the
business.
Target Population
Most students provided the qualitative aspect but did not adequately address the quantitative aspects, for
example, the approximate number of persons in their target market, percentage, etcetera.
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From the market research conducted, students should identify the possible prices for their proposed product
or service. Most students did not address price adequately. The current market price and price favoured by
customers should also be included.
Competitors
Students must identify their competitors, what they offer and what makes their product different. They then
need to state what they will do to gain the competitive advantage.
Substitutes
Students must identify another product/service that can be used instead of theirs, then state what will be
done by them to make customers select their product above the substitute.
Sales Forecast
Students can use graphs/charts to aid their discussion. They can be specific to show the expected sales over
timeframes, for example, months, years. The projections can also incorporate market trends, for example,
more sales expected during Christmas time, Easter, Mother's Day, Valentine’s Day etcetera.
Product/Service
Students can improve their discussion with the use of a logo, slogan, symbols, uniforms, corporate colours
etcetera. The discussion needs to be more thorough and should fully address branding and/or packaging.
Packaging needed to be more thoroughly discussed for tangible goods as well as services. For goods,
students can address the suitability of packaging, materials used, etcetera. For services, they can consider
the experience of the consumer before, during and after purchasing the product.
Pricing Strategy
Most students mentioned a strategy but did not adequately justify their choice of pricing strategy. They
needed to fully describe the pricing strategy selected and justify it accordingly.
Place
Most students did not fully describe the distribution channels used. Neither did they show where their
business is positioned in the distribution chain. Students should illustrate this with the aid of a diagram.
They needed to clearly show what challenge(s) or problem(s) they are likely to have with the selected
distribution channels. They also needed to state a suitable alternative. That is, suggest strategies to address
the stated limitations.
Promotion Mix
Most students addressed this area well. Subheadings chosen were thoroughly discussed, showing how the
selected mix would bring awareness to the product and lead to increased sales.
Technology
Students needed to state at least two forms of technology that the business would use. They needed to show
how their choice of technology would enhance the efficiency of the marketing function in the business.
They are advised to select varied types of technology and clearly discuss how they will enhance the
functioning of the marketing department.
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Customer Complaints
Students need to illustrate, by way of an example, how the business addresses consumer issues and
complaints. Few students stated an example of a customer complaint and how the business would solve the
problem.
This area has improved but it still requires further improvement.
Government Regulations
The regulations were well identified and some students showed how these regulations impact on the
business. Students need to ensure that they explain how the regulations impact on the business, whether
financially, legally or otherwise, noting that the impact can be either positive or negative.
Ethical Issues
Students need to ensure that they address ethical issues instead of mentioning basic operational practices,
for example, clean working environment. The ethical issues mentioned need to be relevant to the business
being presented. It should also be linked to the marketing function, for example, copyright infringement,
etcetera. It must be noted that the impact can be either positive or negative. That is, if the business follows
ethical practices, it will reap the relevant rewards.
Communication
Students need to pay attention to their use of language — expression and flow of language. They are
reminded that they should include the necessary components in order to be rewarded the maximum grade
for overall presentation. All three components need to be included.
In addition, students need to fully complete the title page. It should include all the components outlined in
the syllabus. The table of contents must be complete and must correspond to the page numbers in the report.
They also need to use an acceptable format for the bibliography, for example, the APA style.
Establishing a Business - Finance
This year, as in previous years, Finance was the least attempted of the three profiles. There was an
improvement in the overall quality of the work submitted. Those students who attempted this profile,
however, did satisfactorily.
In general, Profile 1 was done well, but students continued to encounter challenges with some areas in
Profiles 2 and 3.
Students were able to adequately address with the following criteria: Description of Business
Organizational Chart
Collateral
Use of Technology
Purpose of which Finance is needed: Capital Goods
Sources of Finance
The use of English and the overall presentation of the SBAs were generally good.
The following areas were of particular concern:
Capital Instruments
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Under this criterion students were required to first describe the capital instruments selected under the
headings of 'debt' and 'equity' and state the implications of this capital mix.
While students were able to identify the instruments through which the capital was to be raised, the vast
majority of them were not able to categorize these instruments using the classification of 'debt' and 'equity'
in the capital mix of their company. Consequently, they had difficulty stating the implications of the capital
mix selected.
Projected Performance
This criterion requires students to produce a pro-forma income statement clearly showing gross and net
profit and a pro-forma balance sheet clearly showing the liabilities and capital sections.
Both the income statement and balance sheet were generally well done.
Identify Government Regulations Impacting the Business
While students were able to identify a government regulation, most failed to identify a financial regulation
and were unable to show how the regulations impacted the business.
An example of a financial regulation that would impact a business financially is the payment of taxes.
Ethical Issues
Students were able to identify an appropriate ethical issue but failed to show what impact the ethical issue
would have on the business.
Paper 032 − Alternative to School Based Assessment
Profile 1
This profile tested elements of the syllabus contained in the section Organizational Principles.
These included the nature and type of business, organizational structure and management functions, as well
as ethical and legal issues. Generally, candidates’ performance on this profile was good. The mean mark
was 8.18 out of 10. The standard deviation was 1.90.
Question 1
This question required candidates to identify the kind of business based on the type of ownership. Most of
the candidates who attempted this question managed to secure the one mark awarded. Those who failed
to secure the mark gave responses that indicated some confusion with the term kind of business and which
suggested that candidates lack knowledge of the elements of the various forms of business.
Question 2
In this question, candidates were required to complete an organizational chart showing the structure of
Poplen Iron Works. Approximately 85 per cent of the candidates successfully completed this question.
Many incorrect responses were given, including the name of the business and the type of business, to fill
the box at the top of the organizational chart. Acceptable responses included owner, manager, supervisor
and CEO. Although many candidates knew what to write in the different boxes of the chart, it appeared
that some of them were unsure as to where to place their responses.
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Question 3
This question comprised two parts. Part (a) required candidates to show how Ford Poplen demonstrated
his responsibility to society and the second part his responsibility to government. The majority of
candidates was able to identify one responsibility Ford Poplen honoured to society and the government.
Where candidates were unable to answer successfully, this was as a result of not being able to distinguish
between a responsibility to society and one to the government. In most of the correct responses, candidates
cited relocation of the business and hiring of an accountant to organize his finances and pay off taxes due.
A small percentage of candidates gave registering the business as a social responsibility.
In Part (b), candidates were required to describe how Ford Poplen executed the management function of
organizing. Approximately 85 per cent of the candidates who responded were able to secure at least one
mark. The popular response given referred to the hiring of an accountant, a painter and finisher, deciding
on the location of the business and arranging the organizational structure, thereby identifying the division
of labour for the business. Some candidates however, confused the function of planning with that of
organization.
Question 4
This question required candidates to state two unethical business practices in which Poplen Iron Works
was involved. From the responses given, it was clear that the majority of candidates did not grasp the
concept of unethical business practices. Their responses encompassed what was being sold — metal gates
and furniture. Additionally, some responses related to how the unethical issue was ameliorated, that is,
Ford Poplen moved to a commercial district thereby no longer operating unethically. Acceptable responses
included noise and air pollution, not registering the business, not keeping proper accounting records and
setting up in a residential area. Unacceptable responses included ‘health care’, ‘lack of communication’,
and ‘union rights infringements’, all of which were unrelated to the case.
Recommendations
To enable students to give better and more complete responses teachers should take note of the following
Students must be able to:
Identify the features of different forms of business with emphasis on the type of business.
Know the tenets of a basic organizational structure.
Be guided by the mark allocated to the question.
Have a working knowledge of the management functions inclusive of the function of organizing.
Understand what are ethics and ethical issues and be able to differentiate between ethical and
unethical issues in a given business.
Read questions carefully and appreciate the requirements stated.

Profile 2
This profile tested candidates’ knowledge of the business plan. Aspects related to the impact that
competitors have on a business as well as how specific promotional strategies can be used to boost business
activity were tested. Candidates were also required to demonstrate that they had knowledge of the various
distribution strategies that a business can use as well as the advantages of branding to a business.
Performance on this profile was fairly good. The mean mark was 14.51 out of 40. The standard deviation
was 3.72.
Question 5
This question required candidates to outline reasons why Poplen Iron Works may not have been making as
much sales as it could. The question was done well as approximately 90 per cent of the candidates scored
the full four marks. Candidates gave good responses such as the business did not have a distinctive brand,
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it needed to advertise more, the business only supplied local customers and did not export. Some of the
weaker responses candidates gave were that ‘Poplen did not have a brand’, which was not true.
Question 6
This question required candidates to identify two of Poplen’s competitors. This was generally well done.
In some of the better responses, candidates were able to identify tourist markets/vendors, local companies
that sold souvenirs and other producers of grills and gates. Some weaker responses indicated that ‘there
were no competitors’ or that ‘the Local Small Producers’ Association were competitors’ which was
inaccurate.
Question 7
This question required candidates to outline two advantages that the business is likely to have over its
competitors. Candidates performed exceptionally well on this question. More than 85 per cent of them
achieved the full four marks. Strong responses indicated that they were the only business using metal which
gave them monopoly power, it produced high quality unique products which were durable and that Poplen
catered to wholesalers and retailers who had advantages of stocking and bulk breaking as necessary. Some
of the weaker responses gave an advantage of having a private car to use but discussion on how this was
an advantage was lacking.
Question 8
Candidates were required to identify potential customers of Poplen Iron Works. Candidates did not pay
attention to the term potential customers and as a result candidates who identified two groups of customers
were awarded the two marks. At least 80 per cent of the responses were very good. Some of the stronger
responses identified groups such as art lovers, regional customers, overseas/foreign/international
customers and tourists. The weaker responses included retailers and wholesalers, which were not awarded
any marks.
Question 9
Candidates were required to describe one promotional strategy that could help the firm to increase sales.
This question was well done most candidates. In at least 90 per cent of the responses given, candidates
were able to describe a promotional activity that could assist the firm. Strong responses included putting
advertisements on the van, having the art displayed or advertising the firm online electronically. Some
candidates also described how sales promotion techniques can be implemented and the use of public
relations by holding press conferences to make the community aware of the product. Weaker responses
simply gave the promotional strategy. For instance candidates simply stated ‘advertisements’ as a strategy
and did not state the type of advertisements to be used. As such, these candidates did not score full marks.
Question 10
This question required candidates to state two ways in which the firm can distribute its products to its
market and explain one advantage of branding the products. At least 70 per cent of responses indicated
ways in which the firm can distribute its product to the market. The strong responses indicated that the firm
could use its own transport to deliver goods or that customers could come directly and purchase from the
business. The use of e-commerce, retailers/wholesalers were other popular answers given by candidates.
Marks were also awarded where candidates gave specific modes of transportation, via land, sea and air
transport to distribute the product. In weaker responses, candidates gave two forms of the same means of
transport which were not awarded full marks.
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Recommendations
Set up small business teams at school which can expose students to marketing aspects. This would
empower students in planning a marketing process where teachers can guide the process from a
marketing aspect.
This framework can be used to encourage competition amongst different teams, where each team
can use, for example, different pricing, promotional, public relations and distribution strategies.
Once these techniques are practised by students, these marketing tools can be used to demonstrate
the impact that competitors have on a business, how to target a market, how to do market research
and what kinds of promotional activities appeal to specific groups. Students can be made to present
the findings within their team and this can lead to some debates on which techniques are the best
etcetera. Students will gain some practical exposure to marketing, thereby making the subject
content more interesting.
Have external personnel deliver guest lectures. This can also give some deep insight into
marketing. Marketing managers, sales representatives, brand managers and promotional managers
can be included in the list of persons to deliver valuable insights into marketing.
The use of online resources (websites) as well as magazines/articles /newspapers/ can be
formidable sources of information to share with students to sensitize them on issues related to
marketing.
Simple projects such as going to a small business (grocery/parlor) and investigating the products,
ways in which the business promotes itself, the various pricing strategies used for various products
in the business and how the business distributes its products can be compiled in the form of a
presentation or documented report.

Profile 3
This profile tested candidates’ knowledge of a business plan as it relates to the financial aspect. It examined
elements of the financial plan and included sources of finance, government regulations and the executive
summary. Generally, candidates performed well in this profile. However, a few candidates did not attempt
any questions in this profile. The mean mark was 6.59 out of 10. The standard deviation was 2.01.
Question 11
This question required candidates to (a) list two sources from which Poplen Iron Works obtained capital
to expand the business and (b) state two reasons why Poplen Iron Works may be having a cash-flow
problem. On the whole, this question was well done.
In Part (a), most candidates gave acceptable responses such as personal savings, loans from the credit union
and/or commercial banks. However, in this part some candidates listed sources from which Poplen Iron
Works could obtain capital rather than sources from which it obtained capital. In addition, some candidates
stated ‘change in the form of business’ and ‘issuing shares’ as sources of finance.
In Part (b), the majority of candidates was able to state acceptable reasons for Poplen Iron Works having a
cash-flow problem. Thus, this part of the question was well answered.
Question 12
This question required candidates to outline one way in which Poplen Iron Works could contribute to the
growth and development of the country. Most candidates were able to state one way in which the business
could contribute to the growth and development of the country, but many of them failed to logically develop
the ways put forward. For example, some candidates stated that the firm could employ more persons but
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did not expand on the point to indicate that employing more persons would reduce unemployment. Thus,
many of them did not succeed in scoring full marks for the question.
Question 13
This question required candidates to identify two government regulations to which Poplen Iron Works must
adhere. The majority of candidates provided acceptable responses and so performance was good. It was
evident that candidates understood what was required of them. Acceptable responses included the
following: paying all taxes required, registering the business, following the laws of the country relating to
the safety of employees, setting up businesses only in commercial areas.
Question 14
This question required candidates to write an executive summary. Of all the questions in the profile, this
question proved to be the most difficult for candidates. Many candidates simply extracted parts of the case
study verbatim to compile their summary and some of the information they included bore little or no
relevance to the summary. Additionally, many of them did not include information from the three sections
of the business plan. In the majority of cases, candidates included information from the operational plan
and the financial plan, but omitted the marketing plan.
Recommendations
Teachers should:
Provide students with practice in writing executive summaries from given case studies
Assist students in distinguishing between terms such as list and outline.
Impress upon students the need to carefully read questions and to take note of the marks being
awarded.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
In January 2016, a total of 1980 candidates wrote the Principles of Business General Proficiency
examination. The examination comprises the following papers:
Paper 01 − Multiple Choice
Paper 02 − Essay Paper
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment (private candidates)
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was commendable. The mean mark was 34.31. The standard
deviation was 8.18. Approximately 75 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the
available marks on this paper. No candidate achieved the maximum available marks. The highest mark
was 58 out of 60. This was achieved by one candidate.
Paper 02 comprises two sections. Candidates were required to answer three compulsory questions in
Section I and two of four optional questions, one from Section II and one from Section III. The mean
mark for this paper was 56.96 out of 100. The standard deviation was 16.54. The marks ranged from
0 to 98. Approximately 66 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the available marks
on this paper.
Paper 032 is an examination offered to private candidates. Candidates were required to respond to
questions based on a business plan using a given template. The overall performance on this paper
continues to show improvement. The mean mark was 28.05 out of 40. The standard deviation was
6.00. Two candidates achieved the maximum marks available.
Approximately 91 per cent of the candidates scored at least 50 per cent of the maximum available
marks on this paper.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Essay
Section I – Compulsory
This question was attempted by all candidates. Performance was fair. The mean mark was 10.28 out
of 20 (51.40 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.45. Fifteen candidates achieved full marks.
Question 1
This question required candidates to
• define terms such as traditional and planned economic systems
• state the advantages and disadvantages of mixed economic systems
• outline ways in which a business could fulfil its role to government
• explain how business owners and employees contribute to the success of a business.
Overall, performance on this question was deemed satisfactory as candidates’ responses suggested
that they had knowledge of most of the relevant syllabus content. However, there was a general
failure to appropriately apply this knowledge to the objectives being tested.
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In Part (a), most candidates seemed unfamiliar with the concept of traditional economic system. A
significant number of the incorrect responses focused on the word traditional but failed to make any
reference to economic activities. In contrast, a majority of candidates earned full marks for defining
a planned economic system.
Generally, responses to Part (b) were fairly good as most candidates were able to state two advantages
and at least one disadvantage of mixed economic systems.
In Part (c), the majority of candidates listed ways in which a business could fulfil its role to government,
but a general weakness was the failure to develop the points listed. In addition, some candidates
suggested responsibilities that were more appropriate to other stakeholders than to government. An
example of this was ‘provide good customer service’. About 50 per cent of the candidates gave
satisfactory responses to Part (d). However, performance was affected by two main weaknesses – the
failure to give complete answers and candidates’ apparent inability to link their knowledge of the role
of business owners and employees respectively to the success of businesses. This was exemplified by
the popular response ‘they get the profit’ in relation to business owners’ contribution to the success
of a business.
Recommendation
Teachers should guide students to link the contents of the syllabus to current business practices
through role play and class assignments.
Question 2
This question was attempted by all candidates. Performance was very good. The mean was 15.59 out
of 20 (77.95 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.27. Two hundred and twenty-six candidates
scored full marks.
This question was designed to test candidates’ ability to
 define teamwork and state advantages and disadvantages of teamwork within an organization
 outline, using examples, how teamwork is used at school or in a workplace
 list the important elements of the communication process
 use examples to outline one strategy each for effective communication between teachers and
students, teachers and parents.
Performance on this question was generally good.
In Part (a), over 70 per cent of candidates defined teamwork correctly and stated two advantages of
teamwork within an organization. A smaller majority gave two disadvantages. Part (b) was also well
done with candidates citing relevant examples particularly in relation to teamwork at school. Only
very weak candidates failed to earn marks in Part (b).
The majority of candidates found Part (c) to be quite challenging. About 30 per cent earned full marks
but approximately the same percentage was not able to list any of the elements in the communication
process.
Although responses to Part (d) were generally fair, a significant number of candidates did not
adequately outline the examples cited and therefore failed to earn all the available marks.
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Recommendation
Teachers are urged to give greater attention to the teaching of the elements of the process of
communication using a number of practical examples so that students retain the information and
understand its practical value.
Question 3
This question was attempted by all candidates. Performance was fair. The mean was 11.90 out of 20
(59.50 per cent). The standard deviation was 5.12. Seventy-two candidates scored full marks.
This question required candidates to define the term entrepreneur and to state advantages and
disadvantages of being an entrepreneur.
They were also tested on their ability to identify
characteristics of an entrepreneur as well as to identify problems faced by entrepreneurs and to
propose possible solutions to problems identified. In addition, candidates were required to explain
ways in which entrepreneurship benefits an economy. Overall this question was fairly well done.
In Part (a), the majority of candidates failed to give a clear definition of the term entrepreneur but
most were able to score at least one mark as their responses suggested an understanding of the term.
This understanding was further illustrated by their ability to score at least two of the four marks for
stating advantages and disadvantages of being an entrepreneur.
In Part (b) (i), candidates’ responses were impacted by their lack of understanding of what constitutes
characteristics. The most frequent error was to confuse characteristics with roles/functions. This
error gave rise to answers such as ‘payment of taxes’ and ‘employs the workers’. Although a few
candidates were unable to identify four characteristics of an entrepreneur, the majority identified two
problems faced by entrepreneurs and proposed relevant solutions.
In Part (c), over 60 per cent of candidates scored at least three of six available marks for this part of
the question. The major weakness identified was failure to adequately develop the points stated.
Recommendations
Teachers should continue to guide students in expressing their understanding of concepts in complete
sentences and in developing their skills in writing correct responses to questions. Students should be
encouraged to learn concepts through simulation and role play.
Section II – Optional Questions
Question 4
This question was attempted by 78 per cent of candidates. Performance was very good. The mean
was 15.59 out of 20 (77.95 per cent). The standard deviation was 3.27. Two hundred and twenty-six
candidates scored full marks.
This optional question invited candidates to define the term marketing and to list the four elements
of the ‘marketing mix’. It then required them to state reasons why firms engage in public relations
and to describe marketing methods (other than social media) which businesses employ to promote
sales. The question also invited candidates to explain ways in which businesses can use social media
to promote sales.
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A significant number of candidates failed to define the term satisfactorily in Part (a) (i); however, many
were able to score one mark for identifying one aspect of marketing. Some candidates, however,
defined ‘market’ instead of ‘marketing’. Part (a) (ii) was well done as the majority of candidates was
able to list the four elements in the marketing mix.
Part (b) (i) was not well done as many responses focused on promotion instead of public relations. Of
those who interpreted the question correctly, many were able to list only one reason for engaging in
public relations. In response to the second part of this question, the majority of candidates succeeded
in addressing traditional marketing methods that businesses employ to promote sales.
While many candidates were able to identify social media in Part (c), a significant number failed to
relate them to the question. In addition, many candidates confused social media with traditional
advertising media and many focused on radio and television.
Recommendations


Teachers should encourage students to compile glossaries or personal dictionaries of business
terms associated with each unit of the syllabus. They should urge students to read questions
carefully to avoid misinterpretation and to link the syllabus content to modern-day business
practices.

Question 5
This question was attempted by 22 per cent of candidates. Performance was very good. The mean
was 10.30 out of 20 (51.5 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.32. Two hundred and twenty-six
candidates scored full marks.
This optional question was designed to test candidates’ ability to
 list services each offered by commercial banks and central banks
 differentiate between a current account and an ordinary savings account
 outline ways in which technology has influenced banking and commerce and
 explain ways in which a central bank regulates the activities of commercial banks.
This was a very unpopular question with a low response rate. However, candidates who attempted
it generally performed satisfactorily.
In Part (a), the majority of candidates was able to list three services offered by commercial banks and
list at least two services of central banks. Only the extremely weak candidates failed to score at least
two of the six marks available in this part.
In Part (b), fewer than half of the responses were satisfactory. Most candidates seemed to have been
unclear about the main features of current accounts and ordinary savings accounts and there seemed
to have been some confusion regarding fixed (term) deposit accounts.
Part (c) was generally well done. Candidates were aware of two ways in which technology has
influenced banking and commerce. However, failure to give adequate outlines weakened a significant
number of responses.
A majority of candidates were able to list at least two services offered by central banks as evidenced
in Part (a). However, fewer than 40 per cent were able to explain two regulatory activities of central
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banks in relation to commercial banks in Part (d). Instead, most candidates sought to explain services
of central banks rather than focus on regulatory activities.
Recommendation
Teachers should encourage students’ interest in the content of this section of the syllabus by having
them work in groups on guided research projects on topics in this area of the course.

Section III – Optional Questions
Question 6
This question was attempted by 49 per cent of candidates. Performance was satisfactory. The mean
was 9.54 out of 20 (47.7 per cent). The standard deviation was 4.28. Six candidates achieved full
marks.
The question tested candidates’ knowledge of taxation. They were asked to state the differences
between direct and indirect taxes; list examples of these types of taxes; outline reasons why
government charges taxes; identify other sources of government revenue and explain why higher
income earners pay more under the proportional and progressive forms of tax.
This optional question was very popular among candidates with a large percentage attempting it. Part
(a) (i) was not very well done, the majority of candidates failed to give two differences between direct
and indirect taxes. Stronger candidates indicated that direct taxes are compulsory and are levied on
incomes and property while indirect taxes can be avoided and are paid only when a good or service is
purchased. Weaker candidates opted to give examples of these types of taxes and were able to earn
some of the marks.
Part (a) (ii) was fairly well done as the majority of the candidates were able to give correct examples
of direct and indirect taxes.
Part (b) (i) was fairly well done. The most popular responses included raising revenue to fund
expenditure. Weaker candidates chose to outline the different types of expenditure such as providing
social services, fixing roads or paying government workers. Stronger candidates, however,
demonstrated mastery of the topic by explaining that the taxing of imports encourages the purchase
of local products which could encourage fledgling industries to thrive. They also noted that taxation
encourages the redistribution of incomes. Candidates also outlined that the government charges taxes
to deter behaviour that would affect health or breach legislation.
The majority of candidates who responded Part (b) (ii) was able to identify the two sources of revenue
other than taxes. The weaker responses focused on utilities, income and welfare while the stronger
ones referred to profits from government-owned businesses, sale of government assets and dividends
received from foreign investments.
Part (c) (i) was poorly done. The majority of candidates showed a lack of understanding of the concept
by stating that higher income earners pay more taxes because they earn more rather than stating the
underlying reasons why this is so. Fairly good responses indicated that higher income earners would
pay more because with proportional taxes everyone pays the same percentage in tax. However, higher
income earners would pay more from their larger earnings than would lower income earners.
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Part (c) (ii) was also poorly done. Candidates showed a lack of knowledge of the concept by either
writing the literal meaning of the word progressive or erroneously stating that taxpayers pay the same
percentage in taxes. Stronger responses stated that as an individual’s income increases the taxes
he/she pays increases and therefore the higher income earner would pay more totally, than the lower
income earner.
Recommendations


Teachers should ensure that students understand this area by giving them many examples of
the different types and forms of taxes. Teachers might find it useful to focus more on the
differences between types and forms of taxes rather than on definitions of the concepts only.
Students need to know more than just examples of taxes, they should understand that each
example falls under a type or a form.



Teachers should also provide students with opportunities to do role play so the concepts are
reinforced. Additionally, there are many animated videos on YouTube whose content teachers
can scrutinize and use to teach difficult concepts in taxation. Teachers can also make their
own videos and students can be encouraged to watch these to cement their understanding of
the concepts.



Teachers can also help students to understand the other sources of government revenue
apart from taxes, by linking taxation with other topics such as international trade where
exports are another source of government revenue.



Calculations of the amount of tax deducted from income under the two systems will help
students to identify the differences between proportional and progressive taxation. Students
can be given these calculation exercises for class work initially so that they can be guided by
teachers to correct answers. For reinforcement, additional exercises can be given for
homework.

Question 7
This question was attempted by 51 per cent of candidates. The mean was 7.15 out of 20 (37.75 per
cent). The standard deviation was 3.23. Five candidates achieved full marks.
Part (a) (i) was handled well by most candidates. They were required to define the term, international
trade. The majority of responses indicated correctly the idea of trade (imports and exports) between
countries of the world. For Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to outline reasons why countries
trade with each other. This was fairly well done. However, a few candidates repeated one reason and
thus failed to gain full marks.
In Part (b) (i), candidates were instructed to differentiate between balance of trade and balance of
payments. Few candidates scored well in this part of the question. In Part (b) (ii), candidates were
required to list two components of a balance of payments account. This posed the most difficulty for
candidates and was omitted by most of them. This part was poorly answered by those who attempted
a response.
Part (c) required candidates to explain ways in which governments can address a balance of payments
deficit. The majority gave acceptable responses. However, weak responses focused on what
businesses could do to increase local marketing strategies in terms of promotion of their goods and
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services. Some candidates suggested that governments talk to consumers and encourage them to pay
their bills on time. Candidates failed to use the jargon of the syllabus in their responses.
Recommendations
•

Teachers should encourage their students to use the jargon in their responses. Additionally,
they should endeavour to teach these topics early in the course so that they can be properly
understood, reviewed and remembered.

•

Students should also be encouraged to practise the questions in their textbooks that relate to
this area of the course as well as relevant past papers to improve their overall performance in
questions like these.

•

Teachers could also take advantage of the Bank of Jamaica's lecture series on this and other
macroeconomic topics. These interactive sessions can complement their class sessions and
emphasize the important aspects of the requirements of the syllabus.

Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Profile 1 – Operational Plan
Performance on Profile 1 was commendable. The mean was 8.01 out of 10 (80.10 per cent). The
standard deviation was 1.72. Ninety-six per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of
the maximum available marks. Four hundred and ten candidates achieved full marks.
Questions 1−3 were drawn from the Organizational Principles section of the syllabus. Candidates were
required to apply their knowledge of organizational principles to the organizational plan of a simulated
business, Almost New.
Question 1 – Nature and Type of Business
Almost all candidates correctly identified the business a stakeholders and named two stakeholders of
the business.
Question 2 – Internal Structure of Organization
For Part (a), candidates had no difficulty suggesting one potential source of conflict within the
organization. However, in Part (b), a few of them merely listed communication channels rather than
explain strategies for effective communication as required.
Question 3 – Management Function
In Part (a), almost all candidates correctly identified two responsibilities to be undertaken by one sister
as a manager of the business, but some faced a challenge with Part (b) which required them to
describe one management function that the other sister must undertake. The main weakness was
candidates’ failure to clearly describe the management to be undertaken.
Generally, performance on this profile was very good which suggested that candidates were
adequately prepared to respond to the questions in this profile.
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Profile 2 – Marketing Plan
Performance on Profile 2 was fairly good. The mean was 13.01 out of 20 (65.05 per cent). The standard
deviation was 3.47. Eighty-five per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of the
maximum available marks. Twenty-five candidates achieved full marks.
Questions 4−8 were drawn from the Marketing section of the syllabus and invited candidates to apply
their knowledge and understanding of marketing concepts to the marketing section of the business
plan.
Question 4 − Target Market
In response to the first part of this question, the majority of candidates had no difficulty stating
benefits of the location of the business, with many of them citing visibility and accessibility. In Part
(b), while most of them were able to identify likely targets of the business, it was clear that some
candidates interpreted targets to mean objectives and wrote about the aims and goals of the business.
This part of the question also attracted responses such as ‘criminals targeting the store’.
Question 5 − Market Research
Candidates for the most part seemed well prepared for this question and most of them were able to
state valid ways in which the business might benefit from conducting market research. Candidates
were equally successful in identifying factors likely to influence the decision of consumers to shop at
the business.
Question 6 − Marketing Activities
Part (a) required candidates to state two marketing activities in which the business could engage to
promote sales while Part (b) required them to identify two distribution channels that Almost New
could utilize to get its products to customers. Candidates were more successful in identifying
marketing activities than distribution channels but some candidates interpreted channels to mean
radio and television channels.
Question 7 − Sales
The majority of candidates was able to state correctly terms-of-sale options that could be employed
to encourage customers to make purchases. In attempting to explain the benefit of having in-house
salespersons, however, a significant number of candidates interpreted this as ‘someone living in the
house’. One popular response was that someone would be available to sell to customers after closing
hours.
Question 8 − Pricing Strategy
While most candidates were able to earn one mark for citing a pricing strategy, a large number failed
to elaborate and were unable to earn the additional mark for describing the strategy.
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Profile 3 – Financial Plan
Performance on Profile 3 was also fairly good. The mean was 6.96 out of 10 (69.60 per cent). The
standard deviation was 2.05. Eighty-five per cent of the candidates achieved at least 50 per cent of
the maximum available marks. One hundred and twenty candidates achieved full marks.
Candidates were required to respond to questions based on sources of finance for the business, ways
the government can assist the business and types of taxes the business has to pay. Additionally,
candidates were asked to prepare an executive summary based on the three areas of the plan given
in the case.
Question 9 − Sources and Uses of Finances
In Part (a), candidates were required to identify two sources of financing, other than personal sources,
from which the company may obtain funds. The majority of candidates was able to do this and was
awarded full marks. Very good responses included family, friends, loans from banks, loans from credit
unions, venture capitalists and the use of profits. Poor responses included ‘putting on a fundraiser’.
Part (b) required candidates to state two benefits, to the owners, of using their own funds to start the
business. Candidates’ knowledge in this area was, in most cases, limited and the majority was only
able to state the benefit in them not having loans and interest to repay.
Question 10 – Role of Government
Part (a) required candidates to state two ways in which governments could assist the new business.
The majority of candidates gave very creative ways such as lowering interest rates on imports,
providing tax holidays and providing factory space for rent while others spoke to the provision of loans.
A few candidates suggested methods of assistance that would not be given to businesses of the type
given in the case.
For Part (b), candidates had to identify two types of taxes that the firm should pay to the government.
The majority was able to do this correctly; income tax and value added taxes were popular responses.
Weaker responses stated non-existent taxes such as government tax and food tax or generally
referred to direct and indirect taxes.
Question 11 – Executive Summary
This question dealt with the executive summary. Candidates were required to write an overview of
the business that included the three main areas of the plan. This question proved to be the most
difficult for candidates. The majority indicated a lack of knowledge of the skills required in writing an
executive summary while others wrote a general summary which did not include the specifics of the
operational, marketing and financial plans related to the case given.
Many candidates simply extracted parts of the case study verbatim to compile their summary and
some of the information they included bore little or no relevance to the summary. Additionally, many
candidates did not include information from the three sections of the business plan. In the majority
of cases, candidates included information from the operational plan and the financial plan, but
omitted the marketing plan.
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Recommendations

•
•
•
•
•

Candidates are encouraged to read previous subject reports from the January examination
and note how executive summaries are written.
Candidates are also encouraged to practise writing reports using the style and content
expected of an executive summary for a business plan.
Candidates may find YouTube videos on writing summaries of a business plan useful.
Instructors should develop strategies to ensure that students are conversant with business
jargon.
Instructions should stress the meaning and intent of key words like state, describe and explain
in order to elicit more precise and complete student responses to questions.
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In January 2017, a total of 1533 candidates wrote the Principles of Business General Proficiency
examination. The examination comprises the following papers:
Paper 01 − Multiple Choice
Paper 02 – Structured Essay
Paper 032 − Alternative to School-Based Assessment (private candidates)
Paper 01 consists of 60 multiple-choice items taken from the three profiles of the syllabus. The
performance of candidates on this paper was commendable. The mean mark was 36.9. The standard
deviation was 9.01. No candidate achieved the maximum available marks. The highest mark was 58 out
of 60.
Paper 02 comprises five compulsory questions. The mean mark was 56.7 out of 100. The standard
deviation was 19.17. The marks achieved ranged from 0 to 97.
Paper 032 is an examination offered to private candidates. Candidates are required to respond to
questions based on a business plan, using a given template. Overall, performance on this paper continues
to show improvement. The mean mark was 28.1 out of 40. The standard deviation was 6.08. The marks
achieved ranged from 0 to 40.

DETAILED COMMENTS
Paper 02 – Structured Essay
Question 1
This question was well done by candidates. The mean mark was 14.19 out of 20 (70.9 per cent). The
standard deviation was 4.08. Eighty-six candidates achieved full marks.
This question tested objectives in the section of the syllabus that address organizational principles.
Specifically, candidates were required to





define the terms barter and specialization
state characteristics of cooperatives
distinguish between sole traders and partnerships, private sector and public sector
explain the importance of producers and consumers to a retail business.

Overall, candidates performed fairly well on this question as their responses suggested that they had
knowledge of most of the relevant syllabus content and a majority of them were able to apply this
knowledge appropriately, in responding to the various parts of the question.
In Part (a), all but the very weak candidates failed to define the term barter, and a smaller majority were
able to define specialization. A major weakness identified in attempts at defining specialization was
candidates’ use of the words ‘specialize’ or ‘specialization’ in their responses.
In Part (b), where candidates were required to state two characteristics of cooperatives, performance
was the least satisfactory. It appeared that most candidates were not familiar with this type of business
entity.

-3In Part (c), candidate responses suggested that most of them had knowledge of the four concepts being
tested. However, in attempting to distinguish between the concepts sole traders and partnerships, many
candidates stated features of each that were either not distinguishing features or were not explicitly
related. For example, ‘the sole trader is a business owned by one person and partnerships have unlimited
liability’.
In Part (d), while the majority of candidates seemed to have knowledge of the functions of producers and
consumers as links in the distribution chain, a significant number of the responses were weakened by
their inability to relate these to retail businesses, as was required by the question. As a result,
performance on Part (d) was just fair.
Recommendation to Teachers
Teachers are urged to help students develop cognitive skills above the level of recall by ensuring that the
testing and assessment instruments used in the classroom require the use of these skills and that students
are duly rewarded for using them.

Question 2
This question was done fairly well by candidates. The mean mark was 12.95 out of 20 (64.8 per cent).
The standard deviation was 4.50. Seventy-eight candidates achieved full marks.
In this question, candidates were required to




list characteristics of a good leader and outline two types of leadership styles
explain the importance of the grapevine in informal communication and describe strategies for
effective communication within an organization
explain ways in which teamwork can contribute to the success of a business.

Performance on this question was generally good. In Part (a), candidates were almost unanimous in their
ability to list four characteristics of a good leader and a majority of them were able to state two types of
leadership styles. However, some responses were weakened by candidates’ failure to outline rather than
list two leadership styles.
Part (b) (i) posed the greatest level of difficulty for candidates. Their responses suggested unfamiliarity
with the concept of the grapevine. In contrast, most candidates performed satisfactorily in Part (b) (ii),
which required them to describe two strategies for effective communication within an organization.
In general, responses to Part (c) were good. The majority of candidates cited two plausible contributions
teamwork can make to the success of a business. The main weakness to the responses was candidates’
penchant to give partial explanations.
Recommendation to Teachers
Teachers are encouraged to incorporate cases drawn from current affairs when teaching the concepts
tested in this question.
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Candidates did not perform very well on this question. The mean mark was 7.37 out of 20 (36.9 per cent).
The standard deviation was 4.67. Four candidates achieved full marks. This question tested objectives
on production, which are found in Section 5 of the syllabus. It required candidates to





define the terms production and productivity
describe factors that contribute to the efficiency of labour
identify Caribbean industries developed from agriculture and mining
explain ways in which human resource development can be promoted in the Caribbean.

Overall, this question was not well done. Candidates were unable to define basic business terms and
responses were often not well developed.
In Part (a) (i), candidates were asked to define the term production. Those candidates who scored full
marks were able to define the term using expressions such as the creation, transformation or making of
goods and services. The weaker candidates reused the terms produce/producing in their definitions.
In Part (a) (ii), candidates were required to define the term productivity. This was poorly done, as the
majority of candidates could not correctly define the term. Answers given included “the effectiveness of
the production process”, “how well something is being done” and “the level of production”.
Overall, the majority of candidates scored full marks on Part (a) (i), but struggled to gain marks on Part
(a) (ii). It is therefore recommended that teachers place greater emphasis on using examples when
explaining productivity so that students may fully understand the term.
In Part (b) (i), candidates were asked to describe two factors which contribute to the efficiency of labour.
The majority of candidates scored full marks on this part of the question. However, a significant number
merely listed the factors as ‘’education, working conditions, level of wages and hours of work’’ without
describing them. The weaker candidates appeared not to be familiar with the factors and thus answered
incorrectly.
Part b (ii) required candidates to list two factors of production used in the creation of goods and services.
The majority of candidates answered incorrectly. Popular misconceptions included identifying levels of
production and even marketing activities as factors of production. Expected responses included land,
labour, capital and enterprise.
In Part (c), candidates were asked to identify two Caribbean industries developed from agriculture and
mining. Performance was good as most candidates scored at least three of the four marks.
The majority of candidates had difficulty answering Part (d) which required them to explain two ways in
which human resource development in the Caribbean can be promoted. Responses suggested that most
candidates did not have an understanding of the concept of human resource development and therefore
could not relate to how it could be promoted, for example, through the availability of educational
opportunities, skills training programmes, on-the-job training and retooling.
Recommendation to Teachers
Teachers are encouraged to define terms prior to teaching the content of any topic.
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Performance on this question was fair. The mean mark was 10.90 out of 20 (54.5 per cent). The standard
deviation was 4.70. Twenty-two candidates achieved full marks.
This question tested objectives from Section 6 of the syllabus and was based on marketing. Candidates
were required to







define the term marketing
list elements of the marketing mix
differentiate between perfect competition and monopolistic competition
state reasons for conducting market research
describe factors which influence consumer behaviour
explain ways in which the price of a good or service contributes to the marketing process.

This question was fairly well answered. In Part (a) (i), the majority of candidates, while not giving a full
definition of marketing, gave sufficient information to merit half of the available marks. The weaker
candidates defined market instead of marketing.
In Part (a) (ii), candidates’ responses were quite good. The majority of candidates was able to identify
the elements in the marketing mix and those who could not gave answers that were acceptable.
Part (b) was very poorly done. Very few candidates were able to state features of perfect competition
and monopolistic competition. The responses of the majority of candidates indicated that they had no
knowledge of the meaning of these concepts.
Parts (c) (i) and (c) (ii) were well answered by the majority of candidates who showed that they
understood the reasons for conducting market research as well as the factors that could influence the
behaviour of consumers.
Candidates who answered Part (d) well understood how price affects demand and supply, and thus
contributes to the marketing process. They were able to develop their answers to show how marketing
was affected. However, the majority of the candidates, while identifying ways in which the marketing
process is affected, was not able to explain them sufficiently to score the maximum marks.
Recommendations to Teachers


In assisting students to define market and marketing, show the differences between these two
concepts and give a number of examples so students can separate these two concepts.



Use role play to teach students the features of perfect competition and monopolistic competition
so students can see the link and not view them just as theoretical concepts.
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Question 5
Performance on this question was fair. The mean mark was 11.29 out of 20 (56.5 per cent). The standard
deviation was 5.39. One hundred and sixteen candidates achieved full marks.
This question tested objectives from Section 8 of the syllabus, and assessed candidates’ knowledge of the
role that the government plays in the economy. Candidates were asked to






state responsibilities of the government
list sources of government revenue
state ways in which businesses can protect the environment
describe measures the government can use to regulate business activity
explain ways the government can protect consumers.

Part (a) (i) was very well done. The majority of candidates stated two responsibilities of the government
as required. The more able candidates indicated in their responses the provision of social services,
education, reducing crime and the collection of taxes. The weaker candidates opted to give very general
responses such as “to look after the needs of citizens” or “to ensure that everything in the country goes
as planned”.
Part (a) (ii) was also very well done, as the majority of candidates were able to list two sources of
government income. Taxes, loans and profits from government-owned businesses were the most
popular responses.
Part (b) was answered fairly well. Candidates were able to cite measures relating to the disposal of waste
responsibly, without harming the environment, having proper disposal facilities for various kinds of
waste, adhering to pollution and zoning laws, reusing/recycling items where possible, preserving trees
and sponsoring cleanup programmes. The weaker candidates gave inaccurate responses relating to
physically protecting the environment, for example, having more police patrols and camera systems.
Part (c) was fairly well done. The majority of candidates demonstrated knowledge of the measures the
government can use to regulate business activity. However, the measures they identified were not fully
described. Fairly good responses gave a comprehensive discussion on the use of taxation, subsidies,
licences and agencies set up to implement, monitor and regulate business activity.
Part (d) was also fairly well done. Most candidates demonstrated knowledge of the ways that the
government can protect consumers. However, there was a misinterpretation of the question by weaker
candidates, many of whom cited forms of physical protection of the consumer for ways to protect
consumers. Such responses stated that the government should have more police patrols, hire more
security and set up more security cameras.
Recommendations to Teachers
In teaching this section of the syllabus, teachers are encouraged to




help students understand the distinction between consumer protection and the physical
protection of citizens by highlighting the use of the various agencies of government to protect
consumers from malpractice by members of the business community
utilize case studies to help students better understand common malpractice issues and suggest
possible solutions
expose students to the various ways, other than taxation, through which governments can earn
revenue.
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Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment (SBA)
Profile 1 – Operational Plan
Performance on Profile 1 was fairly good. The mean was 6.30 out of 10 (63 per cent). The standard
deviation was 1.90. Ninety-three candidates achieved full marks.
Questions 1 to 4 required candidates to apply their knowledge of organizational principles to the
organizational plan of a simulated business, Altogether Jerk Ltd.
Question 1 – Nature and Type of Business
Most candidates were unable to correctly identify the business as a private limited liability company.
However, the majority of those who were able to do so stated a plausible reason for their response. Over
fifty per cent of candidates incorrectly identified the business as a partnership.
Question 2 – Internal Structure of the Organization
Candidates were almost unanimous in correctly identifying three relationships on the organizational chart
of the business.
Question 3 – Management Functions
All but a few candidates earned maximum marks for correctly stating two qualities of the managers that
were likely to lead to the success of the business.
Question 4 – Ethical Issues
Generally, responses to this question were good as a majority of candidates were able to explain an
ethical issue that would need to be addressed by the managers of the business. However, some
candidates appeared to be uncertain of what constitutes an ethical issue and offered weak responses
such as “they would have to make a plan.”
Overall, the performance of candidates on the questions in this section was good.
Recommendations to Teachers
The main weakness identified was the inability to recognize the simulated business as a private limited
liability company. This could be remedied by more attention being paid to highlighting the features of
this type of business, and in particular, differentiating it from a simple partnership.

Profile 2 – The Marketing Plan
Performance on Profile 2 was good. The mean was 13.95 out of 20 (69.7 per cent). The standard
deviation was 3.76. Thirty-four candidates achieved full marks.
Questions 5 to 9 required candidates to apply their knowledge and understanding of marketing concepts
to the marketing plan of Altogether Jerk Ltd.
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In response to the first part of this question, the majority of candidates had no difficulty stating two
marketing strategies. Many of the candidates accurately cited good ambience, focus on sales volume and
the use of bright tropical colours to attract customers.
In Part (b), most candidates were unable to describe how building sales volume over profit could help the
business to succeed. It was clear that some candidates played with the wording of the question and were
not aware of the impact that building sales has on a business. Some candidates simply stated that by
focusing on sales volume over time the firm could make more profits. Better responses were that by
increasing sales volume, the business can create brand and consumer loyalty in the short term which
would result in future profits for the business.
Question 6 – Competition
Candidates for the most part seemed well prepared for this question and the majority was able to identify
very good examples of likely competitors of Altogether Jerk Ltd. In this part of the question, most
candidates gained full marks.
Question 7 – Target Market
This question required candidates to identify two factors in the market research conducted by the
business, which would make it likely to succeed. Some of the better responses given by candidates were
a large unserved customer population, the business was new, the ambience, the Friday evening band, and
the fact that their focus was on sales volume and not profitability.
Candidates who answered this question poorly cited management experience and the use of technology,
which were not factors within the market research conducted by the managers of Altogether Jerk Ltd.
Question 8 – Promotional Strategies
The majority of candidates was able to describe two ways in which the firm can use technology to
advertise its products and services. Good responses varied from the business developing its own
Altogether Jerk Ltd app to the use of social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
The more popular responses were radio, television, electronic flyers, emails and digital billboards. Few
candidates indicated the type of technology. However, they failed to describe the way it could be used
to advertise the business’ products and services. Some candidates gave answers that showed the use of
technology in printing, for example, flyers, but did not show how technology was used so that the flyers
could be used to advertise the products and services.
Question 9 – Distribution Strategies
In this question, most candidates were able to score the two marks available for citing two methods the
firm intended to use to distribute its products. Some examples of such responses included the use of a
delivery van and bike and in-house dining and take out.
Recommendations to Teachers
•
•

•

Develop strategies to ensure that students are conversant with business jargon.
Stress the meaning of words such as state, describe, explain and what is required in questions in
which these words are used, in order to elicit more precise and complete student responses to
questions.
When teaching the types of pricing strategies, ensure that students are able to interpret them in
different ways. For example, penetration pricing can be seen as a strategy where the firm
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term or future.

Profile 3 – The Financial Plan
Performance on Profile 3 was commendable. The mean was 7.90 out of 10 (79.0 per cent). The standard
deviation was 2.04. Three hundred and eighty candidates achieved full marks.
Questions 10–13 in this section tested the objectives in Profile 3. Overall, candidates’ performance was
very good. This was particularly so in Questions 10 (a), 11 and 12.
Question 10 – Sources of Finance
Almost all candidates correctly responded to Part (a), which required them to list two sources from which
the simulated business hoped to obtain financing.
However, Part (b) was more challenging. Fewer than half the candidates correctly calculated the
additional amount of capital that the firm needed to start the business. The majority of candidates added
the total capital and the amount contributed in order to obtain the additional amount needed.
Question 11 – Government Regulations
Candidates were almost unanimous in their ability to state one government regulation with which the
business was required to comply.
Question 12 – Economic/Social Benefits
This question was also very well done. Almost all candidates used the information provided in the case
to clearly outline two benefits that the firm will provide to the community/country.
Question 13 – Executive Summary
While the majority of candidates were able to write a summary incorporating the three elements of the
business plan, some failed to include the financial aspect of the plan.
Recommendations to Teachers




Teachers are encouraged to reinforce the financial aspect of the business plan when teaching this
part of the syllabus.
Teachers should incorporate a greater number of practical activities in lessons on the financial
aspect of the business plan, thus giving students more practice in calculating capital.
In addition, students need to be encouraged to read the financial section of newspapers so that
they can better appreciate the financial aspects of the syllabus.

